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TO

HENRY B.H.BEAUFOY, ESQ., E.R.S.

Dear Sir,

Considering the generous interest you

have evinced in the endowments of the

City of London School, and the facilities

afforded men of letters in your extensive

library, I beg to dedicate to you my
^' Course of English Eeading," trusting that

it may contribute to your benevolent de-

signs of assisting the early efforts and the

later progress of those who pursue the

paths of learning.

Yours, dear Sir,

With much respect.

Very faithfully,

The Author.
Barnstaple, Jan. 1. 1850.





PREFACE

TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

Miss Jane C. divided her in-door hours into three

parts : the housekeeping and dinner-ordering cares

of life claimed one part; hearing two younger

sisters say their lessons a second part ; and during

the third and most delightful remainder she

would lock her chamber door, and move on the

marker of Russell's " Modem Europe " at the rate

of never less than fifteen pages an hour, and some-

times more.

Being so vexatious as to ask wherein her satis-

faction consisted, I was told—in the thought that

she did her duty ; that she kept her resolution

;

that she read as much as her friends ; that con-

tinually few^er histories remained to read; and

that she hoped one day to excel in literature.
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Vlll PREFACE.

A few torturing questions elicited that neither

the labour nor the resolution aforesaid had produced

any sensible increase, or more than a vague but

anxious expectation, of available information or

mental improvement. A painful suspicion arose

that there was some truth in the annoying remark

of a certain idle companion, that she was " stupe-

fying her brains for no good."

The exposure of an innocent delusion is mere

cruelty, unless you replace the shadow by the

substance ; so a list of books and plan of opera-

tions was promised by the next post. Adam Smith

attempted in a pamphlet what resulted in his

" Wealth of Nations " after the labour of thirty

years. My letter grew into a volume, now

offered for the guidance of youth in each and

every department of literature.

A large edition has been circulated, and a

demand for a second enables me to notice many

recent publications, and to profit by the sugges-

tions of " gentle readers " and severer critics. In

reply to repeated inquiries how the Author could



PREFACE. IX

have forgotten such and such works of undoubted

authority, he replies, that no student would thank

him for transcribing the Catalogue of the Bodleian,

however much it might add to his reputation for

extensive reading. Without aspiring to direct

the future studies of Mr. Macaulay in History, of

Dr. Buckland in Geology, or of the Duke of Wel-

lington in Military Tactics, he is happy to say, that

very learned men have expressed their regret

that in their early studies they had not the benefit

of such simple guidance as this volume affords.

J. P.

Barnstaple, Jan 1. 1850.





SUMMARY OF COURSE OF ENGLISH
READING.

How to study

HISTORY generally, 95.

of Britain generally, 98. An outline of the whole,

and particular instructions for making our fort, or

strong point, one of six memorable eras ; viz,

1. Till the Conquest.

2. Middle ages — feudal system — chivalry —
crusades.

3. Commencement of Modern History, as marked
by printing,— gunpowder,— the compass, —
discovery of America,— Colonial System, —
Reformation

4. The Civil Wars.

5. The Revolution of 1688.

6. From George III.

to the present

time, with special <

instructions for

studying,

1. From 1660 to the French
Revolution,

2. To the end of the Re-
volutionary war,

3. To the present time.

of Modern Europe generally, 122. Particular in-

structions for making our fort, or strong point, one
of seven eras ; viz.

1. The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
2. The Revival of Learning.

3. The Religious Wars in the Low Countries.

4. The Thirty Years' War.
5. The French Revolution.

6. History of America and the West.
7. British India and other Colonies.

of Rome, advice addressed to youths while yet at

school ; or

to candidates for scholarships, 145-

to candidates for University honours
and Fellowships, 148.

to ladies and general readers, 1 48.

light and entertaining study of, 149.



Xll SUMMARY.

How to study

HISTORY of Greece, advice addressed to youths reading for

scholarships, 157.

to candidates for University honours

and Fellowships, 155.

to ladies and general readers, 169.

light and entertaining study of, 169.

of Man, 196.

The Wonders of Creation and Natural Phe-
nomena, 198.

The Arts, Sciences, Literature, and com-
parative superiority of different Nations,

199.

Notice of most interesting and exciting

Narratives of Land and Sea, 202.

The Manners and Customs, and the general

state of different Nations, 200.

The Politics, Institutions, and Economy
of Nations, 205.

The Ruins of Ancient Cities and Anti-

quities, 206.

Works, entertaining and illustrative of Clas-

sical and Sacred Literature, 208.

Preparatory to a Tour in Britain, or on the

Continent, 209.

Most pleasantly and profitably, by illus-

trated books, 209.

PHILOSOPHY, Moral, Political, Mental,— Metaphysics,

— Grammar, Logic, Rhetoric, Phrenology,

Physiology, 211.

THE FINE ARTS, by a method very easy and entertain-

ing, 227.

Painting,— Elements of Criticism, History of

Art, &c., 229.

Sculpture, 242.

Architecture, 245.

THE SCRIPTURES, in five Divisions, viz.

1. The Text,— the Word (comparing passages,— inter-

• esting illustration,— repeating, — writing proofs,

— Scriptural common-place book).

2. Commentaries and Notes.

3. Biblical Antiquities,— Jewish History,— Transla-

tions.

4. Doctrines,— Articles,— the Prayer Book,— Books

for Controversialists, — Defence of the Church.



SUMMARY. XllI

How to stndt/

THE SCRIPTURES— oowftn«erf.

5. The principal Writers in order ;

fl. The Fathers.

Subdivisions ofthe prin-

cipal Writers.

2. The Schoolmen.

3. The Reformers.

4. The Successors of the

Reformers.

5. The Non-conformists.

6. The Divines of the Re-
storation and Revo-
lution.

Modem Writers.17.

POETRY, — Criticism,— Taste, 284.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY in all its Branches,

-

of simple Treatises, 289.

MILITARY SCIENCE AND HISTORY, 290.

Notice

How to remember what we read,— Rules simple and practicable,

179.

How to keep a Common-place Book, 289.



XIV SUMMARY.

Advice more particularly to those who study

Antiquities, 103. 106. 206.

for the Bar, 103—107.

for the Church, 109. 128.

Constitutional history, 113. 129. 220.

for General Information, 115. 131. 137. 219. 224. 243—7.

for the Array and Navy, 290.

the History of Literature, 126. 268. 384.

for University Scholarships, 145— 157.

Classes and Fellowships, 148— 157.

Roman History, briefly (to young ladies), 148.

Grecian History, briefly, 169.

with weak memory, 179.

preparatory to travelling, 209.

instead of travelling, 203.

only the amusing, 62—73.

methodically ; to mark their progress, 7, 83.

Moral Philosophy, briefly, 213.

more deeply, 214.

at Oxford, 215.

Political Economy, more or less, 217.

Mental Philosophy and Metaphysics, 221.

Physiology and Phrenology, 222.

Grammar, with a view to Composition, 227.

Logic and Rhetoric, 227.

the Fine Arts, 228.

to judge of Painting, 229. Sculpture, 242. Architecture,

245.

for Holy Orders, 109. 128. ; 257.

for writing Sermons, 249. ; 254.

for doctrinal Controversy, 262.

to defend the Established Church, 267.

Theology as a part of general Literature, 268.

Poetry,— a regular course, 284.

to cultivate taste, 288.

requiring simple works for self-instruction in Natural Phi-

losophy, 290.

with very limited advantages, 121. 132.

needing encouragement, 3. 10. 80. 91—93



SUMMARY. XV

Literary Opinions and Remarks by distinguished Men.

By Hesiod of mankind, 4 ; by Johnson of study, 9 ; by Sheridan

of gaining knowledge, 14; by Gray of Boswell, 22; by Talleyrand

of conversation, 29 ; by Bacon and Rochefoucauld of seeming

wise, 29 ; by Bolingbroke of course of reading, 30 ; by Sir J.

Reynolds of genius, 34; by Johnson of Hudibras, 32; by Moore

of Sheridan's oratory, 34; by Hobbes of reading a little well, 37;

by Johnson of history, 40 ; by Sir J. Reynolds of Robertson, 40

;

by Sir R. Walpole of history, 40; by Bacon of historical compi-

lation and choice of histories, 41 ; by Coleridge of Gibbon, 43

;

by Burke of Hume, 44; by Lady W. Montagu of learning

languages, 43; vulgar error concerning Smollett's history, 44;

by Johnson of reading books through, 46 ; by Adam Smith, 46

;

by Heber of Sir W. Scott, 55 ; by Bulwer of Sir David Wilkie,

64 ; by Gray of Rasselas, 65 ; by Johnson of Gray's Odes, 65 ;

by Wordsworth and Mrs. Hemans of Burns, 65 ; by Dr. Parr of

Sir W. Scott, 65 ; by Burke of Ossian, 65 ; by Dr. Wolcott of

" Alexander's Feast," 65 ; by Addison of methodical study, 66 ;

by Bishop Butler of the pleasures of the mind, 70 ; by George

Steevens of the pursuits of literature, 73 ; by Herschel of the

pleasures of science, 81 ; by Herschel of steam power compared

with the pyramids, 87 ; by Bacon and Johnson of reading and

conversation, 91 ; by Dufresnoy of the time required for a course

of historical studies, 95 ; of Kiebuhr's memory, 90; his wonderful

discernment, 102; Burke's prophecy, 102; Gibbon's, 108; by
Burke of Murphy's translation of Tacitus, 108 ; by Niebuhr and
Blackstone of Gibbon, 108 ; by Sir W. Scott of CK^rendon, 111

;

of the author of Junius, 118; by Bacon of superficial reading,

119; of the revival of learning, 126; by Professor Heeren of

modern history, 130; of Scott's Life of Napoleon, 132; by
Sydney Smith on reviews, 132; by Campbell of Mackintosh's

style, 133; of imagination as aflfected by age, 139; by Pitt of

Sheridan's eloquence, 140; by Sir R. Peel of the Hon. M.
Elphinstone's work, 142; by Theodore Beza of Plutarch, 153;
by the Quarterly of Boswell, 163; by Abernethy ofJohn Hunter,

159; by Niebuhr of classical studies, 164; by Lady W, Mon-
tagu of the ignorance of ladies, 165 ; by Jeremy Taylor of clas-

sical studies, 168 ; by Pliny, Tliucydides, and the tragedians, of

the duty of man, 168; by Johnson of Pope's Homer, 172; by
Bacon, of the true use of study, 175 ; by Fox of Pitt, 181 ; by
Abercrombie of Memory, 188 ; by Bacon of Memoria Technica,

188; by Neibuhr of verbal memory, 189; by Medhurst of the

wonderful memory of the Chinese, 191 ; of the memory of Ma-
thews the comedian, 191 ; by Lady W. Montagu of Addison's
daughter, 192; by Prior of Bolingbroke's talent for languages,
also of Xavier the Jesuit, and the Bishop of New Zealand, 192;
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by Eusebius of Esdras, by Seneca of Hadrian, by Petrarch of
Clement V., by Cicero and Quintillan, of Memory, 193; by Sir I.

Newton of the key to knowledge, 200; by Johnson of improving
by travels, 201 ; by Professor Sedgewick of Paley's Moral Phi-
losophy, 213; by Mackintosh, Dr. Chalmers, and Dr Arnold, of
Butler's Sermons, 215; by Mrs. Somerville of the facility of the

study of science, 215; by Fox of Burke's Letters on the French
Revolution, 217; by Sir W. Scott of Sir David Wilkie's paintings,

234 ; by the Rev. H, Melville of the Scriptures tending to mental
discipline, 249 ; by Coleridge of Melite, not Malta, 250 ; by Dr.
Meuse of the Indian tradition of a deluge, 251 ; by Serle of the

Trinity known to the Otaheitans, 251 ; by Mackintosh of Job
xxix., by Wordsworth of Jeremiah, by Mrs. Hemans of St. John,

by Coleridge of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, 252; by the

Edinburgh Review of Doddridge, 278; by George III. of Wat-
son's " Apology for the Bible," 262 ; by Dr. Chalmers of the

Fathers, 268 ; by the Duke of Wellington of Paley's Evidences,

269; by Abp. Leighton of the Schoolmen, 271 ; by Lord Bur-
leigh of the Liturgy, 274 ; by Robert Hall of Burke and Howe,
275; by St. Augustine of Cicero, 276 ; by C. II. of Isaac Barrow,

277; by Johnson of Law's "Serious Call," 278 ; by Bolingbroke
of Dryden's prose ; by Mackintosh of Dryden's " Cock and the

Fox," 284; by Mackintosh of obscurity in poetry — of Gray— of

Johnson's injustice to Gray and Prior, 285 ; by Byron of John-
son's poems, 385 ; by Fox and Mackintosh of Crabbe, by Pitt of

Scott, by Scott of Coleridge, by Mackintosh of Coleridge, 386
;

by Burns of Alison » On Taste," 387.



A COUESE

OF

ENGLISH READING.

PART I.

IN WHICH THE PATH OF LEAHNING IS EXPLAINED TO BE

NICELY SLOPED AND GRADUATED, AND SO PLENTEOUSLY

STREWN WITH OBJECTS OF INTEREST AND CURIOSITY AS TO

BE ENTERTAINING AND INVITING TO ALL.

" Est quiddam prodire tenus si non datur ultrS."

" If you can't do as much as you would, at least do ?s much
as you can."

All the world would allow that a traveller would

pass more easily from any one point to any other

point by having a distinct picture of the road

before he started. All the world would approve

of a traveller's stopping once or twice in his

journey, and asking himself, " To what place am
I going ?" and " Is this the best way to reach it?"

But how many myriads in this world aforesaid do

set out on the long and intricate road of life

without a map, and, while they can only keep

B



2 COURSE OF ENGLISH READING.

moving, never stop to ask whether they are in

their latitude or out of it. So blindly do men

run after all the imaginary prizes of life, and just

as blindly do they pursue any one of them. Con-

sider intellectual pursuits. Many young persons

have said to me, "I should so like to possess

general information, and to be w^ell-informed, like

our very amusing friend. Is it not strange that,

amidst all the toils of a most engrossing profession,

he can find time to acquire so much knowledge on

every subject?"

" Not at all strange ; a few minutes a day, well

employed, are quite enough."

" Really I do not find it so. What I read

rarely interests me ; so I forget nearly as fast as I

read, and grow more and more confused."

" Too little interest, and too much confusion

!

Really you have enough to complain of. Do you

know that this may constitute all the difference

between your acquirements and those of our

friend ?
"

" But he is so clever."

" Can he do as much in one hour as you in

six?"

" No ! certainly not. I see your argument.

You are going to remind me I have more than six

times the number of hours to study."

" Is there no one subject on which you feel your-
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self his equal? Think of gardening, drawing,

scriptural reading," &c.

" True, but I am so fond of these subjects

;

for
"

" For,— you would say, your attention never

flags, and your memory never fails."

" Just so. But I am not so fond of certain other

subjects, which still I very much wish to know."

" But do you not remember a time when you

were not sofond even of these favoui'ite subjects ?"

" Certainly ; you would infer therefore
"

"Iwould inferwhat I positivelyhave experienced

both in myself and others, that a fondness and

interest for study may be acquired, and under good

guidance it is hardly ever too late to begin.^^

" And the advice you intend to give me is

founded on "

" Is founded on certain simple and self-evident

means of creating an interest in all we read, and

thus insuring attention, and consequently memory.

Suppose you wished to nourish a man's body, you

would sav, ' Feed him.' ' But he does not di2:est.'

' Probably he has no appetite?' 'Yes; he will

eat some few things.' ' Then choose these few
;

attend to his appetite, and by that judge when and

what he can digest.' So with the mind; attend

to the curiosity, which is the appetite of the mind,

B 2



4 COURSE OF ENGLISH READING.

for whatever the mind receives with avidity tends

to its maturity and strength,"

In this way I have reasoned with many of my
friends: and have had the satisfaction of seeing

my advice attended with more success than I could

ever anticipate. One pupil in particular is now

present to my mind, a lady—a circumstance most

encouraginoj to all who distrust their own abilities

— and this especially is the case which induces

me to think that the same advice may be generally

useful. My prescriptions, I trust, are not like the

panacea of the day, the same for all patients in all

stages ; but such as, being based on the same prin-

ciples of mental health, are nicely modified to suit

every age and constitution. If my rules seem

obvious, and what all well-educated persons may

be presumed to know, I answer. Do we not often

hear readers say, I like a book that begins at the

beginning of a subject— that presumes not that I

have knowledge, but that I am generally ignorant ?

Have the best informed never searched for infor-

mation, though with affected indifference— they

would not, on any account, be seen to do so—
even in a child's story-book, or penny catechism ?

Hesiod, as quoted by Aristotle, divides the world

into three classes :— the first have sense of their

own ; the second use the sense of their neigh-

bours ; the third do neither one nor the other.
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Now all the advice I have to offer is addressed

to the second class, with a slight hope and a

sincere desire to make converts of the third. As

to arrangement, I will not promise to be very

exact. As a traveller in the boundless fields of

literature, I shall take the privilege of describing

fair flowers and curiosities as they occurred to me,

and to quote the very words of many fellow-

travellers, some pointmg out my way, and some

asking theirs. Full well I know that a man who

will stand forth like a witness in a court of justice,

and say not what he thinks, but what he knows

and has seen, and sometimes what impression these

occurrences produced upon his mind, may find his

humble testimony decide knotty questions and

promote high purposes he knew not of. Thus, by

truth copied from the plain tablets of memory,

will I endeavour so to lay down the law that each

may solve his own perplexity, and to hold up a

mirror in which every man may see himself.

The first case that occurs to me—the case of

nearly all who have the ambition, but not the

method, to be literary characters— is the follow-

ing:—A young lady of great intelligence asked,

" What would you reconmiend me to read ?
"

" That depends on what you have been reading

lately—the new matter must assimilate with the

old, or it will not digest."

B 3



6 COURSE OF ENGLISH READING.

^^ I have read nearly all Hume and Smollett,

and I want to know some more of the History of

England, and the continental nations too— shall I

read Russell's Modern Europe ?
"

" Excuse me for saying you have rather a large

ground-plan for your historical edifice. Do you

hope to build up in the same proportion? Re-

member the Tower of Babel and the confusion of

tongues. A dozen and a half of thick volumes

!

Can you remember all this ?
"

" Oh no. The worst of it is I cannot remember

even common facts, succession of kings, wars and

peace, and the like, which even children learn

from their little books. I was so long over Hume,

that I forgot the first part before I had read the

last."

" And if you had only read the child's history

tlu'ough twice, you would possess more real know-

ledge at the present moment."

This was allowed : my pupil also agreed that

Hume dwelt too long on some topics in which she

felt no interest, and too little on others ; that with

all long histories it was difficult to grasp the out-

line of events so comprehensively as to enjoy the

advantage of comparing one period with another,

and that in proportion as these defects caused less

interest, greater perseverance was required. An
admission which called to mind the expression of
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another literary pilgi'im, who exclaimed from the

very slough of despair, " What am I to try next

— I have waded through two volumes of Russell,

and am heartily tired by a third ?
"

I now took a sheet of paper and drew what was

intended for an liistorical tree. The trimk bore in

straggling capitals the words Hume and Smollett

;

and in smaller letters the names of the sovereigns,

each of whom was allowed a space commensurate

with his reign. " Here," I said, " you have one

continuous history, as it were, the stem and prop,

or the connected chain of your knowledge:—

a

less substantial supporter than Hume would do as

well at present, because you seem to have forgotten

(which is about the same thing as never having

read) Hume's History. I wish you to have a com-

prehensive knowledge of this whole chain ; so take

the History of England by the Society for Pro-

moting Cliristian Knowledge, one small duodecimo

of 140 pages, price Is. Sd. This you may know

thoroughly in four or five days ; and afterwards

keep it in mind by writing out the answers of the

questions given at the end. In this way your

chain of history will be connected, and you may

learn to run over in your mind all the events from

Queen Boadicea to Queen Victoria, at least I have

known children of ten years of age do as much."

" Then what shall I do with Hume ?

"

B 4
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" Hume's history will strengthen particular

links in this fine chain I am supposing: it will

make the imaginary trunli the thicker and better

able to support the weight of its branches. You

will guess that by the branches and offshoots

I mean biographies and other works read in con-

nection ; the desire for which will be excited by

this chain of reading, or grow out of this tree of

history."

"A little more explanation if you please, and

remember the amusement you promised me ; —
hitherto, my studies have been literally ' bubble,

bubble, toil and trouble ? '

"

'^ Tell me, first, what desire or curiosity has

grown out of your chain of reading ?
"

" I have a curiosity to know more of Ridley,

Cranmer, and those glorious martyrs."

"First cast your eye over the three or four

pages of Mary's reign in the little history, you will

then have a vivid recollection of their times ; and

then read a separate account of these champions

of Christendom in some other books."

" Just so ; but then I must go through four or

five volumes of the Reformation ?
"

*^ There is no necessity ; continue to read about

the mart3rrs as long as your curiosity lasts. You

may find a short mention of them in a Cyclopaedia

or Biographical Dictionary ; or you may turn to a
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full and graphic account in Southey's Book of

the Church. See, I keep my promise ; when

'toil and trouble begins or interest ends,' I say,

stop and read something else."

My friend was laudably solicitous as to whether

this was sound advice : she thought " that where

there was no pain, there would be no cure
;
" so

besides lu'ging my own experience, I sought and

found authority in a book in which authority may

be found on subjects almost as multifarious as we

would expect in a famous book purporting to treat

De quolibet ente et multis aliis rebus ; " about every

tlihig in the world, and many other things beside."

Dr. Johnson said that for general improvement

a man should read whatever his inmiediate incli-

nation prompted. " What we read with inclination

makes a much stronger impression. If we read

without inclination, half the mind is employed in

fixing the attention, so there is but one half to be

employed on what we read;"* and this the Doctor

said when sixty-seven years had rolled over his

sober head.

Again, " Idleness is a disease wliich must be

combated ; but I would not advise a rigid adhe-

rence to a particular plan of study." My plan

requires no rigid adherence, but allows full lati-

tude, as the Doctor goes on to require. " I, my-

* Boswell, vol. vi. p. 163.
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self, have never persisted in any plan for two days

together. A man ought to read just as inclination

leads him, for what he reads as a task will do him

little good."—Vol. ii. p. 213.

My advice coincides with that of the Doctor

:

I would afford all the assistance of method with-

out cramping the strong spring of inclination.

Where two books, or two courses of reading, are

equally amusing, there is no hardship in being

restricted to the more improving.

This advice was followed. A few evenings after,

I found my pupil had read with the sharp edge of

curiosity, and, of course, had digested lives of

Ridley and Cranmer, and had become curious

still further about Heny YIII., Edward YL, and

Mary. " What !

" I said ; " how came these cha-

racters to interest you more to-day than when you

read of them in Hume?" " Because," was the

natural reply, " the association was different. I

care more about those who fought or befriended

the pope, than about men who lost heads or won

crowns, to say nothing of long chapters about pri-

mogeniture, in which, by the way, our friend is so

accurate ; bu.t I understand it is only from asso-

ciation with his law books." My principle was

now understood, that every person has his peculiar

curiosity, on attending to the dictates of which his me-

mory and improvement depend.
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This curiosity is aii appetite which " gi'ows by

what it feeds on." Let me relate another passage

from my preceptorial diary :— "A most wonder-

fully retentive memory has that Captain Evans we

met yesterday : he talks on every subject ; strange

that Mr. Wood, when here on his circuit, did not

think more of him." " I should wonder more if

he did ; the captain talks for effect : he has more

vanity than love of literature: Mr. Wood truly

remai'ked what a bore the man was ; that he went

away like a steam-engine in his own line, but

clogged the moment he got off it
;
pursued no game

but what he himself had started ; could fight but

badly on his own ground, and was no match for

the poorest antagonist on any otber. Strangely

enough, there was another person in the same com-

pany, of known depth and research, who heard

this "captain bold" without taking the trouble to

correct his facts, or question his conclusions ; and

who also observed the next day, he " only wished

men would not worry their friends in the evening

with what they had read without imderstanding

the very same morning." How true is the obser-

vation that men who have not studied some one

subject as a profession, or with as much assiduity

and thought as a profession requires, having no

standard of accuracy, can rarely speak creditably

on any single topic. Lies, whether expressed or
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implied (and what is affectation but lies in a state

of solution), always discourage truth, and the hum-

ble endeavours of simple honesty : so, a youth

honourably desirous of improvement was almost

persuaded by the empty pretensions of a shallow

pretender, that the knowledge worthy of a proper

man is beyond ordinary ability to attain.

Let a vain, chattering character read the latest

article in the " United Service Magazine," talk at

the reading-room door on the contents with some

of those portly gentlemen who are to be seen in

every town like China jars, or male Caryatides,

daily fixtures, for fear any stranger should want a

clue to the fashionable library ; and with the sum-

total of remarks and illustrations so collected, let

him talk loud and long, and he will be regarded

as the man of general information. The ignorant

do not discover the cheat, and the wise despise too

much to expose it, or should they venture to qua-

lify the general praise, they are called jealous, and

pass unregarded.

" Well," said my young friend, " all I know is,

I should have felt more comfortable had I known

more of the subject he was discussing. The last

war^Napoleon— Nelson— and the Duke, are

matters about which I have a very confused and

shallow stock of information. How should I pro-

ceed ?— ' Gurwood's Despatches,' Alison^ volumes
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of Soutliey on the Peninsula, and others on the

Revolution, will take me so long, I shall starve

for want of knowledge before I gain it at this slow

rate."

He was soon made to understand that these

were not the books to begin with, and was warned

with the mention of Robinson Crusoe's boat,, too

big to launch, and his first plan of a goat-pen, two

miles round, which would have given him as little

property in his flock as if he had no pen at all.

My friend saw that long liistorical works, and

most others, consist of two parts :
—

First, facts.

Secondly, observations on facts.

As to the facts, he did not want to know tho-

roughly all the minutige mentioned in the books

above mentioned—a perfect knowledge of a very

small portion would satisfy him for the present

;

a small collection would serve as standards roimd

which other ideas might rally, as fixed points, for

association, in aid of memory, and as links, how-

ever coarse, to make the chain complete, till time

were allowed to substitute links stronger and more

minute. This youth had also the confidence to

allow that, by comparison of facts, he might discern

effects and causes, and have a home supply of

observations; for the larger stock of ideas we

import the less we grow, and the more minds fall
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out of cultivation. I encouracred liim with the

prospect of becoming in course of time almost

exclusively his own grower and consumer as to

observations : and when books are to be read for

culling facts alone, and most observations passed

by as already known, he saw that cumbrous

volumes would in effect be considerably reduced

in size, and asked, '' Is this the reason I see you

with a book on your favourite subject, turning

over the leaves without seeming to read five lines

out of a page ?" " Yes, frequently five lines are

enough to show what the author is going to ob-

serve, and by degrees we obtain the same facility

in reading facts as observations. Did you not see

me the other day pass over nearly a whole chapter

of travels in Russia? The table of contents

showed me that it contained substantially the same

matter as a volume I had just before read on the

same subject." However, let no readers be en-

couraged by these observations to fall into a care-

less and desultory habit. I allow them to miss

what they already know : I do not say what they

have already read. Accurate reading and re-

flection are their own reward, by saving time and

trouble in the end. Sheridan truly remarked,

" Instead of always reading, think, think, on every

subject : there are only a few leading ideas, and

these we may excogitate for ourselves." While
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others talk of so many hours of daily study, and so

many books read, those who really improve think

only of questions solved and clear knowledge at-

tained. " So, my friend," I continued, " to gain

confidence in speaking of Napoleon and his contem-

poraries, take first of all a book of facts ; do as I

did some years since, in idle time, by the sea-

side : — I took Miller's History of Great Britain

from George II. to George lY. (published 1834,

by Jones, Finsbury Square), one double-columned

volume of 400 pages
;
gi^*ing something like an

epitome of the newspapers, from 1760 to 1820,

and bearing on each page, in tvs^o or three places,

lines in capitals, drawing attention to the respective

topics, as in pages 332. and 333. : Advance of the

British into Spain, under Sir Jolm Moore ; again.

Sir J. ^loore's Retreat ; again. Battle of Cormma,

and Death of Moore."

I commenced at p. 207., which gave the history

of the end of the year 1789 : I wrote on the top of

every page, " A. D. 17—, or A. D. 18—," and in this

manner my book became a ready book of reference

for any newspaper allusion to the days of our

fathers. A few days' reading took me through the

200 pages which gave the history fr'om the begin-

ning of the Revolution to the death of George III.

Still I intended to read the same two or three

times more. I was in haste to complete, as I
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say, mj chain in a fair, substantial way first, and

strengthen it afterwards. I did not read from

end to end ; but when tired, I used to dip into

interesting parts, such as victories and state trials

;

so this history suited me in all humours, whether

as a novel or work of memory. It would puzzle

any one to guess what parts made most impres-

sion on my memory : they were not " the moving

incidents by flood and field," but facts which I

might probably have overlooked, had they not

happened to form the subject of conversation, and

thus became matters of special interest. There is

a maxim among lawyers, that private reading

makes little impression till legal practice shows

its use, and fixes attention to important points.

Daily intercourse with men and books serves the

general reader as practice serves the lawyer ; by

fixing attention, it insures memory. Nor is this

the only point of comparison. Do you think any

lawyer's knowledge can comprehend all the pon-

derous volumes in Lincoln's Inn library, and these,

to the uninitiated, seem equally deserving of

study ? Certainly not. Then how do they know

which to choose as most useful to meet and answer

all cases that occur ? Practice shows the general

demand, and this they prepare to supply. So the

general reader, like the lawyer, must study to be

strong on those points on which not only his own
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tionsciousness but the strength of those he encoun- I

ters shows his weakness. This leads me to remark '

why the same book may be read again and again

with continually increasing interest and profit,

because the^ interval between each reading will

call attention to a new order of facts, and elicit a

new series of conclusions. All this I draw faith-

fully from the history of the pro^'ess of my own

mind."

" And how did you proceed when you had read

this part of history once ?
"

" I had a friend who was fond of discussincr the

same subject; one who had long lived by the

sea, conversed with naval officers, listened with

me to many an hour's yarn from an old Trafalgar

man, while cruising in the Rose yacht off Tenby

and Caldj', and had often surprised me with the ,

apparent extent of his knowledge. His conver-

sation increased my interest, and made my read-

ing more profitable. I then read Southey's Life

of Nelson, and the Life of Napoleon, 2 vols., in

the Family Library. These books are quite easy

reading, except allusions to the history of the times,

a knowledge of which is alwa^'s indispensable in

reading for real improvement; and .this know-

ledge makes the sound and accurate man, and

distinguishes our well-read friend from the loqua-

cious captain. On so good an opportunity let me

C
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add a word of caution. I have suggested some-

times ' to read and skip,' but to skip only the

known, not the unknown. These historical allu-

sions I readily found out, by looking over the

occurrences of the same year in my history. Thus,

while the history explained the biography, the

biography drew attention to the history. True it

is that all readers may occasionally be at a loss

for an allusion ; if they do their best to explain it,

this is immaterial ; but those literary epicures who

touch nothing but dainties, and pick all books for

the amusing, will never enjoy a sound intellectual

constitution, but will acquire an imnatural appe-

tite, no longer a criterion of their ability to digest.

Once form a- habit of reading solely and exclu-

sively what pleases at the moment, once blunt the

natural sense of satisfaction, which the sound

mind feels from doing tilings thoroughly, and

from that moment you have bartered the literary

resources of a life for the excitement of an hour.

This custom of referring to explain allusions, need

not check the interest of your subject. I often

mark on a blank leaf a mark of interrogation, and

against this set the number of the pages containing

difficulties, till I have finished reading, and then

make all the references at once. Even if you

should not succeed in your search at the time, this

practice will fix the difficulties in your memory so
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finnly that you will be on the alert for fatiire

elucidations. But what was the result of the line of

reading I have mentioned ? The result was, that

mj friend was quite surprised at the accuracy of

my knowledge of his favourite parts of modem
history ; and even touchmg naval history, he could

tell me little that I did not know. Now, observe,

this was an idle man who had nothincr to do but

to read every periodical or new publication of

interest; he had read numerous volumes on the

topics on which I had read but three. At the

time I was surprised ; but observation has since

made me ftdly alive to these seeming anomalies.

My knowledge, I knew, was shallow, but liis no

longer seemed deep. This gave me confidence.

I have since found that there are very, very few

readers so familiar with' any topic, that ordinary

ability, with methodical application, may not

greatly surpass them after a few days of diligent

study.

To continue my method with history : Miller's v^*

History has since served me as a book of refer-

ence, and stands on the same shelf with my Bio-

graphical and other Dictionaries. It shows at one

view a picture of those by-gone days and departed

heroes, of whom we hear old gentlemen talk,

when they are wicked enough to perpetrate a

little conversational monopoly, and swell with a

c 2
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very innocent kind of self-importance, as they tell

the cold perspiration that came over their patriotic

brows the morning they heard of the mutiny at

the Nore, the projected invasion, and the Bank

stopping payment; and how they laughed and

triumphed in the truth of, if not their own, at

least some near relative's prognostication that Nel-

son would find the foe and beat him too; how

melancholy they felt as our Hero's funeral passed,

and how they sympathised with the honest tars

who followed in the mournful throng. To all

such conversation listen most attentively; but

smce all you will learn from it is inaccurate, and

unconnected, instead of being satisfied with half a

story, go at once to the book to ascertain time,

place, and characters, and then "give to airy

nothing a local habitation and a name." On this

principle, in reading Ireland's Seven Years of

France, from 1815-22, I cast my eye over the

pages of Miller, on which I had marked the corre-

sponding seven years : I did the same before read-

ing every other book relating to the same period.

But I shall be reminded that I promised to make

my course amusing; and most amusing was the

method I am relating; for, in course of time, I

selected from old Reviews and Magazines only

such articles as were amusing : but at that time

the sphere of my amusement was enlarged ; my
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mind was stored with facts on which I tliirsted for

more minute information ; and since all these were

read with an appetite, all were easily digested.

In order to register my reading, and preserve

order in my studies, I marked on the margin of

the History what books or essays gave exact

information on different subjects, vide Southey,

p. —, or Gentleman's Magazine, No.— ; or read

Mackintosh's Observations on the French Revolu-

tion, p.— ; Burke's Opinion, see Life, p.—. So

my History became an index or Common-Place

Book.

The time at which reading is most improving, is

when, as you read the table of contents, you feel

impatience to begin the chapter, as containing

exactly the facts you want to know—the very

observations you wish to compare with your own.

And this eager curiosity and zest for reading will

have a continually wider field for its exertion,

till at last every book will have its interest. Did

you never hear a man fond of literature, say

" Give me any book ; I do not mind what it is."

While asking this question, there rises before me
a vision of one, an accomphshed scholar and hard-

worked man of active life, standing amidst a nur-

sery of children, so riveted on one of their story

books picked off the floor, that the young fry,

spite of all their pulling at his skirts, and clinging

c 3
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to his knees, despaired in their impatience at

moving him, till one cried out, " Ah ! 1 knew if

we did not keep our picture books away from him,

he would not let us ride on his foot till he had

read them all through."

None but those so eminently blessed with men

tal endowments, can conceive all the pleasures

which spring from the well-formed and fertile

mind ; it seems ready fitted with little cells for all

sweets ; to have a distinct pigeon-hole for every

kind of communication : every acquisition has a

tendency not to dissolve and darken, but to crys-

tallise in brilliancy and beauty; however extended

its chain, each link ends in a hook for joining

more. These are the minds which in society give

almost as much pleasure as they enjoy : they find

companions even in those whom their friends apo-

logise for asking them to meet. Dr. Johnson said

he would rather sit next an intelligent man of the

world than a scholar ; for the man who has

learned life from nature's own volimie, is provided

with a supply as varied and as rich, as is the

store from which he draws ; he can repay with

genuine undipped coin, in bold relief, fresh from

Nature's mint : however small his after-dinner

contribution to the common fund of entertainment,

it still is sterling, pure, and unadulterated. Gray

said of Boswell's Corsica, that it proved any man
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with talent or without could write a useful book,

if he would only faithfully, and without affectation,

detail what he had seen and heard in a sphere

which the rest of the world had never seen, and

was curious to know. In this point of view the

man of well-formed mind regards companions ; he

is fully prepared to be entertained by the humblest

relator of " things that he doth know : " he conse-

quently is qualified to be always pleasing ; for be

it observed, men please in society not in propor-

tion as they inform, but as they elicit ; and who

are so able to elicit as those who are not vain-

glorious to pour forth, but habitually intent on the

great end of all company and conversation— to

hear, and observe, and be improved ?

These remarks will give a general view of my
system. Let us now consider the various subjects

— History, Biography, Poetry, &c., and show with

what authors, and what method, each line of study

should be pursued. And here let it be clearly

understood once for all, that I am not prescribing

for the sound and vigorous patient, for the un-

wearied man of letters, but for the delicate, weak,

and sickly appetite, which requires humouring and

coaxing at first to bring it to health and strength.

If any say, " What a shallow course this is
!
" I

reply, " This is precisely what I intend it to be ;

still it is too deep unhappily for many."

c 4
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First let us resume a topic on which we already

touched. I can explain my method better with

some subject-matter as an example, so we will

consider English History.

Chinese scholars are divided into two classes,

says a traveller, those who read only, and those

who understand what they read. This distinction

may be drawn nearer home.. Those who read and

those who remember are often different parties,

and so also are those who remember and those who

digest. Readers who only retain facts, having

minds like the article headed with Farrago^ or

Multum in Parvo, in the newspapers, are not al-

ways the persons who, by digesting, classifying,

and inferring, have a stock of really available in-

formation. Now I feel I should be doing little if

I did not teach so to read that we may first re-

member what we read ; secondly, digest it ; thirdly,

have it ready and available. " Say you so," says

a young friend, for whose guidance I am partly

induced to write this, " then what I read must be

no great deal ; it must be a very short history afe

all events." Precisely what I was going to say.

Read a very short History of England first—the

Outline by the Society already mentioned. I know

a child of ten years of age who learned this so

thoroughly, that he could answer any question. I

once defied an old college companion to puzzle
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him ; and after receiving an accurate answer to

twenty-three questions out of twenty-four, my
friend wanted to know how it was possible for a

child to learn so much. I showed the book— a

well chosen outline, too bare and meagre to be

alone very improving—too jejune a skeleton to

satisfy the cravings of a really healthy and hungry

mind, yet it contained all matters witliin the com-

prehension of a child. Fine painters tell their pu-

pils, first draw a correct outline—let your anatomy

be correct first ; it is easy to fill in, and to colour

afterwards. With this little history you have the

figure—the bones; but we must galvanize this

anatomy and add flesh, substance, vigour, and life

;

we must make these bones live. Let this outline

history represent the long stem of a tree. How
are we to fill it up ? It looks hollow at present,

without leaves or branches. With this kind of

drawing the pupil may begin to fill in just when

he pleases, provided he takes care that the outline

does not become erased, and that the whole figure

of his tree is plainly before his eye from first to

last. Every one according to his taste or ability

may work out and bring into bolder relief and

more substantial form any part he pleases. It is

inmiaterial whether he proceeds up or down. Even

the idle have a natural disposition to do even the

most toilsome work in order to complete and con-
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nect little blanks that disfigure their work. No
one would finish head, limbs, and breast, and then

leave the figure like Tityus, with vitals doomed

never to heal. The straight-forward way to fill

up your tree would be to take up another larger

history; not Hume's, it is too big as yet; but

I

Goldsmith's first. The time required for learning

( these two will not be as long as would be required

/ for Goldsmith's, without these smaller works as an

introduction. The parts which are substantially

the same in all will be taken at a glance, and serve

pleasantly to refresh memory, rather than exhaust

attention. We feel a secret pleasure in our studies

when we meet with what we know ; it shows we

are improving, however gradually, to that state in

which we may read whole volumes rather to judge

and pronounce, than merely to be taught without

discretion. Even Goldsmith gives little more than

an outline ; but outline is a comparative term ; he

gives such an outline as deserves to be considered

very substantial in comparison with the historical

knowledge that most, even of those reputed well

informed, really possess. " One half the world

does not know how the other half lives," and if it

is not generally known how many things half the

world lives and dies without enjoying, most truly

may this be said of intellectual stores. How few

would like to confess the little that they know—
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at least, the very limited number of correct replies

they could at any moment sit down and write, for

another's judgment, to questions which were within

the capacity even of a child. Supposing ourselves

bom with minds literally a blank sheet of paper,

and that these tablets were required to be laid

open for the inspection of our neighbours, should

we not feel how little there was to be seen on

topics with which we were supposed to be so well

acquainted, and how indistinctly and inaccurately

even that little was inscribed? Were the minds of

manythus laid bare, all that at the moment remained

for judgment would seem less the acquisitions of a

life than the desultory reading of an hour. Oh

!

if the pale patient, blistered, bled, and reduced,

could so read his physician— if the client with

his estate in chancery could so pry into the nar-

row data on which his lawyer founds such broad

conclusions— if those who dream of the unlimited

powers of ministerial sagacity could so prove "with

what very little wisdom the world is governed,"

many would agree that the goodness of Providence

is in no way more remarkable than in this, that in

the wise economy of creation, all disturbing causes

are so nicely calculated and balanced, that busy

man has even less power to do mischief, than he

imagines to do good.

Let none despair because his knowledge seems
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little, if it is only accurate. The Germans, who

so well understand practical education, say " no-

thmg is so prolific as a little known well." Know-

ledge mcreases in a geometrical ratio. The total

of the acquisitions of the mind is the continued

product, rather than the sum of all it contains.

A little sound and well digested historical

knowledge will be always useful ; but if the facts

are mistaken, the deductions must be as false

in matter as they are logical in form ; and all

arguments will be as absurd as the answer of a

sum in arithmetic with an error in the first line.

This inaccuracy accounts for the obstinacy of

those called wrong-headed men. They are sure

their reasoning is right ; but as their facts happen

to be wrong, they have only the advantage of

"method in their madness," and blundering by

rule.

This is a topic on which I am the more disposed

to dwell, because many, really capable of know-

ledge, remain in ignorance from two causes. rirst>

from an opinion that any available degree of

information is beyond their powers. Secondly,

because others appear to know so much that all

they can learn will be nothing in comparison. The

latter should be consoled with the above observa-

tions, and taught to beware of shallow pretenders,

and men who always talk on their own topics.
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" You are surprised," said Talleyrand, " that I talk

so well. Tell me, would it be no advantage to

draw an enemy to your own ground, and only

fight where your strength is concentrated and your

position commanding ? That is precisely my art."

Men lose no credit by being often silent, if, when

they speak, they speak to the purpose. Bacon re-

fines upon this, and says, " He who is silent where

he is known to be infonned, will be believed to

be informed where from ignorance he is silent."

Again, Rochefaucauld observes, " The desire to

seem learned prevents many from becoming such."

Numbers do we meet who make a profession of

small talk—not more quaintly than properly so

called—for what can show more littleness, what

can be more unworthy the serious application of the

hmnan mind,— an instrument capable of master-

ing principles of extensive application, of discern-

ing truth in matters where the harmonious move-

ment of the vast and complicated machinery of

social life may be disordered by the prevalence of

error,—than to be limited to the petty domestic

history of beincps of a dav, who owe a week's

celebrity to the difficulty of filling newspapers—
a knowledge that must begin almost " de novo "

every session of parliament. If you study, exclu-

sively devoted to the secret improvement of vour

own mind, and for the pleasures a well stored mind

/
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has ever at command, you will at the same time

be taking the readiest means to ''shine in society;"

but if you seek the vain glory and opinion of others,

you will sacrifice real improvement to the pursuit,

and gain, at best, but the commendation of fools.

" Let every man," said Lord Bolingbroke, " read

according to his profession or walk in life. Suppose

that a man shuts himself up in his study twenty

years, and then comes forth profoundly learned

in Arabic, he gains a great name ; but where is

the good of it ? " There was an undergraduate at

Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1829, who was

famed for knowing the names, drivers, coach inns,

times of starting and arrival, of most of the prin-

cipal stages in England. The absurdity of this is

too apparent to be imitated ; but I will not say

too great. There are many powerful minds at the

present moment devoted to pursuits quite as un-

profitable to others, and nearly as unimproving to

themselves.

The other class whom diffidence deters from a

literary course must be encouraged by the words

of Sir J. Reynolds, addressed to the pupils of the

Royal Academy ; he says : — " The travellers

into the East tell us, that when the ignorant

inhabitants of those countries are asked concern-

ing the ruins of stately edifices yet remaining

amongst them, the melancholy monuments of their
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former gi'andeur and long-lost science, they always

answer, ^they were built by magicians.' The

untaught mind finds a vast gulf between its own

powers and those works of compHcated art, wliich

it is utterly unable to fathom ; and it supposes

that such a void can be passed only by super-

natural powers." What Sir Joshua Reynolds

says of painting is true of literature. Those who

know not the cause of any thmg extraordinary

and beyond them, may well be astonished at the

efect ; and what the uncivilised ascribe to magic,

others ascribe to genius : two mighty pretenders,

who for the most part are safe from rivalry only

because, by the terror of their name, they dis-

courage in their own peculiar sphere that resolute

and sanguine spirit of enterprise which is essential

to success. But all magic is science in disguise :

let us proceed to take off the mask— to show that

tlie mightiest objects of our wonder are mere men

like ourselves ; have attained their superiority by

steps which we can follow ; and that we can, at

all events, w^alk in the same path, though there

remains at last a space between us. Think of the

wdt of Hudibras ! How wondei-ful the mind which

could in the same page illustrate and throw into

relief, as it were, by a single touch, distinct ideas,

by reference to things of classes so different, that

the fact of thought bemg employed about the one
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would seem to insure its overlooking the other.

How strange that more witty things should occur

to Butler while writing one page, and that bearing

every appearance of an ofF-hand composition, than

would occur to most men while writing a volume.

Now draw back the curtain and the phantom re-

solves itself into the common things of daily hfe.

" The author of Hudibras^^ said Johnson, " had

a common-place book, in which he had reposited,

not such events or precepts as are gathered by

reading, but such remarks, similitudes, allusions,

assemblages, or inferences, as occasion prompted

or inclination produced ; those thoughts which

were generated in his own mind, and might be

usefully applied to some future purpose. Such is

the labour of those who write for immortality."

Much as I admire Hudibras, I cannot help

believing that the reason so many of its imitators

have failed is, that thev endeavoured to meet at

the moment a demand for wit which Butler had

been a life preparing to supply. I have known

men of little talent so ready, by the practice of a

few months, with an inferior species of wit,— puns,

that I see no reason why many men of superior

talents should not rival Butler in a higher kind, if

they only had recourse to the labour and method

which a great authority says is the price of immor-

tality.
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See the miser in liis lonely walk— his head clown

— his soul grovelling in the dust— all his senses

intent on one narrow, sordid pursuit, money or

money's worth ; — look, he turns from the path on

to the road :— "Is it ? no, not a farthing, but a

button— and no shank. Ah ! buttons often leave

their shanks behind." Still he takes it, and walks

on. See again : "A tube— tin is it ?— spout of

something— may come useftd one day—may find

somethino; it will fit : did once, two vears after—
fetched two pence." Look at him ; scan that per-

version of human kind, and say— were that man,

old as he is, self-den}dng as he is, persevering and

devoted as he ever has been, through many a toil-

some day and restless night, a miser, not of pence

but of ideas, ofthe coin ofthe mind, were he equally

capable of putting in his claim when none knew the

rio-htful owner of one thinor of efiacino; marks of

identity in a second, equally ingenious, in con-

verting a third, or of matching a fourth, what

might not the same habits with the same limited

faculties accomplish

!

Again,— think of Sheridan. His speech on the

impeachment of Hastings so completely ruled the

spirits of his hearers that Pitt said, " All parties

were under the wand of the enchanter, and only

vied with each other in describing the fascmation

under which they were held." This would seem

D
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like genius— like inspiration : but if genius means,

as in the common acceptation it does mean, a

power that attains its end by means wholly new

and unpractised by others, then was Sheridan's

speech no work of genius. Moore paints him at

his desk, like other mortal men, writing and eras-

ing,— " Mr. Speaker^"^
to fill up this pause, and

" Sir," to fill up that ; and confirms me in the

opinion of Sir Joshua Reynolds— that the effects

of genius must have their causes, and that these

may for the most part be analysed, digested, and

copied ; though sometimes they may be too subtle

to be reduced to a written art. Sheridan stored

up his wit like Butler. Some of his famous witti-

cisms were found ii^ his desk, written first in one

form and then in another— the point shifted to

try the efiect from one part of the sentence to

another ; and thus did he laboriously mould and

manufacture what he had the art to utter as an

impromptu.

I dispute not Sheridan's brilliant talents. I only

argue that, high as they were, they were much

lower than the ignorant rated them. I would

maintain that even the mightiest condescended to

certain rules and methods of study by which the

humblest are able to profit; and, amongst other

ways and means, to return from this digression

introduced for my pupils' encouragement,— men
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of the highest endowments have practised and

bequeathed outlines of history, plans like my trees

of knowledge, and common-place books.

Suppose then, you proceed to fill up your his-

torical tree with Goldsmith ; you may either read

it from end to end, and inscribe Goldsmith along

the whole length of the stem, and feel that you

know a more substantial outline than before : or

you may choose particular reigns which are

most interesting to you, and record on the stem,

"Henry VIIL, or C. II. — Goldsmith ;'' and

leave the other reigns as curiosity dictates. But

is it not the best plan to read a history through,

and master all the difficulties ? The best plan

undoubtedly if you can do it ; that is, if you can

not only so read, but remember and digest : but

if your mental constitution is not yet equal to the

whole course and regimen, part is better than none

at all : and there are very few young people who

can profit by the whole of any history the first

time of reading ; therefore, why should they read

what they cannot digest, and must therefore dis-

courage them ? I only recognise the extent of

curiosity for the time being as a guide in reading,

because nothing discourages and gives a dislike to

study so much as persevering with the book before

the eyes while the thoughts are wandering far

away.

D 2
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The next question is, " How am I to proceed

when I have read Goldsmith's History, or such

reigns as suit my capacity ?" Shall I read Hume
and Smollett? Certainly not all the thirteen

thick octavos, of which most young persons would

forget the first before they had read the last. But

ask yourself whether you feel so far interested in

any particular part of history, that you are curious

to read a more minute detail. If pleased with

any one reign, or war, or negotiation ; or should

the comments and observations with which men of

genius have illustrated such portions excite your

curiosity, turn to these portions in a longer history

— Hume or any other. The most profitable time

to study any subject is while you feel a lively

interest. Then, record on the corresponding part

of your tree, " Hen. YHI. or C. H., by Hume :"

and thus your tree will grow in strength and sub-

stance. But with every addition to strengthen a

particular part of your historical fabric, be sure

you cast your eye over the whole work, to see

that it yet remains entire. If you camaot readily

run over in your mind the simple outline of the

whole, you should refresh your memory with the

outline history before you proceed.

Doubtless this advice must seem new : but the

oldest things were new once ; and all improvements

must be novelties. Old usage and length of ser-
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vice appeal to our feelings ; and wholesome cus-

toms are sometimes allowed the weight of laws :

but if certain wavs and means have stood the

wTeck, but not the test of time— if the good old

tree beneath which our grandsires have gamolled

has ever borne more leaves than fruit, cumbering

the ground, time-worn but not time-honoured,

then root it up at once, and make room for those

with which the science of to-day, collected from

the failures of the past, enriches the rising gener-

ation. Aiid certainlj as to the common ways

and modes of study, " if mode it can be called

where mode is none," judging by results, we can

say little indeed in their favour. I ask any person

of advanced years, " Could you call to mind more

than one young person out of fifty who ever pur-

sued private reading with a degree of method and

judgment calculated to ensure success in the com-

mon avocations of life ?" Consider common

language, which often betrays common practice,

and you will remember that the usual and very

significant expression is, " We have read this

book ;" not " We know it." Hobbs of Malmes-

bury used to say, " If I had read as many books

as other persons I should probably know as little."

And this philosopher is only one out of many

hundreds of worthy witnesses, in intellectual

matters at least, who, both by counsel and ex-

D 3
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ample, teach us to read a little, and that little

well : such men think and count, not by the books

they read, but the subjects they exhaust. Swift

said that the reason a certain university was a

learned place was, that most persons took some

learning there, and few brought any away with

them, so it accumulated. Now could it be said of

our minds, that every habit tended to add, but

nothing to take away, what a stock might not even

the most moderate reader soon command ? These

rules, though new, are not untried; more than

one of my friends has followed them, and pro-

ceeded with continually increasing interest,— the

necessary consequence of a sense of steady and

unintermitting improvement.

Let us now suppose that by a course of metho-

dical study you have filled up the greater part of

your outline from Hume or some larger history

:

what now will be the extent of your knowledge ?

Will you be disheartened if you are told that you

have nothing but an outline still ; for this is

scarcely an exaggeration. It is true that in some

periods Hume may have given as full particulars

as cotemporary authorities supply, or the most

scrutinizing curiosity desires ; but upon the greater

part of events all he gives is a mere outline or

epitome of original annals. For instance, Frois-

sart's Chronicle alone is equal in bulk to Hume's
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eight volumes, although it comprehends scarcely

an eighth part the number of years. Again,

reckoning, and there is good authority for so doing,

each Times newspaper of a double sheet equal to two

octavos, the news of the nation, apart from adver-

tisements and trivial subjects, would make a history

as large as Hume at least once a month. What

a bare outline must eight volumes contain of mat-

ter which represents, not months, but centuries !

Then on what an ocean we embark ! Can we

ever follow out so large a plan ? Have patience.

After mentioning many volumes of Enghsh his-

tory, I was going to add, not that there were so

many to read, but so many from which to choose ;

and, of course, the larger the choice the more easy

to suit each variety of taste.

Without dictating the extent of your studies, I

would show you how to make the little time you

employ go as far as possible ; for which purpose I

advise a short outline of all the reioms, and a

minute knowledge of parts; and for this reason.

— The sketches of the historian are like those of

the artist. You may have, first, an outline which

gives rather the shadows of men than the men

themselves; you may have a broader outline,

which still leaves every man alike; you may
have the figures rudely filled up, giving sub-

stantial form and individual character, but still

D 4
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stiff and inanimate; or, lastly, you may have

a faithful expression of impassioned agents, deli-

neating an interesting passage of real life. Now
which would you prefer, — one good histori-

cal picture—say a panorama of the Battle of

Waterloo, in which you could understand all the

movements, positions, and manoeuvres of one

mighty action, which would serve as a key to

every other, or a long series of the usual "battle-

pieces, differing from each other in little else than

in the artist's partiality for fire and smoke ?

The leading facts and events of history may be

copied and handed down from age to age. By
industrious research ingenious writers may ascer-

tain the details of wars and treaties at a distant

period of time ; but cotemporaries alone can draw

characters, and amuse us with vivid portraiture.

This was Johnson's remark on Robertson's his-

tories. He said the characters in history must be

fiction, unless drawn by those who knew the per-

sons, as Sallust and Clarendon. Sir Joshua

Reynolds remarked, that the distinctness of Ro-

bertson's liistorical characters was caused at the

expense of truth, by exaggerating their more

marked features. And Sir Robert Walpole, when,

as Mr. Croker quotes, his son Horace offered to

amuse him with reading, said, *^ Any thing but

history; that must be false." He meant to say
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tlie imputed motives, finer springs of actions, and

minute detail of concurrent causes, were, for ob-

vious reasons, so inscrutable to liistorians, that he

cared not for their works.

Wherefore, m preference to diy outline, en-

livened only by fictitious circumstances and plau-

sible reasonincps on doubtful data, read the history

of a limited period, by men who had some oppor-

tunity at le^st of knowing what they wrote.

This mode of historical study is supported by

high authority. Bacon remarked, he should like

a history formed of the genuine works of all the

writers of their own times, arranged, and, if requi-

site, translated, but not abbreviated. " For com-

pilers," said he, " are the very 'moths of history.'

"

Consider what was passing in Bacon's mind when

he made choice of tliis expression. Historv^, as

faithfully related by a series of writers, each detail-

ing what he saw and heard, seemed to Bacon like

a fine piece of tapestry, wherein were delineated

figures that seemed to move and breathe in posi-

tions which told the whole story—who the victors

—who the vanquished—the cause of the strife—

•

the fire of the chiefs, and the strugoles of the

men. To such " cunning embroidery " we may

liken the varied and vivid page of Froissart ; but

when Hume comes in the character of moth the

first, makes havoc of all colours and perspective^
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till no eye can distinguisli between friend and

foe—when Goldsmith follows as moth the second,

eats up each remnant of distinctive character and

vitality, and makes the living motionless as the

slain— and lastly, Pimiock, as moth the third,

preys on what the other two had spared, and

makes skeletons both of the dying and the dead

—

surely such shad.owy sketches of things that were

cannot so far give the character of the past as to

make it what history should be—the mirror of

the future—the lessons of philosophy teacliing by

example. With this picture present to my mind,

I call Goldsmith's history an outline— a skeleton:

it contains topics under which you may very con-

veniently arrange ideas derived from other writers.

But to be contented with such an outline alone is

like taking the trouble of providing yourself with

a frame of pigeon-holes for historical papers, and

collecting no papers to fill them. For to say such

epitomes alone give distinct ideas is absurd : only

suppress the names, and then if we ask which is

Oliver Cromwell, and which is Wellington, we

may well be answered, like children at the peep-

show, " Which you please."

Let it be granted, then, that since the volumi-

nous histories in common use, such as Hume's,

Smollett's, and others, which do not contain a

simple account of the days in which their authors
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severally lived, pass over matters with so light a

touch, readers who confine themselves to their

compositions, evidently pursue rather the shadow

than the substance of real knowledge. And this

is a postulate, to speak mathematically, which

Coleridge might as readily grant with the wri-

tings of Hume as with those of Gibbon, of whom

he said, in liis " Table Talk," that he passes along

from height to height, so as to convey more the

idea of romance than of liistory, and shows

nothing of the wide flats and valleys of real life.

Indeed it cannot be supposed that Hume, or

any other single writer, could investigate the

memorable achievements of sixteen hundred years.

How his fingers must tire ere he could unfold all

the time-worn records of ages past ! How his

eyes must swim over the black-lettered Chro-

nicles ! Think of the many Volumes which, as

Hallam says, are rather the property of moths

than men, would try his sight and test his patience,

before he could give their meed of fame to

Romans, Britons, Danes, Saxons, Normans. Well

might Edmund Burke say he found Hume not

very deeply versed in the early part of British

history. The powers of the mind, like the waters

of the sea, though vast and deep, are limited to

boimds they cannot pass; and when highest in

one part are lowest in another. So Lady Wortley
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Montagu complained after making an attempt to

become intelligible to all her household at Pera,

from whom, be it known to all housekeepers of

these degenerate days, she was doomed to hear the

same excuse ten times told in ten different lan-

guages. The practice of one language had a

tendency to diminish her aptitude for another; and

her English was falling into decay. Burke said

that Hmne acknowledged that from the early his-

torians he derived no increased satisfaction to lead

him on to deep research : and Burke considered

himself a competent judge, having gone through

the early authorities. The reign he thought most

carefully composed was that of Charles II. And

here we may notice a vulgar error, that Smollett

wrote a continuation of Hume. The truth is, that

Smollett wrote a History of England from] the

time of the invasion of the Romans. It is not one

of the least of the curiosities of literature that the

fame of Hume should so completely have eclipsed

that of Smollett as to overlay all that part of his

work which could possibly enter into competition

with his own. Even a writer in the " Edinburgh

Review," October, 1839, observed,— " Smollett

has made a sorry figure by continuing the History

of England."

Then the conclusion of all this is, that we must

actually make out history for ourselves?—Yes.
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This is the legitimate conclusion from all my rea-

soning, that though what is called history is of

some small value, inasmuch as it keeps the terms

and forms of knowledge from passing into oblivion,

still it is truly composed more of names than

tliincrs, rather shadowv than substantial, and

greatly inferior to what an intelligent reader may

easily be led to collect for himself. You must

choose between these mottoes :
^' Every man his

own historian," or " No man an historian at all
:

"

take which you please. I am not guilty of making

the difficulty, only of stating it ; though real diffi-

culty there is none, as you shall soon acknow-

ledge : the only trouble consists in making choice

of proper authors, or proper parts of them. But

here let me meet the old objection— " We have

been always advised to read books through from

end to end." The only consistent meaning of this

advice is, to read no books but are worth thoroujjh

reading. The principle is good; but if taken

literally, you would read dictionaries through,

or cyclopaedias, which is absurd ; as indeed old

Dr. Johnson once remarked, in talking of a printed

letter from the Rev. Herbert Croft to his pupil.

Johnson : " This is surely a strange advice.

You may as well resolve that whatever men you

happen to get acquainted with, you are to keep to

them for life. A book may be good for nothing, or
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there may be only one thing in it worth knowing

:

are we to read it ail through ? " It is well known

that the Doctor said he never read any book

through but the Bible. Adam Smith said, " John-

son knew more books than any man alive
;
" and

Boswell innocently remarks, " He had a peculiar

facility in seizing at once what was valuable in

any book, without submitting to the labour of

perusmg it from beginning to end."

To draw a correct outline first, carefully pre-

serving and retracing it from time to time, while

filling up according to inclination or ability, is the

method I propose to explain and illustrate ; and

though I am now showing its application only to

history, I shall presently have occasion to explain

how well it is adapted for directing the pursuit of

general knowledge, avoiding confusion, and mark-

ing progress in any subject the student may se-

lect.

" Well, then," said J. C, (a friend who will

excuse my citing his case,) on entering my study

one morning in Jime, 1841, with long sheets of

paper, ^^here are my outlines. I have drawn

the trunk of my tree : now for the leaves and

branches."

" Leaves and branches must be drawn in pro-

portion to the maturity and vigour of the tree ; or,

to speak more plainly, consider your curiosity.
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taste, and inclination. The strong food of the

full-ffrown man will not serve as nourishment for

babes."

The taste of all readers may be regarded as

threefold ;
—

One class of readers requires excitement, and

that kind of interest which it is the part of the

novelist to supply. Their favourite books are of

the nature of the " Newgate Calendar " and " Ter-

rific Register." They read for the pleasure of

conjuring up horrid scenes in their imaginations,

and enjoying that sense of comparative security

which the poet Lucretius has so sublimely noticed.

If it be true that—
The stage but echoes back the public voice —

if, that is to say, tlie cui'rent theme of every novel

and romance shows the public taste as plainly as

the cut and colours in the dressmaker's window

shows the rulmg fashion, we can readily discern

one of the oldest favourites of a very large section

of the literary circle,— I mean in homely verna-

cular "Hanging Stories." " God's Eevenge against

Murder" was the title of one of the earliest books

ever printed. Punch and Judy, with the gallows

and the public functionary, is one of the oldest

shows, nor at any fair in the country does it find

a more fearful rival than " Maria and the Red
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Barn," or any "most barbarous and inhuman mur-

der, with the ghost of the mihappy victim." George

Barnwell, and many other plots, too exciting in

their very name to allow of very fastidious criticism

as to their composition, have contributed to supply

the same demand, with the same commodity, in

different forms down to the present day. And now

in the development of every plot, whether there be

or be not

Dignus vindlce nodus,

a murder and the hangman seem as common a

resource as a broken heart, or blacksmith of

Gretna Green in the novels of our younger days,

Mr. Gibbon Wakefield, about ten years since,

wrote an interesting pamphlet " On Crime in

the Metropolis ;" in which he says that by com-

paring the statements of a large number of

prisoners in Newgate, he ascertained that inve-

terate thieves rarely failed to be present at an

execution, not so much for an opportunity of

picking pockets, as for the pleasure of excitement,

which, he says, by the very exciting nature of

their lawless pursuits, thieves soon become too

callous to derive from any ordinary source. There

is something true to nature—painfully true, in

these words, and something very like the case of

many novel readers, who bring themselves to that
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morbid state, that they are only to be touched by

an appeal to their most vulgar sympathies ! Oh !

well did Shakspeare know the human heart when

he crowded together all the stiiTing topics of

Othello's history. There is many a young lady

of whom we might say, that when serious things

are talked of, like Desdemona,

—

Still the house affairs would draw her thence

;

who yet to a tale like Othello's would

Come again and with greedy ear

Devour up my discourse.

Indeed m^^riads are there, male and female, who

will read only for excitement. This stimulus is

exhibited by authors in various fonns and different

quantities. The best employ it hke the sweeten-

ing or spicing of a draught, to cheat the full-grown

child into takinsr that which ministers to health.

I allude not to the follv of writers who mix things

sacred with profane, as if those who will profit by

holy things will not seek them in holy books ; still

less do I allude to writers who adopt the market-

able form and title of a novel to publish their

views of political philosophy, but I refer with

great respect to a few novelists who have the good-

ness and the talent to contrive by three .small

volumes to rivet the attention of many an idle

£
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youth, and for a total space of twenty hours, or

more, wean him from that,

Which Satan finds for Idle hands to do
;

and in its stead provide for twenty hours a whole-

some exercise for the finest sympathies of the

heart. Still when this wholesome recreation fails,

literary pastimes of a mere negative character are

not to be despised, because they answer the pur-

pose of keeping worse thoughts away, and some-

times lead on the student, step by step, till he

reaches the purest sphere of intellectual existence.

The first of the classes into which I divide readers

then, I consider, like Desdemona, they would have

all narrators of Othello's caste, and would read

of—
battles, sieges, fortunes ;

—
of most disastrous chances,

Of moving accidents, by flood and field

;

Of hair-breadth 'scapes i' the imminent deadly breach ;

—

of antres vast and desarts idle,

Rough quarries, rocks, and hills whose heads touch

heaven ;
—

And of the Cannibals that each other eat.

The Anthropophagi, and men whose heads

Do grow beneath their shoulders. —

A book with this page of Shakspeare for its

table of contents, would probably be a general

favourite with the subscribers of every circulating

library in the kingdom ; for the majority of
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readers are not much above the excitement class.

Their state of mind is by no means healthy I al-

low ; still the lowest order of intellectual is prefer-

able to mere physical resources. A book con-

taining but little good has kept many a youth from

company productive of positive evil. The excite-

ment and gross immorality even of the worst of

the old-fashioned novels is a less pernicious stimu-

lant than loimo-inof nio;ht after nio-ht with a ci^ar

to the billiard room. Not long since I heard a

father say, " If I could only see my boy readuig

Tom Thumb, I should be happy ; that would be a

beginning, but he avoids a book as if it had the

plague." The habit of seeking amusement with

books is so truly valuable in conducing to limit

the sphere of youthful temptations, that a parent

does wisely if he encourages it at almost any cost.

Children should be taught that books are as natu-

ral a source of fun as tops and balls.

A quondam acquaintance who tried for nearly

seven years without success to take a degree at

Oxford, met me a short time since, and said,

" Books were never put in my way ; when I could

scarcely read, my guardians sent me to Rugby.

My grandmother did once offer to make me a pre-

sent of the * Seven Wonders of the World,' or

some such book, but I told her I should like the

money instead, so she gave me neither. Now I am

£ 2
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trying for some situation under Government, but

not many will do for me. Head work in an office

is out of the question. Something like Commis-

sioner of Woods and Foi'ests, or any out-of-door

work would suit me exactly."

This is very laughable, but it is very- sad.

Think of the tedious hours of such a person's in-

door life in rainy weather, from breakfast to

luncheon, — to dinner— to supper — to bed.

" Would it were evening !

" " Would it were

morning !

" and this state of mere vegetation with-

out the energy of life is one in which many a man

has existed, and from which many a man might

have been snatched away to a sphere of useful-

ness had his parents been satisfied to give their

child stories suitable to his childish taste.

In paying so much deference to the excite-

ment class of readers, I only act on the principle

that to keep a child quiet we must give him such

toys as he is in a humour to play with. Children

(in mind) are foujid of all ages ; and, as Aristotle

says, " whether young in years, or young in cha-

racter, matters not for my argument ;" for doubt-

less in his day, as in ours, children often attained

to the so-called years of discretion without beinn-

able to run alone. A youthful taste must be

indulged in its own way, and gradually led on by

timely encouragement, and the influence of supe-
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rior minds, to mingle works of valuable informa-

tion with those of more thrillincr interest. Thus

from criminal trials (and who has not read the

Newgate Calendar?) youths may acquire much

information of the principles and practice of the

laws of their country; trials for murders may
lead to trials for treason, and cotemporary history;

and thence, as the mind matures, they may learn

to reflect on the state and progress of society. In

short, whatever be the taste of youth, it is better

they should read in their owti way, with certain

obvious exceptions, than not at all. " What?" I

may be sure some will say, " is that which minis-

ters to love of excitement and a morbid appetite for

subjects which are vain and profitless, and take

up time never to be redeemed, is this to be recom-

mended for youth?" No—not in the abstract,

but as a choice, which so commonly presents

itself, of manifest evils.

A few months since, in vindicatincr classical

studies and works of sound reading, I happened

to allude to novels, and remarked that they were

often read for that foe to piety— excitement. For

a due balance and even tone of mind in just har-

mony with the spirit of Him whom it is the end

and aim of this mortal life, with gracious aid, to

imitate, is to be ever regarded in our choice

of intellectual recreations ; therefore, as certain

£ 3
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novels minister to a morbid love of excitement,

they tend to destroy this harmony of feeling, and

in proportion as they do so, they fall short of the

highest order of studies. As this argument was

not understood, a lady with a large family ad-

dressed me thus :
" You object to novels and

story books as irreligious, because exciting. I have

four very high-spirited, though very excellent

sons; if I lock up Robinson Crusoe from my
George, and the Waverley novels from the other

three, how am I to prevent them from tui'ning the

whole house out of window the first wet day, for

they will read nothing else ? " A few days after, a

sensible physician told me he had a patient who

could digest nothing but lobster salad. Now, said

he, men with one idea would starve him first, and

plead the rules of their profession afterwards. So,

some who minister to the mind, instead of giving

the child childish things, try to force an appetite

for serious reading prematurely, and most effec-

tually nip in the bud the slow-growing but healthy

plant, which with careful nurture would have

borne good fruit in due season.

But do you not know that Sir Walter Scott

sometimes treats religious things with too much

levity? I will not deny that Sir Walter would

himself wish certain things unsaid; but till another

author arises to publish a number of volumes
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which will be really read (for books not read,

however good, we cannot count), breathing a spirit

equally wholesome and equally in unison with the

brotherly love and charity of the Gospel, and at

the same time so superior to the novels that were

most popular before his day, as well as to those

which have been most popular, that is, most read,

since,— Sir Walter must be admitted not only to

have been, but still to be, one of the greatest

benefactors of modem times. Bishop Heber was

a great admirer of Scott's works. We learn from

his Journal that he read Quentin Durward on his

voyage, and said no other man but Scott could

have written it.

Class the first then comprises readers of youth-

ftd taste. Their appetite is for the rare, the

dainty high-seasoned viands. When instructive

subjects are proposed, they soon find " house

affairs to draw them hence," and must be amused

like Desdemona before they will " seriously in-

cline and with greedy ear devour up my dis-

course." When one of this class sets down to a

book of sterling worth, he looks at his watch,

prepares his marker, smooths down the page,

knits his brow, turns his back to the window, and

begins. The first page is read with great at-

tention, and, per chance, the second: he turns

over the third, and, in a few minutes, finds his

E 4
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eyes nearly at tlie bottom ; how tliey got there he

knows not, for his thoughts he feels had gone oft*

at a tangent from the top. These truant thoughts

are soon recalled, obey for a page and a half, and

then are oft" a^ain—how remarkable ! Who has

not felt this mental phenomenon, and said, " How
strange ! I was so resolved, I wanted to attend,

but my mind does so wander." Only consider

these two words—" / and my mind;^^ most people

thinli they and their minds are one and the same

thing, but they seem as diflPerent as I and my dog,

for the mind and my dog are equally prone to

wander in spite of me—equally run off after any-

thing that suddenly breaks upon my path, and

evince an equal eagerness to chase anything but

what I prepare to pursue. But there is a way to

make my dog obey me, change his wandering

nature, down when I say " down," and pass with-

out a glance all game but what I choose to hunt

;

all this I can do by gradual discipline. Let every

man try and resolve to make his mind as tractable

as his dog, by the same watchfiilness and judicious

exercise. He must not be severe with it, nor

task it beyond its present powers. The dog will

never take the water if you begin by throwing

him in— use gentle encouragement, and avail

yourself of each earliest indication of maturing

strength— so may you continually extend the
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sphere of activity, improve the nature of mind as

well as matter, and promote the readers of class

the first to class the second, and, in due course,

to class the third, which I will respectively de-

scribe.

The second class consists of those who study

biography, or some branch of natural philosophy,

who desire to improve, and endure present toil for

future profit. Let us draw a comparison between

tliis and the former class. Tales of excitement

cloy— the appetite becomes dull, till the bloodiest

of all bloody murders does not make us creep—
every headless spectre at midnight resolves itself

into a shirt and red garters— no giant seems

more than a dwarf after the one who had a whole

rookery flying out of his beard, and every ship-

wrecked crew are at once foreseen either to be

divided among sharks and cannibals, or else made

more comfortable than if nothing had happened

by some home-bound vessel. Every species of

battle, murder, and heroic exploit is soon familiar,

and therefore the topics of my first class of readers

are easily exhausted. But works of history, of

fact not fiction, are ever varied and ever new.

They improve the understanding and continually

enlarge the sphere of interest. If the first class of

students visit the Polytechnicon, or Adelaide Gal-

lery, they will saunter about for a few hours, return
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home, and say, with much composure, " Now they

have seen it," as an unanswerable argument against

seeinfT it aimin. A visitor of this order of intellect

accompanied me one day, and the two things which

made most impression on his mind were a new bit

for a runaway horse and a chair for surgical opera-

tions. Nothing arrested his attention for a mo-

ment but what was already familiar to him, A
little patience and exertion of mind, with the cou-

rage to confess ignorance and ask questions, would,

in many instances, have increased his knowledge

of principles, and invested the mysterious wheels

in glass cases with all the interest of the patent

snaffle. A little exertion did I say? that sounds

very easy ; but to be strictly honest, I must con-

fess, that to put an ordinary man's senses (so called

by courtesy) out of their usual way, to make them

''turn their hand to something they were never

brought up to, and does not even run in their

family"— this is more easily said than done. A
few days after I met a young friend in the Poly-

technicon, who had been there day after day

;

what he saw in the morning was a continual

incitement to study natural philosophy in the

evening : thus his curiosity is no sooner satisfied

than hungry again, and literally " grows by what

it feeds on." My second class of readers study on

the same principle. Dissertations on taxation and
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other points of political economy which occa-

sionally occur in history, to some are dry and

profitless ; but they take the first opportunity of

reading an article from a Cyclopaedia on this very

difficulty, find it far easier to understand than its

repulsive name led them to expect, and ever after,

when they meet what once only convicted them

of ignorance, they eagerly grapple with it, assured

of all the pleasures of conscious superiority and

improvement. But the third class of readers are

of a higher order still : as the first like fiction and

the second fact, so these like principle.

To examine into the causes and consequences

is the highest exercise of the human mind, and

attended with the purest pleasure. Fiction de-

lights us for the moment with imaginary scenes,

history gives more lasting satisfaction by the reali-

ties of life ; but the study of principles or science

is Hke extracting the essence or culling all that is

profitable from both, and laying it up in a con-

venient form to be ever useful, ready, and avail-

able. Suppose a man found himself one of many

hundred servants in a large factory or house of

business, he would naturally desire to know some-

thing of the rise, progress, and future prospects

of the system in which his own prosperity was

involved. Fiction would tell what things might

he— History would tell what things had been—
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but Science, in investigating the principles of the

system, would, by comparing present with past,

reveal what things would he. Just such a system

is the complicated machinery of human society

;

such servants are its members, and such is the

knowledge which the study of principles can im-

part. Homer's seer was a man deep in principles

:

" things which were and had been," taught him

" thinojs to come."

Again, the subjects of the three classes of read-

ers may be the same, but each reads with a

different purpose, gathers a different kind of know-

ledge, and exercises a different power of the mind.

The butterfly flits over the flower-bed and stores

up nothing ; the spider poison, but the bee honey.

So the lover of fiction reads a novel for the excite-

ment and interest of the story ; the lover of history

reads the same novel to learn the manners and
*

customs of the day ; the lover of science and prin-

ciples to quicken his observation, and increase his

knowledge of the human heart. And this would

suggest the remark, that the value of every book,

moral or intellectual, depends on the object with

which it is read. The same volume may be made

to minister to a morbid love of excitement, to in-

crease knowledge of the past, or to aid a noble con-

templation of the present or the future. The child

pulls off the lid of the kettle for sport, the house-
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wife for use ; but young Watts for science, which

ended with the discovery of the steam-engine.

Tastes and facuhies differ— all are capable of

improvement— and with good counsel most per-

sons may learn to prefer the higher to the

lower exercise, till the most exalted proves the

most delightful, and our pleasures and interests

coincide.

I will now proceed to recommend books for

each class respectively. Would that I could

ensure that the highest order of works should be

preferred, or at least that those of a lower kind

should be invested with a pure character by the

high purposes which their readers aspired to

promote. But to advise readers to study nothing

till they feel a taste for works of the highest cha-

racter, is like saying " never enter the water till

you can swim." To hope to confine ourselves to

books pure and unexceptionable, not only in their

general tendency, but in every word and senti-

ment, is like hoping to join in none but the purest

and most perfect society. So rigid a rule in a

world Hke this would lead to monkish seclusion

and narrowed faculties, wath a better name, though

worse influence, than intercourse the most un-

guarded would exert. If we may not read Shaks-

peare lest we learn improper language, we should

not walk in the streets for the same reason ; but
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the body would suffer from want of exercise in the

one case, so would the mind in the other.

The first and most numerous class of readers,

whose chief object is rather present amusement

than future profit, should of course, when two

books are equal in interest, make choice of that

which is more improving. Therefore one rule for

a choice of books is to prefer those which almost

all well-informed persons are presumed to know,

and which therefore most frequently furnish apt

sayings to quote, and positions to illustrate.

" iEsop's Fables," the " Arabian Nights," " Robin-

son Crusoe," most of the " Waverley Novels," and

plays of Shakspeare, " Don Quixote," the " Pil-

grim's Progress," " Goldsmith's Yicar of Wake-

field" and " Deserted Village," " Gray's Elegy,"

are all so commonly alluded to, that not to know

them would render us greatly at a loss, almost

every time we read a newspaper, enter a picture

gallery, or converse with a man of ordinary fertility

of mind.

These books serve as a common measure or

standard in society for the easy interchange of

thought. Quixotic, for instance, is quite a com-

mon word. Allusion to vivid scenes and leading

principles in these works serves for the transfer

of ideas, just as letters of credit for the transfer

of money ; a knowledge of this circulating me-
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diuni gives all the facility to conversation, that

quoting the rule in " Shelley's case," or " Campbell

versus Johnson," gives to an argument in a court

of law, because they save explanations as tedious

as recurrence to first principles.

To these books add the voyages of Captain

Cook and Parry, Basil Hall's Travels, Voyages to

the North Pole and Whale Fishery, Southey's y

Life of Nelson, Gulliver's Travels, Scott's~Tales

of a Grandfather, Johnson's Rasselas, andJBos-

welPs^Life^of Johnson.

Here is a short, but varied and most comprehen-

sive list for a begimiing. I should say for begin-

ning your choice. They may not all suit the taste

of the same reader, and I freely allow that it is not

more pleasing than profitable to enjoy the privi-

lege of laying down a book you do not like and

takmg up another. More than one of these books

has formed the taste—more than one has deter-

mined the fortunes— of thousands. " Southey's

Life of Nelson," said an anxious mother, " I have

put on the top shelf, out of my boy's way. His

cousin Harry sends home fine accounts of mast- •

heading, and in windy weather too. All comes of

Nelson's life—the child never thought of going to

sea till that book completely turned liis head."

There is a tide in the affairs of men,

Which taken at the flood leads on to fortune.
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But Dame Fortune, like other ladies, sometimes

smiles and sometimes frowns, and certainly there

is a period when the youthful mind is critically

poised, when

A breath may make them, as a breath has made,

and marred them too. The nursery game of

deciding professions by straws, long and short, or

the head of a stem of grass— " tinker, tailor, sol-

dier, sailor, apothecary, thief,"—ridiculously but

truly represents the feather-weight which turns

the scale of youthful destiny. At this climacteric

a book of thrilling and engrossing interest is really

a matter of serious choice. Such a climacteric is

observable in the popular as well as the individual

character. " The Beggars' Opera " was long pro-

hibited for fear it should encourage pickpockets :

another book we could mention, which an officer

of Newgate, after contradiction, persisted in say-

incr that Courvoisier told him su^crested Lord

Russell's murder ; and though it has not yet been

prohibited, still the evidence of a gaol chaplain of

Liverpool showed it to be in its form, both of

novel and melodram, a shocking incentive to the

rising generation of thieves. Sir David Wilkie's

picture, " Distraining for Rent," says Mr. Bulwer,

in his " England and the English," remained long

unengraved, from an opinion it would inflame
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popular prejudice against tlie landed interest.

Books suggest thoughts, thoughts become motives,

motives prompt to action. Man is a complicated

piece of machinery: hundreds of nerves and

muscles must act and react for the slightest turn

of the body
;
yet the very wind of a word, a

casual hint or association can set the whole in

motion, and produce an action— actions repeated

form habits, and determine the character, fixed,

firm, and unalterable for good or for evil. So the

delicate hand of a princess can launch a man-of-war,

and the voice of a peasant bring down an avalanche.

The reason I am desirous to give a varied list

is, because there are few books wliich suit every

taste. Gray saw little merit m Johnson's Rasselas

;

and Johnson was equally blind to the beauties of

Gray's odes. Bums's very popular song, which,

he said, was in his best manner, " Scots wha hae

wi' Wallace bled," was thought inferior both by

Wordsworth and Mrs. Hemans. Dr. Parr said

Sir Walter's popularity would not last. The

poems of Ossian, which so many have admired,

Johnson thought any man could write when he

once hit the strain ; and Edmund Burke declared

were intended to try English gullibility. Dr.

Wolcot, better known as Peter Pindar, ridiculed

Dryden's Alexander's Feast, and maintained, in a

most humorous criticism, that it was positively

F
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absurd. While tastes and opinions on literary

excellence so far differ among the learned, I may

well allow great latitude to the choice of the

youthful reader. I heard of a clever Cantab who

committed to memory the Antigone of Sophocles,

and by an apt selection of some passages, and in-

genious wresting of others, used to bring in a line

on all occasions, and with every quotation would

expatiate on the art of making a little learning go

a long way, and say, that this one play of Sopho-

cles was applicable to all the purposes of life. One

r bf my college friends, famed rather for sharp wit

than sound learning, read one observation in Nie-

buhr's history the same morning he contested

Dean Ireland's scholarship, and had the tact to

make this single idea solve three separate questions.

A chaplain of Hereford gaol has given an account

of an old man, seventy years of age, who taught

himself to read by comparing the Lord's Prayer,

which he had in his memory, with the printed cha-

racters in the Prayer Book. These facts are very

encouraging. " Bad workmen," says the proverb,

" blame their tools." " A few disciplined forces,"

says Addison, " are more efficient than a much

larger number of undisciplined men." A few

books may furnish very many ideas or instruments

of thought ; and only a few ideas well arranged |

and brought to bear on one point will clear away
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difficulties which a host of disorderly powers would

fail to remove. Show an unlettered man a book

and he will say, " Who can remember all those

letters ?" Tell him there are but twenty-four—
he will still wonder at the words : say that the

words, too, are limited in number, and that a know-

ledge of a system of inflection and composition

solves many difficulties, and he will understand

that the labours he reckoned by millions exist by

tens. As with words so with ideas. In most

books they are few and far between. The distant

forest which, to the inexperienced botanist, seems

to abound in trees, numerous in kind and almost

infinite in number, proves as he enters it to con-

tain but one single species, each branching fai*,

with widely expanding Hmbs and luxuriant foliage,

so that the study of one gives a knowledge of all.

This uniformity belongs not only to the works of

nature but also to the devices of man. The power

of recocmisincf the old and well-known truth in

each variety of garb, of stripping it of every acci-

dent and ornament, studying it in its simplest form,

and then investino- and combinino; it anew, and

setting it up in a useful and efficient attitude—
this power is one of the most valuable results of

human learning, and more to be envied than a me-

mory, fraught with the most varied stores of read-

ing. The one possesses, but the other coins. But-

F 2
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ler, the author of the Analogy, said, " Whoever
will in the least attend to the thing will see that it

is not the having of knowledge, but the gaining of

it, which is the entertainment of the mind." In

every part of life the pleasure is in the pursuit,

not in the possession. And if

The worth of any thing

Is just as much as it will bring—
in happiness as in money— if that is true of the

end w^hich is said of the means, then I will deny

that "a bird in hand is worth two in the bush," and

prefer " an estate in expectancy" to one " in

possession," though the worldly-wise maintain the

contrary. Pursuits of literature are like the chase.

Whether we exercise our feet or faculties, mount

a hunter or a Pegasus, start a fox or an idea, the

fan is over when we have run it down or it has

" got to earth,^^ The young men in ^sop's fable

unconsciously cultivated their vineyard and im-

proved their own strength and industry, while they

dug for an imaginary treasure. So many a stu-

dent is insensibly storing strength wliile he seeks

for knowledge. The classical maxim ^' to follow

nature " is good indeed, when w^e caii discern what

nature says and fish up truth from the bottom of

the well, or rather sift it from the rubbish, which,

while truth was yet upon the surface, ignorance

heaped upon it. vStill, with all the darkness and

J
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difficulties of man's benighted state there is an

instinct he may safely obey, and one which, both

in physics and metaphysics, science, falsely so

called, has done much mischief in thwarting. And

why is not this monitor obeyed? Men mistake

means for ends, and aim at a far less worthy prize

than they are inwardly prompted to pursue. This

at least is true of my present subject— Study, and

Curiosity as its guide; This instinct urges many

a youth to turn over and over the same favourite

tale, wliile a host of the usual advisers cry out

" Waste of time,—pray read something new."

" And is he to obey curiosity and inclination to

this extent ? " Why not ? a book cannot continue

to fix attention unless it continues also either to

impart or elicit new ideas. Few signs are more

promising than an inclination to read the same book

again and again. If the same passages make the

same impressions, the book will be laid aside. If

they make new impressions, the reader is learning

to regard the same scenes at a different angle, or

to shift the component parts, till they form, like

the same pieces in the kaleidoscope, a variety of

pleasing combinations.

A distinguished literary character of the present

day was often found in childhood lying on his

little bed, where none w^ere likely to seek him,

reading Robinson Crusoe. " Only reading Robin

F 3
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—only Robin," was the constant excuse for all

absence or idleness, till his friends augured that

the future man would be a very different character

from one who has done much to preserve the most

valuable part of English literature. As a child he

was devoted to one hook. He has since been a

man of one book. Shakspeare has been his fa-

vourite author. The rest of his reading has been

determined by an ever present desire to correct,

illustrate, and restore every trace of that immortal

bard. His course of studies being dictated, as we

have advised, by his own curiosity and inclination,

was peculiar : for instance, at the time of Sir

Walter Scott's death, he had not read one of the

Waverley Novels ; he feared they might divert

the current of his thought, and though he had not

the narrow views of the mathematician, who laid

down Milton, saying, *^Why, what does it prove ?"

he saw that no modern fiction could conduce to

the purpose ever foremost in his mind. We can-

not too much admire this constancy and fixedness

of purpose, especially if we consider how many

siren spells and luscious lulling fruits there are to

tempt such faithful travellers from their course.

" But would he not be afraid of betraying this

deficiency in society?" He could find many a

precedent to bear him out. Sir James Mackintosh

had not read Shakspeare's minor works when
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forty years of age. Mr. Wilberforce used to say

he would read no modem poetry till he was tired

of Homer and Milton. Dr. Johnson had not read

Othello when he wrote Irene, and visited lona

without seeing Staifa, though the Duke of Wel-

lington went thirty miles out of his march to see

Schrivanabalogol, " the big Indian," whom Chan-

trev said he could beat However, suffice it to say,

that the reading of this able writer, peculiar as it

might seem, answered the purposes of all study,

by making him happy in his own resources, agree-

able to his friends, and useful to the public.

A friend, on looking over these pages, now asks

me, " But is there no danger that men of one book,

however honourably we hear them mentioned,

should be ignorant of every other subject of con-

versation which does not bear upon their favourite

topics?" Certainly the mind requires variety.

Those only are deserving either of praise or imi-

tation who are men of one book, in this sense, that

they pursue one system, choose one class of authors

most suitable to their o^vn peculiar talents, and

prefer to be sound in a limited sphere, to being

superficial in one more extended. I would re-

commend every young man to make choice of

his book— Shakspeare, Milton, Bacon, Clarendon,

Burke, Johnson's Conversations in Boswell ; or,

to those of a thoughtful habit, I would say, take

F 4
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Butler's Analogy and Sermons, bind them up in

one thick volume, on which write Wisdom in

gold leters, and begin to read it through every

New Year's Day. One sterling author, to call

"my book," ever most conspicuous and most at

hand, read, re-read, " marked and quoted," stand-

ing on the shelf, if not " alone in his glory," at

least surrounded with pamphlets, manuscripts, and

authors to illustrate it ; this will do much to form

the mmd, to teach us to think as our favourite

author thought, to aspire at the same precision of

expression, purity of taste, loftiness of views, and

fervency of spirit. Tliis will give a high standard

of excellence, chastening us with humility, while

it fires us with emulation. If such be the influ-

ence of a favourite author, there is both danger

and difficulty in the choice. Our dilemma is this

:

time only can convict us of an erroneous choice,

and time forbids our error to be rectified. Yet

man's doom and duty both say "persevere." If

no prudence will enable us to fix on the most eli-

gible, perseverance may make up the difference.

Therefore, whatever author you have fairly chosen

after inward communing and patient conference

with those you believe best able to advise you,

consider you have taken as a bosom companion, for

better or for worse, not to be laid aside without

some momentous reason. The one thing needful^
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and the Holy Volume, which teaches all things

pertaining thereto, must of course be uppermost

in the thoughts of all. I shall content myself

with observing that one of my fellow-collegians,

highly distinguished both at Winchester and Ox-

ford, made the Bible not only the subject of his

serious meditations, but a book to illustrate and a

literary resource in his hours of recreation. It

was the pride of his mind to be a living index or

treasury of Biblical literature.

To exemplify the principle of selection, and to

explain how one book may suggest another, I

would further observe, whenever we feel unusually

entertained with a work, it is natural to inquire

the name of the author, and what he has written

besides ; and though his other compositions bear

no very inviting titles, we may still hope that he

has made them the vehicle of the same order of

ideas. Bishop Berkeley betrayed the same train ) »

of thought in his " Thoughts upon Tar Water" as ^

in his " Principles of Human Knowledge." The

verses in the celebrated " Pursuits of Literature," \) -

which gives nearly a page of satirical observations

to a line of text, were said by George Steevens to

be '' mere pegs to hang the notes on." And so at

the present day, a book with the name, size, style,

and letter-press of a novel, proves to be the insidious

form in which science, political or theological, is

homoeopathically exhibited and disguised.
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Defoe wrote besides "Robinson Crusoe" the

" History of the Plague of London," in which his

fertile imagination, guided and assisted by a few

authentic incidents, has placed before our eyes

a series of pictures nearly as vivid as that of

Crusoe himself examining the print of the un-

known foot upon the sand. You might also be

tem])ted to read Defoe's ghost story of the ap-

pearance of Mrs. Yeal, prefixed to the second

edition of the English translation of " Drelincourt

on Death," as also the " Life of Defoe," in Sir W.
Scott's prose works (vol. iv. p. 267), where we

have an outline of the story, and the circumstance

that led to its fabrication. The first edition of

the translation had but an indiiferent sale ; Defoe

ingeniously contrived to render it popular, by

prefixing the story of a ghost which appeared

and recommended the book ; the consequence was

that those who had not been persuaded to read

Drelincourt by any man living, were yet persuaded

by a recommendation from the dead. Drelincourt's

admirable work first drew my attention as I read

an allusion to the story of Mrs. Veal, in Boswell

(iii. 194). I therefore added it to a list of " authors

characterised and recommended," in which I enter

any accidental notice of works of interest, as I

shall presently describe. But I think I hear some

censorious reader say, " Why tell us where to find
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ghost stories? Proceed at once to things worth

knowing." This is precisely the point to which I

wish to show that subjects the most trivial may be

made to tend : I was going to observe that Dr.

Johnson, like every one else till a comparatively

recent time, was ignorant that this story of

Mrs. Veal was a fiction, and said, " I believe the

woman declared on her death-bed it was a lie."

So a fabricated storv had a fabricated contradiction.

Does this supply no lesson as to the credulity of

man, and the uncertainty of human testimony, tsvo

topics well worthy of a man of reflection to illus-

trate? What can be more requisite as a foundation

of all learning than a clear knowledge of the

extent to which human testimony has erred : and

how far favour, affection, association, prejudice,

and passions of all kinds render man liable to yield

too ready and too general an assent to partial

evidence ? Let this subject be pursued by readers

of a speculative turn, and even from common

stories and anecdotes they will derive no less profit

than entertainment. Consider the extraordinary

impositions which have been practised in literature,

and the controversies to which they have led—
that of Lauder, for instance, in 1747, who by an

essay in the " Gentleman's Magazine," tried to

prove that Milton had borrowed from Latin authors

of modern date, and actually imposed on a great
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many scholars before he was detected by Douglas,

afterwards Bishop of Salisbury, who showed that

passages which Lauder pretended to have found

in the poems of Massenius and others, were really

taken from Hog's Latin translation of Paradise

Lost. Dr. Johnson was so far deceived as to

write a preface and postscript to Lauder's work.

An account of this may be found in Nichols'

" Literary Anecdotes of the 18th Century," a

work to be read while inclination lasts and no

longer. This limit should be particularly observed

with all books of anecdotes, miscellany, and the

multifarious reading which biography supplies.

It must not be supposed that mere dipping into a

chapter here and there will convey all the advan-

tages of sound study : only, after gleaning all that

interests at one time the rest may be reserved for

an occasion of more extended curiosity. I do not

like to hear a man say, ^' Rasselas, or the Yicar of

Wakefield, is a work of genius, but I have not

read it since I was young." The second reading

of a good book is often more profitable than the

first. " But can there be any use in reading old

things over again?" Certainly not, things really

old. But the same truth has many meanings : it

has one voice for the wise—another for the im-

wise : it pleases the vacant mind by the knowledge

it imparts, it pleases the full and fertile mind by
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the force it gathers from numerous associations,

and by the new ideas it elicits, and making mere

shadowy impressions distinct ; so a good book, a

book true' to nature, whatever part of nature's

works it describes, may be ever new, so long at

least as our own minds continue to collect new

strength to evolve, and new images to combine.

But to return to the topic of human testimony,

we miffht read the " Confessions of Ireland," who,

as Malone was speculating on undiscovered MSS.

of Shakspeare, forged " miscellaneous papers and

legal instruments, under the hand and seal of

William Shakspeare
;

" also " Vortigem," a play,

which he pretended was written by Shakspeare,

and which was actually performed at Sheridan's

theatre, and only condemned by the double mean-

incr wliich Kemble's sneer gave the line

—

And when ttiis solemn mockery is o'er.

Many in the literary circles were deceived.

Dr. Parr acknowledged " the forgery beat him."

Warton said of a prayer wliich was also among

the forgeries, though written oft-hand by Ireland

when only seventeen years of age, that it surpassed

in sublimity any part of our Liturgy !

I can only allude to Chatterton, who imposed

on many literary persons by forging poems, and

ancient records and title-deeds, which he pre-
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tended were found in St. Mary RedclifFe Church

at Bristol. Horace Walpole, with the help of

Gray and Mason, detected the forgery ; but Wal-

pole's letter to Chatterton proved he had been

deceived. Afterwards a line of Hudibras was

discovered among this ancient poetry;— still con-

sidering this deception was practised at the age of

sixteen, and that the poetry is of a high order,

Dix's " Life of Chatterton" is a work of painful

interest. Dr. Johnson said, in his peculiarly em-

phatic style, " It is wonderful how the young

whelp could have done it."

Again, George Psalmanazar, born 1679, in the

south of France, pretended to be a heathen native

of the island of Formosa, and invented a new lan-

ffuao^e, which he called the Formosan, and into

which he had the boldness to translate the

" Church Catechism." This remained long un-

detected by the learned, while his " History of

Formosa" passed through two editions. His

*' Auto-biography " is deserving of credit. John-

son said, " I scarcely ever sought the society of

any one, but of Psalmanazar the most. I used to

find him in an ale-house in the city : latterly he

lived as a very good man, and died a sincere

Christian : — his ' Auto-biography ' was a peni-

tential confession."

On the same topic of the strength and weakness
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of the human mind, we may mention the contro-

versies about Homer, " Epistles of Phalaris,"

Ossian, Junius, Chevalier D'Eon, Man with the

Iron Mask, " Voyages of Bamberger," Eliza

Cannmg, Johannah Southcote, Mary Tophts of

Godalming, the Cock-lane Ghost, and Jugglers*

Feats, as related by Eastern travellers. If any

person entertains curiosity in these matters,

" Sketches of Imposture and Credulity," in the

" Family Library," and Sir Walter Scott's " De-

monology and Witchcraft," will supply abundant

interest.

" But surely this is a strange selection." I do

not name these subjects to the exclusion of others,

but principally to show that a youthful taste in-

dulged in its own caprices will involuntarily lead

to a kind of knowledge available in the season of

a maturer judgment. The preceding observations

will also show the advantage of always bearing in

mind one useful subject, which every hour of

reading and reflection may contribute to illustrate.

Every mind has a host of wandering thoughts,

which unbidden come, and unregarded go, only

because they want a ready standard round which

to rally.

A subject like that of Abercrombie, " On the

Intellectual Powers and the Investigation of

Truth," would surely be a laudable employment
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for tlie talents of the greatest genius ; and would

not this course of reading, childish as it may seem,

supply facts too valuable to lose ? How often

have some of these cases of deception been cited

by the avowed enemies of the Gospel ! Who can

say that he may not feel himself called upon to

give the same serious attention to the history of

these impostors, as Paley, in his " Evidences of

Christianity," has given to the impostor Mahomet,

and for the same purpose ?

Here, my friends, let me remind you that

from " Robinson Crusoe" I have wandered to the

" Evidences of Revealed Religion ;
" and though I

did not see the point at which I should arrive, I

felt confident of eventually showing that, with

curiosity or inclination as your guide, your route

will afford you no less profit than interest, what-

ever be the point from which you please to start.

The ever-recurring questions, " Where is the use

of this?" or "the good of that?" may well be

met with the reply, that many things are eventually

useful, though not immediately convertible, and

that prudent housekeepers say, " Keep a thing

three years, and you'll find a use for it." But I

must be careful not to give up a commanding

position, because it is convenient to meet a feeble

enemy on lower grounds. Let us, therefore, re-

member that a well-stored mind to which, as
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Herschel says, ^' a thousand questions are con-

tinually arising, a thousand subjects of inquiry

presenting themselves, which keep his faculties m
constant exercise, and his thoughts perpetually on

the winor so that lassitude is excluded from life,

and that cravincr after artificial excitement and

dissipation of mind, which leads so many into

frivolous, unworthy, and destructive pursuits, is

altocrether eradicated from the bosom ; "— in such

a mind, there is a use, indeed : there must there-

fore be some good m whatever reading conduces to

form it. This argument, I say, asserting not the

sordid money reckoning of the hireling but the

enlarged estimation of the Christian, who values

literature as it lessens the temptations of earth,

and slopes the path of heaven ; this is the true and

impregnable ground of defence against the sneers

of the friends of so-called utility and expediency
;

still, as we exult in foiling insignificant cavillers,

not only on our grounds but on their own, I would

ask them, if they would have seen the use of New-

ton's pondering over a falling apple ; and yet it

raised his thoughts to the laws which govern the

revolution of the planets in their orbits. Would

they not have joined in the ridicule of sunng-

swangs, which did not prevent Robert Hooke

from reviving the proposal of the pendulum as a

standard of measure since so admirably wrought

a
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into practice, as Herschel remarks, by the genius

and perseverance of Captain Kater ? Would they

not have joined in the laugh at Boyle in his expe-

riments on the pressure and elasticity of air, and

asked Watt, as I before mentioned, the use of

playing with the kettle, and yet all can see the

good of the steam engine ? Then think of blowing

soap bubbles, by which the phenomena of colours

has been studied ; to say nothing of where could

be the good of playing with wliirligigs, the simple

means by which, a few years since, a society of

philosophers were investigating certain principles

of optics, as exemplified in the clever toy called

the Magic Disk. A scientific friend (an F. R. S.),

a short time since, intent on geological discovery,

sat down one sultry day, with a hammer, to break

stones by the road-side. A fellow-labourer, em-

ployed by the parish, looked on with amazement,

till he saw some fossils selected from the heap, and

then said, " Then, Sir, I suppose they give you

something for them?" "No," said my friend,

" they don't." " Then, what can be the good of

them ?" This poor fellow was quite as enlightened

as many intellectual paupers, who, when their

money is as low as their wit, may break stones

too.

So far I have supposed that a juvenile taste has

led my reader through a course of study, which in
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a note-book, of the kind I shall presently recom-

mend him to keep, would stand thus :
—

MEMORANDUM OF READING.

Read " Robinson Crusoe," which suggested

" History of the Plague," and " Defoe's Life,"

by Scott, in which was quoted Defoe's " Preface

to Drelincourt," concerning which I consulted

Nichols' " Literary Anecdotes."

Mem. — To be read, Nichols, again and again,

at future periods.

This specimen of literary imposition suggested

reading the life of Chatterton ; also Psalmanazar's,

Ireland's, and Lauder's forgeries.

The credulity of the wisest men was a topic

which made me curious to read " Sketches of Cre-

dulity and Imposture," as containing an outline of

all notable instances, to which I find so many

allusions ; and also Scott's " Demonology," which

I was told gave a common-sense explanation of

supernatural appearances.

Query. — Was Dr. Johnson superstitious ?

Mem. — To read more about the doctor.

MEMORANDUM OF KNOWLEDGE.

Learned the extent to which fiction may re-

semble truth— the fallibility of human judgment

— that men of the greatest genius ai'e not above

o 2
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the prejudices of their day. The nature of evi-

dence—the many causes which hinder the investi-

gation of truth. To read about fallacies, human

understanding, laws of evidence, blunders and

pretensions of critics, with a view to illustrate

these topics ; to attend to the historical accounts

of all popular deceptions, criminal trials, &c.

These memoranda are recommended as aids to

reflection, and to teach how to digest all the

knowledge we acquire. " Heaping up informa-

tion," says the author of Woman's Mission, " how-

ever valuable of itself, requires the principle of

combination to make it useful. Stones and bricks

are valuable things, very valuable ; but they are

not beautiful or useful till the hand of the archi-

tect has given them a form, and the cement of the

bricklayer knit them together."

Let us now take, from the list assigned to the

first class of readers, a second book, that we may

see how the same method and principle of combi-

ning and digesting applies to other amusing sub-

jects. Consider the " Travels" of Captain Basil

Hall. His third series gives a brief but clear out-

(
line of the History of India, from the year 1497,

\ in which the Portuguese discovered the route by
" the Cape ; the formation of the East India Com-

) pany ; war with the French ; the Black Hole of
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Calcutta ; Lord Clive ; Hyder Ali ; Warren Has-

tiness ; an interesting account of the system on

wliicli British India is governed ; Tippoo Saib

;

ComwalUs ; Wellesley ; writers and cadets ; a

most interesting account of Bombay and the

wonders of Elephanta (Series ii. vol. iii.), and

Ceylon; the stupendous labour of making Can-

delay Lake ; the voluntary tortures of the super-

stitious Sunnyasses ; how_ widow burning was

abolished ; the immense tanks ; the " big Indian"

Shrivanabalagol, a statue seventy feet high, cut

out of a hill of granite; descriptions of canoes,

and inventions, strange habits, and customs of a

variety of nations. The Captain's "Travels"

in America are written in the same style, equally

combinincr amusement with instruction. After

reading these interesting volumes, and following

the course which I should suppose your inclina-

tion would suggest, your note-book would bear,

as I judge from my own, the following :
—

MEMORANDUM OF READING.

Read Basil Hall's "Travels;" mention of Warren

Hastings ; suggested to read a few pages of Miller's

"George HI.," about the impeachment of Hastings;

Burke's " Speeches," recommended on the same

subject, and Nabob of Arcott—read both. To see

inore of the meaning of" Charta" and "Company."
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H. W. promised me that five minutes' reading in

my Cyclopagdia would inform me ; also that I

might find the same by the index to Blackstone's

" Commentaries ;

" found much more in Black-

stone ; also " India" in Cyclopaedia, and had a

general view of the whole subject. Must observe

Daniell's Indian drawings as very near reality.

H. W. says the Museum, at the India House in

Leadenhall Street, and the Naval and Military

Museum, near Whitehall, must be visited. Rev.

W. Ward's book on the " Literature and Customs

of the Hindoos," recommended ; also SirW. Jones's

" Letters "— picked out a great deal from both ;

also from Robertson's '' Ancient India," showing

what was known to the ancients about India,

and about Phoenicians : advised to read Ezekiel,

c. xxviii. ; very curious—about ancient commerce

and navigation— Tarshish, Ophir, Elath, and

Eziongeber, Palmyra, Arabians, Genoese, and Ve-

netians.

MEMORANDUM OF KNOWLEDGE.

Feel more confidence, as well as curiosity, about

India. Can converse with and draw out my Indian

friends to advantage. Know more about the in-

genuity and power of man. Must compare pyra-

mids, railways, and Indian tanks. Did not know

there was so much curious knowledge in O. T.
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Begin to observe the natural productions, customs,

&c. of the Book of Job. Read some of the " Scrip-

ture Herbalist" about the plants and trees; also

looked into " Natural History of the Bible
:

" sur-

prised at finding so many curious things which

never struck me before. Herschel's proof (Nat.

Phil. p. 61.) of the insignificance of the labour

which raised the great pyramid, compared with

the weekly expense of steam power in our foun-

deries.

o 4
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PART 11.

CHAPTER I.

IN WHICH VARIOUS COURSES OP READING ARE PROPOSED

AND CHARACTERISED.

1 SHOULD now consider that I had given my class

of readers their full share of attention, were it not

vj^ that, profiting by the example of Moliere, who used

to judge of the probable success of his comedies

by the degree they excited the risible faculties

of his old housekeeper, I read these pages to one

of the young friends for whose use they are de-

signed, and was told, " that it is not so easy to

find the answers to the various questions which we

should like to ask in reading travels ; for too many

authors assume that what is familiar to themselves

is familiar to their readers."

This remark leads me to speak of the use of

Cyclopaedias, Gazetteers, Biographical Dictionaries,

and other books of reference.

We just mentioned India ; East India Com-

pany; Clive ; Hastings; Cornwallis ; Wellesley;

writers ; cadets. On each of these heads you

may consult the " Penny Cyclopaedia," which ex-
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eels all others in the variety of its subjects. You

can read each article, more or less attentively,

according to the degree of interest which casual

notices of those topics in books or conversation

have excited. When you have read them all,

east your eye again over the article on India, and

you will feel that the several parts of your newly-

acquired knowledge have a propensity to " fall

in," as the drill sergeants say, and find their

proper places in the main line which this sketch

of Indian history has marked out. And probably

allusions to Tippoo Saib, Hyder Ali, Bralunins,

Buddliism, Caste, and other subjects, will lead

you to read the separate articles upon these topics

also, and I will venture to promise you will rise

from your studies with feelings of considerable

satisfaction. Having once mustered courage to

plunge into the ocean of learning, if you caimot

swim at first, you will acquire a sense of your own

buoyancy, and more easily resolve to try again.

When the splashing and floundering is over for the

first time, you will feel some confidence in society,

and listen to catch a hint from the greater ad-

vancements of others. Many a boy would never

have learned to swim had it not been for some

companions who tempted him just to try one dip.

Many a man would have gone through a whole

life subject to that creeping sense of mferiority.
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whicli is the every-day punishment of ignorance,

had not some reading companions led him to take

the first step, which carried him so much further

than he expected, that he was emboldened to try

a second, and at length to join the busy throng,

in which powers unknown, because untried, made

him firm and foremost. With this beginning in

Indian history, take another Cyclopaedia, the

" Britannica," or " Metropolitana," and look out

for the same articles. Then look for India in a

Gazetteer, and the names of men in a Biographical

Dictionary : to the end of these articles are usually

added the names of authors from whom more in-

formation may be derived. By this method you

may soon make an extensive collection of facts.

I say of facts, for sound, mature, well-digested

knowledge is not the growth of a day : facts to the

mind are like food to the body; digestion and

strength depend on the constitution, mental or

physical. After reading long histories, or lives

of distinguished characters, most yoimg readers

find that they rise with a knowledge more con-

fused than accurate, and that even certain plans

and obvious questions, such as the age at which

certain men attained celebrity ; at what times par-

ticular changes happened ; what circumstances led

to certain events, and other things of interest,

escape observation, from the many pages among
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wliich the required information is interspersed.

These the compendious articles of a Cyclopaedia,

or Biographical Dictionary, are peculiarly suited

to supply; to prevent wandering thoughts, and

losing the thread of the subject, I find it useful to

read a short outline before I commence a life in

two or three volumes. Also, for the most part, I

keep books of reference at hand, and turn at once

to the name of any unknown person introduced.

Again, magazines and reviews often contain

concise accounts of campaigns, political questions,

and the present policy and interests of different na-

tions. Some allowance may be made for the poli-

tical bias of reviewers, still they are as likely to

be fair in their opinions, and accurate in their facts,

as other authors. Nor must we forget, that, with

the exception of novels, magazines are now nearly

the only chaimel by wliich an author can publish his

opinions with the least prospect of remuneration

;

and therefore it is not too much to say, that a

store offacts, and series of reflections, which would

have made a plausible appearance in two volumes

octavo, are often cut down to the length of a

single essay in the " Edinburgh" or " Quarterly,"

and gain no little vigour from the pruning. The

chief value of the magazines is, that they give us

the benefit of early information. Bacon says, that

"reading makes the full man, and conversation
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the ready man ; " and Johnson says of conversa-

tion, that it supplies only scraps, and that we

must read books to learn a whole subject : then

Bacon goes on to say, that ^^ writing makes the

exact man." The digesting and arrangement of

knowledge are two points which should never be

lost sight of by the literary adviser : so, while I

would urge the advice of Bacon to the letter, and

encourage the more practised student with the old

maxim, nulla dies sine lined (no day without a line),

I would further observe, that the use of a short

compendium will tend to that habit of exactness

which writing more fully promotes.

Besides cyclopaedias, gazetteers, biographical

dictionaries, and magazines, there are many other

works furnished like the magazines with indices,

and readily available as books of reference. I

have already mentioned Blackstone's " Commen-

taries," which, though I cannot speak of it as a

work of general interest to the young, contains, as

a glance at its index will show, many things to

solve questions which arise in the study of history.

Again, biographies are good books of reference

—

about the Reformation, the lives of Luther, Knox,

j,:Calvin; about the Methodists, Southey's " Life

o£ Wesley ;

" about the slavery question, " The

Life of Wilberforce ; " about military matters, the

lives of Marlborough, Sir TrFicton, Wellington,
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Napoleon; about naval affairs, Rodney, Earl St.

Vincent, Nelson—severally contain much inform- ''^ -

ation, to wliich an index or table of contents will

direct. You have only to inquire what celebrated

men are connected with the matter in question, or

were contemporaneous with given events, and you

will generally find that their biographies contain

their opinions, together with such explanation or

history of the subject as is requisite to make those

opinions understood. Of all biographies none is

so valuable as a book of reference as Boswell's

"Life of Johnson." During the middle of the

last century, nearly every conspicuous character,

or memorable incident of that and of many preced-

ing ages, passed successively in review before the

severe judgment of him, who was confessedly one

of the wisest of men, and has been faithfullv re-

corded by a biographer, of whom a writer in the

" Quarterly" has tnily said, " It is scarcely more ; >

practicable to find another Boswell than another k^J.

Johnson."

As to finding out allusions, avoiding confusion,

and solving other difficulties incidental to study, I

have now said enough. But all methods must

give place to those to wliich each person is

prompted by a sense of his own deficiencies.

Read with all courage and confidence ; though

you wander jfrom your path for a time, you will
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have the more pleasure in finding your way at

last. If you cannot remember all you read, you

will remember the sources of information for

another day. The next thing to knowing the

contents of a book, is knowing the use of it.

One of my young friends again asks, " Does

. all my learning go for nothing? I have read

many books, but know none accurately ; still I

feel a degree of confidence when their contents are

the subjects of conversation." Certainly not for

nothing : this confidence is worth something
; you

have gained at least the habit of reading : if you

stop where you are, knowledge without accuracy is

like an estate encumbered with debt and subject

to deductions. But it is fair to hope, on striking

a balance, something will remain ; or, even ifbank-

rupt quite, it is well to have, as they say in the

mercantile world, a good connection and habits of

business ; in other words, a general acquaintance

with authors, and all the stores they can severally

supply, and also habits of application to begin

again with greater advantage. So I would console

my very many young friends who are in this pre-

dicament with the assurance, that they have pro-

bably made a useful survey for future operations,

and worn down so many rough edges, that, in re-

tracing their former steps, they will have more

time to look out for objects of interest, and fewer

obstacles to daunt their energies.
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I shall now proceed to treat separately of all

the principal divisions of knowledge, such as His-

tory, Poetry, Philosophy, Theology, with remarks

on English composition, study of languages, the

formation of habits, and other topics of interest.

Complete essays on these comprehensive subjects

are not to be expected from one who addresses

himself to the young and inexperienced student,

and whose chief ambition is to be useful. The

maxim of the poet is only fair :
—

** In every work regard the writer's end,

Since none can compass more than they intend.**

CHAP. II.

ON THE STUDY OP HISTORY.

The first glance at the following pages might

lead my readers to think I intended to imitate

Dufresnoy, who, after laying down a course of

historical study, mildly added, " the time required

is ten years." But I stipulate, readers, for no

length of labour : I only request that you will em-

ploy your usual hours of reading, few or many,

with the method here proposed, and on such sub-

jects as suit the pecuHar bent of your inclination.

Thus in one year you may achieve more than
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nineteen out of twenty of your neighbours achieve

in ten ; for at least that proportion of the commu-

nity read without any system or definite object in

view, but carry on a desultory campaign like that

of the^ Greeks around Troy, who, as Thucydides

says, were foraging when they ought to have been

fighting, or there would have been no ten years'

siege. " Divide and conquer," is a maxim in one

sense wise, in another foolish. Victory depends

on dividing and choosing one point of attack, but

on concentrating all our powers upon it ; there-

fore the following chapters contain many subjects,

and each subject several divisions, that every

reader may select according to his taste. On each

I
division, works are recommended requiring dif-

: ferent degrees of industry and talent, to suit every

capacity ; and, again, the works are so chosen and

arranged, and accompanied with such explana-

tions, that every hour expended shall bring its

hour's worth. " The many-aproned sons of me-

clianical life," of whom Burns speaks, may spend

their Saturday's evenings according to these direc-

tions, and learn something complete, with a begin-

ning, middle, and end, in full assurance that when

they have more leisure time they may go on add-

ing and enlarging, without pulling any of their

work to pieces. The university student will find

standard works, and a course of reading, sane-

I
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tioned by the spirit, if not the letter, of the first

judges of literarJ labour : in twelve hours a week

stolen fi'om his ethics or differential calculus, he

may attain a considerable accession of that kind of

knowledo-e which will save him from the shame of

being a mere scholar, deep in the past and ignorant

of the present ; of that knowledge, too, which he

could not forego without positive prejudice to his

advancement in any career of public life.

I have- not the slightest fear that any student

worthy the name will abandon the course of read-

ing here recommended when once he has fairly tried

it. Indeed, the first step is all I ask. A clergy-

nian of my acquaintance chanced some years sinc6

to take up " Tom Telescope," a little book on

Astronomy : from this, as a centre, the rays of his

curiosity shot forth on all sides : and he is now ^

man of great scientific attainments.

Reader, try one book. Many a man who at

first felt as much diffidence of liis own capacities as

you can feel, and argued, " Where is the use of

my reading ? what will the little that / can do be

worth?" has found a first book lead to a second,

and a second to a third, and he has been thankful

for the friendly hint which prompted his eai'liest

efforts.

One of my most intimate friends was induced to

study Grecian history on the principle here recom-

H
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mended of beginning with an outline, and filling

in by degrees. Encouraged by his unexpected

progress, he has since, by the same method, at-

tained a considerable knowledge of numerous

subjects.

Reader, study one subject well. Did you never

hear the remark, " How strange this man, so pro-

found in his favourite science, should find time for

so much else besides
!

" The habits of attention,

method, reflection, and analysis formed in exhaust-

ing one of the subjects, will invest others with such

attractions that, even in their deepest parts, they

may rivet attention in spite of the fireside prattle,

and fill up any spare five minutes while the cloth

is being laid, or the tea drawing.

But now for the study of History, which I will

consider under the following divisions :
—

r of Great Britain,
' Modern J of the Continent,

I of India, America, and the Colonies,

f of Rome,

of Greece,

of the Egy^ans, Persians, and

History

Ancient

«< other ancient nations.

First, let us suppose you decide on a branch of

modern history, and would begm with

THE HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Your first step, as I have before observed, would
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be to read some History of England through. A
man of mature and disciplined mind, long used to

laborious application, should read Hume, Smollett,

Adolphus and Hughes's Continuation, and Dr. )

Croly's George lY. " And how long would he

be in gaining a satisfactory knowledge, such as

Niebuhr possessed of Gibbon, when he defied a

friend to puzzle him from the index ? " The suc-

cessful candidates for high university honours,

achieve nearly as great a work as " getting up"

Hume and Smollett in the last month preceding

their examination. And since many pages in

each of those volumes need not be very accurately

remembered by the unprofessional reader, all of

the above works would be satisfactorily perused

in one month's real chamber study. " Indeed !

"

some young lady will exclaim, " why, a single

volume employed me more than that space of

time." I can easily believe it, and will prescribe

for your case next.

The outline History of England by the Society

for promoting Christian Knowledge, in 140 clear,

lively, duodecimo pages, is suited for every man,

woman, and child. Even the hard-headed scholar

will find this outline useful to give a comprehen-

sive view of the whole. Only let him not stop

here. Keightley's History, in 2 voki^uodecimOi

H 2
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or Goldsmith's may be read next. It will be

easier still, to read the little History again, as far

as Henry VH., and the rest in Keightley : next,

read in Hume any reign, war, or negotiation,

which excites your curiosity, and so strengthen

the stem of your tree, as before explained, a3

much as you please. That you may have the

satisfaction of tracing its gradual growth, n^ake a

memorandum on the simple drawing by which

this tree is represented, just as the works of

JRapin, Lingard, and other narrators of the same

events, are wholly, or partially, read to combat or

corroborate the views of Hume.

So far then you haVe been instructed how to

gain a more or less substantial outline of English

history. To strengthen your mental powers, and

to multiply your literary stores, so far as to be

invincible at every point of so long a line, is not

much more easy to effect or more judicious to

attempt, than to man the wall of China. Like a

good general, be content to concentrate your

\forces— to "divide" off and " conquer," first one

part, and then another. You may be agreeably

surprised by finding that the intermediate parts,

when left by themselves, are less formidable than

they appear, and readily give way as you become

a more practised assailant. Consider that so far

you have reconnoitred the general face of the
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country: the next thing is to select om 'portion for

a more searching and minute examination.

The leading principles on wliich you should

choose a portion of history to be made a strong

point for deep study are. First, to be guided by

your own taste and curiosity: to sail into the j

wide ocean of truth, go with the current of your

nature.

Secondly, to choose, according to your own ne-

cessities, whatever will be useful in business or

give you confidence in society. As a general

rule, read what others read. Conversation is

often more improvmg than books ; therefore, read,

to profit by conversation. If you would be im-

proved by a visit to Paris, you must learn

French; if by a visit to London, or by joining

any particular society, whether of men of business,

men of science, or men of literature, you must

Study, if not the language, at least the thoughts

and topics of such society. You will otherwise

feel as much out of your element as a sheriif's

chaplain when dining with the judge on his

circuit.

Thirdly, to read subjects which afford most

matter for reflection. To be_jvise is_J)oth the )

surest and most profitable way to seem wise.

Read those subjects which involve most principles.

Principles are the most handy, convertible, port-

H 3
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able, and prolific of all species of literary property

;

therefore.

Fourthly, read one good comprehensive account

of a revolution, protracted war, or other ever-

recurring phenomena of human society. Then,

ex uno discs omnia, that is, gain so intimate a

^
knowledge of one that you may anticipate the

I

chief characteristics of all. This was the secret

of Edmund Burke's attainments. His letter to

Lord Charlemont at the commencement of the

French Revolution, is considered to evince almost

the power of prophecy. Niehuhr had so deeply

\ studied Roman history, that he ventured to as-

sert, after a lapse of about 2000 years, an opinion

of the early constitution of Rome in direct contra-

diction to classical authorities. By the recovery

of some lost books of Cicero de Republica, his

conclusion was proved correct. One of my friends

was assured by Niebuhr, that before he had read

' the summary of a lost decade of Livy, he wrote

down the substance of what it contained. Another

illustration of how far a little good intellectual

coin may be made to go, is afforded by Gibbon,

chap, xxxi., in which he conjectures the history of

the unrecorded years between the withdrawing of

the Romans from Britain and the descent of tlie

Saxons.

These are the leading principles on which you
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should select " a strong point" in history; and on

wliich I have selected, by way of example and

illustration, the following portions :
—

1st, The early history till about the time of the

Conquest.

2dly, The era of the Middle Ages, including //^
the feudal system, chivalry, and the crusades.

3dly, The beginning of modem history, marked^ »

by the art of printing, the use of gunpowder and ^ (

the compass, the discovery of America, and the

developement of the colonial system.

4thly, The civil wars.

5thly, The Revolution of 1688.

6thly, From the accession of George III. to the

present time.

I will now consider these eras separately, and

point out a course of reading upon each : and,

Firsty On Early English History. This

portion will afford amusement to one fond of

antiquities—would constitute a good preparation

for any university-student going to the bar, but is

only to be recommended to those of mature under-

standing.

Now, reader, what is your object? If you

only wish to thicken and" strengthen the lower

part of your historical tree by other outlines of

early history to run parallel with those already

laid down, read a short sketch in Tytler's " Uni-

H 4
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versal History," vol. iv. " Family Library
:

" also

" The Romans in Britain," and " The Anglo-

Saxons," forming ojie volume of the " Family

Library:" to which the more volimiinous reader

may either add or prefer Turner's " History of

the Anglo-Saxons," or, which is tiie shortest of

all, Hume's " Appendix on the Anglo-Saxon Go-

vernment," and " Kemble's Anglo-Saxons;" be-

sides, or instead of all these, read Mackintosh's

" History of England," voL i. The very piH)-

found inquirer may also refer to the authorities

quoted in the foot-notes. " Chalmer's Caledonia"

treating of the Roman period, is recommended in

Professor Smyth's lectures,—lectures well worthy

the attention of every reader of modern history.

On the Roman period read also Tacitus's Agricola

;

Murphy's translation was recommended by Ed-

mund Burke, as one of the best in our langaage.

There are also translations of Caesar and Sueto-

nius, which should be consulted. Dr. Smyth

remarks that Gibbon, c. xxxi., supplies by inge-

nious conjecture the history of the years between

400 and 449. On the Druids, read the account

in " Cffisar;" also a concise history in Southey's

" Book of the Church." The history which treats

of them most fully is Henry's " Britain," b. i. c. 4.

where we have their history, manners, learning,

and religion. For the progress of religion in those
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early times, read Southey, Mosheim, Milner; a

few pages in each. All the reasons for belie\Tng

St. Paul came to Britain, and the first promulga-

tion of the Gospel, is given in " Peranzabuloe,"

an interesting account of an ancient church found

buried in the sand on the coast of ComwalL

Tytler recommends Carte's " History," voL i^

b. iv. § 18., as containing an admirable account of

Alfred the Great. The " Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica," " Metropolitana," Rees's and the " Penny

Cyclopsedia," which I shall quote as " the Cyclo-

paedias.") also contaui comprehensive articles on

Anglo-Saxons, Alfred, Bede, Druids. Those wha
have access to Camden's "Britannia," to which

many of tlie authors already recommended are

greatly indebted, may satisfy the most eager cu-

riosity. Camden, m 1582, travelled through the

eastern and northern coimties of Enorland to

survey the comitry and arrange a correspondence

for the supply of further uiformation. His " Re-

mains " of a greater work on Britain was published

1605. Camden's reig-n of Elizabeth is recom-

mended by Hume, as one of the best compositions

of any English historian. Leland's " Itinerary"

is also recommended to the curious. Camden

made great use of it. In the reign of Hemy VII.

Leland was empowered by a commission under

the Great Seal to search for objects of antiquity
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in the archives and libraries of all cathedrals,

abbeys, priories, &c., and spent six years in col-

lecting materials for the " Archaeology of England

and Wales."

I limit my recommendations as much as possible

to books which may be easily procured. Many

other works, quite as instructive as the preceding,

I omit, because any reader who attends to these

directions may, by a little inquiry, ascertain the

value of every work within his reach. Almost all

of the above works give their authorities, and

contain incidental remarks on the sources from

which more extensive information may be derived.

To those who have a real love of learning let me

observe, that Ingulphus, secretary to William I.,

wrote the " History of the Monastery of Croy-

land," with many particulars of the English kings

from 664 to 1091. William of Malmesbury wrote

most laudably, as he said, " not to show his learn-

ing, but to bring to light things covered with the

rubbish of antiquity," a history of Old England

from 449 to 1126; also a Church History and

Life of St. Aldhelm. The venerable Bede, early

in the eighth century, wrote an Ecclesiastical

History by aid of correspondence, when there was

no penny postage, with all the monasteries in the

heptarchy ! All these works have been under the

hand of the compiler and the spoiler, that is, as
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Bacon would say, the moths have been at them

;

but away with these dilutions and drink at the

fountain.

The second portion of English history worthy

of deep study is what is commonly reckoned

The Middle Ages. This comprehends the ft

Feudal System, Chivalry, and the Crusades. ^
This era may be also profitably selected by

university students and men of liberal education,

A knowledge of the feudal system is of the first

importance. Chivalry and the crusades must be

examined more particularly in respect of their

causes and effects on civilisation.

On the Feudal System read a chapter in Black-

stone's Commentaries, vol. i.; also Tytler, b. vi.

c. 2. ; and Hume's second Appendix. Dr. Smyth

strongly recommends the account in Stewart's

View of Society. Robertson's Introduction to

" Charles Y." is very valuable. Attend particu-

larly to the proofs and illustrations at the end.

Bacon's Henry YII. I can strongly recommend;

also part of Montesquieu. My readers must not

take fright at seeing so many books on the same

subject. Most of my references are only to a few

pages out of several volumes, and these easily

foimd by an index or summary. Learn the facts

and arguments of one treatise thoroughly during

hours of study, and the rest will be easy enough
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for " hours of idleness." No light reading rivets

attention so much as dissertations on those topics

ahout which study has excited a spirit of inquiry.

On Chivalry, as well as the feudal system and

the crusades, Hallam's Middle Ages is of the first

authority. Mill's History of Chivalry is much

admired. The very popular author, Mr. James,

has written the History of Chivalry, as also the

lives of Richard L and the Black Prince, from

which much useful information may he derived^

He has also written on Chivalry and the Crusades.

These works, as well as Horace Smith's Tales of

the Early Ages, comhine amusement with instruc-

tion. On Chivalry read also Gibbon, ch. Iviii. Of

Gibbon let me say once for all, that as a man he

is guilty of having turned aside from the line of

his history to shake that faith which, with all his

scepticism as to its divine original, he would have

been the last to deny to be the richest earthly bless-

ing. But as a historian. Gibbon is regarded with

admiration by all learned men. Even Niebuhr

praised the depth of his research, and the clearness

of his views. Blackstone quoted him with re-

^ verence. The accuracy of his facts, and the saga-

city of his conclusions, are indisputable. Of the

Crusades, a good short account is given by Tytler's

Universal History, book vi. c. 9. Read also Ro-

bertson's Introduction to his Charles V., and search
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the notes and illustrations for more information.

They give a ready clue to the best sources of all

matters relating to the middle ages. Lastly, read

the articles in the Cyclopaedias, or either of them,

upon the Feudal System, Cliivaby, and the Cru-

sades ; and consult, generally, Brande's Dictionary

of Science, Literature, and Ai't.

The third portion of Enghsh History to be made

a strong point is,

—

The Period of the Reforiviation, and the

eommencement of modem histoiy.

On the Reformation in England read Southey's

"Book of the Church." Those who have Kttle

time may read the small volume on the Reforma-

tion in the Family Library. Consult one or more

of the Cyclopaedias. Dr. Smyth's " Lectui-e" is

very useful. Lives of the Reformers will make a

profitable variety. Select also the appropriate

parts of Short's "Church History," Mibier, and

Mosheim. The labour will be less than you would

suppose : an accurate knowledge of the narrative:

of one virtually exhausts the difficulties of all.

While these authors give a true Protestant account,

Lingard's " History of England" will show what

can be said by a Roman CathoHc, and in Hume's

" History" you see the subject treated by a man
who cared for neither party. Read also Sir J.

Mackintosh's " Life of Sir Thomas More." Bur-
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net's " History of the Reformation in England" is

allowed to be a very full and authentic account.

It was written in 1679, at the times described by

Sir Walter Scott in " Peveril of the Peak." For the

Reformation in Scotland, compare Robertson's and

Scott's Scotland. Dr. Smyth strongly recommends

Dr. M'Crie's work. Add the life of Knox, and

selections from Fox's " Martyrs."

On the Times of Henry VIIL, and indeed on

every other period, consult Miss Strickland's

" Queens," also " The Pictorial History of Eng-

land," especially for a view of the state of society.

Think of the times when more than 70,000 crimi-

nals were executed in a single reign. Well may

we read, " the common sort of people were not

much counted of, but sturdy knaves were hung

up apace."

On the Discovery of America, the most easy and

entertaining reading will be Robertson's " Ame-

rica," and the " Life of Columbus," by Washing-

ton Irving.

Heeren's " Colonial System and Modern His-

tory," chiefly valuable to more profound readers.

Read also Sir J. Mackintosh's "Life of Sir J.

More," and the same biography in Lord Camp-

bell's " Chancellors :" the lives of More, Wolsey,

and Bacon, are truly interesting.
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The fourth portion of English History for ex-

tensive reading is

The Period of the Civil Wars.

Becdn with Hume's " Charles I. and the Com-

monwealth." Dr. Smyth's " Lecture on the Civil

Wars" will draw attention to the leading points,

and direct your reading. Then the practised

student will take Clarendon's "EebeUion." Sir

W. Scott recommended it to his son as a book

replete with wisdom, in a style somewhat prolix,

but usually nervous and energetic. For many

readers it is too long ; but since its author com-

bined a power of striking portraiture, and an inti-

mate knowledge of the human heart, with deep

political wisdom, and since he stood in a position

which, nearly from first to last, gave a general

view both of grand movements and secret springs

of action, the work of this stanch friend of church

and state is one which no man of literary taste

must long delay to read. Harris's " Lives of

Charles I. and Cromwell" will give the views of a

Dissenter and a Republican. See also Forster's

" Lives of the Statesmen of the Commonwealth,"

and Carlyle's " Letters of Cromwell." The notes

to these lives show great research, and are longer

than the text. Godwin, in his " Times of Charles I.

and the Republic," follows on the same side.

Neal's "History of the Puritans" is reckoned
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good, and as fair as could be expected from one of

their own party. The first volume of Macaulaj'^

" History of England" gives a clear and masterly

summing up of all that could be said against the

king. This, with Miss Strickland's " Life of Hen-

rietta Maria," will interest even the dullest reader.

The deep reader has only to follow out Macaulay's

authorities. Burnet's " Own Times " is certainly

qtiite what Dr. Johnson termed it—most enterr

taining chit-chat of a man who went everywhere,

and talked to every one. The first part, contain-

ing exclusively the result of his personal obser-

vation, is the most entertaining. " Hudibras,"

with Gray's " Notes," Dryden's " Absalom and

Achitophel," and Milton's prose works, may be

read in connection ; as also Sir W. Scott's " Wood-

stock." Miss Aikin's " Charles I." is very ably

written. Short's " History," as well as Southey's

" Book," will show the state of the Church. Read

the " Memorials of Whitelock," a lawyer whose

opinion was taken about ship-money, wiio served

in the parliamentary army, and'was appointed one

of the council of state. Also " Memoirs of Holies,"

who was a playfellow of Charles I. in his child-

hood ; head of the Presbyterian party ; lieutenant

of the parliamentary forces, and raised to the

peerage by Charles II. The ^^ Memoirs of Lud-

low," another leader of the Republicans, are full
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of interest ; as also are those of Hutchinson. The

" Life of Monk" most read is that by Dr. Grumble,

his chaplain, who once served on the republican,

but afterwards wrote on the royal side. Dr. Smyth

recommends Guizot's " Times of Charles I."

The " Diary" of Samuel Pepys, Secretary to S
the Admiralty in the reigns of Charles II. and

James II., extending over the years of the Re-

storation, the plague of London, and the fire of \

London, are invaluable illustrations of the man- I

ners of the 17th century.

The fifth Portion is the Revolution of

1688.

Dr. Smyth's twentieth " Lecture," vol. ii., will

serve as a guide, mark an outline, and quicken

observation. Then when Keightley's *' History

"

has given an accurate knowledge of the course of

events. Ward's " Essay" will tell you all that can

be urged iri support of every theory : the opinions

of Blackstone, Mackintosh, Hallam, and Russell

are concisely stated and considered. Burke's opi-

nion will be found in his " Letters on the French

Revolution." Burnet's "Own Times" is in fa-

vour of William, to whom he was chaplain. The

"Diary ofthe Years 1687^1688, 1689, and 1690,"

by Clarendon, son of the Chancellor, is in favour

of James II. As he was averse to popery, he lost

the privy seal, but he would not take the oaths to

I
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William TIL Sir D, Dalrjmple, much respected

by Dr. Johnson and his circle, published " Annals

of Scotland to the Accession of the Stuarts/' re-

commended by Dr. Smyth, as also are the '^ Me-

moirs of Sir J. Reresby." Hallam's " Constitu-

tional History" should be consulted; also the

^' Stuart Papers," and memoirs and letters of all

contemporaries. The " Memoirs of Evel}Ti," who

held office in the reign of James II., are very

curious. Belsham, Tindal, and Ralph, who is

much recommended for detail, and also Somer-

ville, have written the general history of the days

of the Revolution. For more directions, read

Smyth's twenty-second " Lecture" on William III.

A second edition enables me to add,—Read T.

B.*Macaulay's " History from James II."

This is a work of acknowledged genius : vivid,

stirring, and graphic. It surpasses all other his-

tories in this : that Mr. Macaulay asked himself,

apparently, of the bare skeletons which fill other

histories, the question of the prophet—" Can these

bones live ?" And in his hands live, indeed, they

do, clothed with the distinctive form and quickened

with the energies of real life. His imputed faults

are to most readers virtues. " He writes like an

advocate : " therefore with all the force and liveli-

ness of a lucid and brilliant address, imparting

the intensity he feels. " He writes like a novel-
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ist
:
" therefore he does not leave the most amusing

topics out ; actually remembering that where he

ceases to interest he will cease to be read. As to

" partial selection" or "misrepresentation of facts,"

the answer in the " Edinburgh" should be read

as well as the accusation in the " Quarterly," and

in connection the article on Croker's Boswell in

Macaulay's " Essays."

The sixth select Portion of English

History extends from the accession of George

III., in 1760, to the present time.

Cats do not see till nine days old. Boys and

girls attain nearly double that number of years

before they quite open their (minds') eyes. At

that critical period they will only give reasonable

proof of being quite awake, if they ask the time

of day and what the people who were awake

before them are about ; " Where are we ? what

is going on ? Let us know all about the present,

and enough of the past, to make the present intel-

ligible." For the information of this class of in-

quirers I would recommend my sixth selection of

Englishhistory.

Begin by reading this part of history lq Gold-

smith ; then take Miller's " George III.," which I

have before described. Select according to your

own curiosity. The account of each opening of

parliament, and the exact state of parties, will

I 2
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amuse the determined talker of politics and weary

others. The contents of each paragraph is given

in Roman characters, so that you may readily

" read and skip," a practice which I shall discuss

presently. Since Miller contains little else than a

continued epitome of the newspapers, it may be

read with the same indulgence as a newspaper.

The " Lives of George lY." and " William IV."

have been published on the same principle by the

same publisher. Bind the three volumes together,

with a flexible back, mark the date of the events

of each page on the top, and you will thus have a

most ready and valuable book of reference, with

abstracts of public speeches and documents, be-

sides trials and matters of deep curiosity. The

other continuous histories of George III. are,

Belsham's, to the year 1793, and Adolphus's.

Mr. Hughes's " Continuation" is greatly to be

recommended. The " Lifa_Qf George lY.," by

^^^'^Dr- Croly, may be read as a novel. The "Annual

Register" is a very valuable series of records. It

has been written by very able men: Edmund

Burke wrote the historical parts for thirty years,

beginning in 1758; and for years after it was

written, under his direction, by Ireland. The
" Gentleman's Magazine" is of the same kmd of

authority. It afforded Dr. Johnson his chief em-

ployment and support in 1738 and many following
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jears. The " Annual Biography," as well as the

" Edinburgh Review," " Quarterly Magazine,"

and " Blackwood," will most pleasantly and profit-

ably supply and strengthen many a link in your

chain of reading. It were scarcely too much to

say, that if we make good use of the cyclopaedias

and periodicals above mentioned, we shall not

require many other modern publications.

From Lord Brougham's " Statesmen" we may

gain a great accession to our knowledge of later

times, of which we will make three subdivisions,

TJie first extends from the accession of George III.

to the French Revolution,

In this period fill up your outline with the

" Annual Register" and " Gentleman's Magazine,"

and then read the " Life of Burke ; " that by Prior

may serve, but it is not very good. Read Dr.

Johnson's ^' Taxation no Tyranny ;
" also his " Par-

liamentary Speeches;" positivejy A^s, for he did

not report but composed them, as you may see in

a few most amusing pages in Hawkins' " Life,"

pp. 122—129., quoted in Croker's Boswell, i.

169—172. Read the " Life of Washington"—

one of the shortest is that in the " Family Li-

brary ; " also the lives of Chatham, Pitt, Fox, and

Franklin. I need not always specify which bio-

graphy is considered best. Biographical diction-

aiies and cyclopaedias often contain accounts of

z 3
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all, though concise. Do not be dismayed because

you see works in four or five octavos each on

your friends' tables. Choose books which you

feel that you can remember, not those which

others read. Junius's " Letters" are so often

quoted, that you should know something of them.

The authorship is discussed in Brougham's " Cha-

racters," vol. i., as well as in " Sketches of

Credulity and Imposture." Read the story of the

capture of Andre by the Americans, and his trial

and execution.

Original letters of the Kings of England have

been published by Sir H. Ellis, also by J. O.

Halliwell.

. Secondly, On the French Revolution and the re-

-^ volutionary war : when you know the outline from

\ the general histories, read the two first volumes

of " Scott's Napoleon," which shows the long

train of causes ; then, if the other volumes are too

long, read Napoleon's Life, 2 vols., " Family

Library." Segur's Russian Campaign is as inter-

esting as any novel. Proceed with the lives of

Burke, Sheridan, and Wilberforce; and the life

of Erskine, in the " Lives of Eminent Lawyers,"

in Lardner's " Cyclopaedia." The actions by sea

^^ are related in Southey's " Life of Nelson," and

some in the lives of Earls St. Vincent, Howe, and

CoUingwood ; and the actions by land in Southey's
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and Napier's " Peninsular War," the " Life of Sir

T. Picton," and " Despatches of Wellington."

You may add, of course, memoirs of any contem-

porary public characters.

The third suhdivision^f this part of history extends

from the end of the war to the present time.

The " Annual Biography," " Annual Register,'S

and periodicals, are almost the only source of in*
j

formation. The " Penny Cyclopedia," and articles 1

in Chambers' " Library," give very late news : ^
other information must be sought in the latest/

memoirs of distinguished characters. -^^

The practice of '' reading and skipping" is so

liable to abuse, that I must qualify it with a few

observations. Read with a given object in view,

and skip not all that is difficult, but all that is

irrelevant. A few standard authors must be read

from end to end ; but many books may be read

like a newspaper, which we search for information

on certain points, passing by every article Tin-

suited to our peculiar taste and curiosity. Bacon

says, " Some books are to be tasted, some few

chewed and digested." A book is like a guide,

whom we leave when he has shown us what we

want, not at all ashamed at not following him to

his journey's end. For instance, if you wished to

read ten different accounts of the Reformation;

after reading one attentively, you would see at a

I 4
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glance that a second contained whole pages of

facts which you already knew, and would there-

fore skip unless you wished to refresh your me-

mory. In taking up a third account you would

find many, not only of th^ facts, hut of the argu-

ments, the same ; and by the time you had read a

fourth or fifth, you would look rather to the table

of contents than to the pages, and turn only to

the parts in which you expected more particulars.

Again, the lives of Nelson, Howe, Earl St. Vincent,

and others, I remarked, would give information

about the British navy. Reading with this view,

you would skip whole chapters about the wars in

which these admirals were engaged, if you had

read them elsewhere, or intended to read history

at some other time. In corroboration of this ad-

vice, let me add the following quotations from

Dr. Smyth's " Introductory Lecture:"—

" This (method of reading parts of books), it

will be said, is surely a superficial way of reading

history." Nothing but the impossibility of adopt-

ing any other course would ever have induced me

to propose to students to read books in parts ; but

human life does not admit of any other expedient.

We must either read books of history in this man-

ner, or not read them at all. " The more youthful

the mind the more hazardous the privilege thus

allowed of reading pages at a glance, and chapters
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by the table of contents. But the mind, after

some failures and some experience, will materially

improve in this great and necessar\" art— the art

of reading much w hile readincr little."

Though I defend reading and skipping, by so

high an authority, let me add, that to indulge in

the practice merely to evade difficulties and humour

idleness and caprice, is like picking the plimibs

out of your cake : you cloy the appetite, and find

that what were otherwise a treat proves tasteless

and insipid.

The above remarks on English history, being

laid before one of the young fi'iends for whom

they were originally intended, drew forth tsvq

observations. First, do not be afraid of making

it too plain to your readers, that all your many

lists of books form one long bill of fare to suit

all ages, appetites, tastes, and constitutions ; make

it plain that some dainties are for an acquired

taste, some for the strong, others for the weak

;

and that any one person might pass the greater

part of his life before he would midergo all the

changes of mind and body requisite to enjoy every

variety of dainty you have set before him. Se-

condly, write one short, easy, and amusing course,

to teach a good outline of Enghsh History to

readers who, like myself, have little leisure and
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less industry, but are yet ashamed to be ignorant

of what others know.

Then read the first sixty pages of the duode-

cimo "History" by the Society, which will tell as

mucfh as most persons know, to the end of Henry

Vn.'s reign. Read Goldsmith's " History of Eng-

land from Henry YIH. to George H.," and the rest

in Keightley's " History," and the three-halfpenny

sheet of Chambers' Journal, which gives the history

from the accession of George HI. to the present

time. If you read this outline carefully, you will

find there is not more than you may accurately re-

member ; and if your only ambition is to know as

much as the average of your neighbours, be sure

that a clear and unbroken outline, with every event

assigned to its proper time, place, and persons, will

give you a greater command than if you possessed

the confused and ill-assorted stores which form

the " floating capital" of most readers. In conde-

scending to provide for wants so limited, I am led

by the hope that you will soon feel disposed to

make such outline clearer and broadei; by know-

ledge drawn from other sources.

In the History of Modern Europe the

principal points are the seven following :
—

1. The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.

2. The Revival of Learning.

3. The Religious Wars in the Low Countries.
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4. The Thirty Years' War.

5. The French Revolution.

6. The History of America and the West.

7. The History of British India, and our other

Colonies.

The student's object will, of course, be to learn

an outline of the whole, and to gain a thorough

knowledge of one division at least.

These seven divisions are not all that are worthy

of attention, nor do I attempt to name all the

authors which throw light upon them, but only to

give such assistance, that the reader may select

other portions of history, and authors for himself.

And tliis observation applies to every subject on

which I treat.

First, On the Decline and Fall of the Roman

Empire, the great authority is Gibbon, whom I

have before characterised. Milman's edition is the

best for sound readers ; for those of little leisure,

there is a compendium in one thick duodecimo.

The History of the Decline and Fall is also given

in the second volimie of Lardner's " Cyclopaedia,"

The article in the " Cyclopaedia Britannica" is very

comprehensive ; but the best of the short accounts

is in Tytier's " Universal History."

For an account of Mahomet, read his " Life"

in the pamphlets of the Society for the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge ; and read a little of Sale's
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Koran, with the introduction, and, above all,

Carlyle's account of Mahomet in his " Hero

Worship," White's Bampton Lectures are quoted

with respect by most writers on the precepts of

Mahomet. Another valued authority is Ockley's

History of the Saracens. Tytler (book vi. ch. 1.)

writes briefly but comprehensively of Arabia and

Mohammedanism. For the establishment of Chris-

tianity in the Roman Empire, read Tytler (book v.

ch. 4.) ; read also ch. 5, 6, 7. on the last period of

Roman History, and to learn the genius and cha-

racter of the Gothic nations. The Franks, the

feudal system, Charlemagne and his successors,

the Normans, and the rise of the secular power of

the Popes, are all points of history deserving at-*

tention, and most easily to be learned from Tytler

(book vi. ch. 2, 3. and 4.).

The Germans, their genius, laws, and customs,

may profitably be read in the translation of

Tacitus's " Germany." Dr. Smyth, in his second

Lecture, strongly recommends Butler on the Ger-

man Constitution. This lecture treats on the laws

of the barbarians, and will serve as a useful guide

to University students and men whose minds are

disciplined and used to deep study. On all of

' these points. Gibbon may be consulted by means

of the index or summary.

" Then you do not take it for granted we shall
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read the whole ? " will be the exclamation of some

University student in the ardour of his first term.

Enter, my good friend, the first bookseller's shop,

and ask him how often, in taking in exchange

Gibbon and other voluminous authors, he has

found the leaves cut or soiled throughout. When

you have passed fi'om college rooms to " lodgings

out," and thence after the days when, from being

one of many candidates (so called fi'om white

cravats and wliiter faces), you gradually find the

incubus removed, the last button of your waistcoat

less tight, and when you have ceased to fancy

yourself Tit}Tis, with somethmg kennelling in

your diaphragm and preying on your vitals—
when, in short, the sight of your " testamur''^

has made you yourself again, sent you into the

comitry, with time to learn that college and col-

lege ways and notions are to the bachelor of arts

what school seemed to the undergraduate,—from

that time, the leisure hours of life will be found

" divisible with a remainder" by very few sets

of twelve octavos. So beware of a plan too ex-

tensive to execute. Did you ever see a pudding

mixed? Well, the way is this,—take first a little

flour, and then a little water; stir it well, till

quite smooth, then add a little more, first of one,

and then of the other, stirring and mixing, tiU

quite free from lumps ; but should you, in your
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haste, throw in a second handful of flour before

the first is well mixed, all the stirring of all the

cooks that ever delighted in perquisites, will not

prevent the pudding from being lumpy and indi-

gestible. So the food of the mind, like the food

of the bodj, must have due time for each acces-

sion to blend, amalgamate, and digest.

The second division is the Era of the Revival of

Learning, Supposing that millions of guineas long

buried in some miser's garden were suddenly dug

up by country clowns, who little knew the value,

some would be trampled under foot and lost ; but

if one hundredth part were restored to circulation

and use, the result would be a sudden infusion of

energy and emulation in all the buyers and sellers

of the village romid. Such was the increase of

spirit and activity which followed the sacking

of Constantinople by the Turks, when though

120,000 MSS. are said to have perished, yet

many were carried away by scholars to other

nations, who knew more of their value than the

degenerate Greeks. This event happened in the

middle of the 15th century; but Dante and

WicklifFe, more than a century before, and then

Petrarch and Boccaccio, who had exerted them-

selves to bring to light the great authors of an-

tiquity, the former discovering the Epistles of

Cicero, the latter bringing Homer from Greece to
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Tuscany, gave a promise of the general reviving

of learning. A knowledge of this momentous era

may be derived from the beginning of Hallam's

*' History of Literature," and part of his " History

of the Middle Ages ;

" also from two chapters of

Gibbon (the 53 and 66th); fr'om part of Roscoe's

" Leo X." and " Lorenzo de' Medici ;
" also from

the introduction of Robertson's " Charles V."

Mosheim's " State of Learning in the 13th and

14th Centuries," is much recommended. Read

also especially, the " Life of Petrarch ;" Yaughan's

" Life of Wickliffe
;

" Lives ofDante and Boccaccio,

in Lardner's " Cyclopaedia." Read Shepherd's

*' Life of Poggio," who early in the 15th century

searched the monasteries for ancient MSS., and

found Quintilian, some of the speeches of Cicero,

besides Silius Italicus, and many of the later

writers. To these add some account of the art of

printing; and, for other sources of information,

observe the authorities quoted by Hallam and

others.

Doubtless all these sources have been searched,

and their stores reduced to a portable and readily

accessible form by the Cyclopaedias and Bio-

graphical Dictionaries ; for, as literature accumu-

lates, it would become unwieldy, were it not that

a constant demand for the gold without the dross

operates with general literature as with laws and
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statutes ; that is to say, it stimulates a supply of

treatises and abridgments, which, like legal digests,

contain enough for general use, and point out the

sources of deeper knowledge.

The third division of Modem History, the Era

of the Reformation, will cause me to refer to some

of the authorities connected with the Reformation

in England. Milner and Mosheim treat this period

in the general course of Church History. But

the one book allowed to supersede all others, is

the late translation of D'Aubign^s work. It is

written with much warmth and unction ; its great

merit is, that the chief personages are allowed to

speak for themselves, and speak to their heart's

content ; I can fancy D'Aubigne in every contro-

versy standing by Luther, and crying '^ hear,

hear!" A careful perusal of D'Aubigne would

be a good antidote against popery : as to the talent

of the author, I would say of him, as of Boswell,

that there have been hundreds of writers of far

greater talent, who would not have treated his

subject so well. This book, when complete, will

contain about 1800 closely printed pages octavo.

Intelligent readers, who have not time to read the

whole, will find it easy to omit parts without losing

the thread of the narrative.

Robertson's " Charles V.," Coxe's " House of

Austria," and two chapters of Roscoe's " Leo X.,"
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all bear on the same subject The history of print-

ing and the revival of learning are of course closely

connected with it. Indeed, with all the praise due

to Luther and his friends, we must not presume

that the most prominent are always the most

efficient instruments in the hands of Providence.

The men who, like Petrarch and others, contribute

to the expansion of the human mind, and thus lay

the train and provide the fuel, act a part of greater

use, through self-devotion, than those who, what-

ever be their piety and courage, merely add the

spark. The consideration, though humbling to

man, is no less true, that the barbarism of the

Tui'ks, in disengaging and setting free the pent-up

spirits of Constantinople, might not have done less

service to the cause of Christ, than the never-

failing faith and courage of those whom every true

Christian to the end of time must admire. The

truth is, God rolls along the still untiring stream

of time ; and whether its surface is ruffled, as it

were, by a ripple or a whirlpool— whether it bears

on its wide bosom the curlinor leaf or rifted oak

—

whether the licentious poets of Italy or the faith-

ful scholars of Germany are struggling in its dark

and mighty waters, still it onward moves, for pur-

poses transcending mortal ken.

" Ignatius Loyola and the Jesuits," and the

" Port Royalists," and indeed all the Essays by
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Sir Jas. Stephens reprinted from the Edinburgh

Review, are truly valuable. Taylor's " Loyola"

also contains an excellent account of the Jesuits.

" Philip II.," by Coxe, and Grattan's " Netherlands,"

will give the most interesting account of the re-

ligious wars in the Low Countries, than which

there is no finer subject for contemplation in any

part of modern history.

Dr. Smyth's Lectures on the Reformation will

be found very useful.

The Reformation is considered by Heeren the

chief event which marks the commencement of

Modern History ; the other events which distin-

guish it from the History of the Middle Ages are

the discovery of America, and the consequent de-

velopment of the colonial system, the influence of

the art of printing, and the improvement in the

art of war by gunpowder. The era of the Re-

formation, therefore, will be a good point from

which to begin a course of reading : this is the

era at which Heeren commences his Modem His-

tory, a work I would strongly recommend to a

collegian who wished to have a good plan ofmodem
reading to accompany the classical and mathema-

tical studies of sixteen terms in the seclusion of

college rooms.

The Thirty Yeari War is well deserving the

attention of . all who have studied the Reform-
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ation. The detail of this portion of history is

intricate ; its principles and secret springs of action

give much scope for that reflection which distin-

guishes the mere reading from the study of history.

" The whole interval of about one hundred years,

from the days of Luther to the peace of West-

phalia, must be considered one continued struggle,

open or concealed, between the Reformers and the

Roman Catholics." This is the language of Dr.

Smyth, whose 13th Lecture wiU afford consi-

derable assistance.

The most important part of this interval is the

Thirty Years' War; the other parts are filled

chiefly with its causes and consequences. The

best book for a commencement is the life of Gus-

tavus Adolphus, in the Family Library. After

tliis, read Coxe's " House of Austria," and, lastly,

SchUler's « Thirty Years' War."

The next division is the period of the French

Revolution. Mr. Alison's work is now almost

universally allowed to supply what has long been

wanted,—a general history of the state of Europe

during these momentous times ; and I am happy to

find he has published also an epitome in one volume.

For Mr. Alison's work is very voluminous, and,

like all long histories, it should be regarded as a

general view and running commentary ; the judi-

cious reader will yet desire to examine the evidence

K 2
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of eye-witnesses, and to weigh and compare a

variety of opinions. The true use of books is to

give facts and arguments ; after hearing evidence

and counsel on both sides, every man who reads

to any purpose will be his own judge, and decide

for himself. The man whose mind is stored only

with the conclusions and judgments of others is

like a man who collects a set of rules and measures

which he has not the art to apply, and at best

only can attain to " truth in the wrong place."

Therefore read parts of Miller's " George III."

from 1789, for an epitome; then either the whole

of Scott's " Life of Napoleon," or the first and

second volumes, for the causes of the revolution.

This was written " in one year of pain, grief,

sorrow, and ruin." It was sold for 18,000^., and,

says Mr. Lockhart, " none of the pamphleteers

could detect any material errors." The accounts

of Carlyle, Mignet, Thiers, and Madame de Stael

are much recommended. The memoirs of Talley-

rand, Fouche, La Fayette, the Prince of Canino,

and every character of the times, are among the

very best sources. The index of the " Edinburgh"

and " Quarterly" will also be a ready clue to the

most able dissertations. Few books relating to

the revolution are reviewed without serving as a

theme for an essay on the times. Sydney Smith,

in his article on " Bentham's Fallacies," says, the
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use of a review is to give a man who lias only time

to read ten pages the substance of two or three

octavos. There are of course numerous excellent

works, which it were as little useful as practicable

to mention. My only care is that the few works

I specify on each subject be inferior to none for a

commencement. I would specify more particu-

larly Burke's "Letters on the French Revolu-

tion:" this is a book which no Enorlish scholar

should fail to read. Mackintosh's reply gives the

other side of the question. The flow of Burke's

language is like that of a mountain torrent rushing

impetuously down over crags and rocks ; that of

Mackintosh resembles a stream smoothly gliding

through ornamental grounds. Campbell said, that

though the greater part were lost, any ten conse-

cutive sentences would show the hand of a master

as plainly as the genius of a sculptor is discerned

in the mutilated marble of Theseus. If to these

volumes is added the criticism on AHson's His-

tory in the " Edinburgh Review," the reader will

have a fair knowledge of tliis momentous question.

Add the French characters in Brougham's " States-

men of George III." and Dr. Smith's second course

of Lectures which treat exclusively on the French

Revolution. Other works worthy of notice will

be found in my last section of English History.

Two subjects only remain to be mentioned iu

k3
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connection with modern history— India, and the

rest of our colonies, and America.

Of British India I have before spoken.

HalFs Travels contain a lively sketch of its his-

tory. The Cyclopaedias also contain epitomes more

or less concise, but each sufficient for general

purposes. The history of British India in the

"Family Library," and a volume of *' Martin's

Colonies," will also be a ready source of know-

ledge. Either of these works, as well as parts of

Miller's " George III.," will give facts, which, aS'

they cannot be known too well, so they cannot be

taught too simply. For the policy, principles,

conclusions, and connection of effects with causes,

read Mills's or Malcolm's " India," or both. I

say both, because it is little trouble to read the

second treatise when you know the first— not

when you have merely read the first. Inexpe-

rienced readers who cannot readily grapple with

books of this kind, and really knmjo them, should

choose others. Musicians tell us to play easy

pieces first, for it will take less time to learn one-

and-twenty pieces of music if each is more difficult

than the next preceding, than to learn only the one

which is most difficult without the gradual disci-

pline of the remaining twenty.

The " Life of Warren Hastings," or the article

upon it, reprinted from the Edinburgh Review in
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Macaulay's Essays, should be read in connection

with Edmund Burke's speeches. These speeches

were delivered when Burke was nearly sixty years

of age : his " Essay on the Sublime and Beauti-

ful" was published when he was only twenty-

eio^ht
;
yet it has been observed as very remarkable

that Burke displayed far more poetical imagina-

tion in his speeches than in this essay, written at

an age and on a subject better suited to call forth

imaginative powers. The name of Hastings wiU

remind my readers of the " enchanting power"

which Pitt allowed to the eloquence of Sheridan

on Hastings's trial. But the oratory of Sheridan

was like the music of Paganini, which died with

him. The oratory of Burke reminds us of many

a musical genius who has left the world a Avritten

record of that harmony of soul, which he had

neither the voicer nor hand to express. Burke's

speeches, and indeed all his writings, are what

Thucydides would term KvPffut, is ad. Burke had

the same kind of knowledge of what thmgs were

natural, what artificial, what things belonged to

the individual, and what to the species in the body

politic, as a skilful physician possesses respecting

the human frame. As anatomy and practice have

taught the one, observation and analysis have

taught the other. Burke is one of the chosen

few, who, like Thucydides on the plague of

R 4
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Athens, and like Shakspeare on every subject, has

shown that what is true to nature is time always.

Writings of this class exactly exemplify the saying

of the Wise man : — " The thing that hath been, it

is that which shall be, and that which is done is that

which shall be doneJ^ And if any man says, " See

this is new" let him look in the writings of such

men as Burke, and he will find the case foreseen,

the rule provided, and his wisdom forestalled, and

that ^^ it hath been of old time which was before us,^*

The best of all Burke's speeches to read, as Mr.

Prior, in his " Biography," observes, is that on the

Arcot debts ; yet Pitt and Grenville agreed, while

it was being delivered, that it was making so little

impression on the House, that they need not an-

swer it.

On the ancient state of India, read one volume

by Robertson, with notes and illustrations refer-

ring to other valuable writings.

The Life of Clive will give much information

on the events of the last century ; while the liveS'

of Sir T. Munroe and Lord Wellesley will give

later times. Heber's Journal is an elegant com-

position ; but it is principally valuable to the tra-

veller in Hindostan. The same may be said of

the Duke of Wellington's Indian despatches.

Every man of the least curiosity must prize a

record so suited to give the impress of the great
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mind of its author ; still I would allow much

weight to the words of my friend, Captain B :

" The proper persons to buy the Duke's * De-

spatches' are cadets. You cannot make them a

more appropriate present. Every man deserves

to be cashiered who pretends to serve in India,

without reading every despatch, letter, and memo-

randum." Read the work of Sir Alexander

Bumes, and also the work of the Hon. M. Elphin-

stone, of which Sir R. Peel said, in the House of

Commons, that it was a book of deep learning, of

the first authority, and the latest information.

On America, read Robertson's history of the

conquest and early settlements, a sunple but most

deeply interesting narrative ; Prescott's is the best

account of Mexico. On the curiosities of Mexico,

any catalogue will refer you to many accounts,

with prints showing memorials of the long-lost

arts of a most remarkable people. Inquire also

for similar works on Peru ; and examine the curi-

osities collected in the British Museum. I lately

saw a Peruvian mummy in Dubhn, at the College

of Surgeons. Dr. Jolmson said, that a man who

travels must take out knowledge with him, if he

would bring knowledge home. This is as true of

visiting collections from foreign countries, or read-

ing books which describe them, as in visiting the

countries themselves. While reading we should
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think of things to examine when we visit a mu-

seum, and while walking ahout a museum we

should think of new questions to he solved when

we return to our reading. Catlin's work, illus-

trated with numerous plates, on the North Ameri-

can Indians, is well worth perusing ; as also is the

review of it in the " Edinburgh." Several simi-

lar books have lately been published, describing

Inatters of the greatest curiosity in North Ame-

rica. On Canada and Newfoundland, read Mar-

tin's " Colonies " or articles in the Cyclopaedias.

On the United States, Basil Hall's "Travels" give

much information about the working of the demo-

cracy, and may be classed with the Journal of

Mrs. Butler (once Fanny Kemble), the American

Notes of Dickens, and the Sketch by Mrs. Trol-

lope : four books which give much information in

a natural and vivid style, relieved with enter-

taining anecdotes. Those who would more deeply

study the political machinery of the States should

read Miss Martineau's very excellent account.

The preceding observations on Modern His-

tory, I trust, will be found sufficient. " Martin's

Colonies" will convey the latest information on

Malta, Gibraltar, and the rest of our settlements ;

while the general history of the continental na-

tions is given in the Cyclopaedias as fully as most

readers require. Concerning France, the life of
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Richelieu and others, with histories of kings, or

reigning families of most interest, may easily be

selected, arranged, read, and digested, according

to the principles already explained. The peculiar

fancy of some readers may tempt them to search

deeply into other parts of mcdern history ; though

I should strongly advise a preference to be given

the portions already discussed. For these are

the portions most generally studied ; a proof that

experience has shown them to be best suited to the

opportunities and wants of the present state of

society. The study of history and general litera-

ture is like the study of law : that man reads to

most advantage who makes such a selection from

the ponderous records of the wisdom and folly of

the past as enables him not to boast of recondite

learning, but to bring most to bear at a given

moment, to support an argument, or refute an

adversary. Old people, old in years but not in

understanding, form most exalted notions of the

literary advantages of the rising generation. They

think that difficulties diminish as books increase

;

whereas, in furnishing our minds, as our houses,

more is expected in proportion to our facilities.

The term, well-informed, is not less a word of

comparison than the term rich. And however

much the labours of the learned may slope the

way, the temple of knowledge may always be
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represented on a hill enveloped in a mist: the

ascent should be drawn most precipitous and

cloudy at the bottom, with crowds of travellers,

dull, heavy, discouraged, and bewildered; while,

towards the top, the slope should be gradual, the

travellers few and far between, looking better

both in health and spirits, and the mist clearing

away, till the one happy man on the summit is in

a flood of light, and cannot take off his hat to

huzzah for the sun in his eyes. Fancy would

add sign-posts with " Beware of man-traps,"—
" Try no short cuts." " The best road lies over

the hill." In the foreground swarms of little

children, of pantomimic proportions, might be

selling penny guides to many an eager purchaser

;

while one or two sages were standing aside, pre-

senting a chosen few with lectures of a far less

tempting appearance on patient and methodical in-

diistry.

CHAP. in.

ON THE STUDY OF KOMAN HISTORY.

The first question which would occur is,— upon

what ancient authorities is the history of Rome

chiefly based? the following: Livy, Dionysiua
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of Halicarnassus, Polybius, Dioclorus Siculus,

Appian, Dion Cassius, Varro, Cicero, Sallust,

CaBsar, Yelleius, Tacitus, Suetonius, Plutarch, and

Cornelius Nepos ; these are the principal classical

authorities. The Scriptores Hist. Augustae,

Procopius, and others, are comparatively little

consulted, except by men of the enthusiasm ot

Gibbon.

These authors I mention, because their names

so often occur, that any young person would do

well to employ an hour in reading a short account

of them from a Biographical Dictionary. I would

also show how arduous is the task of becoming

profoundly learned in every part of Roman His-

tory. De Thou wrote 138 books on the conti-

nental broils, during the last half of the 16th

century ; but before he began he knelt down and

offered up a prayer, that he might accurately and

impartially execute a work on which, from that

moment, he resolved to devote his life. Gibbon

was twenty years composing the Decline and Fall

ef the Roman Empire. It would have taken many

more years to write its rise and grandeur. To men

of such genius and enthusiasm we leave the origi-

nal authorities, and, not entering the mine our-

selves, are content with such specimens of the

buried treasure as they bring to light. The above

list does not contain the names of half the autho-

rities who supply the whole chain of history
; yet,.
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short as it is, it comprises twice the number of

books which enter into the classical studies of

either university.

I must now address myself to two separate

classes of readers ; first, to young men preparing

themselves as candidates either for Scholarships or

classical honours at the universities ; secondly, to

young ladies, and other general readers, who have

only learning and leisure sufficient for a shorter

and more general course.

To speak of the first class— youths at scJiool, or

with private tutors, have, commonly, time for doing

much to advance them at college, if well directed.

The mode of reading history which they must

adopt is peculiar. They have not only to fill but

to form their minds, and to satisfy not only them-

selves but examiners. Others may be less care-

ful of facts, when they have gathered principles,

and preserve the kernel without the husk; but

candidates for honours must exhibit a knowledge

of principles, which they can only do by having

facts available and ready at command. An exami-

nation is conducted by papers of questions which

serve as pegs on which to hang your knowledge

;

but should you confuse merely the names of his-

torical characters, you will lose the chance of dis-

playing your attainments, although your mind is

stored with the deepest reflections on the Roman

policy or constitution. The first thing, therefore,
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to consider is, that you can never be said effec-

tually to know any more history than you can

accurately write out, with time, place, and circum-

stance. Read, therefore, on the method before

described, which I shall call the expansive prin-

ciple. Begin with committing to memory an out-

line— then fill in no faster than you can make

good your ground. Thus you will always be

ready to be examined to the extent of your read-

ing, and will rear such an historical edifice as will

admit of continual addition and enlargement, with-

out any part of your work being pulled down and

wasted. This advice is more simple than obvious.

Many a student has read for sixteen University

terms, collecting materials which were at no sinMe

moment, from first to last, in a state to be put to-

gether, even supposing that the disorder of his

mental store-room did not render it impossible

ever to find or identify the many separate pieces

he had laboriously collected.

Youi' first book should be '•' The Outline of the

Roman History," by the Christian Knowledge

Society. This little book, insignificant as it may
seem, is not to be despised. It traces the Romans

as they gradually spread from a comer of Italy

over nearly all the known world, and gives the

chief dates, characters, and events. When this

outline is known thoroughly, it will serve as a

memoria technica, to connect and facilitate the re-
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collection of more minute detail. For the diffi-

culty in history is to remember not the principles

and general impression, but who said this, and who

did that, and when or where particular actions

occurred : and in an examination you can only

show that you know anything by giving a clear

and accurate account. Certainly you may be

allowed to describe events more or less fully and

in detail ; but every statement must be both con-

nected and exact as far as it goes. Let this out-

line, then, be impressed deeply on your memory,

so that you have, as it were, one Roman picture

ever hanging before your mind's eye, to serve as

a general map of the country, through which your

classic path is doomed to lie for some years to

come. A plan I found very useful was to draw

out the leading historical facts on a sheet of paper,

divided into vertical columns, each comprising one

century. Four black horizontal lines cut all the

centuries into quarters, and the sheet into depart-

ments. It is easy to remember the contents of

each department, or the position of each fact on

the chart, and thus you have a clue to dates and

a long series of events. When this outline is per-

fectly familiar to the " mind's eye," proceed to fill

it up according to your taste and inclination. The

usual examinations of Scholarships, at which the

candidates are too young to be supposed to have

read very deeply, require an exact knowledge of
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the commonly received accounts of historians

rather than that critical research into particular

portions which is required of the candidates for

classes. In reading for a Scholarsliip, you should

prepare for writing historical essajs, which will

be read with reference to two points ; first, your

accuracy ; secondly, your reflection. For accu-

racy, the observations respecting the outline his-

tory will be sufficient. For reflection, you must

read a brief account of the whole, rather than a

more copious compilation of part of the Roman

annals. And for this reason ;— your best chance

of displaying reflection will be by drawing com-

parisons between the events of the different periods

to which your theme or paper of questions refers.

Should you confine your studies to one period

only, tliis may chance not to be the subject of a

single question, and all your industry unappre-

ciated. I should therefore advise you to take

Keightley's " Roman History."

You have the choice of two works ; one is quite

elementary ; the other forms only two volumes

duodecimo ; and though certainly the first twenty

pages on the early Roman History and Constitu-

tion are very dry and scarcely intelligible, still the

rest of the volume is perspicuous, and contains

enough for any Scholarship examination. The

chief points to remark are these :
—

L
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The successive changes in the form of govern-

ment, their effects, and causes ;

The gradual rise of the plebeian power

;

The conquests and accessions to the Roman

dominions.

Trace also each distinguished character through-

out all the events with his whole career, so that

you may he prepared to write the life of any party

proposed.

During my early studies I had a friend with

whom I used to talk every day, and discuss parts

of history ; and in these peripatetic lectures, as we

used to call them, the glorious exploits of the

good, as well as the high crimes and misdemeanors

of the had, formed the subject of very animated

controversy. The history which we had so im-

pressed on our minds we could scarcely forget

;

besides, inconsistencies were detected, and expla-

nations sought, which would not otherwise have

occurred. What you only read you may doze

over, and your mind may wander just where

attention is most required ; but you can hardly

converse on a subject without reflection.

At College it was agreed between three friends,

myself and two others, that whenever we met we

should endeavour to puzzle each other with a ques-

tion on Herodotus. The continual exercise of

recollection and attention to which this mere frolic
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gave rise, rendered us all wonderfully accurate in

ancient history. I would strongly recommend

some such diversion to pupils in the upper form

of a school. In one half year Keightley might be

learned from beginning to end. Some questions

have been published, which are useful to try your

knowledge, only you must read about twenty

pages, and lay the book aside; for to read with

questions before you is a most pernicious practice,

though one in which many indulge ; the conse-

quence is, that all original reflection is superseded,

and every thing but the subject of the questions

escapes notice. If any time remains when perfect

in Keightley, take Smith's " Dictionary of Greek

and Roman Antiquities," and read attentively

about Consuls, Tribunes, Interregnum, Plebeians,

and every term of office or dignity in Roman

History. Mr. Rich, in liis dictionary with 2000

woodcuts of ancient arts and customs, has ren-

dered the student valuable ser\dce, by using both

the pencil and the pen on matters which, in Scho-

larship exammations, are often the subjects of ques-

tion. The five numbers of the Roman History,

by the Useful Knowledge Society, contain much

information, highly useful to classical scholars ;

the chapter on the Credibility of Roman History

is particularly deserving of exact reading. The

article in the " Encyclopedia MetropoKtana," on

L 2
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the same subject, is very good, as also are some

remarks which you may find by the index in

Hooke's " Roman History." Certain lives in Plu-

tarch may be read in connection with Roman

History.

The articles on Livy, Rome, and the names of

offices and magistrates in Anthon's Lempriere, are

good, but unequal to Smith's.

This will be enough to say to candidates for

Scholarships. When perfect so far, they may

take a hint from the few remarks I have to offer

to,—
Candidates for classes.—These students I must

refer to what I have said in my *^ Student's Guide

to Oxford Honours ; " at the same time that I add,

that the early part of Roman History, which is

allowed to be the most difficult, has now been

treated by Dr. Arnold. Maiden's " History of

Rome" is also used by candidates for honours.

It is not generally understood that what is re-

quired at Oxford, for the final examinations, is a

thorough knowledge of portions of Roman History,

from the original authorities rather than a mere

outline of the whole. Indeed, a writer in the

" Quarterly Review," some six years since, asserted

that there probably were not three men in the

whole University, inclusive of Masters, who had

any more laiowledge of the later periods of Roman
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History than could be derived from English com-

pilations. The Oxford examinations in Roman

History, even for the highest honours, are chiefly

confined to the first and second decade of Livy,

about two books of Polybius, to complete the his-

tory of the Punic war, and about half of Tacitus.

To illustrate these books, it is usual to read por-

tions of the Roman History and Biography in the

" Encyclopaedia Metropolitana." Since all sound

education is based on the principle rather to form

than fill the mind, and since Roman History is

only one of many subjects of Oxford studies, these

portions are enough for University examinations
;

but not enough to satisfy those who have leisure"

to read, and liberty to make choice of what others

have written, without the labour of historical criti-

cism. Therefore, for young ladies, and for general

readers, I must furnish separate instructions.

Begin with the " Outline History" before men-

tioned, and learn it thoroughly ; then read parts of

Keightley on the Punic wars, or any other events

wliich curiosity suggests. Keep up the outline

by continual perusal, and regard it as a map of the

Roman empire, which you must daily consult to

show you exactly whereabouts you are. Men of

well-formed minds will, readily observe all the

changes in the constitution
; young ladies, and

others, in whom general curiosity and imagination

L 3
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predominate, can amuse themselves with the

" most disastrous chances," and the many tragical

positions in which Roman story abounds. Those

who frequent theatres should see the Roman plays,

Coriolanus, Julius Caesar, and others. Much
talent and industry is employed in the principal

theatres, in providing scenery, dresses, and deco-

rations, critically correct and true to the time and

place in which each plot is laid. Many sets of

Roman engravings will answer the same purpose,

especially Rich's Dictionary with 2000 woodcuts.

Our appreciation of Roman history greatly de-

pends on terms and descriptions bringing before

our mind's eye scenes and customs as they really

existed. Swallow-tailed coats, livery servants, a

regiment of Champagne bottles, fan-bearing young

ladies, and ice-presenting young gentlemen, must

not rise in our imagination when we read of a

Roman supper ; neither must every shower of rain

in Rome be associated with umbrellas. Mackin-

toshes, and cab-stands. To prevent these modern

from marring ancient views, the accounts of Pom-

peii, Herculaneum, and the late discoveries in

Etruria, will much contribute ; as also " The last

Days of Pompeii," by Bulwer ; " The Fawn of

Sertorius
;
" " Pericles," a Tale ofAthens ;

'' Cha-

ricles," an illustration of the private life of ancient

Greeks ; " Gallus," the same of ancient Rome.
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" Macaulay's Lays," a work of which the printer,

binder, and engraver have conspired to aid the

effect of the poetry, will fill the dullest with the

spirit of ancient Rome. The bold engravings of

Piranesi, wliich may be found in some libraries,

will make so deep an impression on the imagina-

tion, that the buildings of the mighty city will be

ever present to our imagination. There is also

an inferior series of engravings, in the same style,

representing all the principal scenes described in

Rollin's "Ancient History:" this series gives

more figures, and shows more of the Roman dress

and armour, than Piranesi. A small edition of

Adam's " Roman Antiquities," and Smith's " Dic-

tionary of Grecian and Roman Antiquities," con-

tain many engravings ; but, for the pencil, all

such works yield to Rich's dictionary. With

these works on Roman Antiquities, readers of the

most ordinary curiosity will find their attention

riveted to a variety of articles, describing how

that mighty people eat and drank, and bathed,

and slept ; to say nothing of how they debated,

went to law, and fought ; and the daily routine of

their private life.

These works will make a pleasing variety while

reading Keightley's History. Similar entertain-

ment may be profitably derived from Fosbroke's

*^ Treatise on the Arts, Manners, Manufactures,

1.4
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&c., of the Greeks and Romans." Next to Keight-

ley, or, instead of it, I can recommend ^' A His-

tory of Rome, from the earliest Times to the

founding of Constantinople," forming two small

volumes of Lardner's Cyclopaedia. Mr. H. Meri-

vale's History is also expected with much interest.

This is chiefly drawn from the labours of the great

historian Schlosser : some use is also made of the

best standard histories. One continuous Roman

History is enough for the general reader, and this

from Schlosser, I think, deserves the preference.

So far I have only recommended one Roman

Outline, price 9c?., and one History, price 12s.

:

and these, as I said of the histories of England, are

mere skeletons ; when you have a competent

knowledge of them, and have perused the works

on Manners and Customs, proceed at once to the

original authorities. The Punic wars in " Livy's

pictured pacre," which Clarendon took as his

model ; the Catiline Conspiracy, which Johnson

allowed to contain historic portraiture, because

Sallust knew the characters ; Tacitus, the philo-

sophic annalist, who gives facts and principles, the

secret springs and the great movements in the

same sentence ; Plutarch, first the lecturer, and

afterwards the proconsul, of Trajan, who studied

at Athens, and travelled through Greece and

Egypt; the favourite author of Lord Chatham
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and Napoleon, each ofwhomwould almost have said

of Plutarch, with Theodore Beza, what, in substance,

a writer in the " Quarterly" said of Boswell, " that

if we were obliged to throw all the books in the

world mto the sea, this should be reserved till the

last
;
" think of each time-honoured genius : how

gladly would we invite him to wine and walnuts,

and try to draw him out ; and shall we not read

his works when eleoant translations are in almost

every library ? Have we not the curiosity even

of the daughter of a country post-master, who

eagerly claims the perquisites of a peep at the

letters of the great ? We are not obHged to read

one of these works through, but should cease to

regard them as sealed books. We may take a

translation of Cicero's " Letters," and see what

he had to say to his wife and family, and what to

the public, of those mo^t eventful days. K we
retain a knowledge of the general history, these

authors will serve to fiU up the outline, and every

new idea wiU find its place, and tend both to plea-

sure and to profit.

Dmilop's " History of Roman Literature," in

3 vols., and Schlegel's " Lectures on Ancient and

Modem Literature," 1 vol., are standard works,

deemed almost indispensable for those emulous of

classical honours. Such works, however, can give

only the mere terms and sounds of knowledge to
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that large majority ofreaders who are unacquainted

with Greek and Roman writers.

A few hours devoted to the article on Rome, in

'^ The Penny Cyclopaedia," will be enough to give

a fair insight into the constitution as developed by

Niebuhr.

Of Cicero and his times, which are topics equal

in interest to any part of Roman history, Middle-

ton's *^ Life of Cicero " is the great authority. A
very good short account, by Mr. HoUings, is pub-

lished in the Family Library. The Cyclopaedias

also contain compendious articles. Macaulay's

" Survey of the Greek, Roman, and Modern His-

torians," published in the " Edinburgh Review,"

is very good. The " Tour to the Sepulchres of

Etruria in 1839," by Mrs. Hamilton Gray, will

be entertainino; and instructive to most readers—
to the classical scholar especially.

Of Niebuhr's history, I have only to say that it

is highly valuable to good classical scholars, but

unintelligible to most English readers. Those who

feel a laudable curiosity to know the nature of the

discoveries by which Niebuhr has obtained his

fair renown, may find it in a review of his work,

both in the Quarterly and Edinburgh Reviews.

Eustace's " Classical Tour" will profitably re-

lieve and vary the study of Roman History.
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CHAP. IV.

ON THE STUDY OF GRECIAN HISTORY.

The " Outline History of Greece," by the So-

ciety, is the first book for the candidate for Scho-

larsliips, by which I mean all young men who are

desirous of improving their last year at school, or

under a private tutor. Thirlwall's Epitome, in

one volume of his larger History, will be the

second book. The whole of the '^Outline His-

tory" should be learned almost by heart, as I said

before of English and Roman History. Li Keight-

ley you may be contented to read only as far as

the death of Alexander the Great : the remainder

you may leave till almost every other part of An-

cient History is exhausted. Of course, the same

principle of study, and the same degree of accu-

racy, will be required with Grecian as with Roman

History. Nine out of ten of ordinary advisers

would tell you it was indispensable that you should

read the whole of the Grecian History, by Mit-

ford or Thirlwall (8 volumes each), and the valu-

able work by Mr. Grote. The time for read-

ing Mitford, in my opinion, is now gone by : the
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best part is the Life and Times of Alexander

;

and this is better done in the Biography by Wil-

liams, in the " Family Library." Thirlwall's His-

tory is, unquestionably, a masterly performance

;

but the question is not what is creditable to the

writer, but what is profitable to the reader. When
your mind is prepared to realise, and make your

own any parts of Thirlwall's History, then read

those parts, and those only. You will ask to what

preparation I allude ; I mean that Thirlwall classi-

fies facts, extracts principles, and makes comments.

The preparation requisite to profit by his writings

is therefore threefold : first, to be familiar with

the facts which he quotes ; that is, to take at a

glance any sentence from Herodotus, Thucydides,

or others, and feel a curiosity to know whether he

has any thing more to say of it than you already

know. Evidently, if you have never seen the

sentence, it must, from want of previous thought

and association, be a burthen to your memory,

without assisting your understanding. The second

preparation is, to be used to compare some, at

least, of the sentences which Thirlwall classifies:

then, and then only, will you be improved by that

increased quickness of observation, and that ready

comprehension of all the bearings of facts, which

a good history should serve to promote. A his-

torian, like a iudsre, should sum up, arrange, and
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weave into one plain story, all that falls from

competent witnesses ; while the reader, like a

jm'jTiian, should decide, not by the leaning of the

judge, but the bearing of the evidence. It fol-

lows, then, that besides being first conversant

with facts, and, secondly, having viewed them in

connection, the third qualification is a competence

to form an independent judgment upon them. Few

persons, I admit, enjoy this threefold qualification

for the whole of any history ; still a mature mind

can weigh and decide on one page, understand

enough to assent to a second, and suspend judg-

ment on a third. But I am at present addressing

youths whose minds are not matured, and who

are required, by the university system, to read

history rather to form than to fill the mind, and

for discipline rather than for information. But on

this topic I must refer to my " Student's Guide,'*

which, I have the satisfaction of knowing, one of

the most experienced examiners has long been

recommending for the guidance of his pupils.

And for all information on the manners, the

lecture-room, and the studies of the Universities,

I need not scruple to say that the head master of

one of our most distinguished schools recom-

mended the " Collegian's Guide," or " Recollec-

tions of College Days," as the very book to prepare

the minds of youths leaving schools for college.
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Keightley has also written a small Elementary

History of Greece. Before either of these pub-

lications, there appeared a History of Greece, by

the Useful Knowledge Society, which, as I know

by private information, was first submitted to the

revision of Dr. Arnold. This contains about 300

double-columned pages; the first 150 of which

comprise all events to the death of Alexander.

Thirlwall's Epitome, I think, must be the best

book at present.

The student, who has followed my advice so

far, may read the lives of Pericles, Nicias, and the

other Grecian characters in Plutarch. Above all,

he should learn most accurately every event in

those chapters of the first book of Thucydides

which treat of the interval between the Persian

and Peloponnesian wars : here part of Thirlwall's

Greece will be the best commentary. Let him

read this portion till he can trace every step in

the rise ofj:he Athenian supremacy.

I have now given as long a course of Grecian

History as any youth can be expected to know

perfectly before he enters the university: I would

add more, but I have not forgotten my college

days, and all the instructive retrospect I have

often enjoyed in comparing notes with old friends.

Very great designs, and comparatively very little

doings, I find enter into the confessions of every
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student. Young persons are always sanguine;

and when they once are betrayed, by a very ex-

cusable but fatal ambition, into forming too large

a plan, the work is wanted long before the two

ends meet. Books, however short, require a cer-

tain time for reading, a certain time for reflecting,

and a certain time to digest ; that is, to blend with

our system, to become part of our mental imple-

ments, and to serve as a common measure and

every-day standard of thought.

It is worth remembering, that a man never

learns the use of instruments, whether mental or

physical, so readily or so thorouglily as when he

has few of them. The rude implements of the

Indian have surpassed the machinery of Man-

chester. " John Hunter's head," said Abemethy,
" was like a beehive

;

" not that he meant to say

it was all in a buz, but that it had a separate ceU

for every store. The modem Attic bees are in a

hurry to gather the honey before they have pre-

pared the wax. My advice is, to read, on each

subject, one outline, again and again, till you have

once formed the cells : you may then sip of every

flower in the wide field of literatui*e,— fill without

confusion, and preserve without loss.

To candidates for university honours I have

little more to say on Grecian History. I must again

refer to some general remarks in " The Student's
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Guide." Since 1836, the year in which it was

written, we have been favoured with the works of

Keightley, Thirlwall, and Wordsworth. Of the

value of the two last, if read judiciously, in a

spirit of inquiry, we can hardly say too much.

The general error of Oxford classmen is, confining

themselves too much to the books they propose

for examination. The mind requires not only re-

lief but variety, which Wordsworth's " Greece,"

a book of entertainment and lively interest, is well

calculated to afford. Eustace's " Classical Tour'*

is of similar value to the readers of Roman litera-

ture. I would also suggest translations of Arrian,

Pausanias, Xenophon (especially his smaller trea-

tises), and almost every original authority which

comes to hand. These you may read for variety.

Far from intending to overtask your mind, I ad-

vise you to read more or less, to select the amusing,

or to toil through the intricate, according to the

principle I have already vindicated of being guided

by taste and inclination. While the subjects of

your regular classical studies form the cells, trans-

lation will furnish stores to fill them. Many clas-

sical scholars will be ashamed to confess that they

have any occasion to read translations. But, when

critical knowledge of the text, and an accurate

recollection of the matter of sixteen or more Latin

and Greek books are required, very little time
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can remain for reading the many works required

to illustrate them.

These, therefore, I propose to read by the me-

dium of translations. Surely it is as worthy of a

scholar to read a translation of Xenophon, as an

English liistory which gives the narrative of Xeno-

phon, not only translated but condensed. Many

talk of reading Greek like English ; but there are

very few men who can read other languages, least

of all Greek and Latin, with quite as little effort

as their own. Bring any silly pretender to the

proof; lay before liim the first column of the

Times, and the first page of the Oratores Attici,

and challenge him to a trial. The truth is, there

is a kind of short-hand reading, by which we

catch the sense of a sentence, without seeing

more than one word in a line. Without this expe-

ditious act, which we practise quite unconsciously,

the time and toil of reading would be greatly in-

creased. And will any one pretend that he can

skim over Plutarch as safely as Langhorne's trans-

lation ? Sound scholars may find time for trans-

lations when too weary for the original ; and these

translations of cotemporary authors form a*better

commentary than any English essays I can recom-

mend.

English translations are chiefly useful to the

classical student in two ways. To leave entirely

M
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out of the question how readily translations ex-

plain difficult passages of those authors which are

read in the original, without arguing how much

they may contribute to elegance, and how much

they do contribute to idleness, and sap the founda-

tions of all sound scholarship,— the first use of

translations to classical students, who have not

time to read the originals, is to enable them more

thoroughly to appreciate, and therefore to profit

by, the historical compilations to which they are

obliged to trust for a large part of Grecian as well

as Roman History. Let every student of Grecian

History keep a well-read, " marked and quoted"

copy of Thirlwall's Epitome ; let this form his

outline, or, as Abernethy would say, his series of

cells ; and during his leisure hours let him amuse

himself with marking on the margin any part of

Plutarch, Pausanias, or other authority which

he identifies in Thirlwall. With a little reflection

he may see that Thirlwall (for we are all fallible)

has said too much on one point, too little on an-

other, and has not chosen the best illustration or

argument in support of a third. This exercise of

judgment is very improving; indeed it is more

improving to think erroneously sometimes than to

follow blindly along, like a traveller who observes

only what his guide points out. Practice soon

makes perfect, and rewards perseverance with
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most pleasing satisfaction. The student should

try continually to enlarge the sphere of his judg-

ment, and gradually extend these marginal notes

and references, which will delightfully mark his

progress over the greater part of the volume. How
many a classical anecdote passes traceless through

the mind, because we want a cell for it— because

we have no ideas to keep it company— no such

common-place book in which to set it down ! How
difficult is it for the young to see that the value

of facts, as of figures, is determined by the series in

which they^ stand ! Yet nothing is more likely to

render us alive to their value than the constant

comparison wliich translations will suggest between

some seemingly unimportant observation of Plu-

tarch and the social or political institutions which

it ingeniously elucidates in the pages of Thirlwall.

The first time we read Herodotus it seems like

a collection of stories ; at the second readincp we

begin to trace the connection, till gi'adually the

mist clears away, the scene becomes distinct, and

large sections of the ancient world open to our

view. Another suggestion for expanding the mind,

and teaching " How to observe" (the title of a

clever volume by Miss Martineau), is, to read

Herodotus through, once, without assistance, and a

second time in connection with a history founded

u 2
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upon it by Heeren, called " Researches into the

Politics, Intercourse, and Trade of 'the principal

Nations of Antiquity." Heeren, like those who

travel into comparatively unknown countries, is

rather apt to be led too far, by an endeavour to

bring to light curiosities commensurate with his

toil, and is accused of drawing conclusions rather

more extensive than his premises ; but this is only

saying, that in reading Heeren, like every author,

you should attend to him, and judge for yourself.

Again, translations are a key to the only true

source of what, to many readers, is the most valu-

able parts of history, the manners, customs, and

general spirit of past ages. Niebuhr has laid open

great part of the Roman constitution ; but as to

the habits of life, topics of conversation, and sub-

jects of thought, which filled up the twenty-four

hours of every day at Rome or at Athens, here is

still a wide field for discovery. The books on An-

tiquities, by Smith, Rich, Adams, and Potter,

convey mere fragments, and at best are no more

to be compared to the perusal of the original au-

thors, than the scraps of information from a tour-

ist's guide-book are to be compared to the digested

knowledge and enlargement of mind produced by

foreign travel. " For this knowledge of antiquity,"

said Niebuhr to my informant, " the materials lie

widely scattered ; every scholar must collect and
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arrange as many as lie has the industry or the

ingenuity to discover: and in putting them to-

gether, like the pieces of some ancient pavement,

to form one consistent pattern delineating ancient

life, the mind receives a most invaluable exercise."

Supposing you wished to know the spirit of the

last century, and the general state of society,

history would tell you that a taste for literature,

or sense of religion, were less general than at the

present time. By such vague and negative testi-

mony, diluted in a flood of words, with the mere

names of " men eminent for piety or learning," do

historians (always excepting Mr. Macaulay) con-

vey impressions which they have derived, and

which I would recommend my readers to derive,

from memoirs and private letters written by the

most distinguished characters of their respective

times. Consider, for instance, the letters of Lady

Mary Wortley Montagu; think not only of the

general tone and spirit of them, not only of the

social influences and surrounding scenery which

must have conspired to form the mental, stint the

moral, and wither the spiritual perceptions of the

character those letters betray; but think of the

state of society, when a lady of rank could com-

plain in a letter to a friend, that so deplorably

ignorant, and devoid of all but folly and vanity.

Ma
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were the minds of the young ladies of fashion, that

they were more open to sophistry, and more com-

monly turned atheists, than even the professed

rakes of the other sex ; and instead of that modesty

which should teach respect for married persons,

they really laughed at them, as having prudishly

fettered themselves by an obligation with which

the world had become wise enough to dispense.

Equally great is the difference between the im-

pressions which even English readers may receive

by translations of Xenophon or Cicero, and the

vague and senseless observations ofmodem writers.

In short, if you would rather listen to " thoughts

that breathe," in " words that burn," from a tra-

veller telling his own story, than to a spiritless

version second-hand— if you would be better

satisfied with hearing truth drawn by instalments,

and with all the reluctance of the seven teeth of

King John's Jew, from a lying witness by a sharp

counsel, than with reading a report of the same

trial in ten lines— if you would enjoy all the

strife of tongues, and time-beguiling interest of a

debate in the House more than the summary in a

country paper a week after— then must you also

prefer picking your wslj through translations of

the classics, and cullins the choicest sweets and

flowers, according to your own taste and appetite,

to any essays on manners and customs, and any of
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those meagre descriptions to which we may well

apply the words of Byron,—
" 'Tis Greece, but living Greece no more."

By such arguments would I recommend the use

of translations to classical students whose limited

opportunities must cause many valuable works to

remain unread in the original ; but to the general

reader I would also observe, that Jeremy Taylor

says,

" I consider that the wisest persons, and those

who know how to value and entertain the more

noble faculties of their soul and their precious

hours, take pleasure in reading the productions of

those old wise spirits who preserved natural reason

and religion in the midst of heathen darkness,

such as Homer, Euripides, Orpheus, Pindar, and

Anacreon, -^schylus, and Menander, and all the

Greek poets, Plutarch, and Polybius, Xenophon,

and all those other excellent persons of both facul-

ties, whose choicest dictates are collected by Sto-

bagus ; Plato and his scholars, Aristotle, and after

him Porphyry, and all his other disciples, Pytha-

goras, and especially Hierocles and all the old

Academics and Stoics within the Roman school."

Jeremy Taylor then expresses a hope that such

readers " mav be invited to love and consider the

M 4
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rare documents of Christianity, which certainly is

the great treasure-house of those excellent, moral,

and perfective discourses, which, with much pains

and pleasure, we find thinly scattered in all the

. Greek and Roman poets, historians, and philoso-

phers."

Consider, in the classical records of the wisdom

of antiquity, the faint glimmerings of life and im-

mortality, which it remained for the Gospel fully

to bring to light ; consider the evident yearning

of the souls of men for knowledge ; consider the

history of unassisted reason, which describes such

discord in the feelings of each heart, and such

w^ant of harmony among the members of each

state, as plainly showed how much men wanted

knowledo^e of the uses and relations of the several

parts of the complicated machinery of the moral

world. Let these points be kept in view by those

who read the classics through the medium of

translations. Then will they read in Thucydides

how Nicias, amidst all the dangers of the Sicilian

campaign, tells his soldiers " his hope and comfort

is to reflect that he had always dealt honestly

with his neighbour, and been mindful of his God."

How Euripides says that " the man who has his

God for his friend has the fairest hope of pro-

sperity ; " and Pliny, that " it is god-like in man

to show charity to man, and this is the road to
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eternal life." In the Greek ti-agedians they will

see humility so inculcated as to show that the

minds of the Athenians were fully possessed by

the feeling that the man who did not ascribe his

prosperity to the hand of Providence, but showed

a proud and unchastened spirit, was in danger of

severe visitations ; while, under the all-prevailing

fear of Ate, we may discern that the Athenians

were less incredulous than many in later times of

the truth of the threat, that the sins of the fathers

should be visited on the children unto the third

and fourth generation. From such discoveries of

unassisted reason, a certain class of philosophers,

who presume that that is contrary to all reason

which does not accord with their reason, may

leani a lesson of caution lest they be refuted on

their own grounds.

These observations of the value of translations

apply more or less to all readers. I must now

address myself as I promised, more particularly to

young ladies, and other general readers.

This class of readers must use the outline his-

tory and the works of Keightley before mentioned,

and study according to the method explained with

the History of Rome. They may be satisfied with

reading, first of all, to the death of Alexander the

Great. To fill up their outline they should read

the Grecian characters in Plutarch,— Xenophon's
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" Retreat of the Ten Thousand," and " History of

Greece," which begins where Thucydides leaves

off, near the end of the Peloponnesian war. It is

quite certain, for reasons already published in the

" Student's Guide," that Xenophon took up the pen

exactly where Thucydides laid it down ; and I

would throw out, as a hint for scholars to investi-

gate, whether the diiference observable between the

style of the first two books of the " Hellenics," and

the rest of Xenophon's writings, does not show an

attempt to continue the style as well as the matter

of Thucydides. On the Peloponnesian War, and

the state of Greece for half a century preceding

it, read a translation of Thucydides by Mr. Dale.

Attend particularly to the curious specimen of

historical criticism in the first twenty chapters ; to

all the speeches ; the plague of Athens ; the sedi-

tion of Corcyra ; the siege of Plataese ; and all the

other actions by land and sea : and read atten-

tively from the beginning to the end of the Cam-

paign in Sicily. Beloe's Herodotus contains the

materials of a very large part of ancient history.

For the life of Alexander the Great, read the

work of Arrian, to whom the younger Pliny ad-

dressed several of his epistles. Arrian's history is

founded on the memoirs of Aristobulus and Pto-

lemy Lagus, who served under Alexander. A
life of Alexander by Williams, in the "Family
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Library," is well written. Gain an accurate know-

ledge of the route at the north of India : this will

give an interest to Oriental travels lately written ;

especially those by Sir A. Bumes and Masson, as

also that of Vigne, whose conjecture, that Cabul

is the same as Cau-Pol (K-avKcurov ttoXls), is, as

Professor Wilson allowed, highly probable. The

speeches of Demosthenes '' On the Crown," and

his three " Philippics," as well as that orator's

life by Plutarch, may well be read in connection

with the history of Philip of Macedon. I should

also recommend the " CEdipus T^Tannus " of So-

phocles, by Potter, the " Agamenmon" of ^schy-

lus, translated by Sewell ; and the " Medea '^ of

Euripides, as highly serviceable to initiate the

mind into the mysteries of Grecian fable. One

of my female friends has read all the plays of

these authors in English. You may also pick

your way through some of the dialogues of Plato,

especially the " Phaedon," and Gillies's translation

of Aristotle's " Politics." As to the rest of An-

cient History, instead of Rollin's " Ancient His-

tory," which, like Russell's " Modem Europe,"

tends, as I have generally observed, rather to the

confusion than the diffusion of knowledge, read

Heeren's " Researches both in Asia and Africa."

This course of reading may seem long ; but since

I leave each person to select, more or less, accord-
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ing to tlie strength of his appetite and digestion, I

must say, that what is here proposed requires less

time to follow, and less perseverance to overtake,

than RoUin's " Ancient History." Pope's " Ho-

mer" I need hardly mention; so generally is it

known and read by both young and old. See

Johnson's sensible criticism on it in his life of

Pope.

I will now conclude my observations on Grecian

History and Ancient History generally, with re-

marks for the benefit of all classes of readers.

The reason I extend my list of books, is to give

more scope for variety of taste and inclinations,

and not by any means to dispense with the rule,

Never read too much to read well.

Egyptian antiquities deserve especial notice.

Orpheus, Linus, Musseus, Amphion, Sanchonia-

thon and Homer, as well as Pythagoras and

Plato, all visited Egypt. Solon, too, was assisted

by the Egyptian priests: and it was in Eg}^t

that Herodotus found abundance to gratify his

inquiring spirit. From Egypt came the religion of

the Greeks ; and whatever in Grecian mythology

seems to coincide with the Law and the Prophets,

has been not unreasonably supposed to have been

derived from the Egyptians, and by them from

the Israelites. That the Egyptians did receive
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many things from those guardians of the Oracles

of God, can indeed hardly be doubted.

lamblicus, the preceptor of Julian, A. D. 360,

speaks of " the inscriptions on the ancient columns

of Hermes, on which Plato and Pythagoras

formed their philosophy." Now these columns

existed in Egj^t in the time of Proclus, B. c. 500

;

and on them were inscriptions according with the

doctrine of the Trinity, as is ingeniously explained

by Serle, in his " Hora3 SoKtarige," who mentions

also a name of the Deity " as near as translation

can attain to JehovahJ'' If I add the columns

mentioned by Procopius, found in the part of

Africa where the Carthaginians settled, inscribed,

" We are they that fled from the face of Joshua,

the son of Nun, the Robber," the reader can re-

quire no further argument to show the interest

which must attach to that .land famed for wisdom

in the days of Moses. Therefore, besides Heeren's

" African Nations," Dr. Pritchard's " Egyptian

Mythology" is a valuable work. Sir G. Wilkin-

son's " Private Life, Religion, &c., of the Ancient

Egyptians," derived fr'om a study of their hiero-

glyphics and works of art, during a residence of

twelve years, and published with 600 illustrations,

a very valuable work, is of great interest; but

Bunsen's Egypt (with numerous plates) is the

latest, and in many respects unequalled.
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Of Travels and modern writings for students of

Grecian History, the best are Dodwell's " Topo-

graphical and Historical Tour through Greece,"

Gell's « Itinerary," and Leake's " Travels." Miil-

ler's " Dorians" is only valuable to men of accu-

rate classical reading: university students should

read it in connection with Herodotus and Thu-

cydides. The articles on Athens and Greece, in

the " Penny Cyclopaedia," are very usefully com-

posed. Miiller's " Attica and Athens " has lately

been translated by J. Ingram Lockhart. Stewart's

" Antiquities of Athens," with seventy plates, is

valuable : a slight glance at Mr. Wordsworth's

" Greece," will show that it supersedes all earlier

writers ; for he has availed himself of the contents

of all travels and works on Greece existing at the

time he wrote. Flaxman's " Lectures on Sculp-

ture," and the " Specimens of Ancient Sculpture,

selected from different collections of Great Britain

by the Society of Dilettanti," as well as the

Townley, Elgin, and Phigaleian Marbles, in the

" Library of Entertaining Knowledge," should be

consulted on the arts of Greece.

A " History of the Literature of Greece," by

Miiller, will be found in the " Library of Useful

Knowledge." Another is anxiously expected by

Mr. Mure.

Lastly, I would recommend my readers to gain
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a clear knowledge of the length and breadth of

the several parts of Greece, especially Attica ; and

to compai'e every measurement with that of some

town or county of England.

I have now said enough on the subject of his-

tory. There are doubtless many other topics and

writers deserving notice, no less than some on

which I have been most explicit. These, as I

said before, the reader who comprehends the prin-

ciple of the preceding observations, will readily

discover, and study systematically without any

more assistance. I am only afraid that the variety

of subjects and books already mentioned should

tempt young persons to try too much. The first

thing to consider is, for what purpose you are

commencmg a course of study. If, to humour

a literary ambition, to be thought learned, and

excite the wonder of the ignorant, believe me,

that, till you abandon this vile and degrading

purpose, your vanity will increase faster than

your leai'ning. What you gain in head you will

lose in heart
; your mind will be filled, but not

refined; and you will excite far more jealousy

than admiration. Read, as Bacon said, " for the

glory of your Creator and the relief of man's

estate
;

" to improve your talents for running the

race that is set before you ; to prevent that periodi-

cal void within, which (like a vacuum) is doomed
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to fill, and that with gnawing cares and soul-de-

basing thoughts. Hear what Horace says,— the

finest motto for a Bible :
—

" Et nl

Posces ante diem librum cum lumine, si non

Intendes aniraum studiis et rebus honestis,

Invidia vel amore vigil torquebere." — I. Ep. 2. 37.

That is true of our faculties, what an old ofiicer

told me of his men, that there was no such security

for good behaviour as active service. The lusts

of the flesh maintain " a long pull, and a strong

pull, and a pull altogether," one way ; and while

reason, conscience, and religion are arrayed

against them, the balance may be preserved. But

when these guards are not on duty, or perchance

are slumbering at their post, it is well if the his-

tory of the past, or some such innocent recreation,

employs our memory, and engages our imagination;

because should these allies be gloating over old

pleasures or devising new, they will be playing on

such dangerous ground, that they may rouse up

the enemy, and the citadel may be taken by sur-

prise.

In following out one course of reading, do not

be impatient or disturbed because you do not seem

to be advancing as rapidly as others. Among

the many who desire to be thought literary cha-

racters, nothing is more common than an incli-
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nation to lock up the temple of knowledge and

tlirow awaj the key ; or, on attaining any emi-

nence, to kick awaj the ladder, that none may-

follow them.— So beware of this class of hterary

impostors: their life is one continued lie;— a lie

partly positive, because they pretend they know

far more than they do know ; and partly a lie

indirect, but much more mischievous, because

they seek to magnify difficulties, hint that things

are not so easy as they seem, and pretend that a

pecuhar talent is required for their favourite sub-

jects. In every department of knowledge the

man really proficient is ever desirous to lead others

on; and, forgetting all the difficulties he encoun-

tered, firmly believes, and as honestly confesses,

he could teach his friends in half the time liis

learning cost himself.

We should employ our minds with history, in

the same way as we should have done had w^e

lived in the times described. Man needs not be-

come a walking cyclopaedia, nor feel more in

honour bound to remember every date or circum-

stance of former reigns, than every event in last

year's newspapers. We should read for the same

purpose that we enter society, to observe. The

wisdom of the lesson may be remembered when

the facts are lost ; and the moral remain, thouo-h

we forget the fable. The portions of history which
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enter into common conversation are limited, and

experience will soon induce us to give them more

attention than the rest. No man need be ashamed

to say, when his memory is at fault, " this or that

has escaped me ; let me ask a question or two,

and 1 shall be able to follow you." Few persons

are so ill-bred as to introduce abstruse subjects

into general society. If you join a party of anti-

quaries you must expect antiquarian topics; other-

wise no man of ordinary reading can be at a loss

for facts while he has the power of reasoning and

reflection. Next to the improvement and enter-

tainment of your own mind, your design should

be to inform yourself on the general topics of con-

versation. Read about the North of India, Spain,

Ireland, China, Hungary, or any other part of the

world interesting at the time present. To read

only of the past is to be always out of fashion,

and as uninteresting as an old newspaper. Men

of extensive reading find their chief advantage in

this ; not that they remember all they read, but

that they know exactly where to seek for inform-

ation, and can with a little trouble bring to bear

on the prevailing topic of the day such stores of

varied knowledge as others would be quite at a

loss to find.
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CHAP. V.

HOW TO REiEEilBER AVHAT "VVE READ.

Most readers, I presume, -VN-ill open this chapter

with no little curiosity, and a feeling which would

be expressed by these words :
" My memory is

bad enough— would it were as good as that of

such a one of my friends. Let me see if there

can be any rules to suit so bad a case as mine."

Now, before you decide that you have a worse

memory than your friend, let me ask. Is there no

one subject on which you can equal him ? You

have no doubt observed, that a large class of men,

who are devoted exclusively and literally to animal

pursuits, sportsmen to wit, have the greatest diffi-

culty in remembering matters of history or general

literature, but yet are so ready with the names of

all the winners of the Derby, Oaks, or St. Leger,

and the progeny and pedigree of each, that a

scholar would be as much surprised at their me-

mory of horses and mares, as they could be at the

scholar's memory of kings and queens. Probably

you will now say, " AU this we grant ; it is true

we have memory for some things, but not for

literature." Your meaning is, that you have

memory where you have attention. The sports-

K 2
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man cannot attend to books, nor the scholar to

. horses. The art of memory is the art of atten-

I
tion. A memory for literature will increase with

that interest in literature by which attention is

increased. The sportsman could remember pages

of history relating to forest laws or encouragement

of the breed of horses, but not the adjoining pages

on the law of succession, and only because he felt

an interest, and consequently paid attention, in

reading the one but not the other.

,, Again, Memory depends on association, or the

I
tendency of some things to suggest or make us

think of others. The geologist remembers fossils,

but not flowers, and the botanist flowers, but not

fossils. Each has in his mind " a cell " for the one

specimen, but not for the other ; and the observa-

tions which fall in with the ideas of the geologist,

and link to many a subtle chain of thought, re-

main alone and unassociated in the mind of the

botanist. Association certainly is, in some re-

spects, an aid to attention ; they are usually con-

sidered as distinct, and the basis of Memory

;

therefore every rule I can give for promoting

either attention or association will be virtually

rules for Memory.

Memory is assisted by whatever tends to a full

view and clear apprehension ^of a subject. There-

fore, in reading history, occasionally lay the book
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aside, and try if you can give a connected narra-

tive of events. " What thou dost not know,

thou canst not tell
;

" but clear ideas never want

plain words. Do not be satisfied with feeling that

the subject is too famihar for repetition to be neces-

sary. The better a story is known, the less time

it will take to repeat. Put your " thoughts in

express words." This is an invaluable exercise

;

for, first of all, you will greatly improve your

power of expression, and gain that command of

language on which one of my friends heard Fox

compliment Pitt, as having not only a word, but

the word, the very word to express his meaning.

Secondly, the practice of putting your thoughts

into words will improve your power of Concep-

tion. When you see a speaker, in a long argu-

ment, contract and fix his eye as if on some aerial

form, he is trying to body forth his ideas, and hold

them up as a picture from which he may select, read

off, and lay before his hearers such portions as he

thinks will convey the desired impression. Con-

ception is the quality for which we call a man
" clear-headed

;

" for this enables him to grasp at

one view the beginning, middle, and end of what

he means to say, and have the order of his ideas

at the direction of a cool judgment, instead of de-

pending upon chance.

N 3
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" Ut jam nunc dicat jam nunc debentia dici,

Pleraque differrat praesensque in tempus omittat."

HoR.

To repeat a narrative to another is better still

than repeating it to yourself; yon are more ex-

cited to accuracy, and your memory is assisted

by the degree of attention and association which

casual remarks and questions may promote. After

walking round Christ Church Meadow with a late

fellow of Exeter College, relating the fortunes of

the Athenians in Sicily, the very trees seemed

vocal, and one weather-beaten elm at the left-hand

corner of the avenue next the Cherwell so regu-

larly reminded us of Nicias, that we used to say it

afforded an unanswerable argument for the trans-

migration of souls.

With a view to distinct conception, Writing is

usually recommended to aid memory. As to mere

transcribing, though much has been advanced in

its favour, I believe it is by no means to be adopted.

Much experience has shown me that it not only

wastes time, but deceives us as to the extent of

our knowledge. We are flattered at the sight of

the paper we fill, while in reality we are exer-

cising not our wits, but our fingers. Every Uni-

versity student knows how common it is to find

men of misguided industry with desks full, and

heads empty. Writing never aids memory but
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when it tends to clear Conception. Most persons

find it more pleasant to draw a sketch of a subject

on a sheet of paper than on the tablets of the mind

;

but let them not suppose it is more improving.

When you want relief or variety, you may try

to \mte, instead of repeating the subject of your

morning's reading ; but you will soon admit that

the viva voce exercise is the better of the two. In

speaking of Conception, Abercrombie relates the

case of a distinguished actor, who created great

surprise by learning a long part with very short

notice. " When questioned respecting the mental

process which he employed, he said that he lost

sight entirely of the audience, and seemed to have

nothing before him but the pages of the book

from which he had learnt, and that, if any thing

had occurred to interrupt that illusion, he should

have stopped instantly."

Secondly. Memory is assisted hy ivhatever adds

to our interest or entertainmeyit. Therefore all the

remarks I have made relative to being guided by

curiosity and inclination are hints for memory.

A man rarely forgets a fact which he hears in

answer to a question he has himself originated;

and the art of reading is, to gain facts in such

order that each shall be a nucleus or basis, as

Abercrombie says, of more ; in other words, that

every fact may be an answer to some question

N 4
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already in our minds, and suggests in its turn a

new question in an endless series.

Thirdly. Memory depends much on a thorough

determination to remember. Most persons have

memory enough for the purposes of their own

business. Ask the guard of the mail how he re-

members the places at which he has to drop his

many parcels, and he will tell you, " because he

must." And if you put the same question to any

number of different persons whose fortune depends

on the constant exercise of memory, you will in-

variably receive similar answers, which is a proof

from experience that our memory depends very

I much on our own will and determination. If, by

the force of resolution, a person can wake at any

hour in the morning, it is easy to believe, that, by

the same means, he may also have a powerful

command over his memory. While at the Uni-

versity, I had a very remarkable proof of this. Iwas

assisting in his studies, previous to examination, a

friend who assured me he could not remember

what he read ; that such had been the case during

fourteen University terms. But I said, " Now

you must remember,— I know you can,— and

I will have no more to do with you if you do not

answer me correctly to-morrow on what we read

to-day."

Having rallied him in this way, I heard no
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more of the complaint. After his examination he

assured me that he was perfectly surprised at the

extent to which his memory had served him, and

fairly acknowledged that for years he had given

way to a state of mental inactivity, never stopping

to try his memory, but drinking of the Castalian

stream rather after the manner of Baron Mun-

chausen's horse, when he had lost his hinder quar-

ters with the portcullis. A man can remember to

a great extent, just as Johnson said a man might

at any time compose, mastering his humour, if he

will only set to work with a dogged determination

:

'' Possunt quia posse videntur^^ '' for they can con-

quer who believe they can," is very generally true

where the mind is concerned. A very common

reason that men do not remember is, that they do

not try ; a hearty and ever-present desire to pre-

vail is the chief element of all success. Nothing

but the fairy's wand can realise the capricious

desire of the moment ; but as to the objects of

laudable wishes, deeply breathed and for many a

night and day ever present to the mind, these are

placed by Providence more within our reach than

is commonly believed. When a person says. If

I could only have my wish, I would excel in such

an art or science, we may generally answer. The

truth is, you have no such wish ; all you covet is

the empty applause, not the substantial accom-
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plishment. The fault is " in ourselves, and not

our stars," if we are slaves, and blindly yield to

the pretensions of the many whose tongues would

exhaust wiser heads than their own in half an

hour. Before we complain of want of power and

mental weapons, let us be sure that we make full

use of what we have. When we see one man

write without hands, and another qualify himself

(as in an instance within my own remembrance)

for high University honours without eyes, a com-

plaint of our memory, or other facidties, justifies

the same conclusion as when workmen complain

of their tools.

These, or at least other instances equally sur-

prising, are founded on good authority. Still

Abercrombie justly says, though the power of

rememberincr unconnected facts and lists of words

makes a great show, and is the kind of memory

most generally admired, still it is often combined

with very little judgment, and is not so im-

portant a feature, in a cultivated mind, as that

memory founded on the relations, analogies, and

natural connections of different subjects, which is

more in our own power. Indeed, mere parrot

memory is of less use than is generally supposed.

It is true, it enables a superficial person to pass

off the opinions of others as his own; but edu-

cated men can generally remember enough for
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their own purposes, and can commend data suf-

ficient for the operations of theii' judgment. What

we most want ready and available is the power

and the science, not the tools. A mathematician

is such still without his jGormulae and diagrams.

The oldest judge remembers the rules of law,

though he forgets the case in poiQt, and the ablest

counsel are allowed refreshers. It is enough that

our minds, like our guns, carry true to the mark

without being ahvays loaded.

Fourthly. Memory is assisted by whatever tends

to connection or association of ideas. When I asked

the friend above mentioned the particular means

he took to remember his lectures previous to exa-

mination, he said, that besides looking everything

"more fully ld the face" than he had ever done

before, he tried "to match, sort, and put along-

side of something similar," each event in its turn,

and also to say to himself, " Here are four or five

causes, circumstances, or characters relating to the

same thuig ; by such a peculiarity in the first I

shaU remember the second, while something else

in the second will remind me of the third and

fourth." During this process, he said, he became

so famihar with many facts, that he could re-

member without any association at all. Again, in

all the works and phenomena of nature, moral or

physical, men of comprehensive minds discern a
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marked family likeness ; certain facts indicate the

existence of others ; so that memory is assisted by

a certain key which classification suggests; and

thus one effort of memory serves for all. Associ-

ation and Attention are both the basis of several

inventions called Memoria Technica, of which I

will proceed to speak, more particularly for the

benefit of students preparing for examinations, and

those who would follow out my plan of attaining

accuracy of outlines of history and other sub-

jects.

Of Memoria Technica, the practice of almost

all men of distinction coincides with the avowed

opinions of Bacon and of Abercrombie, that the

memory of such events as these systems teach is

scarcely worth the process ; and that the same de-

gree of resolution which their use implies would

supersede the necessity of them, except to that

extent only to which every man of sense can, and

commonly does, frame the best possible Memoria

Technica, namely, one suited to his peculiar cast

of mind. Of such kinds are the following :
—

First Looking at names in the index of a his-

tory, and following each separately tlu-ough all the

events with which it is coimected. This plan with

Herodotus and Thucydides I found invaluable. It

aids Memory most powerfully, and leads to com-

parison and valuable reflection.
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Secondly. Marking the names, words, or para-

graphs, in your book, or numbering the separate

argmnents by figures, 1, 2, and 3, in the margin.

This I found useful, not only with history, but

especially with Aristotle, and other works of

science. It tends to distinct conception ; to many

casual associations ; you sometimes fancy you see

the page itself marked with your own figures, and

then one event reminds you of another ; it also

enables you easily to refresh your memory of a

book while you leisurely turn over the pages

;

above all, it keeps ever present to your mind,

what many students do not think of once a month,

that reading and remembering are two difierent

things.

Thirdly. Making a very brief summary of the

contents of each book, and thinning it by degrees,

as your memory can do, with few catchwords as

well as many. This plan answers many of the

same purposes as the preceding; it is valuable to

one who is preparing himself to write off-hand the

history of any century required. Take one sheet

of paper, and write words enough on it to remind

you of the whole Outline History, and after a

month, try if a much more portable skeleton-key

will not serve, and this may be reduced, in its

turn, till the whole is transferred from the paper

to your memory. Thus Niebuhr advised his
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nephew to keep a list of difficulties or new words,

and blot out each as soon as he could.

Lastly, associating things with places or objects

around ; thus the Roman orators used to associate

the parts of their speeches with the statues or

pillars in the building in which they spoke. Let

my readers prepare a *' skeleton-key" of each of

the three Outline Histories, of England, Rome,

and Greece, and take a walk in three different

directions with each ; then will they find, though

I cannot say in the noble sense in which Shak-

speare intended,

—

" Tongues in trees — books in the running brooks,

Sermons in stones — and good in every thing,"

Gray's " Memoria Technica" for dates is very

useful. But it must be used for kings and queens

only, the dates of other events being remembered

by association.

Example is better than precept. What man

has done, man may do ; so we will consider a few

anecdotes of men famed for powers of memory.

Xenophon, in his " Symposium," speaks of

Athenians who could repeat both the " Iliad" and

the " Odyssey." This statement has been recom-

mended to the consideration of those who assert

the impossibility of the Homeric poems being

orally transmitted. What was practicable for one
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man, however extraordinary a character he might

be, would be comparatively easy for a society of

Rhapsodists, if each member were intrusted with

the memory of a part.

The nation that exerts memory in a more sur-

prising manner than any other at the present day

is the Chinese. Medhurst, in describing their

education, enumerates nine books under the names

of the " Five Classics " and the " Four Books."

The Classics consist of a Book of Diagrams ; a

Collection of Odes ; The PubHc Ceremonies

;

The Life of Confucius; and the History of the

Three Djniasties. The Four Books are, The Happy

Medium ; The Great Doctrine ; Book of Dis-

courses ; and Mencius. The bulk of these nine

is equal to that of the New Testament ; and yet,

says Medhurst, " if the whole were lost, one

million persons (out of a population reckoned at

361,000,000) could restore every volume to-

morrow." Public offices in China depend on

examination in these books. Two per cent, of the

population compete.

At Winchester and the Charter House many

a boy has committed to memory 10,000 lines, so

as to repeat from any part at which he was told

to begin.

Matthews, the comedian, as we are told by his

widow, had so surprising a memory, that he
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would go through an entertainment which he had

not seen for many months. He has even been

known to step aside as the curtain drew up, to

ascertain by a play-bill the name of the piece ad-

vertised for the evening ; and tliis, strange to say,

at a time when he was suffering so much from

cracks on the tongue that he had not spoken a

word during the whole day, and felt the greatest

pain in uttering what the audience were so de-

lighted to hear.

Addison's daughter, said Lady Mary Wortley

Montagu, was nearly imbecile, yet so powerful

was her memory, that she could repeat a sermon

which she had heard once, and could learn pages

of a dictionary by heart.

It is related of Bolingbroke that he learned

Spanish enough in three weeks to correspond with

the Spanish minister. I would say credat Judcmis

;

but in Sir J. Stephens' Essay on " Ignatius Loyola

and the Jesuits," it is mentioned as indisputable

that Xavier learnt one of the Indian languages, so

as to prepare himself for his missionary duties, in

the same space of time. This is an instance of the

power that enthusiastic determination exerts over

memory. To the same principle must we also

attribute the fact that the Bishop of New Zealand

preached to the natives in their own language as

soon as he arrived, having studied it only during
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his voyage. This however, though highly meri-

torious, is by no means so surprising a case as that

of Xavier.

Eusebius says that to the memory of Esdras we

are indebted for the Hebrew Scriptures which were

destroyed by the Chaldaeans. St. Anthony, the

Egyptian hermit, though he could not read, knew

the whole Scripture by heart ; while a certain

Florentine, at the age of sixteen, could repeat all

the Papal bulls and much more rubbish— a strange

instance of misused talent ! These and many other

instances of memory are given in Millingen's

" Curiosities of Medical Experience." Seneca tells

us that the Emperor Hadrian could repeat 2000

words in the order he heard them. Petrarch says

that Pope Clement V. had his memory impaired

by a fall on the head (an accident wliich has been

known to give a good memory to one who had

little before), and by great application gained so

much more power than he had lost, that he never

forgot anything he read. Cicero says, " Lucullus

had a miraculous memory for events, but Horten-

sius had a better memory for words." Quintilian

alludes to, the well-known fact that we can repeat

a task more perfectly on the foUo^ving morning

than on the night we learn it, and observes that

things digest and settle in the mind during sleep.

Many instances are recorded of men losing the

o
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memory of a language, and speaking it many years

after, during a brain fever or some exciting illness.

The truth of this is beyond all doubt, though it

seems very much like the tunes being thawed out

of the frozen trumpet.

Dr. Abercrombie knew a lady seized with

apoplexy while playing at cards one Thursday

evening, and on regaining consciousness early on

Sunday morning her first words were, " What are

trumps?"

CHAP. VI.

HOW TO GAIN KNOWLEDGE OF FOREIGN PARTS. AD-

DRESSED BOTH TO THOSE WHO TRAVEL AND THOSE

WHO STAY AT HOME.

In reading travels, as in travelling, an inquiring

and reflecting mind is requisite to collect facts and

draw conclusions. Much letter-press as well as

much ground may be passed over without render-

ing us any wiser or any better. Readers, as well

as travellers, differ widely in curiosity and observ-

ation ; therefore as some tourists consult Guides

and Handbooks to learn what to visit or for what

to inquire, and others Miss Martineau, to learn

" How to observe," so for those who have only
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the pleasure of thinking about travelling, perusing

the tours of others, and laying down the exact

route they would like to take, should some next-

to-impossible contingency occur,— to these specu-

lative and fireside anglers in the wide waters of

the round world I will offer a few hints suited to

every variety of taste, showing how to gain as

much knowledge as possible of foreign parts with-

out foregoing the comforts of home.

Basil Hall advises a young midshipman to

begin his career by " taking up a line ; " that is to

say, to resolve on building up a character either

for practical seamanship, for science, generalship,

or diplomacy ; so readers of travels should begin

with choosing a topic which every volume may
contribute to illustrate. Instead of tuiiiino: over

thousands of pages without an object, they should

keep some one subject uppermost in their thoughts,

on which they should try to become so well in-

formed as not only to be considered, but really

to be, competent referees whenever any question

arises concerning it. Take, for instance, one of

the following topics :
—

The history of man, or human nature under

every variety of climate or influence, whether

social or physical : the savage, the slave, the free-

man, the heathen, the Christian.

The wonders of creation,-— the animals, pro-

o2
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duce; natural phenomena,— storms, earthquakes,

or eruptions, in every part of the world.

The arts and sciences,— literature, education,

ingenuity, and points of superiority in different

nations.

Each of these subjects I will consider separately,

pointing out the capacity required for each, and

such authors as will be found most improving.

First. As to the history of man. This subject

was chosen by Dr. Prichard, whose learned work

remarkably exemplifies how to collect and classify

information. The author appears to have read all

the travels he could procure, to illustrate the mo-

difying influence of physical and moral agencies

on the different tribes of the human family.

From his work it appears that, however much

may be said about the artificial and unnatural

habits that civilisation produces, human strength,

endurance, and longevity-— to say nothing of the

development of those capacities which are deemed

the proper characteristics of man— are greater

among civilised than uncivilised nations. This is

a fact which the most ordinary reader would be

curious to know : I have therefore selected it

from a volume of deep and subtle investigation, to

show with what care and interest we may illus-

trate a subject seemingly of deep philosophy. But

these hints are intended, not for the learned, but
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the ignorant. Catlin's " Notes on the North

American Indians," with 400 illustrations, con-

tain a most carious history of our brother man.

From these sources we learn that works of art,

considered impossible under all the advantages of

a civilised state, are every day produced by the

simple instruments of imtutored nations. After

reading Mr. Catlm's travels, and visiting his col-

lection, I happened to take up Bremner's excursion

in Russia, and shortly afterwards Davis's and

GutzlafiTs accounts of the Chinese, which induced

me to visit the Chinese Exhibition in London.

Let any reader consider the effect which must be

produced on the mind by the following observa-

tions relating to three races of men in distant parts

of the world : First, Mr. Catlin showed an Indian

bow which no turner in London could equal, and

cloth of a texture which astonished the manufac-

turers of Manchester. Secondly, Mr. Bremner

stated that the Russians, with no plane or line, nor

any other tool than an axe, will cut with the

greatest precision and join even edges. And
thirdly, in the Chinese Exhibition appeared that

varied collection of works of art too well known

to need description. Again ; how must the mind

be opened and improved by comparing the dif-

ferent habits of life,— the food, the occupations,

the character of these widely differing and distant

o3
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nations. And liow much more light will be thrown

upon man's history, if in the life of Ali Pacha we
read of the state of Egypt, and see how that prince

of slave-dealers carries on, or at least sanctions,

the annual negro-hunts. One who has not read

of the horrors of this chase has yet to learn how

far it is possible for human nature, left to the

control of conscience alone, without the chastening

discipline of a Christian community, brutally to

make prey of the flesh and blood of his fellow-man.

In the extermination of the Red Indians by the

encroaches of the colonists of America we learn

more lessons of the same kind, though less cold-

blooded and revolting. Borrow's ^^ Gypsies in

Spain," as well as his "Bible in Spain," which

might as properly be entitled " Gripsy Adven-

tures," together with the history of the " Thugs,"

or Indian Assassins, will all be valuable to those

who think that " the proper study of mankind is

man :

" nor can any kind of reading afford more

thrilling interest.

Secondly. As to the wonders of creation and

natural phenomena. This, like the last, is a topic

suited to every capacity,—to the philosopher, who

needs no assistance, as well as to the general

reader, who would beguile a winter's evening by

gratifying his curiosity about the wide world and

all things that are therein. A little book, entitled
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'^ Curiosities of Physical Geography," contains

a good selection from the writings of travellers.

But I shall mention other works presently.

Thirdly. The arts, sciences, literature, and com-

parative superiority of different nations can also be

studied by persons of various tastes and capacities.

Some may compare the works of art and manual

performance only, and see how little the pyramids

of Egypt appear, in any thing but their useless-

ness, when compared with our mines and railways.

The measurement of some of the tanks of India

and the wall of China may be profitably remem-

bered by reference to our docks, canals, water-

works, gas-pipes, and other machinery. Again,

those of maturer mind may regard rather moral

and social, than physical, grandeur ; and that, as

I have before said, without any hints or direction

from me. My intention is to prompt, encourage,

aad suggest the first attempts of a large class of

readers, who are so diffident that they will scarcely

believe they can attain the information which most

of their friends possess. These humble aspirants

should be told that many a naturalist, who has

presented a valuable collection of fossils or other

curiosities to a museum, has attributed all his

eminence to some accident which induced him to

make a store of birds' eggs or snail-shells at school

:

so many an author who has enlightened the world

o4
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on matters of the highest interest has declared

that he felt unworthy of the honours conferred

upon him, because he believed he owed all his

success to some chance suggestion, lighter even

than those now offered, which first directed atten-

tion to his favourite order of phenomena, and

because the theory which he had originated was

too obvious to be overlooked by any one who had

collected the same class of facts under equal ad-

vantages. Most truly may it be said that men of

genius will rarely believe an investigation to be

impracticable to others which is easy to them-

selves : still it seems highly probable that a patient

adherence to a mere mechanical system of study

has often produced results, which, to those ignorant

of the process, has seemed the work, not of in-

dustry, but of genius. " If I surpass other men,"

said Newton, " in any thing, it is in patient ex-

amination of facts."

To the preceding we may add one more subject

of investigation, and one which many will prefer,

namely.

Fourthly. The general condition of every nation

in respect of climate and civilisation. To readers

who choose this topic I would recommend keeping

either one large Mercator's chart, or a separate

map of each quarter of the globe, on which to mark

from time to time, by a peculiar colour or other
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convenient sign, such countries as travellers' jour-

nals enable them to explore. One of my friends

had a map of England, on which he had coloured

each road he had travelled ; every county of which

he knew the habits of the people, or the produce

and advantages of the soil; also each town of

which he had studied the present prospects or past

history. He had also marked with figures many

of the towns, as being of the first, second, third, or

fourth class, in respect of population, having first

determined the numbers to constitute each class.

Such methods are a strong incentive, both to deep

research and methodical study ; they forbid us to

forget that we read, not to count volumes, but to

store up knowledge. The maps we choose should

be originally blank ones, representing terra in-

cognita; a dark colour may also be appropriate.

We shall thus be prompted to study, that we may

dispel this cloud which broods over the face of

the earth, and diffuse instead some lively hue

emblematic of the light of knowledge.

After all that I have said on other subjects ap-

plicable also to the study of travels, these few hints

will serve as a sufficient clue to the shortest, safest,

and most agreeable road to the knowledge which

travellers can impart. Of all works which may
be " skimmed," travels are those with which the

reader may avail himself of this privilege with the
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clearest conscience. He is not bound to read more

than one passage from Dover to Calais, one duck-

ing at the Line, or one account of old tricks upon

travellers : the table of contents will generally

point out the parts worth reading. It is proverbial

that travellers' facts are not famed for accuracy,

and are often partial and mistaken when not wil-

fully exaggerated ; but a traveller's opinions must

be received with greater caution still. Indeed,

this kind of literature in every respect requires

much discrimination on the part of the reader.

Respecting choice of voyages and travels, I

might refer the reader to any bookseller's cata-

logue ; but, in compliance with the request of a

few young friends, who assure me they represent

a great many more, I add the following list, at the

same time observing, that such parts of a volume

as do not interest a reader, he will do well to pass

over, for a time at all events.

To listen when the speaker speaks against time,

and to read where (as is too common with travel-

lers) the writer writes against space, are equally

void of improvement.

First. For those who prefer voyages of dis-

covery, whale-fishery, and all the phenomena and

wonders of the deep, the voyages of Cook, Parry,

and Ross are to be preferred, because it is inju-

dicious to remain ignorant of books which others
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know, and Park's Travels in Africa, for the same

reason.

The " Lives of Drake, Cavendish, and Dam-

pier, with the History of the Buccaneers," form

one small volume, well calculated to show the

state of nautical affairs in early days
;

The " Travels and Researches of Humboldt,"

being a condensed narrative of his journey in

America and Asiatic Russia ; a work gi*eatly to

be recommended ; few travellers ai'e quoted with

more respect than Humboldt.

Besides these, "Eothen" is the most compen-

dious, and the best narrative of Eastern Travel

;

Warburton's " Crescent and the Cross ;

"

"From Cornhill to Caii'o," by Mr. M. A. Tit-

marsh ;

Stephens's " Central America ;

"

" Basil Hall's Fragments of Voyages and Tra-

vels;"

Charles Dickens's " America " and " Italy
;

"

Sir F. B. Head's " Emigrant;"

Lyell's " Travels in N. America ;

"

Whiteside's "Italy;"

" Borrow's Bible in Spain," and " G}^sies in

Spain."

The above ten are works of more than usual

talent. A common catalogue will supply numerous

others of average interest.
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Secondly, As to manners, customs, and the

general state of different nations,— these form

more or less the subject of all travels ; but more

particularly

—

" Catlin's Letters and Notes on the Manners,

Customs, &c. of the North American Indians,"

above mentioned

;

^' Travels in North America, and a Residence

among the Pawnee Indians," by the Hon. C. A.

Murray

;

" Life in Mexico," forming vol. ii. of the Foreign

Library

;

^^^ Visit to the Indians of Chili," by Captain

Gardiner

;

" General Description of China and its Inha-

bitants," by Davis

;

" China Opened," by the Rev. C. Gutzlaff

;

^* Narrative of a recent Imprisonment in China,

after the wreck of the Kite ;

"

^' Ten thousand things relating to China and the

Chinese," by W. B. Langdon, Esq., curator of the

Chinese Collection ; which forms an epitome of

government, literature, trade, social life, &c. of the

people

;

^' Manners and Customs of the Japanese of the

Nineteenth Century ;

"

" The Rural and Domestic Life of Germany,"

by W. Howitt

;
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" History and present Condition of the Barbary

States," with a view of their antiquities, arts, &c.,

by the Right Rev. M. Russell

;

" Nubia and Abyssuiia," by the same author

;

"Russia and the Russians in 1842," by Kohl;

*' Excursions in the Interior of Russia," by

Bremner ; with an account of Nicholas and his

Court, and exile in Siberia

;

'' Journal of a Residence in Norway, in 1834,"

and " Sweden," by Samuel Laing.

All these works are of indisputable value, and

contain much to interest both old and yoimg.

Thirdly. For readers of mature mind, who can

enter into historical disquisitions and historical

reflections :
—

" Notes (Moral, Religious, Political, Economi-

cal, Educational, and Phrenological) on the United

States of America ;

" of this it is enough to say

that is written by George Combe

;

*' The Discovery of America by the Northmen

in the Tenth Century," by J. T. Smith ;

Buckingham's " America ;
" the second series

describes the slave states
;

Miss Martineau's " America ;

" a book of much
observation and reflection

;

Sir F. B. Head's « Rough Notes ;" the "Pampas
and the Andes;"

Bishop Heber's " Journal ;
" very elegantly
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written, and generally admired, though few read-

ers receive from it verj lasting impressions)

;

" Travels in the West ; Cuba, Porto Rico, the

Slave Trade ;

"

" British India, from the most remote Period
;

— Early Portuguese and English Voyages ; Re-

volutions of the Mogul Empire ; Accounts of

Hindoo Astronomy ; Navigation of great Rivers

by Steam, &c.," by Jameson, Wilson, Dalrymple,

Murray, and others eminent for science ;

" Historical and descriptive Account of Persia,

Government Resources, Natural History, Wander-

ing Tribes," by J. Baillie Eraser

;

" Notes of a Traveller on the Social and Political

State of France, Prussia, Switzerland, Italy, and

other parts of Europe, during the present Century,"

by S. Laing

;

" Tour to the Sepulchres of Ancient Etruria, in

1839," by Mrs. Hamilton Gray
;

" Mediterranean Sketches," by Lord F. Eger-

ton

;

" Forest Scenes and Incidents in the Wilds of

Canada," by Sir F. B. Head

;

Waterton's " Wanderings in the N. W. of the

United States ;
"— describing the capture of rare

Snakes and Birds ; Natural History.

Fourthly. For those curious about ancient cities,

ruins, and remains of bygone days :
—
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** Incidents of Travel in Central America,

Chiapas, and Yucatan," by J. Stephens, Avith nu-

merous engravings

;

" A second Visit to the ruined Cities of Central

America," by the same author

;

" Rambles in Yucatan ; or Notes of Travel

through the Peninsula, including a Visit to the

remarkable Ruins of Chi-chen, Kabah, Zayi, and

Uxmal," by B. M. Norman

;

Laborde's " Arabia Petraea, and the excavated

City of Petra;" (very interesting and curious
;)

" Narrative of a Journey to the Site of Babylon

in 1811 ; Memoir on the Ruins, with engravings

— Remarks by Major Rennell — Inscriptions

copied at Persepolis," by Claudius James Rich,

Esq. ; also of a " Residence on the Site of Ancient

Nineveh," by the same Author; " Sheraz and

Persepolis
;

"

" Excursion in Asia Minor ; including a Visit

to several unknown and undiscovered Cities," by

C. Fellows

;

" Xanthian Marbles ; their Acquisition and

Transmission to England," by the same

;

" Cairo, Petrasa, and Damascus," described by
J. G. Kinnear;

" Sepulchres," above mentioned;

" Topography of Thebes, and General View of

Egypt;"
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" Eboracum ; or York under the Romans," by

Sir G. Wilkinson;

" Pompeii ; an Account of its Destruction and

Remains ;"

" Egyptian Antiquities," by Professor Long

;

" Ruins of Ancient Cities," by Charles Bucke.

Fifthly, For the readers of the classical and

Biblical literature :
—

Sir A. Burne's " Travels to Bokhara and up the

Indus" may be read in connection with the life of

Alexander the Great

;

Cramer's Asia Minor, Ancient Italy, and Greece,

are chiefly valuable to the more accurate students

of the classics

;

" Biblical Researches in Palestine, Mount Sinai,

and Arabia Petrsea, in 1838," by Rev. Dr. Robin-

son;

Wilson's " Travels in the Holy Land, Egypt,

&c.;"

" Letters on the Holy Land," by Lord Lindsay;

Lake's " Northern Greece ;

" also, " Topogra-

phy of Athens and the Demi ;"

" A Winter Journey through Russia, Caucasus,

and Georgia, thence across Mount Zagross, by the

Pass of Xenophon, and the Ten Thousand Greeks,"

by Migdan

;

Wordsworth's '^Athens
;
" also "Ancient Greece,"
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and Eustace's " Classical Tour," above recom-

mended.
^

•

Siathly, For tourists in Great Britain or on the

Continent :
—

A full and impartial catalogue of aH the most

approved works in every department of English

literature is published annually bv Messrs. Long-

man, containing, under the head of " Guides and

Hand-books," a list of works for travellers visiting

every part of England or of the Continent. In

tliis catalogue the tourist will find pictures, hand-

books, guides, and travelling directions of all kinds.

But since Dr. Johnson wisely said that no traveller

will bring knowledcre home who does not take

knowledge out with him, I would strongly re-

commend every tourist to inform himself of the

government, constitution, resources, and general

nature of the town, county, or country he intends

to visit. The traveller should know what to look

or inquire for, and should read sufficiently to un-

derstand common allusions to such events of the

day, as every one with whom he converses will

presmne to be too familiar to need explanation.

A large proportion of the above works I have

had the pleasure of looking over. With many I

have had the advantage of taking the opinion of

friends familiar with the subjects of the respective

sketches, and can strongly recommend young per-

P
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sons to avail themselves of all the illustrated works

thej can procure, as the most fertile source not

only of rational amusement but of serious instruc-

tion. With the productions of the pencil, as with

those of the pen, methodical application and care-

ful comparison of things of the same class are

essential to real improvement. By carelessly turn-

ing over prints to please the eye, without any

effort of the mind, we cannot reasonably hope to

receive distinct or lasting impressions. Views of

foreign lands and famous cities will serve to fill

up many a blank in an inquiring mind ; but, as I

before said of the qualifications of a traveller, we

must have a little knowledge when we begin, if

we would retain any when we end.

"Nil sine labore^^ is true even of looking at pic-

tures. Unless we read and reflect on the scenes

we contemplate, and are contented to look only at

a few at one time, we shall soon perceive that we

have become more confused than informed, and

parts of Italy, Spain, and Turkey will insensibly

blend in the same picture.
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CHAP. VI.

PHILOSOPHY, MORAL, POLITICAL, MENTAL— LOGIC

METAPHYSICS.

Philosophy, my young friends, may seem to you

a very hard term, and you may feel disposed to

pass by tliis chapter as wholly unsuited to your

taste or talents; but, if you will pay attention for

a few minutes, it may appear that to thinlv and

reflect, not only on what you see, but on what you

feel, and are conscious of as part of your own na-

ture— in other words, to think about your own

thoughts and emotions (just as you think about

your words and actions), and to examine cui'iously

anything which seems remarkable in such thoughts

and emotions or feelings,—you may find, I say,

that this kind of exercise is not too severe for

your mind when you read, as you should read, a

little at a time. And should you be induced to

try, the course of reading I have to propose, or

indeed any one volume or subject, can hardly fail

to produce a very sensible effect upon your mind.

For, let me ask, do you not remember some one

of your acquaintance who is remarkable for giving

a very favourable impression of liis good sense

and understanding to any person with whom he

P 2
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happens to converse, although only for a few

minutes, and that too upon some topic that

gives scope neithef for general reading nor deep

learning ?

Now this mysterious influence, this weight of

character, depends chiefly on the exact truth of

our thoughts and of our words. ^^ The truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth," should

be the rule, not only of our legal evidence, but

of the most casual of our daily remarks ; and I

believe that the degree of a man's conformity to

this rule is the measure, mentally as well as

morally, of his influence upon society. The

world often pays homage to this truthfulness of

thought and expression without knowing what

they reverence. A certain plain and simple way

of speaking, so generally admired, is nothing else

but the language natural only to those who dis-

cern the exact truth of every question,— mean

what they say, and say what they mean. Rugged

sentences of outlandish words of many syllables,

flowers, and figures of speech, never please, though

many think it creditable to admire them. This

style is the reverse of the simple and the truthful,

and is only natural to one who is more full of

himself than of his subject.

To seek truth for truth's sake has therefore

been the laudable object of those called pliiloso-
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phers, or lovers of wisdom, both in ancient and

modern times. And if my youthful readers will

follow the course of reading I have to propose,

they can hardly fail to improve both in their own

estimation and in that of their friends. To paint

the surface of the human figure we must know

anatomy, otherwise there will be a want of ease

and true expression. To speak correctly on our

thoughts and feelings, which directly or indirectly

enter into almost every conversation, we must

know the real nature of our feelings, or. Moral

philosophy, and the laws of thought, or Mental

philosophy.

On Moral Philosophy the most easy, plain,

and intelligible work is that by Paley, which for

vigour, freshness, ease, and perspicuity of style,

as well as for aptness of illustration, is unrivalled

;

but many of its principles and definitions savour

so much of casuistry that it is generally believed

that Paley would have been incapable of writing

so loosely at a later period of his life. This, in-

deed, is the remark of Professor Sedgewick, whose

admirable lectures I should strongly recommend

to be read in connection with Paley's " Moral

Philosophy."

The moral essays of Johnson's " Rambler" and

Addison's " Spectator" should next be selected;

p 3
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and then such of Bacon's Essays as appear from

their title to relate to this subject.

Next, Combe's " Moral Philosophy," in which

are considered the duties of man in his individual,

social, and domestic capacities.

Chalmers's " Bridgewater Treatise" contains

most ingenious illustrations, and is on the whole

well calculated to give information in an amusing

way. The style unfortunately is turgid, and

contains 'many words " not found in Johnson."

Chalmers's object was to prove how admirably our

hearts and minds are suited to the sphere in which

we live. So far I have only mentioned works

nearly the whole of which a reader of ordinary

intelligence and application might study.

I do not presume that many will read all the

volumes here recommended. Each may make

choice of the chapters which are simple and en-

tertaining enough to rivet his attention.

The following list is for those who have a more

decided preference for philosophical works :
—

Mackintosh's " Dissertations on the Study of

Ethical Philosophy." This is an admirably com-

prehensive work, well suited as a guide to subse-

quent reading. For the same purpose some re-

commend

Beattie's " Principles of Moral Science," which

have attained much celebrity, but less than
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" The Philosophy of the Moral Feelings," by

Abercrombie. Those, however, who would go to

the fountain, should read

" Bishop Butler's Sermons ;

" this work is much

read at Oxford, and forms a subject of examina-

tion for the highest honoui's. Dr. Chalmers and

Sir James Mackintosh are both reputed to have

said that nearly all they knew of moral philo-

sophy they owed to Butler. The late Dr. Arnold

also recommended it as one of the few works

which we should never cease reading. An ob-

servation of this kind induced me, about ten years

since, to study Butler till I was familiar with

every page ; and I can truly say, that the greater

part of every book on moral philosophy, which

has since fallen in my way, appeared as trite

as a thrice-told tale, and a mere development of

Butler's thoughts and paraphrase of his words.

The reasoning of Butler, I must confess, is too

abstruse for the minds of many. But, in the

present day, few persons, really desirous of im-

provement, can be at a loss for occasional assist-

ance from men of sound education. I knew an

instance of a young lady who read these sermons

with her brother, that she might receive an ex-

planation of every difficulty. Mrs. Somerville

truly remarks, as an encouragement of her coun-

try-women to study science, that the degi'ee of in-

p 4
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telligence required to follow a theory is not to be

measured by the genius originally required for

its discovery : so, dissertations most perplexing of

themselves may be very easy when we have a

friend to put one argument in a different form,

and another in different words. If any of my
readers has a friend to take so kind a part, let

them remember, that many persons of sound

judgment have declared, that if there were one

book of human composition which they felt more

thankful to have read than another, it was Butler's

Sermons. Such are the merits of this work in

respect of moral science : its value will still further

be explained when we speak of Theology. After

Butler, or instead of it, many recommend Sewell's

'' Christian Morals."

Abercrombie's " Philosophy of the Moral Feel-

ings" is a work of deserved celebrity. It is

written in a clear and elegant style; brief, yet

comprehensive, and suited to those who have only

leisure to read a little.

John Foster's " Essays on Decision of Charac-

ter" are admirable, and of the greatest inter-

est to the class of readers now addressed ; as also

is

Taylor's " Natural History of Society " in which

are considered the origin and progress of human

improvement.
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Dr. Moore has ably written on " The use of

the body in relation to the mind."

Dr. Hampden's Ai*ticle in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica on Aristotle's Philosophy will convey

jnuch well-digested information on ancient ethics.

This, as well as Harris's Treatises on " Art" and

" Happiness," is very generally read by Oxford

classmen. To those who study Aristotle's Ethics,

— I speak advisedly, with much experience, and

on high authority, when I say, that if they would

select from the books here recommended all the

chapters which treat on the same subjects as the

several books of the Ethics, and if they would also

accustom themselves to write Ethical Essays,

—

really Ethical, not Aristotelian,—they would have

a better chance of University distinction, and,

which is of far more value, they would have the

benefit of that mental exercise and those literary

qualifications which Oxford honours should, but

do not always, imply.

We will next consider the study of

Political Philosophy.— Our duties as citi-

zens form one part of Paley's " Moral and Political

Philosophy," above mentioned. Bishop Butler's

Sermon before the House of Lords, on the 30th of

January, 1740, and also Burke's " French Revo-

lution," (albeit Fox said he disliked it as much
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as any writing by Paine,) form an invaluable

study for youth and age.

On political economy, the most easy and in-

structive reading for young persons is found in

the Tales by Miss Martineau. I knew a young

lady who read the whole series with the greatest

avidity, although she was not generally fond of

study. The object of this authoress was, to select

the leading principles of Adam Smith's " Wealth

of Nations," and show their operation in a village

or other community, pleasantly and ingeniously

represented, so as to show cause and effect, or the

beginning and end, of each impolitic system. Mrs.

Marcet's Conversations are, however, the most

generally admired.

For men of reflection, Adam Smith's work must

be the grammar and groundwork of political eco-

nomy. Miss Martineau has, like all other persons,

male and female, who have the boldness to "go

a-head," been ridiculed, and in nothing more wittily

than

" Femina tractavit propria quce maribus."

Nor must her peculiar opinions, which give a

harsh and ungenial tone to her writings, be for-

gotten ; still few persons are at once so deep and

clear that they need disdain her assistance. Read

also

—
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" The Economy of Machinery and Manufac-

tures," by C. Babbage

;

« The Cotton Manufacture of Great Britain,"

by A. Ure.

On " Colonization and the Colonies," read Lec-

tures by Herman Merivale ; also,

" Colonization, particularly in S. Australia," by

Sir C. Napier ; and

Comewall Lewis's " Essay on the Government

of Dependencies."

On " Banlis and Bankers," read a work, with re-

view of failures, &c., by D. Hardcastle, jun., and

The works of J. W. Gilbart, General Manager

of the London and Westminster Bank, consisting

of

" The History and Principles of Banking,"

" The History of Banking in America,"

" A Practical Treatise on Banking," and

" The History of Banking in Ireland, and the

Philosophy of Joint Stock Banking," by G. M.

Bell.

"The Currency Question, an Examination of

Evidence in Committee in 1840," and

" Country Banks and the Currency, from Evi-

dence in Committee in 1841," by the same.

Read also the Life of Homer, in Brougham's

" Statesmen," and Papers in the Edinburgh Re-

view therein recommended, written in 1802-3—4.
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On " Population," read Malthus, and the Re-

views upon his Essay ; also,

'' Political Economy," by the same,

" Whateley's Introductory Lectures,"

'' M^Culloch's Principles."

Mill's " Political Economy" is the most compre-

hensive since Adam Smith.

Jones's " Essay on the Distribution of Wealth,"

Ramsay's work on the same subject, with

" Principles of Population," by A. Alison, are

the principal remaining works of note ; Mr. Ri-

cardo's work was much quoted some years since.

The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know-

ledge has published " Political Philosophy, compre-

hending Principles of Government, Monarchical

Government, Eastern Monarchies, and European

Monarchies."

The rise, progress, and practical influence of

political theories, and the rise and growth of the

continental interests of Great Britain, form the

subject of a very popular work by Heeren, pro-

fessor of history at Gottingen.

Lord Brougham has also published his opinions

on political economy.

Besides, or instead of any or all of these, the

articles on taxation, rent, or any other part of po-

litical economy, may be studied in the Cyclopaedias.

This subject, indispensable as it is for under-
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standing the news of the day, is generally consi-

dered to be involved in deep mystery, which none

but a chosen few can hope to penetrate. If there is

any one subject on which it is desirable that all

men should be informed, and on which almost all

are ignorant, it is political economy. Many of the

works above mentioned are suited to the most

ordinary capacity from beginning to end ; nor is

there one of which most yoilng ladies might not

improve by the study of many portions. Young

ladies reading political economy indeed I some will

exclaim ; and were there not some so silly as to

laugh in the wrong place, this and many other

books would be wholly unnecessary. It is not

many yeai's since, if indeed there are not some

circles now, in which reading of any kind was

held ridiculous in women; but, happily, the

opinion that ladies were designed " to suckle fools

and chronicle small beer" is less prevalent.

We will next consider the writers on

Mental Philosophy and Metaphysics. —
Abercrombie's work on the Intellectual Powers

and the Investigation of Truth is the best for those

who can only read one book. Another work much
more interesting to the general reader is

Combe's " Constitution of Man," considered in

relation to external objects; at the same time I

should recommend one of Combe's works on
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^' Phrenology," and his " Lectures on Popular

Education." Whether the reader believes in

Phrenology, more, less, or not at all, the works of

Combe and Gall are deeply interesting from the

facts they contain. The Phrenologists, and Phy-

siologists generally, write in a very lucid and

pleasing style. Indeed most persons must have

observed that there is no class of men with whom

it is so easy to converse, who keep more to the

point, are more properly to be called clear-headed,

than those mcluded under the name of Medical

men. Gall's work displays great learning, and is

valuable to every one who would know the

history of human nature. To be altogether igno-

rant of Phrenology, in the present day, is to be

rather deficient in common information. It is

now too late to laugh at the science, however

much ridicule may attach to the ignorance of

many who pretend to practise it.

Locke's work " On the Conduct of the Under-

standing" is brief, and easily intelligible. This,

as well as many parts of " Watts on the Mind,"

is well suited to young persons. Those who

would dip more deeply into Metaphysics should

read

Harris's " Philosophical Arrangements," and

Reid's " Essays on the Intellectual Powers of

Man," to which is annexed an analysis of Aris-
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totle's Logic;— these two works will give a gene-

ral knowledge of ancient Metaphysics ; — then

" Bacon's Novum Organon."

Locke " On the Human Understanding," and

the works of Thomas Brown and Dugald Stewart.

But it is not my purpose to attempt to lay down

a plan for readers capable of profound investi-

gations; I would only remind them of Sir J.

Mackintosh's papers in the ^' Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica." His works have been published in

three volumes. " Sewell's Christian politics " is

one of the ablest of modern compositions.

" The Natural History of Enthusiasm" is a

very clever Essay, which has gained great cele-

brity to its author. He has also written, among

other works,

" Fanaticism," and

'^ Physical Theory of another Life."

Many works on Insanity are very interesting

to the general reader—such as those by Munro,

Mayo, and Willis. Of course it is not intended

that the practice of phrenology or of medicine

forms part of the. qualifications of any but profes-

sional men ; still the facts on which the theories

of every class of Physiologists are founded are so

deeply interesting and generally useful, that they

are supposed to be to some extent familiar to all

persons of good education. In parts of Beck's
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" Medical Jurisprudence" you will find the tests

of insanity, the kind of insanity by which persons

are legally irresponsible, as well as many interest-

ing cases, in which medical science has promoted

the ends of justice.

Dr. Pritchard's " Different forms of Insanity,

in reference to Criminal Cases, contain many in-

teresting passages. Works of this kind, the un-

professional will read like a newspaper, as they

happen to have leisure and curiosity. In opening

books of this and, indeed, of every other kind, we

should consider that we dip into them with our

minds as we would into a jar of filings with a

magnet ; more or less will adhere and be gathered

together in proportion as the instrument has been

previously charged. During the season of early

education and discipline the mind must be forced

and tasked ; but when we read no longer to form

but to fill the mind, we should be advised only so

far as this :— to open a certain set of books, and

examine their contents, resolving to close them

when curiosity fails. And here we may also

speak of a line of reading very generally useful, or

Popular Works on Medicine.— " Combe

on the Constitution of Man" is very generally

read by persons of all ages. Of late so many

men of eminence have been impressed with a

conviction that health and life are daily and
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hourly thrown away through ignorance of tlie

most simple principles of health, air, exercise,

food, and general habits, that many works have

been written not only for the doctors but for the

patients. Dr. Skrimshire's " Village Pastor's Sur-

gical and Medical Guide," was written expressly

for the guidance of persons who, as is common

with clergymen, are called upon to decide whether

certain symptoms demand medical aid, and what

is the best thing to be done in cases of poisoning,

accidents, or illness, before the apothecary amves.

In my own experience, one life Avas saved by a

lady having the sense to get a warm bath ready

in case it should be prescribed when a child had

the croup ; and a fine fellow, in the prime of life,

was killed by some one being so ignorant as to

give Iiim a plate of roast meat when he seemed

recovering from an attack of inflammation.

Dr. Holland's" " Medical Notes " are very in-

structive.

Thomson's " Domestic Management of the Sick

Room," teaching how to assist not supersede the

Medical Man.

Any one of these will be found useful. Eead

particularly an article in the " Quarterly," No.

CXXX., on Dr. Holland's medical treatment, and

the case of St. Martin in America, in whom, from

an open wound in the stomach, the process of

Q
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digestion had been watched, and many hundreds

of observations made on the digestibility of food

and the influence of various habits both of the

mind and body.

On Grammar, Logic, and Rhetoric, the

following will suffice. The most useful English

grammar I have ever seen is that by the cele-

brated William Cobbett. He treats particularly

of the points on which persons are most commonly

deficient. As works of a deeper and more philoso-

phical character, Harris's " Hermes," and Home
Tooke's " Diversions of Purley," are known to

most good English scholars. The " Edinburgh"

and " Quarterly" also contain several instructive

essays, which may be found by the index of each.

Dr. Crombie's " Etymology and Syntax of the

English Language" is also in high repute.

On Logic, read Whateley's " Elements," and a

Treatise by Dr. Moberly, and " Edinburgh Re-

view," No. 115. The Oxford student should

make Aldrich his text book, and use the treatises

of Huyshe, Moberly, Hill, Questions on Logic

and Answers to the Questions to explain Aldi'ich.

Also Hampden's article on the Rhetoric of Aris-

totle, Woolley's " Logic" and select chapters of

Aristotle's " Organon." Mr. Newman's " Lectures

on Logic," delivered at Bristol, are much admired.
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On Rhetoric, read Whateley's " Elements,"'

Campbell's " Philosophy of Rhetoric," and trans-

lations of Cicero, Quintilian, and Aristotle's " Rhe-

toric;" also, Hampden's article upon it before

mentioned.

Grammar, Logic, and Rhetoric, are three sub-

jects on which those only who are naturally fond

of science should study deeply. Still no one can be

considered soundly educated who has not read

and reflected on one treatise upon each subject.

Lastly. The best general History of Ancient

Philosophy, Moral and Metaphysical, is that by

Ritter, in 3 vols., translated from the German by

Mr. Morrison of Trin. Coll. Camb.

b
CHAP. VII.

ON THE FINE ARTS.

Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, are tliree

subjects on which nearly all persons of polite

education, professional or unprofessional, feel com-

pelled to conceal ignorance, if they cannot display

knowledge. It is not my pui'pose to minister to

the vanity of those who pick up the names of a

few ancient masters or galleries, and affect to be

Q2
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connoisseurs: but two or three simple directions

for attaining the elements of criticism and a ge-

neral history of art may be profitable in various

ways. It will save us from that shame and con-

fusion which we should otherwise feel when the

fine arts form the subject of conversation ; it will

enable us to understand the elegant illustrations

which authors commonly derive from the arts ; it

will qualify us to profit by the conversation of

men of taste, giving a nucleus for gathering a

new kind of matter, drawing forth a new poAver

of the mind, and opening to us a never-failing

source of the purest pleasure and refinement.

I trust I may encourage my young friends with

the assurance that, great as is the advantage of

cultivating a taste, and acquiring knowledge of the

fine arts, this to many minds is a work of very

little time or toil. It consists more in observation

than in reading, and in opening our eyes and ears

with eager curiosity, on occasions in which they are

very frequently closed or turned away. Indeed,

so prevalent is the opinion, that to judge of any

picture, statue, or piece of architecture, requires

some innate qualities with which only a chosen few

endowed, that many persons possessing not less

are judgment, but more honesty, than theirn eigh-

bours, confess that for them to visit works of art

is mere waste of time, that they know what is
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pleasing to themselves, but cannot venture an

opinion, being aware that such things are not

within the sphere of their understanding. The

larore class of readers who will see themselves in

this representation may be assured that they have

formed a very unfair estimate of their own capa-

cities ; and that with a little attention to the follow-

ing directions, they may be better qualified to give

an opinion of works of art than many of the most

confident connoisseurs of their acquaintance.

We will begin with Painting.

First, Request some intelligent friend, who is

fond of drawing and of examining pictures, to ac-

company you to some extensive collection, and

improve the opportunity according to the sug-

gestions of the followincr anecdote :
—

A youth of my acquaintance, who had been

more than once in the National Gallery, without

seeing the peculiar merit of any of the pictui'es,

chanced to visit them in company with a profes-

sional painter of correct judgment and good

common sense. He observed, on entering, that he

knew nothing of the value of paintings, and would

gladly receive a Httle general instruction. The

painter told him to look at each picture attentively,

compare it with what he knew of nature, and say

honestly, not what others thought, or what he had

heard or read, but simply what impression it pro-
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duced on his own mind. The opinions so elicited

proved nearly all to savour of truth. In some

instances, the artist told him to consider if he was

conversant with nature under the peculiar forms

represented, and whether he knew how much lay-

within the sphere of art ; at the same time observ-

ing that these two points would require a com-

parison of paintings, first with nature, and then

with each other. With such hints and cautions

was this youth restricted to judging on such points

only as were within the range of ordinary judg-

ment. If he felt encouraged by the frequent cor-

roboration of his own opinions by those of the

artist, he was yet more prompted to the full use

of his faculties and open expression of his senti-

ments, by the repeated assurance that nature had

made nearly all persons judges to a certain extent,

and that if any were disqualified to give an opinion

of her imitators they were generally to be found

among a certain set of pretending connoisseurs,

whose vanity had led them so long to appropriate

the sense and opinions of others, that they had lost

the free use of their own. On that day my friend

discovered how much he knew about paintings,

and the precise points in which he was deficient

;

namely, that he wanted a more intimate and ex-

tensive acquaintance with nature, a knowledge of

the limits of art, and correct standard of excellence
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in each kind of painting, as also the leading prin-

ciples of perspective and composition. These are

the chief points in. which most common observers

are deficient : therefore.

Secondly, Accustom yourself to observe land-

scapes, figures, &c. in nature, and compare them

with paintings of similar subjects. To appreciate,

for instance, the famous sea-pieces bj the Yander-

veldes, you must observe the degree of buoyancy

in ships upon the water, of distinctness in the out-

lines and picturesque swelling of the sails ; and so

also, with reference to other pictures, observe the

clouds, the tints of evening, and the foliage at dif-

ferent seasons, and, indeed, all other things, which

works, below mentioned, will suggest.

Thirdly, Compare the works of those who have

treated the same subject with difierent degrees of

excellence. Do not join in decrying modern pic-

tures, unless you can discern their peculiar points

of mferiority. Universal censure and universal

praise are equally unphilosophical, and far from

truth ; both must be qualified. More knowledcre

is required to point out beauties than defects.

Things are good and bad by comparison ; we must

therefore study the best specimens of each kind

of pictures, till they are firmly impressed upon our

memory, so as to serve as a common measure or

Q4
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standard of excellence bj which to value all others

of the same class.

Fourthly, We must take every opportunity of

conversing and comparing our own opinions with

those of others, or, which is the same thing, after

seeing several pictures by Claude or Titian ; for

example, we may read some account of their cha-

racters and criticism on their style. There is no

want of critical discussions on the styles of the

ancient masters; every picture of celebrity has

been the subject of an essay. And as to the

practicability of obtaining the advantage of con-

versation with those thoroughly conversant with

art, it must be observed, that men are generally

communicative on the subject of their favourite

studies. It is natural with man to take an interest

in those of similar taste. Doubtless the Creator

ordained this sympathy between those capable of

instructing each other, as a provision for the im-

provement of society. At all events, believe me,

there is such an instinct, and a really teachable

spirit can generally find a master. Besides, as to

paintings of genius, their admirers say that every

time they examine them they discover new beau-

ties, and that ordinary observers frequently point

out a touch of nature which the professed artist

has overlooked. Again, it is not absolutely neces-

sary that you should meet an artist in a picture
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£^allei'v to cfain much of the assistance he is able

to afford. Whenever you meet a man of taste in

company, the di'awing-room table will be found

furnished with some, book of prints taken from

the works of ancient masters, which will readily

furnish the occasion and the subject of a lecture.

Young ladies, I am sure, can never be at a loss to

improve such opportunities. And as to gentlemen,

especially those who have money at command, if

they will only inquire for one of the many ill-paid

but well-deserving artists, they may receive such

peripatetic lectures, in the National or Dulwich

Gallery, as will be a very valuable mitiation into

the secrets of art. Indeed, most happy should I

be, if, by this casual observation, I could open a

new and honourable source of emolument to a

class of men who conduce very much to the refine-

ment and ornaments of hfe, and receive very little

in return. How many thousands are there in

London, whose fathers have earned in the East

sums which they are squandering in the West
(end), and to whom it would, if they only thought

of it, be a pleasure to be lionised for two or three

mornings by a person well qualified to inform and

amuse them ! How many of that order of society,

who are called callous, selfish, and indifferent to

all wants but their own, have quite heart enough
to confess that they would feel an extra relish in
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their own dinner, if they had earned an appetite

in* a way that provided a more generous meal to

one who had as much sensibility, though less com-

fort, than themselves !

Whether my readers adopt this or any other

metliod of improvement, they should bear in mind

that their object must not be to gain mere critical

knowledge, and the terms and mechanical part of

the art of painting. In this point of view a house

painter would be nearly as good a teacher as an

artist. But they should endeavour to gain a cor-

rect taste of beauty and propriety of expression,

as well as a due appreciation of that invention and

grandeur of conception which distinguishes the

highest specimens of art. Sir W. Scott showed

that he knew the spirit in which pictures were to

be studied, when he said that those of Sir David

Wilkie gave him new ideas ;—that there are ideas

in pictures is a fact which many persons have yet

to learn. But I must trust to works which will

shortly follow, to show how paintings by men of

genius are to be read almost like a poem, and that

the conceptions of a grand imagination and select

delineation of nature's beauties are the subject-

matter of painter and poet alike, though the one

conveys them with the pencil and the other with

the pen.
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I will now enumerate the books best suited to

give a general knowledge of art.

Sir Joshua Reynolds's " Discourses to the Stu-

dents of the Royal Academy" have been lately

published, illustrated by explanatory notes and

plates by J. Burnet, F.R.S. Those who caimot

procure this work may purchase, for one shilling

and nine-pence. No. XXYII. of the " Student's

Cabinet Library of Useful Tracts," containing a

very excellent selection of those discourses. Sir

Joshua, it must be observed, was a very accom-

plished scholar. Before Edmund Bui'ke published

his " Letters on the French Revolution," he sub-

mitted them to Sir Joshua's consideration. All of

these discourses show a very superior mind, and

are valuable to students of every kind of art and

literature. I have scarcely known any questions

arise concerning the limits and province of the

imaginative arts, w^hich these writings do not tend

to elucidate. The following topics may serve as

a specimen : — How to " snatch a grace beyond

the reach of art
:

"— different stages of art ; se-

lecting better than copying ; how to gain the

materials of knowledge ; of the grand style ; of

beauty ; general nature to be distinguished from

local fashion ; the meaning of invention ; exact

copying of nature, not properly to be called na-

tural
; genius begins where art ends ; meaning of
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taste ; standard of taste ; the style and character-

istics of each school and ancient master, &c.

At the same time that we read Sir Joshua's

Discourses, and all other lectures or essays on

art, Pilkington's " Lives of the Painters " will be

a useful hand-book. Of this there is a good ab-

stract, in one small volume, by Dr. Shepard, who

selected and abridged 100 out of 1400 of the lives

written by Pilkington. This is quite comprehen-

sive enough for general purposes. I would re-

commend the student to procure an interleaved

copy, and take it with him, as a convenient cata-

logue and critique, when he visits collections of

paintings. For, suppose he sees some paintings

by Claude or Titian, by turning to their respective

biographies he will have his attention directed to

the peculiar characteristics of the style of each.

He will feel an interest in making a memorandum,

as that such a landscape is in such a gallery, or

that such a picture more or less exemplifies any

critical remark. While reading or looking over

a catalogue of an exhibition which he has not yet

visited, he can write down the pl^^ce where any

celebrated picture may be seen on some future

occasion.

It may be useful here to enumerate the several

schools of painting. These are,

—

The Roman school, comprehending Raphael,
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Cherubino Albert!, Giovanni Alberti, Caravaggio,

Gauli, Michael Angelo Campidoglio, Carlo Ma-

ratti, Andrea Sacchi

:

The Venetian school, in which are, Titian,

Annibal Caracci, Tintoretto, Paolo Veronese,

Ludovico Caracci, Giacomo Bassano, Francesco

Bassano, Francisco Bolognese:

The Florentine school, with Michael Ancrelo

Buonarotti, Andrea del Sarto, Leonardi da Vinci

:

The Bologiia school, with Guido, Albano, Do-

menichino, Guercino, Lanfranc, Correggio :

The Flemish and Dutch, of wliich are Rubens,

Vandyck, Rembrant, Teniers, Godfrey Kneller,

Wouvermans, Vanderveldt, Albert Durer, Hans

Holbein, Sir Peter Lely :

The French school, with Poussin, Le Brun,

Perrier, Fresnoy, Claude

:

The Spanish school, of which are Murillo,

Ximenes, Velasquez, Gallego : and others in each

school too many to mention.

Of the English school, the most remarkable are

the following, noticed in Allan Cuiminorham's

" British Painters "
: — Jameson, the Scotch Van-

dyck ; Verrio, La Guerre, and Thomhill, archi-

tectural pamters; Hogarth, Wilson, Reynolds,

Gainsborough, Ramsay (Scotch), Romney, Run-

ciman (Scotch), Copley, Mortimer, Raeburn

(Scotch), Hoppner, Owen, Harlow, Bonington,
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Cosway, Allan, Nortlicote, Sir T. Lawrence, Sir

H. Beaumont who aided in forming the National

Gallery, Liverseege, Burnet, Fuseli, West, Bird,

Barry, Blake, Opie, Morland.

Of the painters of later days, Mr. Bulwer, in

his " England and the English," enumerates, in

historical painting, Haydon, Hilton, Westall,

Etty, Martin ; in portrait painting, Owen, Jack-

son, Pickersgill, Philips ; in fancy painting,

Wilkie, Maclise, Parris, Howard, Clint, Webster,

Newton; in landscape painting. Turner, Stan-

field, Fielding, Callcott, J. Wilson, Harding,

Stanley, besides Landseer, Roberts, Prout, Mac-

kensie. Lance, Derby, Cooper, Hancock, Davis.

Dr. Shepard gives the following list of books,

which he considered necessary to be consulted, in

order to become a judge of painting :
—

Yasari's " Lives
;
" Sandrart's " Lives of Paint-

ers ; " Du Piles's ditto ; Lord Orford's, 4 vols.

;

" Vertue's Life ;
" " Gilpin on Prints ; Dalla-

way's " Anecdotes ;
" Cochin's " Travels through

Italy," 3 vols. Fi^encJi ; " Richardson on Paint-

ing ;
" Raphael Mengs' '' W^orks," 2 vols. ; Winck-

elman's " Works." Forty years ago these were

probably the best works ; but all that is valuable in

them has doubtless been adopted by later authors.

The three following works, in the same list, are

still popular : — Sir J. Reynold's " Lectures,"
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above mentioned ; Cumberland's " Lives of Spa-

nish Painters,'' and Fuseli's " Three Lectures ;

"

a copy of the last is published in the " Life of

Fuseli."

I have before said that a continual comparison

of pictures with nature and with each other is the

chief source of knowledge ; still some books will

quicken our observation both of nature and of

art ; of these the best, next to the Discourses of

Sir Joshua, are—
" Criticisms on Art," and " Sketches of the

Picture Galleries of England," hj Wm. Hazlitt.

This contains catalogues of the principal gal-

leries.

Mrs. Jameson's " Handbook to Public Galleries

of Art," in or near London, and " Sacred and

Legendary Art."

"Painting and Fine Arts," by R. B. Haydon

and W. Hazlitt.

" Book of the Cartoons," by the Rev. R. Cat-

termole.

" Modern Paintings," by a Graduate of Oxford,

is a work of much talent, and admii-ed by the first

judges of English writing.

See also " Handbook of Taste," by Fabius

Pictor.

The Works of Hogarth, with explanations of

each plate, have been published in the " Penny
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Magazine;" but more completely in fifty-two

numbers by John NiclioUs, F. S. A. Of all the

paintings in the National Gallery those of Ho-

garth are examined by the greatest number of

persons. This observation was confirmed by one

of the attendants.^

Allan Cunningham's " British Painters," in the

" Family Library," is a book of much general in-

formation. The same author has written a " Life

of Sir David Wilkie." Much may also be derived

from the "Life of Titian;" " Life of Sir Thomas

Lawrence ;
" " Life of Fuseli."

We will next consider

The Art of Sculpture, though compara-

tively little remains to be said. By cultivating

a taste for the highest order of painting, which is

characterised, not by meretricious ornament but

grandeur of conception and simplicity of execution,

we shall not be at a loss to judge of sculpture.

The history of sculpture is very fully given in

the " Penny Cyclopaedia." You will there find an

enumeration of all traces of the arts found in

Scripture. The extent to which it flourished

among the Hebrews, Babylonians, and Phoenicians

being little known, is the subject of only a few

pages ; but the style of sculpture, at different

periods, among the Persians, Egyptians, Etrurians,

Crreeks, and Romans, admits of being illustrated
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with reference to existing remains. Of each of

these schools, therefore, we have a succinct ac-

count. The history of Greek sculpture is -v^Titten

with peculiar care, and in the space of a few

double-columned pages the reader may have a

clear general view, sufficient, indeed, to give an

increased interest in the collection of the British

Museum, as well as in drawings of these and many

other admired works not so easily accessible. The

revival of the art in Italy is usually ascribed to

the tenth or eleventh century, though Flaxman

traces it from the age of Constantine. Fuseli

remarks that the ai'ts had never been wholly lost

in Italy, because there many barbarians had been

long used to behold works of art while serving in

the Roman armies, and were thus animated with

a nobler spiiit than the less disciplined mvaders

of other lands. Be this as it may, the history

of the re^dval is given in the same article, nearly

down to the present time. I can recommend also

the articles on Bronze, Polycletus, Phidias, Phi-

galeian Marbles, Elgin Marbles, Townley Marbles,

Praxiteles, Benvenuto Cellini.

Allan Cumiingham's " Lives of the British

Sculptors " in the " Family Library " contains a

good account of British art.

The " Encyclopaedia Britannica " has also an

article on sculpture, with more criticism than that

R
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in the " Penny Cyclopaedia." It is illustrated hy

plates, wliicli, indeed, are almost indispensable for

any essay on art which is not purely historical.

Many works above mentioned, especially those

on painting, throw light upon the art of sculpture

:

this will appear even from their titles. Mrs. Gray's

" Etruria," Sir G. Wilkinson's " Egyptians," and

Dr. Wordsworth's " Illustrated Greece," of course

supply the best possible information on Etrurian,

Egyptian, and Grecian art respectively.

"Description of the Ancient Marbles in the

British Museum, with Engravings," will teach the

principles of criticism.

" The Monumental Remains of Noble and

Eminent Persons " comprises the sepulchral anti-

quities of Great Britain."

Elaxman's "Lectures and Illustrations of Hesiod,

Homer, ^schylus, and Dante " are beyond all

praise. " The Life of Flaxman " and of every other

sculptor will convey much general information,

I have only to add, that the British Museum,

Westminster Abbey (of which a history has been

written by Smith, Flaxman, and others), and

almost every cathedral, will not fail to improve a

visitor who carefully examines and compares every

piece of sculpture, and takes the earliest oppor-

tunity, on his return home, to correct his own

observations by conversing with men of taste.
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or by reading critical essays on tlie respective

artists.

Lastly, on Architecture, The same remarks

as to method, prints, illustrated works, general

observation, conversing with men of taste, will of

course apply to this subject.

To begin with a general view, take the article

on Architecture, contained m a few pages of

Chambers's "Information for the People," price

only three-halfpence. In this we have an out-

line, and by means of its many simple woodcuts

may learn to distinguish the several orders and

styles. Study this paper till you have a clear and

comprehensive knowledge of its contents ; and from

that moment you will be much more competent

to speak of architecture than most of your neigh-

bours ; so rare is it to find persons conversant with

the shortest treatise, even of an easy and interest-

ing subject.

Secondly, take Barr's " Anglican Church Archi-

tecture," which contains also interestinor details of

ecclesiastical furniture: Bloxam's Gothic Archi-

tecture," is also very clearly written: both of

these works have numerous engravings. As a

companion or dictionary for constant reference

" The Glossary of Architecture " is admirable

:

this contains explanations of the terms used in

Grecian, Roman, Italian, and Gothic architecture,

R 2
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with 700 woodcuts : 400 additional examples

to the same work have lately been published

separately. For further information read the

paper on " Gaily Knighfs Architectural Tour,".

No. CXXXIX. of the Edinburgh Keview ;
" and

others which may be found both in that and the

" Quarterly." Also, the Cyclopaedias, under the

terms Architecture, Arch, Architrave, Ionian,,

Corinthian, Psestum, and under the name of any

famous building, temple, &c.

Gwilt's " Encyclopaedia of Architecture."

Read also, in No. XIX of the " Family Li-

brary," the lives of William of Wykeham, Inigo

Jones, Sir Christopher Wren, Sir J. Vanbrugh,

James Gibbs, William Kent, and Sir W. Cham-

bers, who, I am happy to observe (as an encou-

ragement to young men of fortune to avail

themselves of all the opportunities which wealth

commands) was employed by George III., when

heir apparent, as a tutor in architecture.

When the student of the Fine Arts has fiilly

availed himself of all these hints, he may be safely

trusted to run alone, and choose works by the

names of their Authors and their Titles from the

classified Catalogue.
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CHAP. vni.

THE WAY TO STUDY THE SCRIPTURES.

If my readers have not " an understanding

heart," they stand in need of spiritual assistance,

and must seek it where alone it is to be found,

before they can ever be qualified to " read, mark,

learn, and inwardly digest " the Holy Scriptures.

For they are, as says the Apostle, sphntually dis-

cerned. None but those of poetical taste can

appreciate the poetry of Scripture: none but

those of musical taste can appreciate the flow of

its most harmonious periods, though aided by all

the 'powers of music The poet has a natural

sympathy for the one, and the musician for the

other. Can tlie sluggard and the drunkard enter

into your meaning when you speak of the plea-

sures of the temperate man as he goes forth to

hear the carol of the lark, and breathe the fresh

incense of the morning ? Can the young appre-

ciate the sober cautions and chastened judgment

of age? Can tlie old enter into the buoyant

hopes and bright visions of youth ? If not, what

do these instances prove ? One lesson is taught

by each ; namely, that our enjoyment or appreci-

ation of every pleasure depends on a certain dis-

b3
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cernment, liabit, or other qualification in ourselves,

and therefore the mind best adapted to judge of

one may be no kind of measure of another.

May we not, then, suppose that spiritual things

also require a peculiar discernment, habit, or

other qualification? For spiritual things are of

the nature of deep counsel and eternal truth,

which require the humble and teachable dispo-

sition of age; secondly, they savour of all that

is pure, simple, and, in the best sense, natural,

so require the wholesome taste of chastened tem-

perance : thirdly, they are of the nature of what

is most lovely, noble, exalted, and divine; they

require a spirit of holiness, fervent piety, and

thoughts above mere things of earth. It appears,

then, that under the name of Spiritual are included

several orders of things, of which each is allowed

to require a peculiar taste or other qualification,

taken separately : much more, then, shall a peculiar

qualification be required for enjoying, improving

by, or entering into the spirit of the same things

taken collectively. Spiritual things, therefore, can

only be understood in a peculiar way ; they are not

intellectually discerned ; but, as says the Apostle,

they are " spiritually discerned
;

" that is, they are

discerned, understood, and appreciated only by

those to whom there has been given a heart in

sympathy, in unison, and in harmony with them*
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However, the advice I proposed to give con-

cerns the mind. I must therefore presume that

my readers liave, to some extent, the necessary

quahfication for studying the holy writings, and

proceed to lay down a plan for improving by ^vhat

the Scriptures address both to the mind and to

the soul without further caution or comment.

Let us consider the best method of studying.

First, The text of Scripture—the Word.

Secondly, Commentaries ; to which belong.

Thirdly, Biblical antiquities— Jewish history

—versions of Scripture, and

Fourthly, Doctrines— Articles— the Prayer-

Book.

Fifthly, The principal writers on Divinity in

order.

Sixthly, Books for the closet.

1- THE TEXT OF SCRIPTURE.

Select a copy of the Bible not larger than an

octavo with as much margin as possible. The

one I use has uncut edges and flexible back, a

minion 8vo from the Clarendon Press, without

mai'ginal references. If you use a 4to volume,

you will not so readily turn to parallel verses. A
large Bible is best for reading aloud, but a small

Bible for the study. Marginal references, every

student blessed with a sound and active mind

B 4
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should make for himself. When you make a

study of the Scriptures, read with pen in hand

;

and decide on a few simple marks to affix to verses

which are most important, as supporting doctrines,

proving the genuineness or authenticity of any

part of Scripture, or requiring further thought or

illustration. These marks will enable you to

refresh your recollection of any book of the

Bible in a very short space of time. In my Bible

the letters T mark passages most suitable for the

text of a sermon, or for a rule of daily conduct.

Q marks a difficulty, for further consideration or

inquiry. When any new commentary falls in

my way, I can at once test its value by passages

of real difficulty. Again, Art 1, 2, or 3, denotes

that a verse contains a very plain proof of one

of the Thirty-nine Articles. Ch denotes a verse

relating to the Church.

It is advisable, every time you read a book of

Scripture to propose one subject for particular

attention. Read the Gospels, once to see wherein

they agree and wherein they differ, and mark

M. Mk. L.'J., or anyone or more of these initials,

according as St. Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John

have also mentioned any parable, miracle, or other

memorable part of our Lord's history occurring in

the Gospel before you. Read them a second time

for internal evidence of their truth. A third time
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with a Diatessaron to mark the order of events or

any other matter of instruction. To those fond

of literature, the Scriptures will have also another

and a wholly different value for literary and

secular purposes. For the Bible is allowed to be

the most curious book in the world. It contains

more knowledge of life and of the human heart

than all the writmgs of Shakspeare, Horace, Cla-

rendon, Thucydides, and as many others as we

please to mention. It comprises all that was dis-

covered, and much more that was overlooked, by

the moral philosophers of ancient and modem
times. And the proof is this :— Butler may be

said to have been the corrector of the ancient

ethical writers. Mackintosh, Robert Hall, and

Dr. Chalmers, no inconsiderable writers of modem
times, acknowledge that they were taught by

Butler, and Butler pretends only to have been

taught by Scripture. Well then might the Rev.

H. Melville say, " It is a truth made known to

us by God, and at the same time demonstrable by

reason, that in going through the courses of Bible

instruction, there is a better mental discipline,

whether for the child or for the adult, than in any

of tlie cleverly devised methods for opening and

strengthening the faculties."

It is advisable, however, to bear in mind when

we take up the Scriptures to gather the precious
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seed and when to examine the husk^— when to

read the Word and when the letter; and since

it is allowable in a proper spirit to improve the

mind as well as the heart, and since ignorance of

the Scriptures, in the present state of society, is

happily accounted a disgrace, no less to the scholar

than the man ; it is convenient for literary pur-

poses to keep a separate copy, in which to enter

observations, as we read of Oriental customs,

Jewish antiquities. Natural history of the Bible,

or any thing else illustrative of Scripture. To

show the interest and the great satisfaction which

may arise from being thus attentive in the pursuit

of knowledge, I will select from one of my own

Bibles a few notes, which, without the method

I recommend, might pass unheeded through the

mind.

At Gen. vi. 15., " The length, depth, and width

of the ^ Great Britain' steam-ship is in feet exactly

what the Ark was in cubits
!

"

Acts, xxviii. 1. Melita, certainly not Malta,

but an island in the Adriatic called Melite, where

there are snakes, though in Malta there are none,

and of which the people were in St. Paul's day

barbarous, but at Malta civilised. Besides, Malta

is not in Adria, though Melite is.— Coleridge's

Table Talk,

Acts, xxviii. 13. " Fetched a compass,^^ A
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friend, in making the same voyage from Syracuse

to Rhegium recently, observed that a considerable

sailing round, as the Greek means literally, was

unavoidable.

Deut. xxviii. Q6—7. The text of the con-

science-stricken Dr. Dodd, the Sunday before he

was apprehended for forgery, " The Lord shall

give thee there a trembling heart," &;c.

Gen. viii. 9. The dove. Dr. Meuse says that

the N. American Indians have a tradition of a

big canoe, in which came eight persons across the

water, caused by the Great Spirit, They hold the

willow sacred, because a dove flew with it from the

canoe.

The 46th Psalm was Luther's favourite; the

15th, Feltham's ; the 103rd and 145th, Hannah

More's: the 139th she said, " surpassed any of

Pindar's." The best translation of the 139th,

" By the rivers of Babylon," was by Camoens

while in exile.

Isaiah, xiv. 102. was the text of the Presby-

terians at Perth, before Charles Stuart, 19th Sep-

tember, 1745.

John, i. 1. At Otaheite, the names of the

superior deities are the Father, the Son, and the

Friend Bird, which inspires the priests,— SerWs

Horce Solitarice.
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Job, xxix. This chapter moved Sir J. Mackin-

tosh to tears on his death-bed.

These instances will exemplify my meaning.

Again, the poetry of the Bible and the beauties

of natural and simple diction deserve attention.

To commit them to memory is the best exercise

for the improvement of taste. Wordsworth once

remarked that he knew no poetry finer than that

of Jeremiah. Mrs. Hemans justly preferred St.

John to the other Evangelists. Coleridge consi-

dered the "Epistle to the Romans" the finest of

St. Paul's compositions. The " Epistle to the

Ephesians" exhibits a train of thought as far su-

perior to ordinary minds and motives as anything

ever written. These are hints for the exercise of

criticism. Whenever you read, compare scrip-

ture with scripture. Commentaries at best are

only like advisers, who may assist for the moment,

but never yet made any man wise. While you

trust to commentators, you will never gain the

full use of the faculties which God has given

you ; nor indeed can you hope to enjoy any thing

better than a flat, insipid, spiritless dilution of

scriptural truth. With respect to the difficulties

of holy writ, either they can be solved in an

obvious and satisfactory way or they cannot. If

they can, a person of ordinary understanding, by

examining the context and seeking similar ex-
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pressions may solve the difficulties as well as

any commentator ; if they camiot, the opinions of

commentators, though sometimes instructive, are

frequently of little use, differing widely from each

other, being enveloped in a cloud of words, and

more fanciful than reasonable. On these grounds

I maintain that one hour's study with marginal

references, is worth ten with notes. Compare verse

with verse, and let your maxim be " Every reader

his own commentator."

Learn by heart one verse of the Bible every

day. One of my friends takes the first verse

which meets his eye as the Bible happens to

open. A better plan is to mark the verses

you prefer in several books, and learn them in

order. If you are not contented with one, choose

a second or a third from a different part ; but do

not impose too much upon yourself at first. The

great thing is never to omit one verse each day.

Do not despise the importance of this method;

still less the self-command which constancy, in

its performance, refc[uires. I warn you that it

is not very easy so to learn 365 verses in the year

without being once in arrears. If you miss a day,

do not allow yourself to make it up ; but let the

inequality between the nmnber of verses and of

d^Ys continue as a punishment. Perseverance and

regularity will insure such a knowledge of the
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more familiar texts of Scripture as experience

alone can render credible. But remember that

all depends on the regularity and uninterrupted

habit. Mark the 30 or 31 verses on the first day

of each month, and consider you have failed, unless

the number of the day and of the verse are the

same. The Hebrew or Greek version is of course

to be preferred by scholars ; still none should omit

the English.

One of my friends, a young lady, takes much

interest in writing out the verses to which the

marginal references of the Bible allude. Her

paper is ruled by the stationer with one vertical

column about two inches wide, for the text ; the

rest of the page has horizontal lines. One line

also guards the margin that the work may in

future years admit of being bound. This is a

much more profitable employment than knitting,

though ladies may be allowed to do both. Who
would not be more proud of a mother who be-

queathed him a commentary than a quilt ?

The Society for the Diffusion of Christian

Knowledge has published a prayer-book with

marginal references. The Catechism, the Two

Sacraments, and the Articles would be very

useful portions for such illustration. In the last

age young ladies used to be taught at school to

present their mammas with a sampler ; if every
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young lady and young gentleman too were re-

quired to produce a neat copy of all the scripture

proofs of our liturgy, it would produce a won-

derful extension of scriptural knowledge of the

soundest kind.

Another exercise, really invaluable to clergy-

men especially, is to make a scriptural common-

place book. This will require the use of two

books,—one as a day book, another as a ledger.

The day book must be always at hand as you read

the Bible from end to end. In tliis you will

write down promiscuously any illustration of the

divine attributes, faith, justification, types, pro-

phecies, and innumerable other topics, as you

please. Then in your ledger you will enter each

of these under its proper head, which you will

also notice with the number of the page in the

index. A small work of this kind has been pub-

lished by Chalmers.

Lastly, attend particularly to the style, dates,

and proofs of the genuineness and authenticity of

the several books of Scripture ; and read the his-

tory of the different translations. For this pur-

pose Gray's or Percy's " Key," Tomline, or

Home's " Introduction," will be serviceable.
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2. WORKS OF COMMENTARY AND NOTES.

We will now consider some of the many va-

luable works which have been written to explain

the several books or parts of Scripture respec-

tively.

First, On the wJiole of the Bible it will be enough

to mention

Home's " Introduction," which contains in-

formation so varied, that few persons can require

more. And here I remind my readers that this

work contains further instructions on Theological

reading.

The " Epitome of Home's Introduction

"

(I vol.), and

" Key to the Bible," by the Society, will be

useful for those who have little time for study.

The Commentaries to the Bible by Mant,

Scott, Clarke, and others, are well known.

Secondly. On the Old Testament, Gray's " Key"

is very valuable. That of Tomline is also useful.

Bishop Horsley's " Biblical Criticism " is highly

esteemed by the few who know it. A new edition

is now advertised in a more convenient form.

Thirdly. On separate portions and subjects of

Scripture,

On the Pentateuch, Graves's " Lectures" dis-

play much useful learning.
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The "Hor« Mosaicje," by G. S. Faber, 1818,

is much admu'ed for scriptural learning and truth.

Warburton's " Divine Legation" is one of the

standard pieces of English literature.

On the Propliecies generally, read Sir I. Newton

and Davison's " Discourses upon Prophecy," also

Keith.

On the minor Prophets only, Bishop Newcome

and George Hutcheson (1675) have written. The

first is termed " critical and useful," the second

" pithy, full, and spiritual."

On the historical parts, read " History of the

Bible," and " History of the Jews." Also a most

useful analysis given at the end of Mant's Bible.

On the whole of the Neiv Testament, Percy's

'^ Key to the New Testament" is very popular.

*' Paraphrase of the New Testament," by Richard

Baxter, 8vo. 1810, is said to be a book " of much

piety and good sense, but very brief." All com-

mentaries will naturally be brief, when the author

means rather to solve than evade difficulties.

Hammond on the New Testament is the most

learned and satisfactory Commentary. Burkitt is

excellent in drawhig out every text into its full

and lecritimate sio-nification.

Henry's Commentary is also very good for all

purposes.

On the faur Gospels. Campbell's " Four
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Gospels translated" is a valuable critical work.

Read also

Elsley's " Annotations on the Four Gospels and

Acts of tlie Apostles."

Bishop J. B. Sumner's " Practical Expositions

on the Gospels of Matthew and Mark."

The English ^^ Diatessaron" is useful to mark

the order of events.

On the Miracles, read Campbell's work.

On the Epistles of St Paul, Paley's " Horse

Paulinae" will never be superseded.

Shuttleworth's " Paraphrase of the Epistles " is

the most concise and generally useful commentary.

On St. Peter, Leighton's book is one of the first

of scripture classics.

It will be of no real use to proceed with a list

of the commentators of each separate book of the

Bible; because every one who has read half of

the works already mentioned, must have risen

above the rank of those I presume to instruct. I

must refer the student to the booksellers' theolo-

gical catalogues.

On Biblical Antiquities. Many works combine

entertainment with instruction ; such as

Jenning's " Jewish Antiquities."

Lightfoot's works, chiefly on the same subject.

Shuckford's " Sacred and Profane History

comiected."
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Prideaux's " Connection of the Old and New

Testament."

Harris's " Natural History of the Bible."

Burder's " Oriental Customs and Literature."

Callcott's " Scripture Herbal."

Townlej's " Illustrations of Biblical Litera-

ture."

Carpenter's " Scripture Natural History, or an

Account of the Zoology, Botany, and Geology of

the Bible."

All of these works are highly valued. Those

of Lightfoot, Shuckford, and Prideaux are

standard classics. The last six though not less

improving may be termed light reading, and give

agreeable relief to severer studies.

3. ON DOCTRINE.

Of the Person and offices of Christ. Home re-

commends " Stuart's Letters to Dr. Channinc"

as admirably depicting the subtle criticisms of an

accomplished Unitarian, in a fine spirit of Chris-

tian philosophy. Gurney's " Biblical Notes to

confirm the Deity of Christ," is considered a very

solid, able, and profitable illustration of texts of

Scripture.

On the offices of the Holy Spirit Serle's " Horse

Sohtarise" exhausts the subject. In his chapter on

the Trinity, he has availed himself of liis extensive

8 2
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classical learning. Heber's " Bampton Lectures

"

are on the Holy Ghost as a comforter. Of Dr.

Burton's Sermons, two treat of the sin of blas-

phemy against the Holy Ghost, in a very sound

and consistent manner.

On the Trinity. Serle's Essay, above men-

tioned, and Home's " Scripture Doctrine of the

Trinity
;

" also sermons and works too obvious to

mention.

On Election and Predestination, There are some

very fair and reasonable remarks in " Christ our

Example." Bishop Tomline's " Refutation of Cal-

vinism," gives all that can be said on one side, and

Thomas Scott's " Remarks on Bishop Tomline's

^ Refutation,' " on the other. Read the 17th Article

of the Church, in Burnet. Copleston on " Ne-

cessity and Predestination," alludes to Scott, and

terms him the most pious and temperate of modern

Calvinists, though his doctrine ofpredestination, he

says, " appears to me mistaken and dangerous."

The Rev. J. Scott, in the life of his father, shows

that he was very cautious of bringing this doc-

trine before a mixed congregation, and once ob-

served of Wilberforce's book, that it was not Cal-

vinistic, and so much the better, being more

suited to the class of persons to whom it was

addressed. In studying this doctrine, we should

consider whether authors, do not dispute about a

word, while they agree ^bout the thing.
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On Faith and Justification, read Bishop Barlow's

" Two Letters on Justification." Of this it was

said by Archdeacon Browne, " The subject is

treated with a decree of closeness of reasoning and

logical accuracy, which defies confutation." Also

Burnet's 1 1th Article.

On Baptism. The sentiments of the writers of

the first four centuries, are given in Wall's " His-

tory of Infant Baptism." There is also a well

known treatise on baptism by Matthew Henry,

and numerous sermons and essays both before

and since. Read especially Burnet on the 27th

Article.

On the Lord's Supper. Burnet on the Articles

25, 26. 28, 29, 30. Beveridge's Articles are equally

valuable.

4. READING FOR CONTROVERSIALISTS.

First, Against Infidelity. On the evidences of

Christianity, the following books, some simple,

some abstruse, comprise answers to every possible

objection.

Paley's " Evidences of Christianity," I have

already mentioned. Almost the whole is easily

intelligible, and many chapters so interesting as to

require but little effort. It is universally allowed

to be one of the first argumentative works in the

English language.

as
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Paley's " Horse Paulinse," is also very convinc-

iiifj, as well as one of the best commentaries on the

Epistles. With this we may class Keith on the

Prophecies, and the works of Bishops Hurd and

Newton ; as also Campbell on the Miracles. All

of these combine explanation with argument.

Shuttleworth's " Consistency of Revelation

with Human Reason," I have always considered

especially valuable, because it meets the very dif-

ficulties which are most likely to occur to men of

fair mind, honestly open to conviction. With

this book I should class.

First, " Graves on the Pentateuch," a very

learned work, yet easy to understand. Few books

should be chosen before this ; it contains facts

and reflections which are highly necessary to be

known, though very unlikely to be found in com-

mon authors ; and.

Secondly, " Watson's Apology for the Bible,"

of which George HI. is said to have observed,

he did not know that the Bible needed any

apology, not considering that Justin Martyr

and others of the early Christians used to set

forth defences of the Gospel under the name of

Apologia, which, in Greek, means a defence.

Watson and Graves wrote in answer to the cavils

of Paine and other infidels of the French Revolu-

tion. M'llvaine's " Lectures on Evidences/' gives
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an account of the death of Paine, which, if well

known, would be the best antidote to the poison

of his life ; it is an intelUgible selection from

Paley and others, containing but little original

matter.

Of Butler's " Analocry," I knew one who said

that he always doubted till he read it, and never

doubted after. The reasoning is too deep for

many readers, yet I would have all give it a trial.

I have known cases in w^hich it has been compre-

hended by those who had the greatest diffidence in

attempting it,

Gregory's "Letters," are much recommended,

as giving a plain and easy exposition of dif-

ficulties.

Sumner's " Evidences,"

Lardner's " Credibility,"

Gibson's " Pastoral Letters,"

Jenkin's " Reasonableness," and

Stillingfleet's " Origines Sacrse," are all works

of authority.

Paley and Butler, if well read and digested,

nearly exhaust the subject. Butler shows that

there is no reason why we should not believe, and

Paley that there is much reason why we should.

Shuttleworth is the best substitute for Butler.

The value of the " Analogy" cannot be fully ap-

preciated without considering the urgency of the

8 4
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times in which it was written. Butler observes,

" It comes, I know not how, to be taken for

granted, that Christiaijity is now at length dis-

covered to be fictitious." Horace Walpole said

that Queen Caroline particularly recommended

his father to read it; indeed, it was wanted in

high life ; for Lady Montague, even while she

expresses her alarm at so many young ladies bemg

infidels, speaks in a way which shows she regarded

religion as rather useful than true.

Robert Hall's sermon, on " Modem Infidelity,"

is very celebrated. This is a masterly composition,

showing enlarged and comprehensive views.

Secondly, In Controversy with Jews, Bishop

Kidder's " Demonstration of the Messiah," and

Thomas Scott's " Discussion on the principal

Question between the Jews and Christians," in

reply to the Rabbi Crool. Of course all other

works on evidences will be of much service ; but

Scott's reply to the Rabbi's " Restoration of

Israel " teaches us to avail ourselves of every ad-

vant^e which the faith of a Jewish adversary

affords, and " discuss every important question

concerning the Messiah of the Old Testament, on

the ground of the Old Testament only."

Thirdly, Against Popery, Finch's " Sketch of

the Roman Controversy" is said to contain a valu-

able collection of documents from many sources ;
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Bishop Marsh's "Comparative View of the

Churches of England and Rome ;

"

M'Ghee's " Truth and Error contrasted."

Pascal's " Provincial Letters " aifords the most

witty and keen exposure of the Jesuits. Both

for the brilliancy of composition, and the influence

they exerted, these letters hold the highest place

in the history of literature.

Besides these, numerous works have been written

in the form of sermons, and notes of particular

controversies, as well as histories, digests, and

replies, which a bookseller's catalogue will point

out.

Fourthly, Against Arianism, read Whittaker's

" History of Arianism ;

" Burnet's " Articles,"

and the works which are recommended on the

Trinity. This course of reading will apply also.

Fifthly, Against Socinianism ; read also J. Ed-

wards's " Preservative against Socinianism ;

'*

Wardlaw's " Discourses on the principal Points

of the Socinian Controversy
;

" and Fuller's " Cal-

vinistic and Socinian Systems compared."

Sixthly, Against Dissenters from the Established

Church,

The great champion of the Established Church

is Hooker. His " Ecclesiastical Polity," like the

writings of most men of true genius, is calculated

to enrich and expand the reader's views on a va-
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riety of subjects. But Hooker is too grave a

writer for the youthful student. Thelwall's " Let-

ters (one volume duodecimo) on the Church"

explain, in a clear and familiar way, the nature of

the Establishment, the excellence of our liturgy,

and the importance of a national church. Boyd,

on " Episcopacy," enters more deeply into the

origin and authority of our Church. To those

who have not time to read Mr. Boyd's larger

work, I would strongly recommend his " Lectures

on Episcopacy," delivered at Cheltenham. Mr.

Thelwall recommends M^Neile's " Letters on the

Church ;

" also the Rev. A. M'Caul's three ser-

mons on " The Divine Commission of the Chris-

tian Ministry," and the " Principles of a Church

Establishment." To the general reader, a truly

valuable work is " Essays on the Church," by a

layman. This author modestly pretends to be

only a compiler, who, having read all the pamphlets

for or against the dissenters, which appeared about

the year 1833, endeavoured to bring the whole

argument within the compass of one small vo-

lume. Chalmer's Sermons should also be read

;

also an article in the Edinburgh Review, vol. xxvi.

From Dr. Dwight's " Travels in New England

and New York," we learn how little the " case of

America" proves against an establishment ; an

extract is given in " Essays on the Church."
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5. THE PKINCIPAL WRITEES ON DIVINITY.

A mere list of authors will seem of little use

;

but my object is to induce the student to follow

some method in his selection ; to read writers of

the same period at the same time, in order to

learn the peculiar character and style of each

school, so to speak, of divinity. It is useful also

to compare the changes in theological writing with

those of other branches of literature. The different

styles of composition may also be noticed, and

more particularly the change from the weighty to

the wordy style, with smooth sounds instead of

hard sense.

The following classification of Divines is that

adopted by the Rev. E. Bickersteth, in his " Chris-

tian Student," first published in 1829. This is a

valuable guide in Divinity studies. Of course

since its publication many works have appeared

deserving of notice ; and not a few have been

rendered available by translations, selections, and

re-printing.

The number of volumes of a serious character

read by some persons, in the course of a year, is

so great that if, instead of mere casual recom-

mendation, they wovdd be guided by the following

lists of writers, they might soon gain a very com-

prehensive knowledge of Theology.
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First. The Fathers. Dr. Chalmers fairly

says, " We ought not to cast the Book of An-

tiquity away from us, but give it our most as-

siduous perusal, while at the same time we sit in

the exercise of our free and independent judgment

over its contents." The writings of many of the

Fathers are now accessible by means of English

translations. Still the remembrance of all the

tales of pale students, dusty folios, and the mid-

night lamp in monastic cells, which used to be

associated with the very names of the Fathers, has

not quite passed away ; and therefore I am not

sanguine that many will be persuaded even to

open one of these awe-inspiring volumes, should

it fall in their way : nor can I be disappointed if

some cannot be induced to read first and judge

afterwards.

As to another class of persons, who do not hesi-

tate to avow an utter indifference to the writings

of the Fathers, I have only to say, that to feel no

curiosity about the compositions of men who were

the first and foremost of Christian champions in

times the most critical to the faith, and who have

bequeathed to us the readiest weapons against the

sceptics of our own times—to care nothing about

Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Cyprian, Chrysostom,

Athanasius, Augustine— to feel no curiosity about

the works of those who, like Jerome and Origen,
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have done mucli to restore and preserve the pure

text of Scripture, this certainly betrays a feeling

hard indeed to reconcile with a due sense of our

Gospel privileges. " It is difficult indeed to be

insensible," says Mr. Conybeare, Jn his Lectures,

" to the beauty, the piety, the devotion, and the

spiritual feeling which are found in almost every

page of the Commentary of Augustine." In short,

if any person doubt that the works of the Fathers

have a real appreciable value, founded not in the

mere curiosities of ancient literature, but on good

and useful service done, let him read the " Evi-

dences " of Paley, and then consider, first, whether

his leading arguments could be maintained v>'itli-

out the testimony so largely derived from the

Fathers ; and, secondly, whether these arguments

are not indispensable to the defence of Christianity

upon external evidence. The reason I instance

Paley's work in preference to any other evidences

is, that its style and way of reasoning is of a most

popular kind ; and while many other works may
confirm those who believe, Paley is convincing to

those who doubt. It is related of the Duke of

Wellington that, on hearing one of his officers

speak lightly of Revelation, he asked him, " Did

you ever read Paley ?" " No." " Then you are

not qualified to give an opinion."

The translations to which I alluded form the
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" Library of the Fathers of the Holy Catholix;

Church," published by the Oxford Tract party.

Already some of the works of St. Augustine,

Cyril, Cyprian, Chrysostom, Athanasius, and Ter-

tulian have appeared. Also in " The Christian's

Family Library " there is one volume, entitled

" The Christian Fathers of the First and Second

Century ; their Principal Remains at large ; with

Selections from their other Writings." Milner

and Mosheim may both be consulted for thp gene-

ral character of the Fathers. Also Home's " In-

troduction." Conybeare's "Bampton Lectures,"

above mentioned, contain " An Analytical Ex-

amination into the character, value, and just

application of the Writings of the Christian

Fathers, during the Ante-Mcene Period." Dr.

Burton also published " Testimonies of the Ante-

Nicene Fathers to the Divinity of Christ."

In the works of N. Lardn^r (a Socinian writer)

we have a careful examination of the testimony

which the fathers have afforded to the Scriptures.

Dr. Clarke's " Succession of Sacred Literature,"

with his " Bibliographical Miscellany," and more

particularly Cave's " Lives of the Fathers of the

First Four Ages of the Church," are books of

high authority.

Secondly. The Schoolmen. At the begm-

ning of the Reformation a monk declared that
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Greek was " the mother of all heresy," and that

as to Hebrew, " it is certain that all who learn it

become instantly Jews." For this abhorrence of

learning we must blame the abuse of it by the

schoolmen, ofwhom Luther said " they did nothincr

but propose paradoxes, and that their whole art

was built on a contempt of Scripture." The best

advice I can offer the general reader is conveyed

in the words of Leighton, " To understand and be

master of those trifling disputes that prevail in

the schools, is an evidence of a very mean under-

standing." Bonaventura, Aquinas, Bradwardine,

Wickliffe, Huss, and Jerome, are the names of

the principal schoolmen ; the life and opinions of

Wickliffe have been written by Mr. Yaughan.
" Estius's Sum," says Mr. Bickersteth, " is con-

sidered to contain the best account of the Scho-

lastic Divinity."

Thirdly. The Refor^iers. Tindal, Latimer,

Cranmer, Ridley, and Philpot, Bradford, Jewell,

Fox, Knox, are the writers whose lives and opi-

nions are most worthy of attention. A work in

twelve volumes, by the Religious Tract Society,

gives selections from their works, as well as from

those of Bale, Barnes, Becon, Bilney, Borthwick,

Clement, Frith, Gilby, Lady J. Grey, Hamilton,

Hooper, Joye, Lambert, Queen Parr, Ponet,

Rogers, Sampson, Saunders, Taylor, Wickliffe,
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and Wisliart. More matter of the same kind will

be found in Legh Richmond's "Fathers of the

English Church," and in Bickersteth's " Testimony

of the Reformers." Mr. Le Bas, Principal of the

E. I. College, has written the lives of Cranmer,

Wickliffe, Jewell, and Laud. The " English

Martyrology," abridged from Foxe, by Charlotte

Elizabeth, a most able writer, forms two small

volumes in " The Christian's Family Library."

Of the Foreign Reformers, Luther, Melancthon,

Erasmus, Calvin, Zuinglius, (Ecolampadius, Mar-

tyr, Bucer, Beza, BuUinger, are men with whom,

either by biography (especially D'Aubigne's), or

extracts, we have many opportunities of becoming

acquainted. Ranke's " German Reformation

"

and " Lives of the Popes " are much admired, as

also are Dr. Wadsworth's " Biographies " and

** Christian Institutes."

Fourthly. The Successors of the Re-

formers. Of these the principal writers are.

Hooker, whose " Ecclesiastical Polity " is uni-

versally allowed to be the strongest bulwark of

the established church. In this work there is a

wonderful weight of words, a most appropriate

selection of topics and cogent reasoning. This

author is usually quoted as " the Judicious

Hooker." His life, by Isaac Walton, is one of
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the most valuable pieces of biography in our lan-

guage. He died A. D. 1 600.

Richard Sibbes, died about thirty-five years

after Hooker. The " Bruised Reed," and " Soul's

Conflict," are the titles of two of his best works.

Archbishop Usher died A. D. 1656. He was

called by Dr. Jolinson "the great luminary of

the Irish church." He is famed for having read

all the Fathers. ]\Ir. Bickersteth mentions Usher's

" Answer to the Jesuit," as one of the best pieces

acrainst Romanism. Since Mr. Bickersteth's time.

Usher's " Body of Divinity " has been pubhshed

in a convenient''form, price only 125. His works

complete, in a handsome form, fill 18 vols., now

publishing at 12s. each. A collection of Usher's

letters, and his life, were published by his chap-

lain. Dr. Richard Parr.

Dr. Hammond, the chaplain of Charles I. in

Carisbrook Castle, wrote a Paraphrase of the New-

Testament, tlie^ most learned and valuable of all

notes. Sanderson, also attached to Charles, and,

to compensate for persecution, elevated to the

bishopric of Lincoln at the Restoration, wrote

" Nine Cases of Conscience," and " Discourse

on the Church."

Dr. ^lede, accounted the ablest interpreter of

obscure prophecy.

Jeremy Taylor, a writer of great fertility and

T
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depth of thought. His defence of episcopacy and

the liturgy were much admired by Bishop Heber,

who thought that in imagination and real genius,

Taylor was before either Hooker or Barrow. Few
writers have been more gleaned by modern divines.

His life has been written by Bonney and Wilmott.

Bishops Babington, Cowper, Greenham, and

Andrews lived in this period.

Fifthly, The Nonconformists, comprising all

who separated from the liturgy and ceremonies

of the Church, from the Reformation till modem

times. On this period, and indeed on every other,

" The Christian Student" is strongly recom-

mended.

However deeply rooted may be our hatred of

dissent, we must not carry it so far as to think

lightly of all the writings of dissenters, or we

shall lose some of the most valuable theological

discussions and works of practical piety. One

anecdote of Lord Burleigh deserves to be better

known. When some complained to Lord Bur-

leigh of the liturgy, and said they only wished its

amendment, he told them to make a better ; one

class of the complainants formed a new one, like

that of Geneva ; another class altered the new one

in 600 particulars ; a third, quarrelling about the

alteration, proposed a new model, and a fourth dis-

sented from all.

Dr. Owen, famed for sound learning and judg-
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ment. His writings are very numerous, and they

are of a hio:li Calvinistic character.

Baxter. Read the article on his hfe and writing*

in the Edinburgh Magazine, 1843. He was chap-

lain to Whalley's regiment after the battle of

Naseby, He tried to reconcile Calvinism with

Arminianism. He wrote 145 treatises, of which

four were folios, seventy-three quartos, and forty-

nine octavos. He wrote much in gaol, under the

foul sentence of Jeffries.

Charnock, famed for masculine style and ori-

ginality of thought. His " Discoui'ses on Pro-

vidence " are considered the best.

Dr. Goodwin, a favourite of Cromwell, whom
he attended on his death-bed. He wrote sermons,

expositions, and controversial treatises.

Howe, nervous and majestic. Robert Hall

said Burke was the best author for earth, and

Howe for heaven. His "Living Temple" is

very celebrated. I would particularly recom-

mend the work, published among the " Sacred

Classics."

Dr. Bates, fluent, with beautiful similitudes.

Flavel, fervent, toucliing the conscience, and

moving the feelings.

Caryl, officiated with Dr. Owen as a minister

to Cromwell. His " Commentary on Job," is in

12 vols. 4to.

T 3
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Dr. Manton. See Neal's " Puritans."

Matthew Pool : tlie " Synopsis Criticorum," in

five folios, was liis chief work.

Sixthly, The Divines of the Restoration

AND Revolution. This era was marked, says

Bishop Heber in his life of Taylor by a school

of literature and composition, of all others which

this country has seen, the least favourable to

genius, and the most unlike that style of thinliing

and expression which had distinguished Jeremy

Taylor and his contemporaries. What Augustine

said of Cicero has been remarked of more than

one of the following writers, w4th reference to

their avoiding Scriptural terms, and not suf-

ficiently enforcing Christian motives ; namely,

" that we cease to be captivated with him, because

the name of Christ does not occur in him."

Bishop Burnet. Read his " Articles," " Re-

formation," and " Own Times."

Bishop Reynolds, very terse and full ; devo-

tional and controversial— a strong Calvinist.

Archbishop Leighton. His Commentary on

St. Peter has been already mentioned.

Bishop Beveridge, very learned in Oriental

literature. He wrote on the Tliirty-nine Articles.

His " Private Thoughts " are most known, and

published among the " Sacred Classics."

Archbishop Tillotson. Locke considered Til-
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lotson and Chillingwortli very remarkable for per-

spicuity. Heber speaks of " the dull good sense

of Tillotson." He attended with Dr. Bm^iet at

the execution of Lord William Russell. He was

accused of Socinianism, Dr. Jortin says, be-

cause, in makmg some concessions to the Soci-

nians, he had broken thi'ough one ancient rule of

controversy, " allow not an adversaiy either com-

mon sense or common honesty." In answer to

this charge he republished four of his sermons

*^ on the Incarnation and Divinity." His sermons

are best known. As to the style in which he

wrote, read " Fitzosbome's Letters" by Melmoth,

who qualifies the excessive praise it had long

received.

Isaac Barrow was so deep and copious that

Charles II. used to caU him an unfair preacher,

because he left nothino; to be said after him. His

sermons are a mine of brilliant thoughts and ster-

ling arguments. He was a great mathematician,

deemed second only to Sir Isaac Newton. His

sermon on " vain and idle talking" is quoted by

Addison, as a specimen of singular felicity of ex-

pression.

Stillingfleet : his writings against popery very

valuable. The elegance and learning of the

*« Origines Sacrae " has made it more popular.

His " Origines Britannicae " give antiquities of

1^
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the churches of Britain. He had a controversy

with Locke, arising from certain remarks made in

his " Defence of the Doctrine of the Trinity.'*

John Locke wrote " on the Reasonableness

of Christianity," and Paraphrases and Notes to

several of St. Paul's Epistles.

Robert South held a controversy with Sherlock

on the Trinity. His sermons are well known.

His style is nervous, with much point and wit.

His writings are in great repute.

Sherlock (William, named above) wrote against

the dissenters. Thomas Sherlock, his son, wrote

a tract well worth reading, called " The Trial of

the Witnesses of the Resurrection.*'

Wilson, Bishop of the Isle of Man, published

" Ecclesiastical Constitutions-," of which, Lord

Chancellor King said that '^ if the ancient dis-

cipline of the Church were lost, it might be found

in the Isle of Man." He wrote also sermons and

tracts.

William Law : his " Serious Call to a Religious^

Life" was considered by Dr. Johnson one of the

most powerful works of the kind. His " Practical

Treatise on Christianity" is also very good.

Bishop Warburton : his " Julian," " Alliance

of Church and State," and " Divine Legation," aire

much admired. Read Dr. Johnson's character of

Warburton in his " Life of Pope." It was said
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that Bishop Bull was his master, and Jeremy

Taylor his favourite divme.

Bishop Watson answered Paine and Gibhon.

His " Apology" has been already mentioned.

Archbishop Seeker wrote " Sermons and Lec-

tures on the Church Catechism."

Bishop Berkeley fell dead while hearing a ser-

mon, written by Dr. Slierlock. He is more known

as a philosopher than as a divine.

Bishop Butler, the author of the Sermons and

Analog}' already mentioned.

Secondly, Modern Writers.

Dr. Home, author of the " Introduction."

Jonathan Edwards, who wrote on " Justifica-

tion."

Romaine, author of the most popular book on

Faith.

Milner, author of the '* Church History."

Jones, of Nayland, deemed one of the most

satisfactory writers on the Trinity.

Newton, the history of whose life is universally

recommended, as also are his letters.

Scott, the author of the " Commentary."

Robert Hall, one of the finest writers in

the English language ; clear, candid, and very

powerful.

Bishop Horsley, the author of " Biblical Criti-

cism."

y4
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These are the principal writers of the beginning

of the present century. It does not seem requi-

site to enumerate any later authors.

ON THE PKAYER BOOK.

Read, first, the " History of the Prayer-Book,"

by the C. K. Society (this is a small volume, con-

taining a useful addition to Church History)

;

Shepherd, " on the Common Prayer ;

"

Wheatley's ^^ Illustration of Common Prayer ;

"

Nelson's " Companion for the Fasts and Festi-

vals ; " and

Mant, " on the Liturgy," are all standard works.

On " The Rubrics and Canons of the Church,"

a work much recommended, was written in 1753,

by Thomas Sharp.

"Lectures and Sermons on the Liturgy" have

been published by Bishop Jebb, 2 vols. 8vo., 1830 ;

Thomas Rogers, 2 vols. 8vo. ; Bishop J. Bird

Sumner, 8vo. (more particularly on the Fasts and

Festivals); Matthew Hole, 4 vols. 8vo., 1838 (a

new edition) ; and others

;

Bishop Taylor's " Apology for the Liturgy,"

Heber considered among the best of Taylor's

Polemical Discourses

;

Maskell's " Ancient Liturgy
;

"

Cardesell's " Liturgies
;

"

Faber's " Origines Liturgicae
;

" and compare
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the Liturgies of Edward VI. (only a morning's

work), published by Pai'ker, in one volume.

Bishop Nicholson's work on the Catechism has

been lately republished.

One of the most compendious and useful books

of reference, to those who would purchase one only

on this and most other ecclesiastical matters, is the

Rev. J. E. Riddle's " Ecclesiastical Chi'onology,

or Annals of the Church," containing History,

the relations of the Church to the State ; contro-

versies, sects, rites, discipline, writers.

On the Church of England, besides the above.

Bishop Jewell's famous " Apology for the

Church of England," written in Latin, and trans-

lated by the mother of Sir Francis Bacon, is con-

sidered to have promoted the Reformation more

than any other book. This, with Hooker's " PoUty,"

Burnet's " Ai'ticles," and Nicholson " On the Book

of Common Prayer," are considered imexception-

able expositions of the doctrines of the Church of

England. ^
As to Sermons, exhortations, and addresses to

the feelings, they are abundantly supplied from

our pulpits, and by the list of works which I shall

presently recommend for the closet. For real

instruction—
" The Bampton Lectures ;

"

" The Hulsean Lectures ;

"
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" The 100 Sermons of the Sunday Library,"

by Heber, Seeker, Blomfield, Home, Horsley,

Maltby, Mant, Sumner, Robert Hall, Chalmers,

and others

;

Arnold's " Sermons at Rugby School ;

"

Heber's " Sermons ;

"

are all standard works, affording ample scope for

every choice ; so that, after the many old writers

already recommended, I may be spared the in-

vidious and very difficult task of specifying what

living authors deserve a preference.

For general theological reading—
" The Library of the Fathers ;"

« Anglo-Catholic Theology ;"

'' The Theological Library ;"

'^ The Englishman's Library ;

"

" The Christian's Family Library ;

'*

are series of publications containing valuable re-

prints of old Standard Divinity, with some original

composition.
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CHAP. IX.

ox THE STUDY OF POETRY. CRITICISM.— TASTE.

"Johnson's Lives of the Poets" will be a hand-

book or guide to the poets.

Of Chancer, few read more than one or two tales

as a specimen.

Spenser will improve taste— an author whom

men of deep poetic feeling fondly read, and others

distantly admire.

Shahspeare no one should ever cease reading

:

begin with the tracredies.

Cowley, Waller, Philips, Parnell, Rowe, Prior,

Gay, Green, Tickell, Somerville, Swift, Collins,

Dyer, Churchill, Akenside, Lyttleton, Armstrong,

J. Warton, T. Warton, Mason, Beattie, are authors

of whom those of limited opportunities may be

contented to read such parts only as Johnson or

other critics point out.

Of Milton, to read " Paradise Lost" is the duty

of all —-the pleasure of a few. Fuseli thought the

second book the grandest effort of the human mind.

All the minor works are better known than " Para-

dise Regained,"

Of Dryden, "Alexander's Feast" is one of the
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most popular lyric odes. His " Fables," " Annus

Mirabilis/' and " Translation of Yirgil," are the

most celebrated. Drjden is considered to evince

more strength and real poetry, with less smooth-

ness, than Pope. Bolingbroke admired his prose

writing. Mackintosh thought " The Cock and the

Fox" Dryden's best poem.

Of Addison, read the " Cato," and Psalm xxiii.

Of Pope, the " Rape of the Lock" is the best of

all heroi-comical poems; "Eloisa to Abelkrd" is,

though very clever, a most immoral and impious

poem, most unworthy of the author of " The Mes-

siah," which should be learned by heart, and com-

pared with Isaiah and Yirgil. The " Essay on

Criticism," and " Dunciad," show that Pope could

write as strong lines as any writer. Of the " Es-

say on Man," the argument was written by Boling-

broke, and versified by Pope.

Of Tliomson, all admire the sensibility and

natural beauty of " The Seasons." He had not the

art of giving eifect with a few touches. His

" Castle of Indolence" shows more genius, though

less known.

Of Shenstom, Gray said, "He goes hopping

along his own gravel walk, and never deviates

from the beaten track, for fear of being lost."

"The Schoolmistress" is one of the best imita-

tions of Spenser.
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Of Young, " The Night Thoughts" hold a high

place among devotional poetry. Most of the lite-

rary world read part, few read all : which, indeed,

may almost be said of Milton, for reasons given in

Johnson's " Life of Milton."

Of Gray, the " Elegy," and « Ode to Eton Col-

lege," are best known. Of the rest of liis odesj

Sir J. Mackintosh truly said, '- They are most

pleasing to the artist who looks tt) structure."

And again, " To those who are capable of that

intense application, which the higher order of

poetry requires, and which poetical sympathy al-

ways produces, there is no obscurity."

Of Goldsmith, " The Deserted Village," next to

Gray's " Elegy," is the most popular piece of En-

glish poetry. The other poems are much read.

Of Johnson, " London," and '^ The Vanity of

Human Wishes," much admired by Byron, every

scholar should compare with the third and tenth

satires of Juvenal. His prologue, spoken by

Garrick in 1747, is very good.

Of Cowper, " The Task" is considered the mas-

ter-piece. All his poems are much read, especiallv

Alexander Selkii-k, John Gilpin, and all the

smaller pieces. Cowper, like Euripides, w^as re-

markable for reconciling poetical sentiment with

the language of common life. He may be con-

sidered the first of the school of Wordsworth.
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His letters are equal to any. Few poets have

had more readers than Cowper. The public say

of poetry as cottagers of religious tracts, "We
like something with a tale in it."

Of later writers Wordsworth is admired by all

his brother poets. See Coleridge's " Biographia

Literaria." Read " The Excursion." Crabbers

" Phoebe Dawson " was read to Fox on his death-

bed ! Of the " Borough " Mackintosh said what

Pitt observed of Sir W. Scott's " Minstrel;"—« I

acknowledge his unparalleled power of painting."

Of Colei'idge, Scott said translation was his forte.

He translated Wallenstein from manuscript, and

Schiller adopted and printed some of Coleridge's

deviations. The "Ancient Mariner," composed

during an evening w^alk with Wordsworth, as well

as his " Christabel," are very celebrated. Mack-

intosh said Coleridge's " talents were below his

understanding; he had never matured his ideas,

so as to express them with clearness and order."

In other words Coleridge, like Shelley and others

of the same school, often failed in the single step

which would have attained to the sublime, and

therefore their writings seem to remain in the re-

gions of the ridiculous. Burns, Byron, Moore,

Southey, Sir W. Scott, Rogers, L. E. L. (Letitia

Elizabeth Landon), Heber, Milman, Keats,

Shelley, James Montgomery, are names which
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I need only mention. The reader may easily

leani the names of the best pieces of each ; and

when he thinks he knows their several styles,

then he may read with interest the " Rejected

Addresses," and try how many of the supposed

authors he can identify. Alfred Tennyson is the

poet of the present day.

On laste,—Read Burke "On the Sublime

and Beautiful," Alison " On Taste," the principles

of which were espoused by Stewart and Jeffrey

;

but see Bums' Letters (Lett. CC). Read the

critical articles in the Edinburgh and Quarterly,

and especially Lord Jeffrey's Essays. Hallam

recommends the papers in Blackwood on Spenser,

by Professor Wilson. Read Coleridge's criticism

of Wordsworth in his " Biogi'aphia Literai'ia."

The reviews of Wordsworth. Johnson's " Lives

of the Poets;" his criticism of Gray is termed

by Mackintosh " a monstrous example of critical

injustice;" he adds, "he was imjust to Prior, be-

cause he had no feeling of the Hvely and the grace-

ful." Sir James justly maintained that " there is

a poetical sensibility which in the progress of the

mind becomes as distmct a power, as a musical

ear or a picturesqvie eye," wliich sensibility Jolui-

son had not. The author of Rasselas certainly

had a talent for poetry, and so Sir James himself

was " not wanting in imagery," said Robert Hall,
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" but it was acquired and imported, not native to

his mind." The essay in Blackwood on Burns's

poetry, by Carlyle, was strongly recommended by

Mrs. Hemans. Read also the papers on Milton in

the Spectator. Lastly, study attentively poems

of different degrees of merit ; compare odes, blank

verse, the different measures of Pope and Spenser,

Scott, and others, and consider which are best

suited to the English language, what poet excels

in each; then confirm or correct your own

opinions by those of reputed critics. I have also

known much improvement conveyed by a few

hours' reading with a tutor of good taste. Cole-

ridge, high as were his natural endowments,

ascribed much of his proficiency to school lessons

in criticism from Dr. Bowyer at Christ's Hospital.

I may now conclude with works on Natural

Philosophy, and Common-place Books, and advice

to Military Officers.

Herschel's " Preliminary Discourse," Paley's

" Natural Theology," and the Bridgewater trea-

tises, will each and all tend to a general know-

ledge of science. Lardner's treatises will teach

Astronomy, Mechanics, Hydraulics and Hydro-'

statics. Pneumatics, and Optics. Mrs. Somerville's

" Connection of the Physical Sciences," was

written to render science accessible to her

countrjrwomen, Arnot's " Physics " is simple and
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instructive. On Botany and the Pleasure Garden,

Mr. Loudon's works give all requisite assistance.

On Chemistry, " Chemistry no Mystery," by

Scoffem, with one of Palmer's chemical chests,

&c. will furnish implements for a few shillings,

and thus you may teach yourself all necessary

experiments in a few evenings. The works of

Brande, Donovan, and Graham may then and not

till then, be useful. Lardner on the *^ Steam-

Engine," Brewster on " Magnetism," Phillips on

" Geology," and other treatises, simple or tech-

nical, elementary or abstruse, will be found in

Messrs. Longman's " Classified Catalogue." Li-

deed every part of science has of late been treated

in a way easy and intelligible to " men, women,

and children."

Lastly, keep a Common-place Book. Procure

" The improved Common-place Book on the plan

of Locke." The preface contains instructions.

This Common-place Book, I would advise stu-

dents to use as a day-book, and to keep a

common ruled book of 300 or 400 pages as a

ledger. The day-book should contain an analysis

of every book that is read, to aid the natural

defects of memory, not to supersede it; that is,

we should enter time, place, and persons, and

little facts, when, and only when, we can trust

our memory with the chief part of the narrative.

u
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The entry should resemble the summary we find

in books, We mav also enter original thoughts

in order as they arise. Then the ledger should

be a book of topics in which every subject of in-

terest may have a page or two assigned it, for

the purpose of classifying the contents of the

Common-place or Day Book. To show the ad-

vantage of this, I will copy from my own book

one of the pages in which I have long stored up

any casual notice and recommendation of authors

to determine my choice of reading.

'' Authors recommended and characterised.

" Read * Collingwood's letter on Trafalgar,'

cp, 2. (i. e. Common-place Book, page 2.), and

Hutchinson ' On Alexandria,' cp. 8. Burke's

opinion of Montesquieu, cp. 14., and of Voltaire, of

Murphy's Translation and ' Ossian,' cp. 14. The

prose of Dryden, Shaftesbury, and Hooker charac-

terised, cp. 27. What Niebuhr and what Pitt con-

sidered the desiderata of literature, cp.l75. Gent.

Mag. for 1747, about Hogseus. Miss Austin's

' Pride and Prejudice,' Scott thought unequalled,

cp. 31. Adolphus's Letters to Heber. ^ New

Monthly ' for 1822, about National Gallery. ' On

India and Hindoos,' read Ward's book. Swift's

letters better than Pope's, cp. 150. Read Cow-

per's letters. Mackintosh's opinion of Hume's
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History,' cp. 38. Edinb. No. XLI. 2nd article

by Mackintosh. Canning's eulogy of Chalmers's

* Sermons,' cp. 257. Gray's opinion of Froissart

;

which was admired by Hemans, as also Paul and

Virginia, cp. 54."

CHAP. X.

READING FOR A MILITARY OFFICER.

The following is the advice of a military officer,

whose name and office as lecturer in a military

academy, were I allowed to mention it, would

prove the value of the authority.

The following list will enable the student to

become his own guide.

I. On the Art of War in general ; read,

1. Jackson on the Formation and DiscipHne of

Armies.

2. Jomini on Military Combinations ; by Gilbert.

3. King of Prussia's Military Instructions ; by

Forster.

4. Duke of Wellington's General Orders and

Despatches, by Gurwood ; or Selections from the

Despatches, in one volume.
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5. Mdmoire of the Military Sciences, by Col.

Lewis ; a Military Cyclopaedia of great merit, just

completed.

II. On Artillery ; read,

1. Griffith's Artillerists' Manual.

2. Sir H. Douglas's Naval Gunnery.

N. B. I know of no reputable treatise on Ar-

tillery in the English language.

III. On Fortification ; read,

1. Straith's Fortification.

2. Macaulay's Field Fortifications.

3. Jebb on Attack and Defence of Ports.

4. Pasley's Rules for conducting the practical

Operations of a Siege.

V. On Military Bridges and Pontoons;

read.

Sir H. Douglas's Treatise on Military Bridges.

VI. On Cavalry ; read,

1. Remarks on the Tactics of Cavalry, by

Beamish.

2. Bismark's Field Service of Cavalry, by

Beamish.

VII. On Light Infantry ; read,

1. Jarry's Duties of Light Infantry.

2. Fitz-Clarence on the Duty of Piquets.

VIIL On Tactics and Military Organ-

isation ; read,

Mitchell.
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IX. On Military Law ; read,

Simmons on Court Martials.

X. On Surveying ; read,

Jackson's Surveying and Military Sketcliing.

XL On Military History and Biography;

read,

L Coxe's Life of Marlborough.

2. Stedman's History of the American War.

3. Lloyd's German War.

4. Conquest of Canada, by Author of 'Hoche-

laga.

5. Allison's French Revolution.

6. Napier's Peninsular War.

7. Napoleon's Invasion of Russia, by Segur.

8. Jones's Sieges in Spain.

9. Drinkwater's Siege of Gibraltar.

10. Mahon's War of Succession in Spain.

11. Siborne's Waterloo Campaign.

12. The Work by Frederick II. of Prussia,

The Memoirs of Napoleon, by Generals Gour-

gaud and Montholon, contain, what must be a

matter of the greatest curiosity to the soldier, an

account of the authors and the studies which

formed the mind of that master of the art of war.

All the works of Jomini are instructive: his

later works are the best.

The general reading of an officer should be that

of any private gentleman. Though I may specify
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Modern History, Geographical Descriptions, Mili-

tary Narratives, and accounts of the policy and

interests of England and other great nations.

By translations of Arrian, Caesar, Polybius,

Tacitus, Xenophon, Herodotus, and Thucydides,

the student may glean the tactics of the Greeks

and Romans.

The valuable dissertation by Polybius (B. xvii.)

of the Macedonian phalanx, as compared with the

Roman legion, is translated in Jones's edition of

Xenophon, in one volume, pp. 255.

I have now said as much as can be useful, and

perhaps more, and shall conclude with observing

that, however imperfect this little work may be,

any young person of ordinary understanding, who

will follow the advice it contains for one or two

hours a day, will soon acquire such habits of

reflection and general knowledge as will greatly

increase the pleasure both of his solitary and his

social hours.

THE END.

London:
SpotnswooDES and Shaw,

New-6treet-Square.



GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF ENGLISH AND
FOREIGN LITERATURE.

Just published^ in One Volume^ fcp. 8vo., price 8s. 6d. clothy

A HAND-BOOK OF MODERN EURO-
PEAN LITERATURE ;— British, Danish, Dutch, French,

German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish and Russian, Portu-

guese, Spanish, and Swedish. With a full Biographical

and Chronological Index. Bj Mrs. Foster.

*^* The object of this book is, not so much to give elaborate

criticisms on the various writers in the languages to whose lite-

rature it is intended as a guide, as to direct the student to the

best writers in each, and to inform him on what subjects they

have written.

" We have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the ad-

mirable character of the work. It is very comprehensive in its

plan, clear and satisfactory in its arrangements and execution,

pleasing and intelligent in its style, and altogether effective, and

deserving of high praise It will be found to l)e of great

general use as a book of reference." Morning Advertiser.

*' The attempt of the authoress is educational, but the qualities

of her researches are so laboured, and the information she has

gathered is so comprehensive, that the book will be an acquisition

to every well-selected library as a means of reference in all cases

where memory fails, or where much time without it would be lost

in making researches." Bell's Messenger.

" This compilation will prove of great utility to all young per-

sons who have just completed their academical studies

The volume gives both a general and particular view of the liter-

ature of Europe from the revival of letters to the present day. It
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[Opinions of the Press, continued.']

is compiled with care and judgment, and is, in all respects, one of

the most instructive works that could be placed in the hands of

young persons." Morning Herald.

" A Handbook of Modern European Literature will be

found useful as furnishing a coup-d'ceil of the subject to which it

is devoted ; but its most useful feature is as a repertory of authors

and their works. This would have been the characteristic of the

text had it stood alone ; but it is accompanied by a classified and

chronological index of authors, extending to upwards of eighty

pages, and forming one of the most complete biographical lists

we have met with."
.

Spectator.

" Here is a manual by which not youth only, but all ages, will

be enabled readily to learn an outline of the literary history of

every country in Europe It is a work of vast research

and labour ; novel in its design, ably executed, and calculated to

be of very great utility in education, which has hitherto been too

much neglected to make a branch of study of literature, art, and

science. We trust that Mrs. Foster's volume will be introduced

into every school, and thus take away from our children the

reproach which, we must in candour admit, has attached to our

own generation." Critic.

" Much labour and research have evidently been bestowed on

the volume, which, though bearing the modest title of a hand-

book, comprises much information, and bears marks of a mind

which traces events to their causes. The various epochs at which

literature has flourished and languished, and the reasons which

have produced the vicissitudes of its progress, are here set forth

with accuracy, and in a very interesting manner We
recommend this work not only to the young student but to those

in more advanced life, who will, we are sure, find in it much in-

formation, and a guide to pleasures and beauties as yet unknown."

Wilts Standard.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans
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thoroughly revised Edition (1852), corrected to the Present Time; with copious Additions
and Improvements, and numerous additional Illustrations. The Hunting, Racing, and nil

relative to Horses and Horsemsmship, revised by Harry Hieiiver ; Shooting and Fishing by
Ephemera ; and Coursing by Mr. A. Graham. With upwards of 600 Woodcuts. 8vo. oOl.
half-bound.

BLAIR'S CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL TABLES,
From the Creation to the present Time: with Additions and Corrections from the most authen-
tic Writers ; including the Computation of St. Paul, as connecting the Period from the
Kxode to the Temple. Under the revision of Sir Henry Ellis, K.H.. Principal Librarian of
the British Museum. New Edition, with Corrections. Imperial Svo. 31«.6i/. half-bound
in morocco.

BLOOMFIELD.—THE GREEK TESTAMENT:
With copious English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory. Formed for the use
of advanced Students of Divinity and Candidates for Holy Orders. By the Rev. S. T.
Bloomfield, D.D. F.S.A. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with a Map of Palestine, 40«. cloth.

THE REV. DR. BLOOMFIRLD'S ADDITIONAL ANNOTATIONS ON THE NEW TES-
TAMENT: being a Supplement to his Edition of the Greek Testament with English Notes,
in 2 vols. 8vn. So arranged as to be divisible into Two Parts, each of which may be bound
up with the Volume of the Greek Testament to which it refers. 8vo. 15«. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD.—THE GREEK TESTAMENT FOR COLLEGES
AND SCHOOLS; with shorter English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory.

By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D.D. New Edition, enlarged, with a New Map and an
Index. Foolscap 8vo. 10«. 6cf. cloth.

BOURNE.-A CATECHISM OF THE STEAM-ENGINE,
Illustrative of the Scientific Principles upon which its Operation depends, and the Practical

Details ofits Structure, in its Applications to Mines, Mills, Steam Naviption,Bnd Railways;

with various Suggestions of Improvement By John Bourne, C. E. Editor of "The Artisan

Club's Treatise on the Steam-Engine." Third Edition, revised and corrected. Foolscap

8yo. 6». cloth.

BRANDE.—A DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE,
AND ART: Comprising the History, Description, and Scientific Principles of every

Branch of Human Knowledge ; with the Derivation and Definition of all the Terms in

general use. Edited by W.T. Brande, F.R.S.L. and E.; assisted by Dr. J. Cauvin. Anew
and thoroughly revised Edition, corrected to the Present Time. Svo. with Woodcuts.
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BULL.—HINTS TO MOTHERS.
For the Mynag-ement of their Health daring the Period of Pregiiancj and in the L7in^-in
Room: with an Exposure of Popular Krrors in connexion with those subjects.etc; and Hints
upon Nursing-. By Thomas Bull, M.D. New Edition, carefully rerised and enlarged.
Foolscap Sto. 5(. cloth.

BLTL.—THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN.
In HEALTH and DISEASE. Br Thomas Bull, M.D. late Physician Accoucheur to the
Flusbury Midwifery Institution, bfew Edition, revised and enlarged. Fcap. Sto.m. cloth.

BUNSEN.—HIPPOLYTUS AND HIS AGE
;

Or, Doctrine and Practice of the Church of Rome underCommodus and Alexander Sereins.
With an Appendix, containing J . Beruaysii Bonueusis EpistoU Critica ad Buusenium. By
C. C. J. Bunsen, D.C.L. 3tu1s. post 8to. INfarly ready

.

BUNSEN.—EGYPT'S PLACE IN UNR^ERSAL HISTORY.
An Historical Investigation, in Five Books. ByC.C. J. Bunsen, D. Ph. and D.C.L. Trans-
lated from the Germin, by C. H. Cottrell, Esq.'M..A. Vol. 1. containing the First Book, or
Sources and Primeval Facts of Egyptian History; with an Egyptian Grammar and Dictionary,
and a complete List of Hiero;^lvp'uical Signs ; an Appendix of Authorities, embracing the
complete Text of Manetho and Eratosthenes, yfigyptiaca from Pliny, Strabo, etc. , and Plates
representing the Egyptian Divinities. With many lUostrations. Svo. 2S«. cloth.

BISHOP BUTLER'S SKETCH OF MODERN ANT) ANCIENT
GEOGRAPHY, for the use of Schools. An entirelv new Edition, carefully revised through-
out, with such Alterations introduced as continually progressive Discoveries and the latest
Information have rendered necessary. Edited by the .Author's Son, the Kev.T. Butler,
Rector of Langar. Svo. 9s. cloth.

BISHOP BUTLER'S GENERAL ATLAS OF MODERN AND
ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. Comprising Fifty-one full-coloured Maps ; with complete In-
dexes. New Edition, nearly all re-engraved, enlarged, and greatly improved ; with Correc-
tions from the most authentic Sources in both the Ancient and Modern Maps, many
of which are entirely new. Edited by the Author's Son, the Rev. T. Butler. Royal 4to.

2-U. half-bound.

c.„.,.f>i J The Modem Atlas, 28 full-coloured Maps. Royal Svo. 12s. half-bound,
separately

-^ ^j^^ Ancient Atlas, 23 full-coloured Maps. Royal Svo. 12*. half-bound.

THE CABLN^ET LAWYER.
A Popular Digest of the Laws of England, Civil and Criminal ; with a Dictionary of Law
Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp
Duties, Excise Licences, and Post-Horse Duties; Post-Office Regulations, and Prison
Discipline. Fifteenth Edition, with Supplements; enlarged, and corrected throughout:
With the Statutes of the last Session and Legal Decisions to Michaelmas Term, 14 and 15

Victoria. Fcap. Svo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

CAIRD.—ENGLISH AGRICULTURE in 1850 and 1851

:

Its Condition and Prospects. With Descriptions in detail of the best modes of Husbandry
practised in nearly every County in England. By James Caird, of Baldoon, Agricultural
Commissioner of The Tiutfi; Author of " High Farming under Liberal Covenants." Svo.
14i. cloth.

CARPENTER.—VARIETIES OF MANTvIND:
Or, an Account of the Distinctive Characters of the principal Races of Men. ByW. B.
Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., Examiner in Physiology in the University of London.
With numerouit Engravings ou Wood. Being Dr. Carpenter's Article on the Varieties of
Mankind, reprinted, with Alterations and Additions, from " Todd's Cyclopaedia of .Anatomy
and Physiology." Post Svo. [In preparation,

CATLOW.—POPULAR CONCHOLOGY;
Or, the Shell Cabinet arranged : being^an Introduction to themodem System ofConcholoey;
with a sketch of the Natural History of the Animals, an .Account of the Formation of tne
Shells, and acomplete Descriptive List of the Families and Genera. By Agnes Catlow.
With 312 Woodcuts. Foolscap Svo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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CAYLEY.—DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY.—THE VISION OF
HEfiL. Translated in the Original Terniiryllhyme. By C. B. Cayley.B.A. Foolscap 8vo.
6i. cloth.

CECIL.— THE STUD FARM; OR, HINTS ON BREEDING
HORSKS FOR THE TtlRF, THE CHASE. AND THE ROAD. Addressed to Breeders
of Race Horses and Hunters, Landed Proprietors, and especially to Tenant Farmers. Bv
(•ecil. With Frontispiece; uniform with Harry Hieover's Pracrica/ HorjemanjAj^. Fcap.
8vo. 6s. half-bound.

CHESNEY.—THE EXPEDITION FOR THE SURVEY OF
THE RIVERS EUPHRATES AND TIGRIS, carried on byorderof the British Government,
in the Years 18S5, 1836, and 1837. By Lieut.-Col. Chesnev, R.A. F R.S., Commander of the
Expedition. Vols. I. and II. in royal 8vo., with a coloured Index Map, and numerous Plates
and Woodcuts, 63*. cloth.

Also, an Atlas of Thirteen Charts of the Expedition, price H.ll«. 6rf. in case.

*,* The entire wnrk will contist of Four Volumes, royal 8vo. embellished with Ninety-seven
Plates, besides mimernrts Woodcut Illustration*, from Drawings chiefiy made by Officers
employed in the Surveys.

CLISSOLD.—THE SPIRITUAL EXPOSITION OF THE APO-
CALYPSE, as derived from the Writings of the Hon. Emanuel Swedenborg; illustrated
and confirmed by Ancient and Modern Authorities. By the Rev. Augustus Clissold, M.A.,
formerly of Exeter College, O.xford. 4 vols. Two Guineas, cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY.
New Edition, improved. Foolscap Svo.withiJ Plates, 7».6rf.cloth ; with coloured Plates,12«.

CONYBEARE AND HOWSON.—THE LIFE AND EPISTLES
OF ST. PAUL; Comprising a complete Biography of the Apostle, and a Paraphrastic
Translation of his Epistles inserted in Chronological order. Edited by the Rev. W.J.
Conybeare, M.A. late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ; and the Rev. J. S. Howson,
M.A. late Principal of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool. With Engravings on Steel

and Wood of the Principal Places visited by the .\postle, from Original Drawings made on
the spot by W. H. Bartlett ; and numerous Maps, Charts, Woodcuts of Coins, etc. The
First Volume : with Eighteen Steel Plates, Nine Maps and Plans, and numerous Woodcuts.
4to.28j. cloth.

** To form Two Volumes, in course ofpublication in about Twenty Parts, price is. each;
oj which Seventeen are now ready.

COPLAND.—A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
Comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Structures,

and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different Epochs of

Life, with numerous approved Formulas of the Medicines recommended. ByJames Copland,

M.D., etc.etc. VoIs.I.andll. 8vo.3/.cloth ; and Parts X. to XV. 4«.6<f.eacb.

CORNER.—THE CHILDREN'S OWN SUNDAY-BOOK.
By Miss Julia Corner, Author of ' Questions on the History of Europe," etc. With Two
Illustrations engraved on Steel. Square fcap. 8vo. as. cloth.

COX.—PROTESTANTISM AND ROMANISM CONTRASTED
BY THE ACKNOWT,EDGED AND AUTHENTIC TEACHING OF EACH RELIGION.
Edited by the Rev. John Edmund Cox, M.A., F.S..A., of .All Souls* College, Oxford; Vicar
of St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, London. 2 vols. 8vo. 23*. cloth.

CRESY.—AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
HISTORICAL, THEORETICAL, and PRACTICAL. By Edward Cresy, F.S.A. C.E.

Ill One very large Volume, illustrated by upwards of Three Tliousand Engravings oil Wood,
explanatory of the Principles, Machinery, and Constructions which come under tue Direction

of the Civil Engineer. 8vo. 3/. 13». 6rf. cloth.
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THE CRICKET-FIELD;
Or, the Science and History of the Game. Illustrated with Diagrams, and enlirened with
Anecdotes. By the Author of " rriiiciples of Scientific Batting," etc. With Two Kngn-
vinjfs on Steel; uniform with Harry Hieover'* Hunting Field. Fcap.STO. 5«. half-bound.

DALE.—THE DOMESTIC LITURGY AND FAMILY CHAP-
LAIN: in Two Parts: the First Part bcine Church Services adapted for Domestic Use,
with Prayers for every Day of the Week, selected exclusively from the Book of Common
Prayer. Part II. comprising an appropriate Sermon for every Sunday in the Year. By
the Rev. Thomas Dale, M.A., Canon-Residentiary of St. Paul's Cathedral. 2d Edition.
Post 4to. 21s. cloth J or, bound by Hayday, 31«. 6rf. calf lettered ; 5<)«. morocco.

c ..1 /THF. FAMILY CHAPLAIN, price 12f. cloth,
separately -^rj-jj^, DOMKSTIC LITURGY, price lOj. 6rf. cloth.

DAVIS.— CHINA DURING THE WAR AND SINCE THE
PEACK. By Sir J. F. Davis, Bart., late Her Majesty's Plenipotentiary in Cliina; Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Hong-Kong. 2 vols, post Svo. with .Maps and
Wood Engravings. [/« the prets.

DELABECHE.—THE GEOLOGICAL OBSERVER.
By Sir Henry T. Delabeche, F.R S. Director-General of the Genlogical Snrvey of the
United Kingdom. In One large Volume, with many Wood Engravings. Svo. 18». cloth.

DELABECHE.—REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF CORN-
WALL, DF.VOX AND WEST SOMERSET. By Sir Henry T. De la Beche, F.R.S. etc.,
Director-General of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. Published by Order
of the Lords Commissioners of H. M. Treasury. Svo. with Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 large
Plates, 14«. cloth.

DE LA RIVE'S WORK ON ELECTRICITY.—A TREATISE
ox ELECTRICITY; ITS THF<:ORY AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIOX. By A. De la
Rive, of the Academy of Geneva. Illustrated with uumerons Wood Engravings . 2' vols. Svo.

[/« the presi.

DENNISTOUN.—MEMOIRS OF THE DUKES OF URBINO;
Illustrating the Arms, Arts, and Literature of Italy, from MCCCCXL. to MDCXXX. By
James Uennistoun, of Dennistoun. With numerous Portraits, Plates, Fac-similes, and
Engravings on Wood. 3 vols, square crown Svo. 2/. 8s. cloth.

DISCIPLINE.
By the Author of *' Letters to my Unknown Friends," "Twelve Years Ago," "Some
Passages from Modern History," and •• Letters ou Happiness." Second Edition, enlarged.
18mo.2i.6rf. cloth.

EASTLAKE. — MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF OIL
PAINTING. By Charles Lock Eastlake, Esq. P.R.A. F.R.S. F.S.A. Secretary to the Royal
Commission for Promoting the Fine Arts in connexion with the rebuilding of the Houses' of
Parliament, etc. Svo. 16». cloth.

•* Fol. II. On the Italian Practice of Oil Painting, it preparingfor publication.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK CONCORDANCE OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT; being an attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Greek
and the English Texts ; including a Concordance to the Proper Names, with Indexes,
Greek-English and English-Greek. Second Edition, carefully revised; with a new Index,
Greek and English. Royal Svo. 42(.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW AND CHALDEE Con-
cordance OF THE OLD TESTAMENT; being an attempt at a Verbal Connexion be-
tween the Original and the English Translations : with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names
and their Occurrences, etc. etc. 2vols. royal Svo. 3/. 13i.6rf. cloth; large paper, 4M4«.6rf.



10 NEW WOEKS AND NEW EDITIONS

EPHEMERA.—THE BOOK OF THE SALMON.
InTwo Parts. Part I. The Theory, Principles, and Practice of Fly-Fishine for Salmon;
witli Lists of good Salmon Flies for every good River in the Empire.— Part II. the Natural
History of the Salmon, all its known flabits described, and the best way of artificially

Breedinif it explained. UseluUy illustrated with numerous coloured engraviii);g of Salmon
Flies and Salmon Fry. By K.phemera, Author of " A Hand-Book of Anglinkj;" assisled by
Andrew Younvf, of inver'shin, Manager of the Duke of Sutherland's Salmou Fisheries.
Foolscap 8vo. with coloured Plates, l-J*. cloth.

EPHEMERA.—A HAND-BOOK OF ANGLING:
Teaching Fly Fishing, Trolling, Bottom Fishing, and Salmon Fishing. With the Natural
History of River Fish, and the best Modes of Catching them. By Ephemera. New
Edition, enlarged and improTcd, Foolscap 8vo. with Wood EngraviugSi 9<. cloth.

ERMAN.—TRAVELS IN SIBERIA:
Including Excursions Northwards, down the Obi, to the Polar Circle, and Southwards,
to the Chinese Frontier. By Adolph Erman. Translated by W. D. Cooley, Esq. author of
"The History of Maritime and Inland Discovery." 2 vols.Svo. with Map, 31|. 6d. cloth.

FORBES.—DAHOMRY AND THE DAHOMANS:
Being the Journals of Two Missions to the King of Dahomey, and Residence at his Capital

in the Years 1849 and 1850. By Frederick E. Forbes, Commander, R.N., F.RG.S ; Author
of *' Five Years in China." and " Six Months in the African Blockade." With 10 Plates

printed in colours, and Wood Engravings. 2 vols, post 8to. 2U. cloth.

FORESTER AND BIDDULPH.—NORWAY IN 1848 & 1849:

Royal Artillery. With a coloured Map, Wood Engravings, and 10 coloured Plates from

Drawings made on the Spot. 8vo. 18«. cloth.

FOSS.—THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND:
With Sketches of their Lives, and Miscellaneous Notices connected with the Courts at West-
minster from the time of the Conquest. By Edward Foss, F.S.A., of the Inner Temple.
Vols. I. II. III. and IV. Svo. o6». cloth.

FRANCIS.—THE HISTORY OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND;
Its Times and Traditions. By John Fraticis. Third Edition. Svols. Svo. 21». cloth.

FRANCIS.—A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH RAILWAY;
Its Social Relations and Revelations. By John Francis. 2 vols. 8vo. 24*. cloth.

FRANCIS.— CHRONICLES AND CHARACTERS OF THE
STOCK EXCHANGE By John Francis. Second Edition. Svo. 12*. cloth.

THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
Illustrated by Wood Engravings, from Designs by Members of the Etching Club. Edited

by Bolton Corney, Esq. Uniform with Thom.ion'i Seasntit illustrated by the Etching Club.

Square crown Svo. 2l«. cloth ; or 36». bound iu morocco, by Hayday.

GOSSE.—A NATURALIST'S SOJOURN IN JAMAICA.
BvP. H.Gosse, Esq. Author of "The Birds of Jamaica," " Popular British Ornithology,"

etc. With coloured Plates. Post Svo. 14s. cloth.

GRAHAM.—ENGLISH; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITION.
Explained in a Series of Instructions and Examples. By G. F. Graham. New Edition, re-

vised and improved. Foolscap Svo. C». cloth.
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GURXEY.—HISTORICAL SKETCHES;
Iliustratini; some Memorable Events and Epochs, from a.d. 1400 to a.d. 1546. Br the Rer.
John Hampden Gnrney, M.A., Rector of St. Marj'a, Mary-le-bone. Fcap. 8vo. 7». Sd. cloth.

GWILT.—AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE:
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. Bv Joseph Gwilt. Illustrated with more than
One Thousand En^ravin^s on Wood, from Designs bv J. S. Gwilt. Second Edition, with
Supplemental View of the Symmetry and Stability of Gothic Architecture : Compriiiiug
npwards of Eighty additional Woodcuts. Sto. 52*. 6d. cloth.

SUPPLEMENT. Comprising a View of the Symmetry and Stability of Gothic Architecture;
Addenda to the Glossary ; and an Index to the entire Work. With upwards of Eighty
Woodcuts. 8to. 6j. cloth.

HALL'S (SIDNEY) GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS OF
FIFTY-THREE MAPS (size 20 in. by 76 in-l ,with the Divisions and Boundaries carefully
coloured ; and an Alphabetical Index of all the Names contained in the Maps, with their
Latitude and Longitude. An entirely New Edition, corrected throughout from the best
and most recent Authorities; with ail the Railways laid down, and many of the Maps re-
drawn and re-engraved. Colombier 4to.5/. 6<. half-bound in russia.

HARRISON.—ON THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND PRESENT
STRUCTURE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By the Rev. M. Harrison, M.A., late

Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. Post 3vo. S$. dd. cloth.

HARRY HIEOVER.—THE HUNTING-FIELD.
By Harry Hieover, Author of "Stable Talk and Table Talk; or. Spectacles for Young
Sportsmen." With Two Plates, one representing "The Right Sort;" the other, "The
Wrong Sort." Fcap. 8vo. it. half-bound.

HARRY HIEOVER.—PRACTICAL HORSEMANSHIP.
By Harry Hieover, Author of "Stable Talk and Table Talk; or. Spectacle* for Young
Sportsmen" With 2 Plates, one representing "Going like Workmen ;" the other, "Going
like Muffs." Foolscap 8vo. 5«. half-bound.

HARRY HIEOYER.—THE STUD, FOR PRACTICAL PUR-
POSES AND PRACTICAL MEN: beinga Gnide to the Choice of a Horse for use more
thanfor show. By Harry Hieover, Author of •• Stable Talk and Table Talk." With 2 Plates,
one representing "A pretty good sort for most purposes;" the other, "'Rayther' a bad
sort for any purpose." Foolscap Svo. 5*. half-bound.

HARRY HIEOVER.—THE POCKET ANT) THE STUD;
Or, Practical Hints on the Management of the Stable. By Harry Hieover, Author of
"Stable Talk and Table Talk; or, Spectacles for Young Sportsmen.'" With a Portrait of
the Author on his favourite Horse " Harlequin." 2d Edition. Foolscap Svo. 5«. half-botuid.

HARRY HIEOVER.—STABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK;
Or, SPECTACLES for YOUNG SPORTSMEN. By Harry Hieover. New Edition. 2 vols.
Svo. with Portrait, 24«. cloth.

HAWKER.—INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN
In all that relates to Guns and Shooting. By Lieut. Col. P. Hawker. 9th edition, corrected,
enlarged, and improved ; with Eighty-five Plates and Woodcuts, by Adlard and Brauston,
from Drawings by C . Varley , Dickesj etc. Svo. 21». cloth.

HAYDN'S BOOK OF DIGNITIES:
Containing Rolls of the Offiiial Personages of the British Empire, Civil, Ecclesiastical,
Judicial, Military, Naval, and Municipal, from the Earliest Periods to the Present Time:
compiled chiefly from the Records of the Public Offices. Together with the Sovereigns of
Europe, from the Foundation of their respective States; the Peerage of England and of
Great Britain ; and numerous other Lists. Being a New Edition, improved and continued,
of BEATSON'S POLITICAL INDEX. Bv Joseph Haydn, Compiler of "The Dictionary
of Dates," and other Works. Svo. 25«. half-oound.



12 NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

SIR JOHN HERSCHEL.—OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY.
By Sir John F. W. Herschel, Bart. etc. New Edition ; with Plates and Engravings on Wood.
8vo.l8«. cloth.

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY:
With a Glance at Bad Habits. By Ayojyog. "Manners make the Man." NewEdition,
revised (with Additions) by a Lady of Rank. Foolscap 8vo. 25. 6d. cloth.

HOLLAND.—MEMOIRS OF THE WHIG PARTY DURING MY
TIME. By Henry Richard Lord Holland. Edited by his Son. Henry Edward Lord Holland.
Vol. L post 8vo. 9». 6rf. cloth.

LORD HOLLAND'S FOREIGN REMINISCENCES.—FOREIGN
REMINISCENCES. By Henry Richard Lord Holland. Comprising Anecdotes, and an
Account of such Persons and Political Intriijues in Foreiifii Countries as have fallen
within his Lordship's Observation. Edited by his Son, Henry Edward Lord Holland.
With Fac-simile. Second Edition. Post 8vo. 10». 6d.

HOLLAND.—CHAPTERS ON MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY.
By Henry Holland, M.D., F.R.S., etc.. Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians ; Physi-
cian Extraordinary to the Queen ; and Physician in Ordinary to His Royal Highness Prince
Albert. 8vo.

HOOK (DR. W. F.)—THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD'S
MINISTRY; A Course of Lectnres on the principal Events of Passion Week. By Walter
Farquhar Hook, D.D., Vicar of Leeds, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to
the Uueeu. NewEdition. Foolscap 8vo. 6«. cloth.

HOOKER.—KEW GARDENS:
Or a Popular GuiJe to the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir William Jackson Hooker,
K.H. D.C.L. F.R.A. & L.S. etc. etc. Director. New Edi'tioni with numerous Wood-
Engravings. 16mo. price Crf. sewed.

HOOKER AND ARNOTT.—THE BRITISH FLORA;
Comprising the PhiEuogamous or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. The Sixth Edition
with Additions and Corrections, and numerous Figures, illustrative of the Umbelliferous
Plants, the Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker. F.R.A.
and L.S. etc., and G. A. Walker .•\rnott, LL.D. F.L.S. and R.S. Ed.; Regius Professsor
of Botany in the University of Glasgow. l2mo.with 12 Plates, 14«. cloth; or with the Plates

coloured, price 2U.

HORNE (THE REV. T. H.)—AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
CRITICAL STUDY AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. By the

Rev. Thomas Hartwell Horne.B.D.of St. John's College, Cambridge. New Kdition, revised

and corrected ; with Maps and Fac-similes. 5 vols. 8vo. 3/. 3s. cloth ; or 5/. bound in calf.

HORNE (THE REV. T. H.)-A COMPENDIOUS INTRODUC-
TION TO THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE. Bv the Rev. Thomas Hartwell Home, B D. of

St. John's College, Cambridge. Being an Analvsis of his "Introduction to the Critical Study
and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures." New Edition. 12mo. with Maps and Engravings,

9j. boards.

HOWITT.—THE CHILDREN'S YEAR.
By Mary Howitt. With Four Illustrations, engraved by John Absolon, from Original

Designs by Anna Mary Howitt. Square I6mo.5«. cloth.

HOWITT.—THE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK;
Beinir the real Life of a Countrv Boy, written by Himself: Exhibiting all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the Country. Edited by William Howitt, author of
• The Rural Life of England," etc. NewEdition. Fcap. 8vo. with 40 Woodcuts, 6«. cloth.
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HOWITT.—VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;
Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Sceues illustrative of Striking Passages in Eng^lish History and
Poetry. By William Howitt. New Edition; with 40 Woodcuts. Medium 8to. 21«. cloth.

SECOND SERIES, chiefly in the Counties of DURHAM and NORTHUMBERLAND, with a
Stroll alonu^the BORDI^R. With upwards of 40 highly-finished Woodcuts, from Diawings
made on the spot. Medium 8ro. 21t. cloth.

HOWITT.—THE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND.
By William Howitt. New Edition, corrected and revised. With Eng^ravings on Wood by
Bewick and Williams ; uniform nith yhitt to Remarkable Placet. Medium Svo. 21s. cloth.

HUDSON.—THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE.
By J.C. Hudson, Esq., late of the Legacy Duty Office, London :aTithor of "Plain Directions
for Making Wills,"and •' The Parent'sHand-Book." New Edition. FoolscapSvo.oi. cloth.

HUDSON.—PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WILLS
In conformity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act / Wm. IV. and IVict.
c. 26. To which is added, a clear Exposition of the Law relating to the Distribution of Per-
sonal Estate in the case of Intestacy ; with two Forms of Wills, and much useful Information,
etc. By J. C. Hudson, Esq. New Edition, corrected. Fcap.8vo.2j.6<f. cloth.

•»• The above Two Worktmay be kadin One f^olume, price Ji. cloth.

HUMBOLDT.—ASPECTS OF NATURE,
In Different Lands and Different Climates , with Scientific Elucidations. By Alexander Von
Humboldi. Translated, with the Author's sanction and co-operation, and at his express
desire, by Mrs. Sabine. 16mo. 6t. cloth: or in 2 vols. 3*. 6d. each cloth; 2*. 6rf. each
sewed.

BARON HUMBOLDT'S COSMOS;
Or. a Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author's
sanction and co-operation, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Sabine,
F.R.S. For. Sec. R.S. New Edition. Vols. Land II. 16mo. 3s. 6rf. each cloth; 2#. 6rf,
each sewed: or in post 8vo. price 12*. each. Vol. III. Part I. post 8vo. 6*. cloth: or in
16ran. 2j.6d. sewed; 3».6d. cloth. Part II.Svo. post 7*. cloth; and in 16mo. 3i. sewed, or
4f. cloth.

SENTIMENTS AND SIMILES OF SHAKSPEARE.*
A Classified Selection of Similes, Definitions, Descriptions, and other remarkable Passages
in Shakspeare's Plays and Poems. With an elaboriitelv illuminated Border in the charac-
teristic Style of the Elizabethan Period, and other Embellishments ; bound in very massive
carved and pierced covers, containing in deep relief a medallion Head and Cypher. The
lUaminations and Ornaments designed and executed by Henry Noel Humphreys. Square
post 8vo. price One Guinea.

MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC ORDERS
As represented in the Fine Arts. Containing St. Benedict and the earlv Benedictines in
Italy, France, Spain, and Flanders, the Benedictines in England and in Germany; the
Reformed Benedictines; early Royal Saints connected with' the Benedictine Order'; the
Augustines; Orders derived from tlie Augustine Rule; the Mendicant Orders ; the Jesuits ;and the Order of the Visitation of St. Mary. Forming the Seco.xd Seuies of Sacred and
Legendary Art. With Eleven Etchings by the Author, and s4 Woodcuts. Square crown
8vo. 28«. cloth.

MRS. JAMESON'S SACRED AND LEGENDARY ART;
Or, Legends of the Saints and Martyrs. First Series. Containing, Legends of the
Angels and Archangels; the Evangelists and .Apostles; the Greek and Latin Fathers- the
Magdalene; the Patron Saints; the Virgin Patronesses; the Martyrs; the Bishoos; the
Hermits ; and the Warrior-Saints of Christendom. Second Edition, printed in One Volume
for the convenience of Students and Travellers; with numerous Woodcuts, and Sixteen
Etchings by the Author. Square crown 8vo. 28*. cloth.
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MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA,
As represented in the Fine Arts. Forming tlie Thikd and cutichidiiig Series of Sacred
and Legendary Art. By Mrs. Jameijun, Author of " Chnrarteristics of Women," etc.
With Etchings by the Author, and Engraving's on Wood, Square crown 8vo.

[/n the preMt.

JEFFREY (LORD).—CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDINBURGH
RKVI KAV. By Francis Jefifrey, late One of Che Judges in the Court of Session in Scotland.
Second Edition, Svols.Svo. 42<. cloth.

BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR'S ENTIRE WORKS:
With the Life by Bishop Heber. Revised and corrected by the Rev. Charles Page F.den,
Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, in Ten Volumes. Vols. 11. to IX. 8vo, price Half-a-
Guinea each.

•,* The First Volume (but the last in order o/ publication), tci// contain Bishop Heber'

»

Life of Jeremy Taylor, extended by the Editor.
IFol. X. is in the press,

READINGS FOR EVERY DAY IN LENT.
Compiled from the Writings of Bishop Jeremy Taylor. By the Author of "Amy Herbert,"
"The Child's First History of Rome," etc. Fcup. 8vo, 6». cloth,

JOHNSTON.—A NEW DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY,
Descriptive, Physical, Statistical, and Historical: Formino; a complete General Gazetteer
of the World. By Alexander Keith Johnston, F.K.S.E. t".R.G.b. K.G.S. ; Geographer at

Edinburgh in Ordiunry to HeriMajesty; Author of "The Physical Atlas of Natural Phe-
nomena. In One Volume of 1,440 pages, comprising nearly Fifty Thousand Names of
Places. 8vo. 36». cloth.; or strongly half-bound in russia, with flexible back, price 41*.

KEMBLE.—THE SAXONS IN ENGLAND:
A History of the English Commonwealth till the period of the Norman Conquest. Bv John
Mitchell Kemble, M.A., F.C.P.S., etc. 2 vols. 8vo. 28». cloth.

KIRBY AND SPENCE.—AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTO-
MOLOGY; or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects: comprising an account of
noxious and useful Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations,
Societies, Motions, Noises, Hybernation, Instinct, etc. By W. Kirby, M.A. F.R.S. &L.S.
Rector of Uarham ; and W. Spence, Esq., F.R.S. & L.S . New Edition, enlarged. 2vols,
8vo, 31».6d, cloth,

L. E, L.—THE POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA ELIZABETH
LANDONi Comprising the IMPROVISATRICK, the VENETIAN BRACELET, the
GOLOEN VIOLET, the TROUBa;)OUR. and other Poetical Remains. New Edition,

uniform with Moore's Sunga, Bullads, and Sacred Songs; with 2 Vignettes by Richard
Doyle. 2 vols. 16mo. 10(. clotty morocco, 21«.

LAING—NOTES ON THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL STATE
OF DENMARK AND THE DUCHIES OF HOLSTEIN AND SLESWICK. By Samuel
Laing, Esq., Author of "Journal of a Residence in Norway," "A Tour in Sweden,"
••Notes of a Traveller," etc. W* the press.

LAING.—OBSERVATIONS ON THE SOCIAL AND POLI-
TICAL STATK OF THE EUROPEAN PEOPLE IN 1848 AND 1849: being the Second
Series of "Notes of a Traveller." By Samuel Laing, Esq., author of " A Journal of a Resi-

dence in Norway," the Translation of " The Heimskringla," and of " Notes of a Traveller

on the Sociaf and Political State of France, Prussia," etc. 8vo, lis. cloth.

LARDNER.—THE GREAT EXHIBITION AND LONDON IN
1851. Reviewed by Dr. Lardner, Michel Chevalier, John Lemoinue, and Hector Berlioz,

8vo. [yearly ready.
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LARDNER'S CABINET CYCLOPAEDIA.
The Cahiiiet Cyclopedia of History, BioijrHphy, literature, the Arts and Sciences, Natural
History, and Manufactures. Comprisin)( a Series ol Original Works by Sir John Herxchel,
Sir James Madtiutosh, Robert ftouthey, Sir Darid Brewster, Thomas Keivrhtley, John
Forster, Sir Walter Scott, Thomas Moore, Bishop Thirhvall, the Rev. U. It. Glei!r,'J. C. L.
Sismoiidi, John Phillips, K.R.S., G.S., and other eminent Writers. 132 vols. fcap. 8to.
with Vignette Titles, price Xinetren Gvisbjls, cloth.—The works separately, in 2>et« or
iSeries, price Three Shilllnos and Sixpence each Volume.

The complete Seriei eomprites the follovitig Worbi t—

Bell's History of Russia . 3 vols.

Bell's Lives of British Poets, 2 vols.

Brewster's Optics . . 1 vol.

Cooley's Maritime and In-
laua Discovery . . 3 vols.

Crowe's History of France, 3 vols.

De Morgan on Probabilities, I vol.

De Sismoudi's History of
the Italian Republics . 1 vol.

De Sismoudi's Fall of the
Roman Empire . . 2 vols.

Donovan's Chemistry . 1 toI.

Donovan's Domestic Eco-
nomy . . . . 3 Toll.

Dunham's Spain and Por-
tugal .... 5 vols.

Dunham's History of Den-
mark, Sweden, and Nor.
way . . . .3 vols.

Dunham's History of Po-
land . . . . 1 vol.

Dunham's Germanic Em-
pire .... 3 vols.

Dunham's Europe during
the Middle Ages . . 4 vols.

Dunham's British Drama>
tists . . . .2 vols.

Dunham's Lives of Early
Writers of Great Britain, 1 vol.

Fergus's History of the
United States . . 2 vols.

Fosbroke's Greek and Ro-
man Antiquities . . 2 vols.

Forster's Lives of the
Statesmen of toe Com-
monwealth . . . StoIs.

Cleg's Lives of Military
Commanders . . 3 vols.

10*. 6rf. 33

7*. 34

S$.6d. 35

10*. 6<f. 36.

10». 6rf.

3«. 6d. 37

Lardner's Geometry

Lardner on Heat! .

1vol.

1vol.

Grattan's History of the
Netherlands . . .1 vol.

Heuslow's Botany . , 1 vol.

Herschel's x\stronomy . 1 vol.

Herschel's Discourse on
Natural Philosophy . 1 vol.

History of Rome . . 2 vols.

History of Switzerland . 1 vol.

Holland's Treatise on the
Manufactures in Metal, 3 vols.

James's Lives of Foreign
Statesmen . . . 5 vols.

Kater and Lardner's Me-
chanics . . .1 vol.

Keightley's Outlines of
Hibtory . , . .1 vol.

Lardner's Arithmetic . 1 voL

Zs.6d.

7».

Zt.6d.

7«.

17*. 6rf.

IOj. 6rf.

3«. 6<f.

10«. 6d.

14*.

7».

3s. M.

7».

7».

17». 6rf.

10*. 6<f.

3«.6if.

3». 6d.

3t.Crf.

3#. 6d.

It.

Zt. 6tf

.

10«.6<f.

17f. W.

3«. 6<f.

Zi.M.

3(.6<f.

Lardner's Hydrostatics and
Pneumatics . . .1 vol.

Lardner and Walker's Elec-
tricity and Magnetism, 2 vols.

Mackintosh, Forster, and
Courtenay's Lives of Bri-
tish Statesmen . . 7'ols.

Mackintosh, Wallace, and
Bell's History of Eng-
land .... 10 vols.

Montgomery and Shelley's
Eminent Italian,Spanish,
and Portuguese Authors, 3 vols.

Moore's History of Ireland, 4 vols.

Nicolas's Chronology of
History. , . .1 vol.

Phillips' Treatise on Geo-
logy . . . . 2 vols.

Powell's History of Natural
Philosophy . . . 1 vol.

Porter's Treatise on the
Manufacture of Silk . 1 vol.

Porter's Manufacture of
Porcelain and Glass . I vol.

Roscoe's British Lawyers, 1 vol.

Scott's History of Scot-
land . . . .2 vols.

Shelley's Lives of Eminent
French Authors , . 2 vols.

Shuckard aud Swainson's
Insects . . . . 1 vol.

Southey's Lives of British
Admirals . . ,5 voli.

Siebbing's Church History, 2 vols.

Stebbing's History of the
Reformation . . 2 vols.

Swainsou's Discourse on
Natural History . . ] vol.

Swainsou's Natural His-
tory and Classification of
Animals . . . ] vol.

Swainsou's Habits and In-
stincts of Animals , 1 vol.

Swainson's Birds . . 2 vols.

Swainsou's Fish, Reptiles,
"c 2 vols.

Swainson's Quadrupeds . 1 vol.

Swainson's Shells and
Shell-fish . . .1 vol,

Swainson's .Animals in Me-
nageries . . . 1 vol.

Swainson's Taxidermy and
Bibliography ,

'
. I vol,

Thirlwall's History of
Gieece . . , , 8 vols.

at. 6(/.

3i. 6(f.

3«. 6<f.

7».

24«. M.

33«.

10».6rf.

lbs. 6<f.

3«. M.

3*. 6rf.

3f . 6</.

35. 6d.

3t. 6<f.

3(.M.

7«.

7:

3«. 6</.

17». Crf.

7f.

7*.

3s. td.

3s. dd.

3s. 6<f.

It.

It.

3(.6<f.

3«. 6(f.

3«. 6rf.
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LATHAM.—ON DISEASES OF THE HEART.
Lectures on Subjects connected with Clinical Medicine ; comprising- Diseases of the Heart.
By P. M. Latham, M.D. Physician Extraordinary to the Queen ; and late Physician to St.
Bartholomew's Hospital. New Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. 16*. cloth.

LEE.—ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY; OR, FIRST
PRINCIPLES OF ZOOLOGY. For the Use of Schools and Young Persons: comprising
the Priiiciplesof Classification, interspersed with amuslnicaud instructive Accounts of the
mostremarkahle Animals. By Mrs. R. Lee. New Edition, revised and enlarged; with
uumerouB additional Woodcuts. Foolscap 8vo. T». 6d, cloth.

LETTERS ON HAPPINESS, ADDRESSED TO A FRIEND.
By the Authoress of " Letters to My Unknown Friends," "Twelve Years Ago, a Tale "
"Some Passages from Modern History," and "Discipline." Foolscap 8vo. 6«. cloth. '

LETTERS TO IVIY UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
By a Lady. Third Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 6». cloth.

LINDLEY.—AN INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
By Prof. J. Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S. L.S. etc. New Edition, with Corrections and numerous
Additions, 2 vols. 8vo. with Six Plates and numerous Woodcuts, 24*. cloth.

LINDSAY.—OUR NAVIGATION and MERCANTILE MARINE
Laws considered with a View to their general Revision and Consolidation; also, an
Inquiry into the principal Maritime Institutions. By W. S. Lindsay. 8vo.7i. 6rf. cloth.

LINWOOD (W.)—ANTHOLOGIA OXONIENSIS;
Sive, Florilegium e lusibus poeticis diversorum Oxouiensium GrEecis et Latiuisdecerptum.
Curante Gulielmo Liuwood, M.A. jEdisChristi Alummo. 8vo.l4«. cloth.

LITTON.—THE CHURCH OF CHRIST,
In its Idea, Attributes, and Ministry: with a particular reference to the Controversy on
the Subject between Romanists and Protestants. By the Rev. Edward Arthur Litton, M.A.,
Perpetual Curate of Stockton Heath; and Vice-Principal of St, Edmund Hall, Oxford.
8vo. 16». cloth.

LORIMER.—LETTERS TO A YOUNG MASTER MARINER
On some Subjects connected with his Calling. By the late Charles Lorimer. A New Edi-
tion. Foolscap Svo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON.—THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S CALENDAR;
Being a Monthly Guide, as to what should be avoided as well as what should be done in a

Garden in each Month : with plain Rules how to do what is requisite ; Directions for laying

out and plaTiting Kitchen and FlowerGardcns, Pleasure Grounds, and Shrubberies; aud a

short account, in each Month, of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects, then most injurious to
Gardens. By Mrs. Loudon. IGmo.witb numerous Wood Engravings, /<• 6<^. cloth.

LOUDON—THE LADY'S COUNTRY COMPANION;
Or, How to Enjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. I.,oudon, author of ' •Gardcningfor
Ladies," etc. New Edition. Foolscap 8vo., with Plate aud Woodcuts, /«. 6<(. cloth.

LOUDON'S SELF-INSTRUCTION FOR YOUNG GARDENERS,
Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stewards, and Farmers; in Aritlimetic, Book-keeping, Geo-
metry, Mensuration, Practical Trigonometry, Mechanics, Land-Surveying, Levelling,

Planning and Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection and Perspective ;

with Examples shewing their applications to Horticultural ana Agricultural Purposes.
With a Portrait of Mr. Loudon, and aMemoir by Mrs. Loudon. Svo. with Wood Engravings,
7«,6rf. cloth.



LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS:
Being the Arboretum et Fruticftum Britannieum abrid|fed : coutaiiiing the Hardy Trees
and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Foreign, scientifically and popularly described:
with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts. With about 2,000 Engravings on
Wood. 8vo. 2/. 10*. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOP^DLA. OF GARDENING:
Comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and
Landscape Gardening: including all the latest Improvements ; a General History of Garden-
ing in all Countries; and a Statistical View of its Present State ; with Suggestions for its

Future Progress in the British Isles. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S. H.S., etc. " Illustrated with
many hundred Engravings on VVood by Branston. New Kdition, corrected aud improved
by Mrs. Loudou. 8vo. 5U«. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF AGRICULTURE:
Comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement,
and Management of Landed Property, and of the cultivation and economy of the Animal and
Vegetable Productions of Agriculture, including all the latest improvements. Fifth
Edition; with upwards of I,lUUKngravings on Wood by Branston. Svu. 2<.10«.cloth.

LOUDON^S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PLANTS:
Including all the Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into. Great Britain
giving their Natural History, accompanied by such Descriptions, Engraved Figures, and
Elementary Details, as may enable a beginner, who is a mere English reader, to discover the
name of every Plant which he may find in dower, and acquire all the information respecting
it whichis useful and interesting. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S.,etc. The Specific Characters
by an Eminent Botanist; the Drawings by J.D.C. Sowerby. New Edition, corrected
throughout and brought down to the year 1S52, by Mrs. Loudon. [/« the presi.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM, AND
VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE. Containing Designs for Cottages, Villas,

Farm Houses, Farmeries, Country Inns, Public Houses, Parochial Schools, etc. ; with the
requisite Fittings- up. Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices, Gardens, and Garden
Scenery : each Design accompanied by Analytical and Critical Remarks. By J .C. Loudon,
F.L.S. etc. New Etlition, Edited by Mrs. Loudon. With more than 2,000 Engravings on
Wood. 8vo. 63*. cloth.

LOUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS;
Or, Catalogue of all the Plants indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain. An
entirely New Edition corrected throughout: with a Supplement, including aU the New
Plants down to March, 1850; and a New General Index to the whole Work. Edited by Mrs.
Loudon; assisted by W. H. Baxter and David Wooster. 8vo.3U. 6(f. cloth.

SUPPLEMENT,
Including all the Plants introduced into Britain, all the newly discovered British Species,
and all the kinds originated in British Gardens, up to March IStO. With a new General
Index to the whole work. By W. H. Baxter and D. Wooster, under the direction of Mrs.
Loudou. Svo. 14f . cloth.

LOW.—ON LANDED PROPERTY, AND THE ECONOMY OF
ESTATES: Comprehending the Relations between Landlord and Tenant, and the Princi-

ples and Forms of Leases; of Farm Buildings, Enclosures, Drains, Embankments, Roads,
and other Rural Works, Minerals, and Woods. By David Low, Esq. F.R.S.E. etc., author
of "Elements of Practical Agriculture," etc. Svo. with numerous Wood Engravings,
21«. cloth.

LOW.—ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE:
Comprehendingthe Cultivation of Plants, the Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and the
Economy of the Farm. Bv David Low, Esq. F.R.S.E. .Professor of Agriculture in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. Kew Edition; with an entirely new set of above 200 Woodcuts.
Svo. 21«. cloth.

MACAULAY.—THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
From the Accession ofJames II. By Thomas 3abington Macaulay. NewEdition. Vols. I.

and II. Svo. 32t. cloth.



18 NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

MACAULAY.—CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS Con-
tributed TO THE KDINBUIIGH RRVIKW. By Thomas Bahinirton Maraulay. New
Edition, complete in One Volume: with Portrait bv E. U. Eddis.enjrraved in line by G. \V.
Greatbach, and Viffnette. Square crown 8to. 21«. cloth; 30ii. calf extra, by Hayday,
—Or (Sixth Edition) in 3 vols.Svo. 36«.cloth.

MACAULAY.—LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME:
With IvBY and The Armada. By Thomas Babington Macaulay. New Edition. I6mo.
4». 6<^. cloth; morocco, 10».fid. (bound by Hayduy).

MR. MACAULAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
With numerous Illustrations, Original and from the Antique, drawn on Wood by Georg;e
Scharf, jun. and engraved by Samuel Williams. New Edition. Feap. 4to. 21». boards;
morocco, 42». {bound by Hayday)

,

MACDONALD.—VILLA VEROCCHIO; OR, THE YOUTH OF
LEONARDO DA VINCI: a Tale. By the late Diana Louisa Macdonald. Fcap. Svo.
6*. cloth.

MACKAY. — THE SCENERY AND POETRY OF THE
ENGLISH LAKKS: A Summer Ramble. By Charles Mnckay. Esq. LL.D., Author of
"The Salamandrine," etc. With beautiful VVood Engravings from Original Sketches. A
New and cheaper Editionj with additional lllus>.-atioas. Post Svo. 7i- 6d. cloth.

MACKINTOSH'S (SIR JAMES) MISCELLANEOUS WORKS;
Including his Contributions to The EDINBURGH RKVIKW. A New Edition, complete
in One Volume ; with Portrait enij;raved in line by W. Greatbach, and Vignette. Square
crown Svo. 21». cloth ; or 30». calf extra by Hayday.

M'CULLOCH.-A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATIS-
TICAL, AND HISTORICAL, of the various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural
Objects in the World. By J. R. M'CuUoch, Esq. Illustrated with Six large Maps. New
Edition, corrected and in part re-written; with a Supplement. 2 thick vols. Svo. 63». cloth.

M'CULLOCH.-A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETI-
CAL, AND HISTORICAL, OK COMMERCE, AND COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION.
Illustrated with Maps and Plans, by J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. A New Edition (1852), cor-

rected, enlarged, and improved: Including a New Supplement. Svo. 50«. cloth; or 5o«.

strongly half-bound in russia.

•»• THE NEW SUPPLEMENT may be hadieparately, price As. Cd. tewed.

M'CULLOCH.—AN ACCOUNT, DESCRIPTIVE, AND STATIS-
TICAL, of the BRITISH EMPIRE ; exhibiting its Extent, Physical Capacities, Population,
Industry, and Civil and Religious Institutions. By J. R. M'CuUoch, Esq. 3d Edition,
corrected, enlarged, and greatly improved. 2 thick vols. Svo. 42». cloth.

M'CULLOCH.—A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICAL INFLUENCE OF TAXATION AND THE FUNDING SYSTKM. By J. R.
M'Culloch, Esq. Second Edition (ISd2), corrected, enlarged, and improved, Svo. 16«.

cloth.

M'CULLOCH.—A TREATISE ON THE CIRCUMSTANCES
WHICH DKTERMINE THE RATE OF WAGES AND THE CONDITION OF THE
LABOURING CLASSES. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. Fcap. Svo. 3». 6</. cloth.

MAITLAND.—THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS:
A Description of the Primitive Church of Rome, illustrated by its Sepulchral Remning.
By Charles Maitland. New Edition, revised; with numerous Woodcuts, Svo. 14«. cloth.
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MARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY: -

In which the Elementsof that Science are familiarly Explaineti and Illustrated by Experi-
meuts. By JaneMarcet. New Edition, corrected. 2vols. foolscap Svo. 14*. cloth.

MARCET.—COX^^ERSATIOXS OX POLITICAL ECONOMY:
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Jane Marcet. New
Edition, rerised and enlarged. Foolscap 8to. 7«< 6d. cloth.

MARCET.—CON^^ERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
lu which the Rlements of thatScience are familiarly explained, and adapted to the compre-
hension of Young Persons. Br Jane Marcet. New Edition, enlarged and corrected, t'cap.
8to. with 23 Plates, \0i.6d. cloth.

MARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIO-
LOGY; comprehending the Elements of Botany, with their application to Agriculture.
ByJaue Marcet. New'lidition. Foolscap Svo. with Four Plates, 9f. cloth.

IklARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.
By Jane Marcet. New Edition reTised and corrected. Foolscap 8to. with coloured Map
shewing the comparatireAltitude of Mountains, 5*.6if. cloth.

]VLA.RRYAT (CAPT.)—MASTERMAN READY;
Or, the VVreck of the Pacific. Written for Young People. By Capu<iin Marryat, C.B. antbor
of "Peter Simple, "etc. ANew Kaition, complete inTwo Volumes ; with numerous Wood
Engravings. :! toIs. fcap.Sro. I2«. cloth.

MARRYAT. — THE PRIVATEER'S-MAN ONE HUNDRED
YE.\RS AGO. By Captain F. Marrvat. C.B., author of "Peter Simple," '<Masterman
Heady," etc. 2 Tuls. fcap. 8vo. 12j. cloth.

MARRYAT.—THE MISSION;
Or, Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain Marryat, C.B., author of
*' Peter Simple," *'Masterman Ready,'' etc. 2Tol8.fcap.8T0.12«. cloth.

MARRYAT.—THE SETTLERS IN CANADA.
Written for Young People. By Captain Marryat, C.B., author of •'Peter Simple,"
** Masterman Ready," etc. New Edition. Fcap.Svo. with two Illustrations, 7«. 6d. cloth.

MAUNT)ER.— THE SCIENTIFIC XSD LITERARY TREA-
SURY: .\ New and Popular Encyclopsedia of Science and the Belles Lettres ; including all

Branches of Science, and prery Subject connected with Literature and Art. The whole
written in a familiar style, adapted to the comprehensionof all persons desirous of acquir-
ing information on the subjects comprised in the work, and also adapted for a Manual of
convenient Reference to the more instructed. BySamuelMaunder. NewEditiou. Fcap.
8to. lOt. cloth ; bound in roan, 12«.

]\L\UNDER'S TREASURY OF HISTORY;
Comprising a General Introductory Outline of Universal History,Ancient and Modern, and
a Seriesi of separate Histories of every principal Nation that exists ; developing their Rise,
Progress, and Present Condition, tlie Moral and Social Character of their respective
Inhabitants, their Religion, Manners, and Customs, etc. etc. New Edition. Foolscap Sto.
lOf .cloth ; bound in roan, 12i.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY;
Or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature : in which the Zoological Characteristics that

distinguishthedifferent Classes, Genera, and Species are combined with a variety of iuterest-
ine Information illustrative of the Habits, Iiistiucts, and General Economy of the Animal
Kingdom. To which are added, aSyllahusof Practical Taxidermy, and a Glossarial -Appendix,
Embellished with 900 Engravings on Wood, from Drawings made expressly for this Work.
New Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 10*. cloth; bound in roan, 12«.
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the Soul over the Body," etc. Post 8vo. 7«. 6rf. cloth.
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MOORE.—THE USE OF THE BODY IN RELATION TO THE
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Edition. Post 8vo. 9». cloth.

MOORE.—MAN AND HIS MOTIVES.
Bv George Moore, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians, etc. NewEdition.
Post 8vo.8». cloth.
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MURE.—A CRITICAL HISTORY OF THE LANGUAGE AND
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Svo. 36i. cloth.

MURRAY.—AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GEOGRAPHY:
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NEALE.—THE RICHES THAT BRING NO SORROW.
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LIEUTENANT OSBORN'S ARCTIC JOURNAL.
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OWEN JONES.—WINGED THOUGHTS.
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THE VADE-MECUM OF FLY-FISHING FOR TROUT:
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Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. 6s. cloth.

PYCROFT.—A COURSE OF ENGLISH READING;
Adapted to every Taste and Capacity. With Literary Anecdotes. Br the ReT. James
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DR. REECE'S MEDICAL GL7DE:
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Comprising a complete Siodern Dispensatory, and a Practical Treatise on the distinguishing
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Frame. With the latest Discoveries in the different Departments of the Healing Art,
Materia Medica, etc. Seventeenth Edition, with considerable .Additions; revised and
corrected by the Author's Son, Dr. Henry Reece, M.R.C.S. etc. Svo. 12i. cloth.

RICH.—THE ILLUSTRATED COMPANION TO THE LATIN
DICTIONARY AND GREEK LEXICON: forming a Glossary of all the Words respecting
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Rich, jun.B.A., late of Caius College, Cambridge. Post Svo. with about 2,000 Woodcuts,
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ARCTIC SEARCHING EXPEDITION.~A JOURNAL OF A
BOAT VOYAGK THROUGH RUPERT'S LAND and the Central Arctic Sea, in Search
of the Discovery Ships under command of Sir John Franklin. With an Appendix on the
Physical Geography of North America. By Sir .Tohn Richardson, C.B., F.R.S., etc.,
Inspector of Naval Hospitals and Fleets. Published by Authority of the Admiralty. With
a coloured Map, several Plates printed in colours, and Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 3li. 6rf. cloth.

RIDDLE.—A COPIOUS AND CRITICAL LATIN-ENGLISH
LEXICON, founded on the German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. William Freund. By the
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RIDDLE.—A COMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH-
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cloth.
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RONALDS.—THE FLY-FISHER'S ENTOMOLOGY.
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ROVINGS IN THE PACIFIC,
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ROWTON (F.)—THE DEBATER:
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SCHOMBERG. — THE THEOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY OF
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Svo. 21*. cloth.

SEAWARD.—SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE OF
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post Svo. 21*. cloth.

SEWELL.—AlVIY HERBERT.
By a Lady. Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D., Fellow and Tutor of Exeter Col-
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SEWELL.—THE EARL'S DAUGHTER.
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SEWELL.—LANT:T0N PARSONAGE:
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Exeter College, Oxford. NewEdition. 3 vols. fcap. Svo. 1&(. cloth.

SEWELL.—MARGARET PERCIVAL.
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THK FAMILY SHAKSPEARK, in which nothing is added to the Oriijinal Text; but those
Words and Expressions are omitted which cannot with propriety be read aloud. By T.
Bowdler, Ksq. F.R.S. New Edition; with 36 Illuiitrations after Smirke, etc. 8vo. 21*.
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SHARP'S NEW BRITISH GAZETTEER.
A NEW GAZETTEER, OR TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF THE BRITISH
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SHEPHERD—THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF ROME,
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SHORT WHIST:
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SINCLAIR.—THE JOURNEY OF LIFE.
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SINCLAIR —POPISH LEGENDS OR BIBLE TRUTHS.
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SIR ROGER DE COVERLEY.
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boards; or 27s. bound in morocco by Hayday,
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SMEE.—ELEMENTS OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY.
By Alfred Smee, F.R.S. , Surgeon to the Bank of England. Third Edition, revised, cor-
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10«.6d. cloth.

THE WORKS OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH.
Comprising the Author's Miscellaneous Writings, and Contributions to the Edinburgh
Review. New Edition, complete in One Volume; with Portrait by E. U. Kddis, engraved
in Line by W.Greatbach, and View of Combe Florey Rectory, Somerset. Square crowu Svo.
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SMITH.—ELEMENTARY SKETCHES OF MORAL PHILO-
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Rev. Sydney Smith, M.A. With an Introductory Letter to Mrs. Sydney Smith, by the late

Lord Jeffrey. Second Edition. Svo. I2s. cloth.



SMITH.—THE VOYAGE AND SHIPWRECK OF ST. PAUL:
with Dissertations on the Sources of the Writings of St. Lulic, and the Ships and Navigation

of the Ancients. By James Smith, Esq. of Jordauhill, F.R.S. etc. With illustrative Views,

Charts, and Woodcuts. 8vo. 14«. cloth.

SMITH.—TASSOS JERUSALEM DELIVERED.
Translated, in the Metre of the Original, by the Rev. Charles Lesinghara Smith, M.A., late

Fellow and Mathematical Lecturer of Christ's CoUege, Cambridge. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. 12i.

cloth.

SNOW.—VOYAGE OF THE PRINCE ALBERT IN SEARCH
OF SIR JOHN FRANKLIN. A Narrative of Everyday Life in the Arctic Seas. By W.
Parker Suow. With aChart, and 4 Illustrations printed in colours. Post 8vo. l-2«. cloth.

THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF THE LATE ROBERT
SOUTHEY. Edited bvhis Son, the Rev. Charles Cuthbert Southey, M.A. Vicar of Ardleigh.

With numerous Portraits ; and Six Landscape Illustrations from Designs by W. Westall,

A.R.A. 6 vols, post 8vo. 63». cloth.
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subjects upon which his capacious mind was constantly exercised." John Bull.

SOUTHETS COMMON-PLACE BOOKS.
THE COMMON-PLACE BOOKS of the late Robert Sonthey. Comprising—1. Choice

Passages: With Collections for the History of Manners and Literature in England; 2.

Special Collections on various Historical and Theological Subjects; 3. Analytical Readings

in various branches of Literature ; and 4. Oriid'ial Memoranda, Literary and Miscellaneous.

Edited by Mr. Souther's Sou-in-Law, the Rev. John Wood VVarter, B.D. 4 vols, square

crown 8vo. 3/ . 18*. cloth.

*,* Each Series of Southey's Common-Place Books forms a distinct Volume, complete in

itself, and may be had separately as follows :

—

FIRST SERIES—CHOICE PASSAGES, etc. Second Edition; with medallion Portrait.

Price 18*.

SECOND SERIES-SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. Price 18*.

THIRD SERIES-ANALYTICAL READINGS. One Guinea.

FOURTH SERIES—ORIGINAL MEMORANDA,:etc. One Guinea.

SOUTHEY.—THE DOCTOR ETC.
By the late Robert Southey. Complete in One Volume. Edited by the Author's Son-in-
Law, the Rev. John Wood VVarter. With Portrait, Vignette Title-page, Bust of the Author,
and Coloured Plate. New Edition. Square crown 8vo, 21f. cloth.

SOUTHEY.—THE LIFE OF WESLEY.
And Rise and Progress of Methodism. By Robert Southey, Esq. LL.D. New Edition, with
Notes by the late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Esq., and Remarks on the Life and Character
of John Wesley, by the late Alexander Kuox, Esq. Edited by the Rev. Charles Cuthbert
Southej, M JV. 2 ToU.Svo.withtwo Portraits, II. S«. cloth.

ROBERT SOUTHEY'S COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS:
Containing all the Author's last Introductions and Notes. Complete in One Volume, with
Portrait and View of the Poet's Residence at Keswick; uniform with Lord Byron's and
Moore's Poetical Works. Medium 8vo.'21«. cloth; 42j. bound in morocco, by Hayday.—Or
in 10 vols. foolscap Svo.with Portrait and 19 Plates, 21. 10s.; morocco, 4f.)0«.
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SOUTHEY—SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From Chaucer to Lovelace inclusive. With Biographical Sketches by the late Kobert
Southejr, Medium 8vo.30«. cloth.

SQUIER.—NICARAGUA ; ITS PEOPLE, SCENERY, MONU-
MENTS, AND THE PROPOSED INTF.ROCEANIC CANAL. By F,. G. Squier. late
Charge d'Affitires of the United States to the Republics of Central America. With Nine
Orig-inal Maps, Twenty-five Plates printed in colours, and numerous VVoodcut Illustra-
tions. 2 vols, royal 8vo. 31«. 6d, cloth.

STEEL'S SHIPMASTER'S ASSISTANT.
Compiled for the use of Merchants, Owners and Masters of Ships, Offieersof Customs, and
all Persons connected with Shipping; or Commerce ; containinjr the Law and Local Regula-
tions affecting: the Ownership, Ctiarge, and Management of Ships and their Cargoes ;

together with Notices of other Matters, and all necessary Information for Mariners. New
Edition, rewritten throughout. Edited by Graham Willmore, Esq. M.A. Barrister-at-Law ;

George Clements, of the Customs, London ; and William Tate, author of "The Modern
Cambist." 8vo. 28«. cloth; or 29s. bound.

STEPHEN.—LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF FRANCE.
By the Right Honourable Sir James Stephen, K.C.B.. LL.D., Professor of Modern History
in the University of Cambridge. 2 vols. 8vo. 24*. cloth.

STEPHEN-ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIOGRAPHY.
From The Edinburgh Review. By the Right Honourable Sir James Stephen, K.B.,LL.D.,
Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambridge. Second Edition. 2 vols.

8vo.24». cloth.

STOW.—THE TRAINING SYSTEM, THE MORAL TRAINING
SCHOOL, AND THE NORMAL SEMINARY. By David Stow, Eso., Honorary Secretary
to the Glasgow Normal Free Seminary; author of" Moral Training, etc. Eighth Edition,
enlarged ; with Plates and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 6*. cloth.

SWAIN.-ENGLISH MELODIES.
By Charles Swain,author of "The Mind, and other Poems." Fcap. 8vo.6». cloth ; or bound
in morocco, 12s,

SYMONS.—THE MERCANTILE MARINE LAW.
Bv Edward William Symons, Chief Clerk of the Thames Police Court. Fifth Edition, In-

cluding the A(.'t passed in 1851 to amend the Mercantile Marine Act of 1850, and the

provisions of the New Act relating to the Merchant Seamen's Fund. 12mo. 5». cloth.

TATE. — EXERCISES ON MECHANICS AND NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY ; or, an Easy Introduction to Engineering. Containing various Applications

of the Principle of Work: the Theory of the Stcara-engine, with simple .Mechanics j Theo-
rems and Problems on accumulated Work, etc. New Edition. 12mo. 2». cloth.

KEY TO TATE'S EXERCISES ON MECHANICS AND NA-
TURAL PHILOSOPHY. Containing full Solutions of all the unworked Examples and

Problems. 12mo. with Diagrams, 3».6rf. cloth.

TATE.~ON THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS:
Containing various original and useful Formulae, specially applied to Tubular Bridges,

Wrought Iron and Cast Iron Beams, etc. By Thomas Tate, of Kncller Training College,

Twick.-nham ; late Mathematical Professor and Lecturer on Chemistry in the National

Society's Training Colleire. Battersca; author of "Exercises on Mechanics and Natural

Philosophy." Svo. 5«. firf. cloih.
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THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY,
Published Monthly, and sold at One Shilling each Part, is intended to comprise books of
valuiible information and acknowledged merit, in a form adapted for reading while Travel-

ling, and at the same time of a character that will render them worthy of preservation ; but

the price of which has hitherto coufiued them within a comparatively narrow circle of

readers,

The_firtt Eighteen Parts eompritet

1. WARRKN HASTINGS. By Thomas Babiugton Macaulay. Reprinted from Mr. M[acau-

lay's •• Critical and Historical Essays." Price One Shilling.

2. LORD CLIVE. By Thomas Babingtou Macaulay. Reprinted from Mr. Macaulay's " Critical

and Historical Essays." Price One Shilling.

•»• Mr. Macaulay's Two Essays on Warren Hastings and Lord Clive maybe had in One
Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

3. LONDON IN 1850-51. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq.
" Geographical Dictionary." Price One Shilling.

Reprinted from Mr. M'Culloch's

4. SIR ROGER DE COVERLEY. From the "Spectator." With Notes and Illustrations by
W. H . WiUs. Price One Shilling.

5. WILLIAM PITT, EARL OF CHATHAM. By Thomas Babington Macaulay. Price One
Shilling.

6 and 7. Mr. S. LAIN'G'S JOURNAL OF A RESIDENCE IN NORWAY during the Years
1834, ("So, and 1S36. Two Parts, price One Shilling each; or in One Volume, 16mo. price
Half-a-CrowQ, cloth.

8. "RANKE'S HISTORY OF THE POPES." And "GLADSTONE ON CHURCH AND
STATE." By Thomas Babingtun Macaulay. Price One Shilling.

•»* Mr. Macaulay's Four Essays on " William Pitt, Earl of Chatham," "Ranke's History of
the Popes," and *' Gladstone on Church and State," may be had in One Volume, 16mo. price
Halfa-Crowu, cloth.

9 and 10. A LADY'S VOY.AGE ROUND THE WORLD. A condensed Translation from the
German of Ida Pfeiffer, by Mrs. Percy Sinnett. In Two Parts, price One Shilling each; or
in One Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crowu, cloth.

11 and 12. EOTHEN; or, Traces of Travel brought Heme from the East. A New Edition, in
Two Parts, price One Shilling each ; or in One Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

13. "THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF ADDISON." And HORACE WALPOLE. By
Thomas Babington .Macaulay. Price One Shilling.

14 and 15. HUC'S TRAVELS IN T.\RTARY, THIBET. AND CHINA. A condensed
Translation, by Mrs. Percy Sinnett, Two Parts, price One Shilling each; in One Volume,
16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

16 and 1". HOLCROFT'S MEMOIRS, written by Himself, and continued to his Death from
his Diary, Notes, and other Papers. Two Parts, price One Shilling each ; or in One
Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

IS. LECTURES AND ADDRESSES. By the Earl of Cariisle. Price One Shilling,

To be followed by—

AFRICAN WANDERINGS; Or, an Expedition from Sennaar to Taka, Basa, and Beni-Amer:
With a particular Glance at the Races of Bellad Sudan. By Ferdinand Werne, Author of" Expedition in Search of Sources of the White Nile." Translated from the German by J.
R.Johnston. Forming Two Parts of the Tra«f//fr'» iiJrary. 16mo.

ITTCHES IN CANADA. AND RAMBLES AMONG THE RED MEN. By Mrs Jameson.
Forming Two Parts of the Traveller! Library. 16mo.



TAYLER (REV. CHARLES B.)—MARGARET;
Or, the Pearl. By the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, M.A., author of •' Lady Mary ; or, Not of
the World;" etc. New Edition. FoolscapSvo. 6s. cloth.

TAYLER (REV. CHARLES B.)—LADY MARY; OR, NOT OF
THE VVORLD. By the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, author of "Margaret, or the Pearl," etc.
New Edition. Foolscap 8vo. with Frontispiece, 6«. 6d. cloth.

TAYLOR—WESLEY AND METHODISM.
By Isaac Taylor, Author of " Natural History of Enthusiasm," etc. With a Portrait of
Wesley, engraved by W. Greatbach. PostSvo. Half-a-Guinca, cloth.

'• All the charncterlitics of early Methodism are analysed in the present volume with a dis-

crimination, and described with a e.learnest, such as we might expect from the philosophiial
and eloquent author of the Natural History of Enthusiasm Of the Methodism
of the eighteenth century, the corporeal part rrmaius in the Wealeyan Conwxion ; the soul

of it, while partly animating that body, was transfused into all (Christian Chnrchet, How
that great movement became a starting-point in our modern history, and how it was the
source if what is most characteristic of the present tioie, os contrasted with the corresponding
period of last century, not in reliaion only, but in the general tone of nationalfeeling, and
manners, and literature, Mr, Taylor ably shews." Literary Gazette,

TAYLOR—LOYOLA: AND JESUITISM
In its Rudiments. By Isaac Taylor, author of "Natural History of Enthusiasm." With
medallion Portrait. Post 8vo. 10«. 6d. cloth.

THIRLWALL.—THE HISTORY OF GREECE.
By the Ri(j;ht Rev. the Lord Bisliop of St. David's, (the (lev. Connop Thirlwall).
proved Library Edition ; with Maps. 8 vols. 4/. lis. cloth.

*,*Also, an Edition inS vols.fcap, Svo.withFignette Titles, 11. 8s. cloth.

THIRLWALL'S GREECE, ABRIDGED BY DR. L. SCHMITZ.
A History of Gerece, from the Earliest Time to the Taking of Corinth by the Romans,B.C.
146, mainly based upon Bishop Thirlwall's History of Greece. By Dr. Leonhard Schmitz,
F.R.S.E., Rector of the High School of Edinburgh. Second Edition. 12mo. 7<.6i/. cloth.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.
Edited by Bolton Corney, Esq. Illustrated withSeventy-sevenOesignsdrawn on Wood by
the Members of the Etching Club. Engraved by Thompson and other eminent Engravers.
Square crown 8vo. uniform with Goldsmith's Poems illustrated by the Etching Club,
21«. cloth; bound in morocco, byHayday,36«.

THOMSON (JOHN).- TABLES OF INTEREST,
At Three, Four, Four-and-a-half, and Five per Cent., from One Pound to Ten Thousand,
and from One to Three Hundred and Sixty-five Days, in a regular progression of Single

Days ; with Interest at all the above Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and from One to

Ten Years, Also, Tables shewing the Exchange on Bills, etc. etc. etc. By JohuThomson,
Accountant. New Edition. 12mo. 8s. bound.

THOMSON—SCHOOL CHEMISTRY;
S: Or Practical Rudiments of the Science. By Robert Dundas Thomson, M.D. Master in

Surgery in the University of Glasgow ; Lecturer on Chemistry in the same University ; and
formerly in the Medical Service of the Honourable East India Company. Foolscap 8vq.

with Woodcuts, 7». cloth.

THE THUMB BIBLE;
Or, Verbum Sempiternum. By J. Taylor. Being an Epitome of the Old and New Testa-
ments in English Verse. New Edition, printed from the Edition of 16U3, by C. Whitting.
ham, Chiswick. 64mo. Is. 6d. bound and clasped.
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TOMLINE (BISHOP).—AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
OK THK 3IBLK; BeiiiB: the First Volume of the Elements of Christian Theology ; con-
taininsf Proofs of the Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures; a Summary of the
History of the Jews* an Account of the Jewish Sects ; and a brief Statement of the Contents
of the several Books of the Old Testament. By the late George TomUne,D.O.F.R.S. New
Edition. FoolscapSvcS*. 6d. cloth.

TOOKE.—THE HISTORY OF PRICES;
With reference to the Causes of their principal Variations, from the year 1792 to the year
1847. inclusive. With a Sketch of the History of the Corn Trade in the last Two Cen-
turies ; a General Review of the Currency Question ; and Remarks on the Operation of the
Acts 7 &8 Victoria, c. 32. By Thomas Tooke, Esq. F.R.S. 4to1s.8to. 3<.6«. cloth.

TOWNSEND.—MODERN STATE TRIALS.
Revised and illustrated with Rssajs and Notes. By William Charles Towusend, Esq.
M.A. Q.C., late Recorder of Macclesfield. 2 vols. Svo. 30«. cloth.

" Mr, Toitntend has done an acceptable lervice both to the legal profetrion and the public
in forniinif this collection of »i<me uj the most imporCatit and interesting judicial proceedings
which have ever been witnessed in Etiglinh courts of justice. . . . We need say »o more to
recommend , the volumes of Mr- Tovmend, which, uhether as a record of precedents or a
repertory of some of the most remarkable specimens of forensic eloquence, are equally
useful.'^ Mornings Chronicle.

TOWNSEND.—THE LIVES OF TWELVE EMINENT
JUDGES OF THE LAST AND OF THE PRESENT CENTURY. Bv W. Charles
Townsend, Esq., M.A.Q.C., late Recorder of Macclesfield. 2 vols. Svo. 28*. cloth.

TURNER.—THE SACRED HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
Attempted to be Philosophically considered, in a Series of Letters to a Son. By Sharon
Turner, F.S. A. and R.A.S.L. Eighth Edition, edited by the Rev. Sydney Turner, 3 vols,
post 8vo. 31«. ^d. cloth.

TURNER—THE HISTORY OF THE ANGLO-SAXONS,
From the Karliest Period to the Norman Conquest. By Sharon Turner, F.R.S. and R.A.S.L.
The Seventh Edition (lSo2;. 3 vols. 8vo.36i. cloth.

%• The text and notes of this edition have been carefully revised, and as many of the
Author's later corrections and additions as appeared to'have been intended and prepared
by him for publication, have been introduced.

TURTON'S (DR.) MANUAL OF THE LAND AND FRESH
WATER SHELLS OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS. A new Edition, thoroughly revised
with .Additions. By John Edward Gray. Post 8vo. with Woodcuts, and 12 coloured Plates
15«. cloth.

URE.— DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND
MINES : Containing a clear Exposition of their Principles and Practice. By .Andrew UreM U. F.R.S. M.G.S..M.A.S.Lond., M. Acad. N.S. Philad.; S.Ph.Soc.N. Germ.Hanov ;

MuUii, etc.etc. 3d Edition, corrected. 8vo, with 1,241 Woodcuts. 30*. cloth.

By the same Author,

SUPPLEMENT OF RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 2dEdition. Svo. 14*. cloth.

WATERTON.—ESSAYS ON NATURAL HISTORY,
Chiefly Ornithology. By Charles Waterton, Esq., author of "Wanderings in South
America." With an Autobiojfraphy of the Author, aud Views of WaltonHall. New Editions
2 vols, foolscap 8vo. Us.Gd. cloth.

*** Separately—\ol.l. (First Series), 8a. ; Vol.11. (Second Series), 6». 6rf.

»
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ALARIC WATTS'S POETRY AND PAINTING.—LYRICS OF
THE HEART; with other Poems. By Alitric A. Watts. With Forty-one highly finished
Line Entfravings, executed expressly for this work by the most eminent Puiuters and
Engravers,

In one Volume, square crown Svo. price 31«, 6rf. boanls, or4.5g. bound in morocco by Mayday

;

Proof Impressions, (iSs. boards.— Plain Proofs 41, Plates, demy 4to. (only 100 copies printed)

2?. 2». in portfolio ; India Proofs before letters, colombier 4to. (only 5U copies printed), 52. a«,

in portfolio.

WEBSTER.-AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY:
Comprising such subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping ; us.
The Construction of Domestic Edifices, with the Modes of Warming, Ventilating, and
Lightingthem—A Description of the various .-\rticlesof ^'urniture, with the Nature of their
Materials— Duties of Servants, etc. etc. By Thomas Webster, K.G.S., etc. etc.; assisted
by the late Mrs. Parkes. New Edition. 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts, 50». cloth.

WHEATLEY.—THE ROD AND LINE;
Or, Practical Hints and Dainty Devices for the sure taking of Trout, Grayling, etc. By
Hewett Wheatley, Esq., Senior Angler. Foolscap 8vo. with Nine coloured Plates, 10*. 6d.
cloth.

LADY WILLOUGHBY'S DIARY.
So much of the Diary of Lady Willoughbv as relates to her Domestic History, and to the
Eventful Reign of King Charles the First, the Protectorate, and the Restoration (163.5 to

1663) . Printed, ornamented, and bound in the style of the period to which The Diary refers.

New Edition; in Two Parts. Square foolscap 8vo. 8». each, boards; or 18«. each, bound
in morocco bi/ Hayday,

YOUATT.—THE HORSE.
By William Youatt. With a Treatise of Draught. A New Edition; with numerous Wood
Engravings from Designs by William Harvey. Svo. \Qi. cloth.

*,* Messrs. Lotigman and Cu.U Edition should be ordered.

YOUATT._THE DOG.
By William Youatt. X ^New Edition; with numerous Wood Engravings from Designs by
William Harvey. Svo. 6*. cloth.

*,* The above works, which were prepared under the superintendence of the Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, are now published by Messrs. Longman and Co., by rfssign-

menl from Mr. Charles Knight. It is to be observed, that the edition of Mr.Youatt's book on
the Horse which Messrs. Longman and Co. have purchasedfrom Mr. Knight, is that which iras

thoroughly revised by the author, and thereby rendtred in many respects a new work. The
engravings also were greatly improved. Both works are the most complete treatises in the

language on the History, Structure, Diseases, and Management of the Animals of which they

treat.

ZINCKE.—SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE SCHOOL OF
THE FUTURE ; or, a Sketch of the Solution which Time appears to be preparing for the

different Educational Questions of the Dav. By the Kev. Foster Barham Ziucke, Vicar of

Wherstead, near Ipswich. Post Svo. 7»- cloth.

" IVe have no space to devote to the nature of the alteration which the author proposes to

make in the subjects of instruction and in the manner of teaching. On this point and on

various others, such as the effects which would be likely to be produced by the establishment of
a system of this nature, we must refer to the treatise. We would only add, in conclusion,

that it contains a mnsterly analysis of the eriors, the short-romings, and the mischiefs of our
present state with regard to education, and the admirable suggestions as to the practicability

of the establishment in its place of a system which may be productive of incalculable benejit

to the coming generation." Daily News.

ZUMPT.—A GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE.
By C. G. Zumpt, Ph. D. Professor in the University, and Member of the Royal Acadcmv of

Berlin. Translated from the 9th Edition of the original, and adapted to the use of English

Students, by Leonhard Schmitz, Ph. 1)., Rector ot the High School of Edinburgh ; with
numerous Additions and Corrections by the Author. New Edition. Svo. 14*. cloth.

ifarch 31, \852.

Loudon: Printed by M. Mason, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.
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